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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Highlights of the Agricultural Manpower Study

1. Manpow~l:" _~I'ly and Demand Survey

An agricultural manpower survey of 2~2 crop and livestock ~nagers was carried out

in !1ay and June. 1979. All districts, regions, ministry divisions, research institutes,

ed'~cational institutions, private firms and parastatals who employ agriculturalists were

cov~red. This ~urvey recorded the filled posts, estimat~d the manpower needs fOT

1980-1986, and computed the ideal staffing pattern tor professional and technical

staff. It represents what professional agriculturalists believe would respond to the

/ ,

needs and opportunities of the sector as perceived by each organization unit. The survey

recorded both the educational levels and fields of specialization in which staff are

now working, ~nd in which more will be needed.

2. Agricultural Manpower Plannins.. System Improvel:'~

A comprehensive view of the sect,r's current situation and the manpower goals

towards which the sector should move are laid vut. Top management in the sector will

be able to make more informed decisions with the information now available, and will

be able tu call for additional cross-tabulations from a computerized file. At

decentralized levels, there are computer print-outs displaying each end-user's needs

for easy reference. This data base makes it possible for every organization to review,

update, prioritize and meap~re progress in their own manpower plan as situations

change in the field. Similarly, the data base permits the centralized coordination of

the agricultural sector's needs, and facilitates the compilation of a relevant national

agricultural training plan each year based on end-user wishes to the greatest extent

possible. The exact specializations in which education should be concentrated at

each level are now known with greater accuracy. The proportions of students who should

major in each of twenty-one technical specialty gro~ps can now be programmed with a

degree of precision not previously possible.
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3. Manpower Shortage Situation

The gaps between presently projected supply and demand have been calculated through

1991, taking turnover and attrition factors into consideration. The gaps are large at

al~ost every level and in most specialty fields. The major reasons for the existence

of these gaps are:

Form IV and Form VI school leavers are and will continue to be in relatively

fixed and scarce supp~y for the next decade, especially those with math and

science qualifications;

Only very small percentages of these school leavers are allocated to the

agricultural training institutions 8L certificate (3~%), diploma (5~%), and

B.Sc. levels (4.7%).

In the next ten years, little can be done to inc~eaee the secondary school manpower

pools beyond the presently contemplated expansion. Therefore, the major decision issue

for national policy makers is whether or not to enlarge the allocations of scarce

human resources to the agricultural sector. This matter should be raised by the

sector's top management at the highest national level.*

4. Agricultural Manpower Production Guidelines

With regard to manpower production within the agricultural sector, the study recom-

mends:

a.) Certificate Level. Maintain the 3.4% per annum increase in certificate staff

production presently projected. Further increases are not justified at this time due to the

absence of economically and technically viable recommendation packages for farmers in many

areas. (See Manpower Utilization Sect.ion.)

b.) Di~loma Level. Maintain the 18% average par annum increases in diploma staff

production presently projected. This is because diploma lavel speciali~ation training

turns out staff who are more useful on-the-job.

c.) Increuse the ratio of Form VI to certificate holder entrants in the diploma

1

* The study itself cannot scientifically prove that a larger allocation of human
re&ources to the agricultural sector will yield more than allocations to other sectors.
The study team believes there are strong indicators that this is likely to be true,
especially at higher educational levels. However, the study's terms of reference did
not request an analysis of comparative returns, and such data is lacking. As wi~h so
many development planning issues, this is more an area for managerial judgement than
analytic precision.
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programs ftom the ~resQnt 30:7C to 50:50. This will enhance the quality and Browth

potcnbial of diploma outputs; and prov1.de an enlarged pool of candidates for future B.Sc.

level training from within the ranks.

d.) Bachelors Level. Raise the presently projected low 4% average per annum increase

in B.Sc. outputs by increasing the allocation of Form VI entrants as well as diploma

holders to UDSM (Morogoro) and/or overseas institutions. This \1~Jld help to match the

higher financial allocation of development funds to the agricultural sector in recent

years ~ith a commensurate rise in human resource allocations. Agricultural development

projects require better managers, subject matter specialists, anu researchers, while the

sector also needs an enlarged pool from which M.Sc. trainees can be found.

e.) Masters Level. Maintain the optimistic projection of 27% average annual

increase in M.Sc. outputs. These personnel are urgently needed for expanded research

programs to identify viable recommendation packages for farmers; and to handle the

senior policy analysis, planl!ing, programming and operations administration functions

in the next twenty years.

5. Institutional Development Recommendations

To follow the production guidelines, institutional development recommendations for

the MATIs and the UDSM (Morogoro) have been made:

a.) The MATI system should be expanded by a minimum of 25% by 1987, from the

present 2,219 to 2,774 student places. A six year lead time 1s required for project

authorization, funding, design and construction phases; and therefore preparatory work

will have to begin soon.

b.) The UDSM-Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Science's expansion should be

considered by a high level working group on educational policy and institutional

planning. Questions have arisen over the present low capacity utilization of the B.Se.

program, while many etudents are at overseas institutions. While 90 to 100 places are

available, 1980 intakes totalled only 33 persons. At the same time, at least 35 persons

went on overseas B.Sc. (Agriculture) training. It seems likely that inappropriately

stringent and outmoded entry qualifications have caused this inefficient situation.

Closely related issues which need to be addressed are: the possibility of
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remedial programs for entrants without adequQte preparation in the maths and sciences;

the advisability of adding another year to the presently ove':crowded B.Sc. (Agric.)

program to allow proper and adequate learning time (as is dene in other fields and

countries); curriculum development and teaching methods improvements; the size, scope

and balance among M.Sc. and Ph.D. program offerings; and recurrent costs coverage and

possible roles of donors. An independent consultant on university agricultural education

is recommended to serve as a technical secretariat to facilitate the work of the group.

6. Agricultural Education System Improvements

As the principal UDSM-Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Sclence issues have

already been mentioned in the production guidelines, this section will only summarize

the major recommendations to do with MATIs.

The agricultural education sub-sector team visited 8 of 12 MATIs, interviewed

the institute managers, and administered questionnaires to 167 (our of 383) tutors, and

967 (out of 1800) students. All end-users were asked to rate the quality of 9reparation

of their recently arrived staff from instituteR, and what recommendations they would

make for improvements in training. In addition, many unstructured interpretive inter

views were held with staff, students, administrators, headquarters officials, and

end-users.

Two broad aspects of the MATIs were conSidered in this extensive investigation -

their programs, and their internal management. The key programmatic suggestions made 1n

the study are:

a.) To revise the certificate agro-vet syllabus (if a generalist orientation

continues to be chosen). This would make the syllabus more narrowly focused on those

topics that are most frequently encountered by extension agents, and allow more relevant

and effective curriculums to be taught;

b.) To alter the final exam system which presently claims so much scarce staff

time and funds in evaluation, that there is insufficient time or energy available to

improve educational ~udlity;

c.) To enlarge the time and resources devoted to curriculum development, especially

detailed model lesson plans (modules) containing both improved theory and (most
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importantly) improved practicals;

d.) To install the ne~1 curriculums within the context of teacher training and

upgrading efforts, and on-farm outreach programs;

e.) To offer in close coordination with the extension and research services an

expanded array of short course training programs as needed (the manpower survey

obtained a current list of short courses desired by every end-user, and thus a training

plan does exist).

The most crucial internal management recommendations concerned:

f.) The need to consolidate the MATIs so that a minimum size of 320 students

is achieved. This is essential to attain minimum levels of institutional efficiency

and effectiveness in both administration and pro6ram offerings;

g.) The establishment of a recurrent unit cost estimation method that is equitable

and systematic. It should probably be done on a per student basis for each level and

subject taught on tl ~ram side; and then consider special management factors such

as distance and local area costs separately.

h.) The procurement of educational facilities and managt~ent planning consultant(s)

to work with the MATI system managers to structure a detailed expansion plan that takes

the aforementioned costing and consolidation matters into full consideration. The

resultant plan can lay the basis for funding proposals both domestically and internation

ally.

In addition to the above, many highly detailed recommendations about technical

teaching and administration issues are included in the full text.

7. Manpower Utilization: The Efficiency and Effectiveness of Agricultural Staff

A manpower planning study oftentimes has the unintended side effect of creating

a momentum of its own in favor of extensive manpower production. The gaps stand out

clearly, and everyone seems to be in favor of closing them. The implicit assumption

appears to be that more and better manpower will solve the problems. This is undoubtedly

an oversimplification and a partial truth at best.

l

r
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Many factors other than the quantity Ilnd quality of manpO\1er naturally enter into

the equation for stimulating agricultural development. This was well recognized by the

Ministry of A~riculturc in the terms of reference for the study team. They specified

an inquiry in:o the efficiency and effectiveness with which manpower is utilized as a

part of the study. They recognized that the mere provision of additional numbers of

better trained personnel are probably a necessary but not sufficient condition for

advancing agricultural development. It was understood that it would be a waste of the

people's money to expensively educate, hire and deploy thousands more staff if they

would not have much impact on fa~ler production and productivity. For these reasons,

information was gathered on a number of utilization problems; and an analysis was made

to determine if helpful recommendations could be put forth.

It was found that the folloWing technical agricultural and administrative support

functions were critical to an understanding of the situation:

Technical Agricultural Functions

I - Research Policies and Programs

2 - Planning/Pr~gramming Processes

3 - Training

4 - Extension Operations

Administrative Support Functions

5 - Organization Structures & Coordination .

6 - Logistics

7 - Finance

8 - Personnel

In what follows, an introductory overview of the agricultural development context

of utilization problems is given. Then, coverage of the principal findings under each

category of agricultural and administrative functions is made.

A. Utilization Overview

Ultimately agricultural development is the result of decisions taken by individual

and communal farm~rs to change their practices. Farmers do not produce more or increase

their productivity per acre or labour hour unless they can minimize their costs and risks,

and maximize their gains. Their calculations involve the n~ed for capital, labour,

markets, prices, credit, timely inputs, and transport, as well as consideration of their
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natural resource ba8e of soils, rainfall, pesce anu disease potential, and even how any

rh~ngea might affect ~oci81 and political obligations and relationships.

Many explanations have been put forth to explain why most farmers in the nation

lldV.~ [llll altered their management deciElions (to accord with Government' s wishes) about

what to produce, how to produce it, how much, when and where. These explanations range

all the way from the supposed inadequacies of extension agents to lack of road maintenance

and low coat transport facilities, not to mention poor training, insufficient research

studies, lack of ministry support, lack of trained planners, insufficient roads, unclear

organization structures, and so on and so forth. Depen~ing on the particular area and

crop or livestoc~ endeavor, anyone or more of these explanations may indeed be accurate.

The country is very large, very diverse, and each place has experienced one or more of

such ~hortcomings alone or in combination on a number of occassions.

Those knowledgable about the micro-economic situation in Tanzanian agriculture

seem to agree on one point. For most of the country there is an absence of technically

feasible and economically viable r~commendation packages to commuIlicate to farmers.

Even if there were good roads, prices, marketing arrangements, inputs, knowledgable

extension personnel, adequate transport for supervj.sory personnel, proper work program

ming, and so forth, many farmers would still not change their practi~es. The absence

of opportunities for making a surplus for the smaller farmers appears to be the single

most important factor underlying the long term downward trend in agricultural production

and productivity. All other shortcomings contribute to this perhaps, but the root cause

remains the same. Development planners and agriculturalists have not often been abl~:

to put together a set of improved practices, price policies, and supporting servIces

which are technically feasible and economically viable for the farmer.

There have been a number of successful cases in the past involving cash crops,

principally. However, the more common case is an example of failure. These are

instructive, nonetheleAs. A classic case in Tanzania, but also in Africa more generally,

is a set of cotton planting dates, fertilizer and pesticide applications. Hull, Saylor,

Collinson, Kirkby, Keregero, and De Vries have documented the Tanzanian example well.
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The needed early planting times for maximum cotton yields interfere with the planting

times for essential food crops. TJ peasant farme~s on the subsistence margin, there

is no question which crop will receive the most attention. Food security is the highest

priority. Fertilizer applications not only cost more money than moot farmers would

be willing to get into debt for, but fertilizer also haa the side effect of enhancing

weed growth. Even if fertilizer is free or subsid1zed, the farmer is courting disaster

unless there is Adequate family labour to carry out extra weedings. The seemingly

"progressive and modern" adoption of an improved practice can not only cause farmers to

get into debt over their heads; they might not be able to reap the rewards if their

labour availability or cash to hire labour is insufficient. And if they live in a

hi~hly unreliable rainfa1l area (which farmers know best about), they are altogether

Justified in rejecting the so-called "package." To make things worse, some recommenda-

tions have been advocated for areas in which verification trials had never been done,

and with predictable results.

The Tanzanian experience is somewhat comparable to the situation in northern

Nigeria. There, an analyst compared the standard recommendations for cotton and what

they would mean for the average farmer with what the farmer's actual management decisions

were under the cash, labour, rainfall and soil types situation he/she faced. A linear

programming model with these simple constraints built in for an average sized farm

demonstrated that the farmer was fully rational in rejecting the package. Risks were

minimized and gains were maximized -- precisely because most farmers were able to

shrewdly analyze their own situations better than most.

In the course of this study one DADO was asked which crops were being given emphasis

in his district's extension work. He replied that pyrethrum was the most important,

but that the farmers were not "cooperating." When asked which crops returned the

greatest profits, ~::! indicated that potatoes did; and that most farmers "unfortunately"

preferred growing potatoes rather than pyrethrum. When as~ed which crops he would

personally grow if he were a farmer, he responded ~ "potatoes, '.:>f course."

Attention was drawn to his individual common sense, as contrasted with the official
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extension campaign. He immediately uaw that the farmers were making a very seusible

c~oice, and that the campaign would show the Government in a very poor light. The Govern

ment would not appear to have the farmers' best interests at heart, nor would it appear

to be even minimally rational. In addition, who would ever listen to extension agents

if they gave advice that would make farmers poorer than they could otherwise be? It

i~ understandable then if some extension agents could be viewed by farmers a~ parasites

on the society, rather than as fellow workers in a common struggle.

Many development planners and agriculturalists are unable to perceive the farmer's

point of view on these matters. Many professionals tend to Ree the situation from their

own specialty area's perspective. And each tends to think his or her perspective is

the critical ingredient in improving a situation.

In covering the range of opinions on explanations for the less than sterling per

formance of the sector, a variety of ob~ervations come to light. It appears true that

the extension service does not have adequate numbers and qualities of personnel, that

it lacks transport for district and ward supervisors to back up contact agents, that

extensionists are weak in communication methods, that proper work planning and control

is not followed, that motorcycles and bicycles are needed, that improved coordination

at the village level with Party and village council is necessary, that on-the-job

training and short courses are required, that better teachers, teaching materials, and

methods and facilities should be put in place at MATIs, and so on.

It is often true that district and regional planners with a sense of the village

realities are in short supply, that there is a lack of ministry support for regional

and district activities, that rese&rch institutes do not tie in well with extensionists,

that researchers don't always ask the most relevant 9uestions, that researchers don't

get out enough to talk with farmers, that parastatals don't coordinate closely enough,

that staff transfers at the supervisory level are too frequent, that promotions are few

and far between with adverse effects on morale, that there are too few women to work

with women cultivators, that some RADOs and DADOs have sometimes been forbidden to

communicate directly, and that there is sometimes an inability to distinguish between

r

[
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policy/administrative i.lues and technical onas.

It 1s true that the input, credit, marketing and most other systems do not work

well enough for the vast majority of people in rural areas. In addition, political

scientists, sociologists, anthropologists, and community developers see poor educational

work, insufficient grass roots mobilization, violation of cultural values and norms,

ineffective approaches to working with rural peasant communities, and intercultural

insensitivity.

It is also true that extension personnel tend to see the problem as an extension,

manpower and logistics problem, trainers as a training problem, planners and adminis

trators as financial and organizational problems, and researchers as research problems

only. And of co~~se, each view is accurate to a great extent. Each perspective shares

a part of the very complicated reality. And each believes that an allocation of more

men, money and materials to his or her effort would help tc set the situation right.

Each group is sincere, well-intentioned, articulate and committed as they grapple with

their problems. And many should be complimented for the genuine progress that is made

in dealing with such difficult situations.

In any complex endeavor such as agricultural and rural development, the solutions

are usually multifaceted, requiring innumerable improvements in many areas over a

longer time tlian most people are willing to admit. It is a human tendency to attack

all of them with equal vigor. Unfortunately, the human, financial and managerial

resources for dealing with all these difficulties at one time are extremely limited.

In the face of this dilemma the practice is still to attack the enemies along a broad

front, investing some scarce funds and effort in each aspect of the problem. Because

of this, sufficient force is seldom able to be marshalled at anyone point to make a

break-through. Part of the reason why funds are committed over so many efforts is the

natural counter-pressures in bureaucratic organizations. Decision makers at each level

want more resources, and wish to support their subordinate personnel to accomplish

their goals. They wish to avoid saying "No" to their staffs out of sympathy with their

efforts, to avoid discouraging them, and quite frankly to avoid confrontations and
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being continuously nagged about things.

In addition, there are the normal and powerful socio-political pressures for

continuing investments in each geographic area, which is common to any strong democratic

country. The citizenry and their representatives naturally feel that there must be

equitable distribution of development efforts.

These altogether understandable pressures result in a number of effects. First,

by spreading resources too thinly to make significant breakthroughs in critical areas

sooner rather than later.

Second, without the concentration necessary, the number of years to achieve progress

is immeasurably lengthened, and people at all levels become impatient and disillusioned.

Third, the thin spread of resources over too many improvement efforts ignores the

essential logical sequence in which agricultural development efforts must proceed.

Fourth, the reluctance to concentrate means a wastage of funds and energies. For

improvements in one area will not often result in production and productivity unless

preceded by esse~tial prerequisites in other areas.

Fifth, dispersal does not allow concentration to help those areas in most desperate

need (for example, the dryland crops/livestock areas of medium and low potential where

the majority of citizens live).

Sixth, dispersal means wastage of the people's money, in the sense that it does not

produce anything for them. They lose respect for what they know is absurd advice and

become cynical and disillusioned dbout the future. Their capacity to mobilize themselves

and to be mobilized in larger national efforts becomes less.

In such a situation it is important to work logically towards the solution of the

problems defined. Otherwise, additional scarce resources are going to be wasted. Most

(but not all) areas suffer from the following:

Lack of viable technologies, which implies that more research is needed.

Lack of planning skills to determine what should be done, as well as the

managerial programming skills to set out which activitie9 will be done at what cost, by

whom, when, where, and how.
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Lack of properly trained and suffj.clent numbers of agents to curry out tre

programmatic activities.

Lack of adequate supervisory work planning and control of contact agents

delivering the services to the public.

The logical sequence of overlapping stages is shown in Exhibit A.

Exhibit A

Logical Sequence for Technical Agricultural Functions Performance

I

Technical
Agricultural
Functions

1. Research

2. Planning/Programming

3. Training (Pre/1ST/OJT)

4. Extension

Time--------+

(Viable recommendations evolving)

(To be scheduled for implementation)

(By properly prepared agents)

(Carefully concentrated & supervised)

At each of these stages, there must naturally be supportive administrative and

organizatIonal activities for coordination, finance, logistics, and personnel.

The situation any particular region, district, ward or village is in, will vary

with their own peculiar agricultural problems. Most suffer from all the prob1~ms, to

a greater or lesser extent as noted earlier. Therefore, it is possible to make some

broad suggestions as to the types of policy guidelines and programmatic activities and

investments that could respond to the issues raised.

In the following sections, policy and program suggestions are made which should be

helpful in making progress. They represent the best judgements available about what

will raise the effectiveness and efficiency with which manpower is and can be utilized.

'.
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B. Research Policies and Programs

As noted, it was found that the absence of viable technical and economic recommenda

tions is the underlying fundamental fact about the lack of agricultural progress.

Therefore, it is recommended that research receive the highest priority for agricultural

investment funds by Government. Past investment in research has been declining, and

the literature on agricultural development in both more and less developed countries

attributes very high returns to research investments.

Equally im~ortnat in larger and accelerated research programs is the improvement

in the quality of questions being asked and the methods by which research is conducted.

Three essential guidelines are recommended: (1) that research be based on agro

ecological approaches for the major micro~climates identified; (2) that research take a

farm centered problem-solvin~ approach for on-farm testing to arrive at recommendations

relevant to the small farmers; and (3) that research be collaborative with the farmer

and extension staff as full partners. Proper coverage of each major agro-ecological

zone will help to achieve equity. Farm centeredness will create research questions based

on the farmer's real labour and cash availability constraints, as he faces the physical

and biological facts of his particular area.

Unfortunately, much past research has discovered scientific truths that are relevant

primarily to l~rger scale farmers in the higher potential areas with fewer constraints,

and is often concerned with cash crops. Finally, much research has taken place without

the wholehearted collaboration of farmers who have much relevant knowledge about their

own areas. By conducting "action-research and extension" with farmers, its effici~ncy,

t'~e speed of results dissemination and rates of adoption would be enhanced. Properly

balanced programs of institute-based, and on-farm research Bre required; and the socio

economic dimensions of agricultural improvements should receive proper attention along

with the technical investigations. A "farming systems" approach to research and agri

cultural development is called for in the immediate future.
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C. Planning and Programming Processes

Planning is the process of identifying what should be done in each district and

region; while programming refers to the determination of how it should be done, when,

at what cost, requiring which materials and supplies, how many staff, and with who

else's cooperation. I~ both processes, there is a lack of collaboration amongst those

individuals and organizations which have the particular expertise needed. To deal with

these problems, it is proposed that an Agricultural Planning and Implementation Calender

(APIC) based on crop and livestock cycles in each district be worked out, together with

the deadlines for co~tributions to regional and national plans and budgets. Working back

from the deadlines, enough time should be allowed for the performance of certain normal

problem solving activities such as: data assemblage of previous year's results, assess

ment of what workR and what doesn't, feed-in of latest research findings, consideration

of national guidelines and budget ceilings, analysis of alternative investments, and

application of selection criteria. The programming activities of scheduling, workloading,

staffing, costing, and supplying the projects should then follow.

The APIC is really no different from the annual estimates cycle, and could be trie~

out in ~ few districts and regions. A most important aspect of its implementation is

the establishment of professional advisory groups to each organization. Such a group woul~

be coopted from amongst those who have the technical, economic, and programming expertise

to contribute to an area's planning effort. Such a group may consist of local agricultur

alists, a ministry specialist, some research institute personnel, a university researcher,

a MATI tutor, and parastatal crop and input suppliers. What is important is that the best

minds are assembled to contribute to the exercise; and it is the responsibility of

each functional manager to arrange this well in advance. Much of mutual benefit can

occur from such joint exercises, including more rational project selection, better

coordinated research, properly scheduled input requests, advance notice of training

needs, and realistically timed activities.
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D. Training

The present certificate level agro-vet curriculum is too broad, too unfocused, and

does not give adequate depth to those subjects which are most frequently needed by

extension agents. It is unrealisitic to expect young, secondary school students without

much math and science background, for whom agriculture may well not be their first

choice of vocation, to be able to learn fundamentals of crops, livestock production, and

animal health in a two-year period. Persons with the skills, knowledge, and confidence

to be effective agriculturalists will emerge from specialist training that grounds them

in core agricultural sciences, and then specializes them in the areas in which they are

most likely to work. Formal educationa~ experiences of high quality in both theory and

practical work, at all educational levels, will need to be followed by on-the-job

training (OJT) and short courses. Professional and technical personnel learn most from

the experience of working with more skilled senior mentors in the field, and from targeted

short courses that deal with what should be done, in a particular place at a particular

time. The tendency to argue for generalist training may come from the uninformec hopes

of higher administrators that they can find a budgetarily feasible, lower cost, quick-fix

solution to staffing problems. Such policies are not based on an understanding of the

nature of the work tasks faced in the field.

Therefore, it is recommended that training at all levels become increasingly

specialized in orientation. At ~he certificate level a solid foundation for future

learning can be established in certain broad crops or livestock specialties; and these

can be developed further through additional training at later times as and when needed,

on-the-job.

The formal levels of training should not be overemphasized. Too much trurt has been

placed in the formal system, while the informal OJT and short course opportunities have

been largely neglected. Both are needed, and each is of equal importance. OJT and

short course training possess many advantages, being less expensive, easy to arrange, and

take advantage of existing physical facilities and staff. Such training is normally
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keyed to actual work about to be carried out, is therefore focused on more practical

problems, comes in digestible small units, is targeted to the precise individuals who

need to have their skills upgraded, is learned more thoroughly, and the participants

are better motivated to receive it. It is highly cost-effective.

Training of this nature is presently insufficiently funded and utilized by

agricultural manager9, and more funds for transport, maintenance and operating purposes

for such courses should be provided. All personnel at MATr~, research institutes,

parastata1s, the university, and Ministries should respond collaboratively and make

themselves available to teac}, in and contribute to such courses for brief periods.

E. Extension Operations

It is clear from the comparative experience of many developing countries that extension

success occurs when technically viable recommendations are combined with adequate price

incentives, timely inputs, credit, marketing arrangements, and adequately supported

extension. Together, these factors can constitute a critical mass to alter farmer prac

tices. With manpower gaps, shortages of administrative support funds, and insufficient

numbers of viable recommendations, the dilemma is how to maxim1zeextension impact under

such circumstances.

(1) DeplOyment of Staff. Extension needs to be concentrated in those areas where viable

recommendations exist, and where farming systems research approaches are being used in

an action-research/extension context to develop them. At present, extension is often

diffused and scattered over wider areas than can be properly serviced or supervised.

This wastes the people's money, and in no way advances a policy of equitable distribution

of effort. Not to concentrate scarce resourc~s at certain places and times where they

can be best utilized is to delay the time when all farmers can be helped. Concentration

of efforts area by area in extension is no different than the difficult choices in

selecting where to build and staff schools and clinics each year. Not all these

facilities can be built at the same time due to a shortage of resources.
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(2) Concentration in deployment needs to be complemented by an active and aggressive

campaign style of extension which focuses on particular inno~ation packages already

proven viable. (3) Extension through action-research in cooperation with research

institutes, MATIs, ministries, parastatals, and farming communities should go forward.

The separation of research from extension i~ daily work in the field is a poor practice

and should not be permitted to continue. Each organization su~ervisDr should be held

accountable ~or facilitating collaborative work. (4) Maximum use of the 3,996 sub

technical cadres should be made in areas where some supplementary OJT and short ~ourses

can help in concentrated campaigns. While the cadre possesses limitations, it sti~l can

c9ntribute some important services. (5) The use of paraprofessionals should be more

thoroughly explored. Properly utilized paraprofessionals have often been relatively

successful in Senegal, BangIa Desh, China and elsewhere. Th~y provide lower cost service,

equitable distribution of information, two-way channels amongst vilJdge and research

institutes, and an organizational mechanism for the conduct of on-farm trials. (6)

The use of proper supervisory work planning and control systems in extension depends

on adequate financial and logistical supplies, as well as training of local managers.

They should be utilized wherever valid recommendations, adequately concentrated staff,

and sufficient administrative support is available. The well-known "training and

visit:' system is one helpful model under these conditions.

F. Organizational Structures and Coordination

The problems ofsecuring cooperation and coordination amongst many political, public

and parastatal organizations at national, regional, district and village leve",s is a

well-known issue for all governments. Integrated agricultural and rural development

action requires carefully scheduled teamwork across organizational boundaries, clear

understanding of the roles and authority of each unit, and timely unhindered flows of

information, materials and supplies.
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This managerial ideal is supposed to be achieved in the midst of communications and

transport inadequaciee, wars, oil price rises, staff shortages, red tape, dispersed

populations, droughts, budget cuts, and human foibles. Unfortunately, the effort

requires those precise resources that lower income countries most often lack, in the

midst of crises that only higher income nations could easily bear.

It is a testament to the strength of the nation, its institutions and its people,

that so much is achieved, rather than the contrary. This is mentioned because there is

often a tendency to dwell only on the problems without a more balanced perspective.

This section necessarily deals with those problems, and neglects the very considerable

strengths which make the required improvements possible.

A content analysis of the responses of 179 supervisory managers indicated that 54%

of their problems concerned organizational structures and functions, while only 35%

were about logistics. Of the 243 individual responses on organizational coordination,

regional/district relations, and Ministry of Agriculture and regional/district relations

were uppermost. In a goodly number of regions and districts (but not all), respondents

reported that RODs and/or ODDs have forbidden direct communications between functional

managers and their technical counterparts at regional, district or ministerial levels.

This makes the chain of command overlong, causing serious delays that affect the

delivery of services to the peopl~. The routing of communications through the chain adds

additional delays because of the volume of communications faced by ODDs and RODs.

This information overload problem sometimes distorts the technical message. Furthermore,

there is considerable role confusion being encountered, because the policy/administrative

content of certain messages cannot always be separated from the purely technical aspects.

Taken together, these authority structures, communications procedures, overload and role

problems inhibit both improved administrative as well as technical action. They make it

difficult to communicate, discourage the attempt to communicate, and cut down on the

exchange of information. They were not the intent of the decentralization effort, nor

did they form a part of the McKinsey Report's recommendations and definitions of roles

and functions.

•
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Many problems have their origins in old colonial structures and running-in

difficulties with the new decentralization system. They seriously affect the efficiency

and effectiveness with which personnel can work. The problems are being continuously

worked upon, and some additional guidelines may be useful.

Almost all respondents at all levels felt that the current structure has the

potential to be responsive to the party and people, depending upon the attitudes and be

haviors of the people who operate it. Thus, respondentsstrongly supported the decentral

ized structure, and wished only to improve its functioning. Understanding of the

difference between professional program advisors/implementors, and political/administra

tive decision makers is essential. The former are only counsels; the latter perform the

strategic leadership function in the society within national guidelines. Any operating

procedure which inhibits communications among profesional advisors/implementors directly

injures the ability of decision makers to secure the best advice and assistance in ter-hnica]

fields. It is therefore recommended that constraints on direct communications amongst

professionals be removed on the 95% of communications that are routine. Maximum delegation

should be practiced by the leadership&by monitoring correspondence, because prior

approval of every matter creates unnecessary bottlenecks. Professionals should always

be careful to clear correspondence with policy implications in advance. This is an

areaof judgement, in which few specific guidelines can be given. Normally however, the

results of non-delegating managers are poorer than those who do delegate fully and well.

Free flows of information must be encouraged ~mongst all levels. The challenge

should be to secure information and advice relevant '0 solVing regional and district

agricultural problems. Not to be actively seeking information and staying up-to-date

should be accounted as a serious failing in agricultural management.

As a part of this, the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) should be actively involved in

seeking to know the needs of the regions, and arranging to provide more and better services

directly to them. At present, most district and regional agricultural personnel feel

deserted by their professional colleagues. Travel by headquarters persons should be

fairly ir~~~~nt to stay in touch with agriculturalists in the field. The attitude
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should be one of non-directive professional advice by persons whose duties are to stay

in touch with national and international experience, and pass it on. At present,

respondents report that the volume and quality of services provided to regions and

districts is minimal. Technical information dissemination is small, and that which is

suitable for extension purposes is very rare indeed. These are all very adverse indicators

of a situation requiring correction.

Similarly, parastatal links with regions and districts are inadequate. Parastatal

managers at each level should be made coopted members of management teams; and a general

policy directive encouraging the very closest professional communication and cooperation

amongst parastatals and regions and districts should be made.

G. Finance

The survey documents the inadequacy of allocations, their timeliness, and the lack

of concentration of funds where they could be most effective. Respondents report

totally inadequate estimates for vehicles, operating costs, maintenance and repair,

travelling allowances, equipment and supplies. These shortages create a situation in

which staff are unable to carry out their duties for four to five months out of each

year.

The underlying problems reflected in this situation appear to be twofold. First

is the genuine shortage of funds. Only a larger allocation of funds to the agricultural

sector can deal with this. The second is the reluctance to concentrate funds in par

ticular efforts. Rather, there is a tendency to spread funds over many areas at the

saw~ time. This appears to result in many well intentioned ventures, all of which are

inadequately supported, and therefore rarely achieve their objectives. The attempt to

satisfy all legitimate competing claimants for funds has tended to cause discontent by

many. Administrators and professionals can only influence these matters to a certain

degree. They are basically matters of policy direction. The argument for concentration

of resources to form a critical mass has already been made.
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H. Logistics

Obviously, logistical shortcomings are primarily a matter of finance. For those

areas where viable recommendations exist, where concentrated action-research and

extension campaigns are planned, and proper supervision is necessary, adequate vehicles

for supervisors and motorcycles and bicycles for field agents are basic essentials.

The other logistical imperative is the joint programming by both users anu suppliers

of materials and supplies, in order to arrange adequate lead time for orders to be placed,

so that inputs arrive at the right places and times. Sitting together, users and suppliers

can come to understand each other's needs.

I. Personnel

A misunderstanding o€ the promotional system exists. Many field personnel think that

the MOA is directly responsible for their advancement. In fact, the MOA is only involved

in passing the papers to expedite the process which is begun with the submission of

annual performance evaluations. The importance of the recommending officer's timely

submissions needs to be stressed in a circular to clarify the system.

The system by which accelerated promotions beyond seniority list position can be

accomplished should be examined. Regulations which tend to over-restrict the chances of

accelerated promotions for deserving individuals should be examined, and then adjusted.

Supervisory managers were revealed by the study to be the most frequently transfered

groups of individuals, at 17% per year; while lower level staff had a transfer rate of

only 8% per year. The minimum length of time a person should work in one area, especially

in the supervisory ranks, is recommended to be 3~ to 4 years.

At present only 12% of certificate stu~ents are women. This should be increased by

a consciousand concerted effort, as women are very likely'to be at least equally success

ful in carrying extension messages to farmers (most of whom are women), as men.

8. Selected Summary Statistical Charts Excerpted from Full Text Report

These are found on the following pages.
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Exhibit 111-J

Filled Posts, Unconstrained Demand, and Ideal Staffing Pattern
by Oraanization Type, Educational Level, and Period

Ideal
Filled Staffing Percent
P,Jsts 80-81 82-83 84-86 Pattern Increase

Organization Type 1979 Demand Demand Demand 1987 1979-87
MOA-Hdgtrs/Fie1d Sts
Certificate 60 30 5 0 95 58%
Diploma 35 34 11 12 92 163%
B.Sc. 59 25 31 11 126 114%
P.G.D. 12 12
M.Sc. 14 27 20 11 72 414%
Ph.D. 3 0 3 1 7 133%

ill ill 70 35 404 121%

Research Institutes
Merit 48 48
Certificate 290 217 210 27 744 57%
Diploma 154 108 142 17 421 173%
B.Sc. 142 72 15 10 239 68%
P.G.D. 9 9
M.Sc. 33 22 118 6 179 442%
Ph.D. 4 4 10 . 4 22 450%

680 ill 495 64 1662 144%
;::

Training Institutes
Certificate 130
Diploma 158
B.Sc. 83 (Depends on student intake
M.Sc. 16 numbers chosen)
Ph.D. 1

388 388+

PMO-Regions/Districts
Merit 82 82
Certificate 1843 4733 3310 3049 12,935 602%
Diploma 499 1505 1067 1087 4,158 733%
B.Sc. 144 341 223 199 907 530%
P.G.D. 8 8
M.Sc. 8 55 61 55 179 214%
Ph.D. 0 0 0 5 5 500%

2584 6634 466T ms 18,219 605%

Other Ministries
Certificate 65 136 138 110 449 591%
Diploma 237 87 103 45 472 99%
B.Sc. 14 65 43 53 175 150%
M.Sc. _2 3 13 5 -1l 1000%

318 ill m ill 1119 285%
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Filled Staffing Percent
Posts 80-81 82-83 84-86 Pattern Increase

Organization Type lli2. Demand Demand Demand 1987 1979-87

'M-Facu1ty Ai/Vet
<..artificate 9
Diploma 6
B.Sc. 28 (Depends on student
M.Sc. 43 intake numbers chosen.)
Ph.D. 23

109 109+

Parascata1s
Merit 32 32
Certificate 497 626 320 365 1808 264%
Diploma 269 249 158 141 817 204%
B.Sc. 227 156 104 107 594 162%
P.G.D. 5 5
M.Sc. 27 34 21 14 96 256%
Ph.D. 2 13 6 12 33 1550%

'iO.59 1078 609 m 3385 214%

Private Sector
Certificate- 15 20 0 0 35- Diploma 8 5 0 0 13
B.Sc. 11 3 2 2 18
P.G.D. 1 - - - 1

• 35 28 2 2 67 91%

C
Grand Total
Merit 162 162
Certificate 2909 5762 3983 3551 16,205 457%
Diploma 1366 1988 1481 1302 6,137 349%
B.Sc. 708 662 418 382 2,170 206%
P.G.D. 35 35
M;Sc. 3 141 233 91 608 325%
Ph.D. 33 17 19 22 91 176%

lli6 i570 6i34 534i 25,408

, I,
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Exhibit -A

Projected Cumulative SuPply of Agriculturalists
All Educational J.cve1s, 1980 - 1991

Av. Annual
Aggregate Rate of

1979 - 1986 1987 - 1991 Increase Increase
Ed Level 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 1979-1986 1979-1986

Certificates1 3071 3097 3019 3209 3358 3506 3652 3801 3975 4150 4346 4551 4167 736 3.4%

Diplomas 1366 1718 2107 2299 2445 2633 2833 3040 3276 3516 3785 4087 4392 1674 18.0%

B.Sc. 108 663 686 668 140 792 853 901 945 984 1022 1058 1114 199 4.0%

P.G.O.
2

35 0 035 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35

M.Sc. 3 143 190 222 275 332 370 391 410 418 418 418 418 418 267 27.0%

Ph.D. 3 33 39 37 44 58 67 76 86 86 86 86 86 86 53 23.0%- - -- -- - -- -- -- - - -- ---
5356 5742 6166 6530 6968 7403 7840 8285 8735 9189 9692 10235 10812 2929 7.f'%

Notes: l. Includes merits.
2. AasUDIes current stock of PGDs is aaintained at present level.
3. Projections for 1987-91 are at maintenance level. given lack of information

upon which ~ore informed assumptions could be ..de.

..
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Chapter I: Introduction

A. Rationale for the Study

Approximately eight years have elaps~d since the publication of the last agricultural

manpower development survey in August 1972.* Since that time significant progress has

been made in the training and development of agricultural manpower. However, as noted

by the Director of Manpower Development of the Ministry of Agriculture (memorandum

of 15 July, 1977), the intervening years have seen continuous change and adjustment

in the agricultural sector; and these have directly affected the manpower picture.

Many of the changes reflect a concerted effort to implement the Arusha Declaration,

the Musoma Resolution, and the decentralization steps which were taken. An impressive

number of economic and social initiatives have required new government policies,

structures, social organizations, and relationships. In addition, a drought occurred

which revealed many agricultural problems, an enormous increase in oil prices has affected

all sectors, and the critical need for increased, food, cash crop, and livestock

production has become very clear.

At the same time, many Ministry of Agriculture and other parastatal companies

and organizations have been established or have expanded activities. With all of these

events has come a chorus of demands for more and better manpower as soon as possible.

Fully aware of the situation, the Ministry of Agriculture's Manpower Development

Division began to specify the questions it wished answered in an up-dated manpower study.

The Division also was concerned with the methodological issues which had plagued manpower

planning in many fields. They wished to make progress in evolving increasingly reliable

projections upon which future educational intakes could be based.

Thus, a part of the Division's concerns were to evolve a rational basis for

recommended staffing levels based on consideration not only of need, but also within

*Yeaman, Schwencke, and Wamunza, Agricultural Manpower Study, 1972.
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budgetary and manpower pool availability constraints; and which seem prudent in the

light of complex utilization factors affecting the aRricult~ra] sector.

Additional considerations were to evolve a solid data base and replicablc format

for an up-dated study in a few more years; and to have the format reflce t the decentrali zed

structure of government. It was also hoped to provide training to those who would carry

out such studies in the future in a fully self-reliant manner. From all of these

objectives t a detailed terms of reference were developed.

B. Terms of Reference: The Major Objectives

The principle purpose of this study is to respond to five major areas of concern.

The particular questions which the Terms of Reference pose are:

Demand and Supply

1. How many persons are needed at each qualification level t in each specialtYt

for which agricultural sub-sectors through June 1986?

2. Given a set of manpower needs t how many persons can and how many persons

should be produced in light of various constraints such as funding levels, general

economic outlook, or other significant factors?

Agricultural Education and Training

3. What can be done to improve the qualitative performance at pre-service t

in-service, and adult education farmer training institutions with regard to both their

programmes and management?

Utilization-Efficiency and Effectiveness of Manpower

4. How can the efficiency and effectiveness of agriculturally specialized

manpower be enhanced through improvements in organization structures, personnel system

incentives, supervisory activities, and fin~nciql, logistical, informational and

planning systems and pr()(·pdul'es?

Implementation Planning

5. In light of recommendations on the above issues of ~anpower planning, educationl

training and utilization, what would constitute the general outline of an implementatioD
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plan to schedule the required activities?

The full terms of reference in the appendices give the highly detailed speciflcations

of data collections objectives and methods of analysis 1)y whicll these questions are to

be answered. The major metho~ogical approaches and methods are discussed in Chapter II.

Chapter III presents the demand data, giving a picture of existing staff, unconstrained

demand, and the ideal staffing patterns seen as desirable. Chapter IV is in many ways

the most important quantitative analytical section. It lays out the presently projected

supply of manpower, given present trends and assumptions; and it details the productive

capacities of the training institutions.

Chapter V compares the supply and demand situations, demonstrating the gaps. Chapter

VI looks at how the efficiency and effectiveness manpower utilization analyses affect

judgements about how many persons should be produced at which levels and in which

specialties. Chapter VII then gives the principal recommendations for manpower production

in the sector in the years to corne.

Chapter VIII analyses and makes reccmmendations about heightening efficiency and

effectiveness in the organizational structure, logistics, fjnance, research, planning,

extension and training fields. This ta followed by Chapter IX which discusses and makes

suggestions for the qualitative improvement of the educational programs and internal

management of the agricultural education system. Chapter X gives preliminary estimates

of the unit costs to be use, when final decisions are made about exactly how much the

training institutes should be expanded, and how many additional staff will be hired.

Chapter XI indicates what the sequence of activities should normally be to follow

up the action implications of the study.
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Chapter II: Methodology of Study

A. Overview

Over the past 12 years there have been two manpower supply and demand studies done

by the Ministr.y of Agriculture. The last was that done by Yeaman, Schwencke, and Wamunza

in 1972; and before that the study by Nelson in 1967. Both of these attempted to

grapple with the projection of manpower n~eds and the provision of trained personnel

by the educational system. Within the confines of the methodologies used, each of these

was able to contribute to polic, making through their qunntltat!ve forecasting, as well

as making recommendatiouR relevant to qualitative aspects of agricultural education,

and 1n suggesting utilization improvements.

There has always been and will likely always be continuing debate about the proper

methodology to employ in manpower studies. Unfortunately, manpower planning is one

of the more imprecise area~ of development planning, and is not a fixed and exact

science. Both the Ministry of Manpower Development and the Ministry of Agriculture

(in particular) have been concerned about this iSRue for some time. They wished to

n~ke progress in evolving increasingly reliable projections upon which future educational

intakes can be based.

The last two studies have been based on demanr. estimates being made by a limited

number of persons at a centralized headquarters location, using a combination of three

basic approaches.

The program approach attempts to secure a grasp of the number of agricultural

projects and programs bejng carried out over a plan period, the workloads, and types of

agricultural personnel needed to accomplish the specified tasks; and therefore the

effective demand.

The ratios approach posits a target set of optimum numerical relationships between

different levels of personnel. For example, in the 1972 study, it was assumed that there

should be a ratio of 1 graduate to 2 diplomats to 20 certificate holders to 10,000

farm households. Demand is then calculated to close the gap between existing and
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desired staffing magnitudes and proportjons.

The budget constraint approach takes the exisU ng staffIng pattern and makes

projections for each level based on the expected annual Increases in the personal

emoluments line-item, and thus the number of personnel who can be afforded. The budget

constraint is derived either from a ceiling set by the Ministry of Finance; or a review

of average increases in past years.

Each of these approaches has its strengths and limitations. On the strengths

sIde, they are useful in making estimates in a short time at low cost, using certain

rules of thumb as guidelines. There is a good amount of common sense and logic in the

enumeration of projects and their personnel needs, just as it is only realistic to

apply a budget constraint to any set of figures to keep them within the bounds of

feasibility. Similarly, ratios are an expression of broad staffing patterns which

experience might indicate have been desirable.

On the other hand, each of the above approaches also has its limitations. The

major C00cerns which the Government and professionals in the field have about them are:

(1) Programs and projects are always in flux and rarely does Government know all

the agricultural efforts it will be making in coming years. In addition, since

there is always a significant time lag between the point manpower demands are known and

when training production could be increased, shortages would likely continue through the

actual program implementation period.

(2) Broad ratios tend to be inflexible, and thus cannot take into adequate consider

ation the diverse agricultural situation in the country which may require staffing

patterns with significant variations.

(3) Neither ratios nor budget ceilings consider changing needs from past patterns.

They cannot capture sufficiently detailed information on specializations required, nor

changes in the ratios among qualification levels, over time.
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(4) Neither the ratios nor the budget constraint approaches base theIr estimates

on the volume of agricultural development work that has to be or could be accomplished;

and therefore what numbers and skills at which qualification levels are requJred to do

the job in different parts of the country. Each is based on a broad formula which is

unable to uncover the important practical differentiation needed among staff

resources.

(5) The above approaches ~o not utilize the opinions and perspectives of the

principal supervisory managers in the field; and not even all of those at headquarters.

These personnel can be expected to possess practical information about the agricultural

development potentials and problems in their geographic and functional specialization

areas of responsibility. The variations from place to place in farmers, crop and

livestock patterns, and other situational factors so important in operational planning,

cannot be sufficiently considered without detailed consultations.

The Ministry of Agriculture was therefore understandably concerned about its

ability to plan and justify an agricultural education and training supply capability

which will respond to the genuine needs of the agricultural sector

The remainder of this chapter describe§the decisions made about methodology

to deal with the dilemmas just presented in this overview. No claims can be made to

haVing resolved all of the problems raised, but some genuine progress has indeed been

achieved. The following sections give a general description of the end users surveyed,

who the individuals were, the interviewers themselves, the data collection and processing

stages, and the various survey mechanisms employed. An underst,lnding of a few quantita

tive survey forms is very helpful in coming to grips with the data subsequently presented

in chapters III and IV on demand and supply.

B. End Users Surveyed

The survey was designed to interview every end user organization of agriculturally

specialized manpower. Two hundred and ninety-nine (299) organization units were included
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1n the survey, and two hundred and ninety-two (292) or 987. responded. These included

all Ministry of Agriculture divisions, research institutes, and MATIs. From the Prime

Minister's Office there were the forty four (44) regional crops, livestock and

irrigation offices; and eighty-four (84) district crops and livestock offices. Three

other ministries were interviewed, Defense, Home Affairs, and Education. Forty seven

(47) parastatals responded, along with the University of Dar Es Salaam Faculty or Agri-

culture and Veterinary Science, and three private sectol organizations. Exhibit II-A

lists these organizations.

Exhibit II-A

End Users Surveyed and Respondents
Number of Number of

Organization Organization
Units Included Units Which

End User Organizations In Survey Responded %

Ministry of Agriculture (Kilimo)

Manpower Development Division 1 1 100
Crop Development Division1 1 1 100
Livestock Development Divisionl 1 1 100
Irrigation Division 1 1 100
Sectoral Planning D~vision 1 1 100
Research Institutes 12 12 100
MATIs 12 12 100

Total Ki1imo 29 29 100%

Prime Minister's Office

Regional Headquarters 20 20 100
Crops 20 20 100
Livestock 20

3
20 100

Irrigation 4 4 100

District Headquarters
Crops 84 81 98
Livestock 64 80 95

Total PMO 232 226 97%

Other Ministries 3 3 100%

UniDar-Morogoro5 1 1 100%

\ Parastata1 Organizations6 47 47 100%

Private Organizations 3 3 100%

TOTALS 299
I

292 98% \R r
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Notes: 1. Research Institute. of the Crop and Livestock Divisions are shown under
Research Institutes. Information on livestock institutes was received in aggregate
form, rather than?~ndividual institute.

2. Research institutes include Uyole Research Centre which is legally a parastatal
organization; and the Tropical Pesticide Research Institute which is under the Ministry
of Region~ll Cooperation. This facilitates later analysis.

3. Only 4 Irrigation organization units had serparate position establishments
in the field. However, irrigation positions appear in both regions and districts.

4. See footnote 2.
5. The Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry, and Veterinary Science (exluding

the Forestry Division) are shown under the University entry.
6. See footnote 2.

C. Supervisory Managers Interviewed

Within each organization unit, the major supervisory manager was interviewed, both

at headquarters and field level.. This assumed that he/she would be amongst the most

reliable informants of what a specific company or area's needs are; and would be ab'~

to capture the varied demands of the sector in diverse parts of the country on different

{ types of work. Almost every DADO/DLDO, RADO/RLDO, Division Director, and Managing

Director of every organization was reached personally. On a few very rare occassions,

the assistant was interviewed.

D. The Interviewers

Four teams of two persons each were formed to travel on carefully defined routes

to carry out the interviewing in May and June of 1979. Each team consisted of one

Tanzanian from either Kilimo or Utumishi, and one visiting consultant. The teams

traveled together for from three to four weeks. Through close consultations and

mutual observation it was felt that distortions in data collection were mitigated.

Corrections in interviewing techniques, data interpretations, and socio-cultural

understanding were possible on-the-spot. The educational backgrounds of the interviewers

were all of tertiary education. They included four B.Sc.s, three Masters, and two

persons with doctorates. Of the overseas team members, only one had not been in

Tanzania before. All of the others had lived and worked in Africa for an average of

over four years each .

•
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E. Data Collection Process

The questionnaires used in the survey were designed by all national and visiting

team members, working together col1aboratively. Dialogue was extensive over the

conceptual and semantic issues involved in the drafting of the questionnaire, and

reasonable clarity in English was achieved. The questionnaires were then pre-tested

in two regions and a few districts close to Dar Es Salaam. Extensive revisions were made,

based in large part on the advice of the Director of Manpower Planning at Utumishi.

Informal interviewer training was held with mutual critques of styles and methods. One

team member was a specialist ~~ interviewing methods and could serve as resource person

for this.

Subsequent to the pre-t:p.~t. a me~ting of a large group of respondents and manpower

management officers trom mo&t rt~g1~n~, parastatals, and other ministries was held in Dar

Es Salaam. Details of the Bucvey, 1rs rationale, methods, and the schedule of

interviews w~re covered. Copies of ~:Ie questionnaires for every district and regional

organization unit were distribll~ed through those attenuing the meeting. Thus, respondents

would have an opportunity tu be f~mjliar with the questionnaire, to gather detailed

data that might be required, a 1 to consider answers to the utilization inquiries. With

distribution of the questionnaires in advance there was full cooperation from all

responding units. Many had completely filled in the questionnaire before the arrival

of the interview teams. To ensure accurRcy, the interviewing team would then review the

questionnaire in detail with each respondent, together with the manpower management

officer. Interviews normally averaged at least one and one-half hours, oftentimes

more, depending on the complexity of the local situation.

F. Data Processing

Data processjng first involved editing of the raw data forms, coding, and cross

checking of coding accuracy under expetienced supervisors. The data was then punched

on to computEr cards at a computer center. Unfortunately, due to delays in
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programming, the interim summary report had to be based on hand tabula teo data. With

continuing computer problems, the data processing was then relocated·

Errors in the origin&l card punching were found (but not the

coding); and the entire deck of cards had to be rechecked against the original raw data

forms to ensure accuracy. In essence, a long and laborious recoding exercise causing

six months of delays had to be endured. Because of the number of double checks, however,

the data is considered to be more free of coding and punching errors than could ever

be obtained in any similar study.

Other segments of the questionnaire on utilization and agricultural education were

easily hand tabulated. Therefore, such methods were employed for those sections.

G. Survey Mechanisms: Questionnaires for End User Organizations

In the following sections, a brief overview of the questionnaires utilized in the

survey are given. While such matters are usually dealt with only in appendices of

reports such as this, serious readers of this study will benefit from the time spent

in reviewing this section. Many questions that may occur in later chapters can be

answered through information gained here.

1. Baseline Data. Questionnaire tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 attempt to take a picture

of the agricultural manpower situation as of June 30, 1979. Table 1 attempts to

capture the existing staffing pattern, including the authorized (budgeted) establishments,

the number of vacancies, actual filled posts, and the educational levels of incumbents.

Provision was also made in Table 1 to note how many incumbents were non-citizens on

establishment. As will be noted, sub-technical cadres were not covered in this survey,

although they play important roles in the agricultural sector (actually and potentially).

Agriculturally specialized personnel were interpreted to include those in allied

professions such as economists and engineers who practice their skills within the context

of agricultural operations. With regard to educational levels, personnel without the
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1A1lLE NO. 1

organisation: Reaion or
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Section:

Sub
section:
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Ae
LS/Vet
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....
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Totals

0;-1 ties ot Poeta IIIuIber or pror_j~ aDd technical posts as or 30 June 1979: How aaD7 - - Were lIll7 ot tboee posta

(It necessary. add P08t8 tUled b7 educational levels tilled by noo-citizena?
I Eetab- Vacant Filled ( )110 ( ) Yestitle.. on the

l1ahed posta? posts? Cert. I Dipl. I B.SC. Other How aan.y non-citiaena in eachbum linea)
posta?

I
I (apec1t:1l post? (If :rea) lihich post?

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 i 8 9I
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sPN: throu&h f.Jj III
'U'u; tbroiJgh 1.0 111
SPVC through YO II

I

:"leld otCicers
PAFO thro.Jgb AFO III
.--FLO through LFOIII I

I I
I i

AFA I and LFA I

I

AFA II and LFA II
I

-
! I I I

I ! i
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major educational qualifications were classified aa "through merit." The posls and

positions used for each cadre were the normal civil service classifications. For para-

stata1s, and the private sector, the compensation levels were utilized to provide an

equivalencing measure.

Please note that this table, as with all others, contains headings for each

organization unit interviewed, the region or division, the division or section, and

the sub-section or professional area into which the organization unit fits. These

headings naturally made it possible to cross-tabulate all data from the most disaggregated

level to the most aggreRated compilations.

Table 2 attempts to capture a detailed description of each of the non-citizens

employed in professional or technical posts not included on establishments. It also

requested respondents to indicate whether in fact any of the technical assistance

personnel listed here would indeed need replacement by a Tanzanian that had not already

been scheduled. This was to cover situations where a replacement was not felt to be

necessary when the project was initiated; but was subsequently discovered to be desirable.

Table 3 was an attempt to capture information about two major manpower planning

factors, the internal transfers that occur within the organizations (Columns 2 to 4),

and the attrition of personnel that could normally be expected in a year's period of

time (Columns 4 to 9). Attrition was interpreted to mean the total loss of personnel

from the agricultural sector through retirement, death, dismissal, and resignation.

Internal transfers are used later in the study to measure the amount of disruption

that may affect efficiency and effectiveness of operations. Attrition measures

are utilized to calculate how many replacements will be required to cover normal annual

vacancies that occur each year in the future. Both the transfer and attrition data rest

upon an assumption that the fiscal year 1978/79 is fairly typical of a normal year.

Table 4 represents an attempt to gain highly specific data about the principal work

assignment of each person currently; and the original field of training which that

person received. The motivation behind the table was to~e what the contemporary a110ca-

'-
"....
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lion of personnel to work assignments actually ia, as a reflect10n of the prlorit1eH whirh

supervisory managers decide are required in each local situation. Thl' area of original

training information would permit 60me conf rnst to be made between l'X I '11 lug work und the

specialization in which a person received ,1Krl, ultural c'ducation, to ael' j f significant

movements had occurred.

2. Unconstrained Demand. Table 5 asked each respondent to list how many more

or how many fewer staff members were needed at which educational levels and in which spec

ialization over the next seven years. This time horizon was divided up into fiscal years

1980 and 1981, 1982 and 1983, and 1984 through 1986 to make th~ estimation easier to

project. Before posing this projection question, however, seven other questions about

the underlying reasons involved in making projections for the respondents' area were

posed. These concerned the agricultural potential of the place, the number of villages

and population figures, and their expansion or contraction. Current covereage of the

villages by agents, expansion and improvement of operations needed or planned, the

initiation of new projects, and any other factors affecting manpower needs were

explured in great detail. Thus, when it came time to put down the figures for each

educational level and field, a relevant review had been held.

3. Training Needs of Present Staff. Table 6 was added to the questionnaire because

the study interviews would permit a quick training needs assessment of present staff to

be conducted. In particular, item b. short term training in Table 6 would provide an

overview of the practical skills areas which present staff require, as viewed by their

immediate supervisors. The re~ults provide an excellent guideline for short course

(ll ,lnpml?nt to supply practitioner needs.

4. ~~.~~ I,~ation. FIve pages of th," quc~tionnaire are devoted to questions about

personnel, financial, logislical, infor It fona1, organizational, admInistrative supervisory,

and research, planning/programming, sho' erm training, and extension opr.·rell.ions aspects

of agricllitmal .If'v~lopmc.ll. work in till' 'l'<.:tor. (See copy of form in Appendix.; These

questions allowed evet~· supervisory rna" l("r to express him or herself on the major
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Res

The noxt fe" '1'1l1"t1"no ack for your 'llls'Sl'lment of how '1lMy prOfl'lIDional or tl'l1hr1ir.nl stT\ff
mt'"1berll "fIIl II. lie'" 1'lHi c,o\llrt ,':i8.':: .~~~I:':'~:",:J::':':' In .hu n '-It i y'Jor:.:. fht htJfol'" 1l:'I.,~e~djni

wj,'.h thor,') ,ju':olll:tr,nt<, ....0 (oIrillld U.ut tv ;mow mure ouout Bome of the fL\\;cot'li wh1ch yo:.l may
t:.ke into ,),~.:r,Ullt. For CJxMlple,

1. What i. YOlU' view ot the 8I1ricultl~.1 potontial uf this aroo?

2. How many villages do you have now?

3. Do you lIXp.ot to have more villaaes or mol'S people in thft next 7 yenrs? (Plesse ex
pl.in)

4. What i. your situation with reaftrd to oovor.ae of villaae. by your profe3sional and
t~chnical stAff?

5. What nctivitiee, if ~. currontly in your area uf recponeib1lity do you think should
be expanded or improved in the next 7 yeore?

6. Do you expect to start any new projects? (Pl••ee explain)

7. Ie there anythina else that miiht influence your profe.s1onal nod teChnicnl manpower
need. in the next 7 years?

8. In the followina tablee , the next 7 year. are divided into 3 survey time periods:

Survey Period A 2 year. July 1979 throuih June 1981

survsy Period B 2 y.ar. July 1981 throUih June 1983
Survey Period C 3 years July 1983 throUih June 1986

We want your professional assesemont of how mMy more or t.ow many
fewer professional or technicnl staff members in variouD speciali
sation' anrt oducationsl levals you could uoe effoctively in your
are~ of responsibility, without conc.rn for possible budget con
straints or 8hortaaes of train",d pel'sonnel. And we want to know
only additional or fewer poats -- not cwnulative numbors uf posts
in ear.h time periud.

r
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TABLE NO. 5ft How many mar. (+) or how many t~wer (-) staff members at each .ducational
level with formal train~na 1n th~ specialisation. you select do you think
you could usa eff.ctivelY in the 3 survey time p.rioda --

July 1979 t~ June 1981 (Survey Period A) compared to poats fillod
in June 1979

July 1981 to Jun. 1983 (Survey Period B) compared to Survey Period A

July 1983 to Jut•• 1986 (Survey Period C) compared to Survey Period B

....

Educational level
and specialisation
(Ple..e write in)

1

CIRTIFICATE

DIPLOMA

B.SC •

July 1979
throuah

June 11181

2

July 1981
throuah
Juns 1983

3

July 1983
throuah
June 1986

4

Priority"

5

•• Tick the one spocialisation at each educational lovel to which the higheat priority
Ihould be aiven.

THIS TABLE IS CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE FOR HIGHER EDUCATIONAL LEVELS
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problems affecting everyday activities. Many questions were open ended to allow consid

erable dialogue. Others were closed end, to secure ratings of the severity of problems.

Confidentiality was preserved and assured to respondents. These questions were

designed to provide an empirical basis for making analyses and recommendations for that

section of the study which addresse~ improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness

of manpower.

5. Agricultural Education. The questionaire contained one page of questions for

the supervisory managers of end user organizations who employ the products of the

educational institutions. Ratings of the quality of preparedness of recent graduates

were requrested; and suggestions for improving training were solicited.

H. Other Utilization Inquiries

In addition to interviews with all supervisory managers of end users, supplementary

interviews were held with many other agriculturalists. These included personnel at

donor organizations, university staff, Government administrators and planners.

Literature coverage of much of the considerable Tanzanian agricultural and rural development

experience was accomplished; and the comparative experience from other low income nations

was covered as well. This was done to ensure thorough canvassing of views and to place

specific problems within a larger context of world experience.

I. Questionnaires on the Agricultural Education System

In addition to the page of questions in the supply and demand questionnaire, a number

of other separate inquiries were launched to examine the agricultural education system.

Eight of twelve MATIs were visited, of all different sizes. All principals, coordinators

of studies, department heads, many students and teachers were reached. Newly graduated

staff from MATIs were also surveyed to secure their retrospective views on their education

and its relevance to their field work. The forms utilized in these inquirires and the

detailed results are to be found in the appendices.
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J. Data Validity, Treatment and Limitations

All studies possess strengths and shortcomings of various types. These characteristics

make their information more or less useful as bases for interpretation and the drawing

of accurate conclusions. Every effort was made in this study to anticipate and avoid the

common pitfalls of inexact expression of questions, inaccurate recording of responses,

double counting, distoring intercultural communications hurdles, and so forth. Nonetheless,

some problems did occur as with all studies. This section of the methodology chapter

will draw attention to where the data is especially sound and reliable; and to those

areas where its shortcomings and the shortcomings of the instruments might not be as

apparent as they should be to future users of the data base.

The major areas of strength in the data are the baseline information on existing

staff in Table 1, the projections of needs in Table 5, and the short term training needs

found in Table 6b. The reasons for this confidence are expressed in the quantitative demand

chapter which follows. The limitations in the data and the instruments are as follows:

1. Most research institute manpower information was collected from a centralized

source due to time pressures and shortage of funds for more field travel. The forms in

which such staffing data are kept at the Ministry does not permit ease of manipulation, as

the information was not originally intended for aggregate analysis of the type

employed in this study. While the data is sound, it may not be as good as what could have

been secured from Institute Directors in the field.

2. Parastatal organization data will probably not be precise in the area of authorized

establishments as many of them do not follow that concept in budgeting. In addition, it

was more difficult to secure parastatal data. Detailed records are usually kept at

decentralized company levels of which the parent corporation did not always have copies.

Occassionally, inferences had to be drawn.

3. Table 4b data which asked for the specializations in which personnel were

originally trained implicitly required supervisory managers to know all of their staff

so well that even their earlier educational specialty was known. Same guessing was

inevitable, from time to time. While the data is probably useful as indicating the situation

~
I
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it should not be treated 8S fully valid. Because of this, the tlata j8 not ul1Jizt·tI 111

this study to any great extent to draw major conclusions. In addition, there were a nUlnber

of organizations where this table could not be filled in, particularly for the parastatals.

4. Table 4a data which asked for the major specializations in which current staff

are primarily assigned, has considerable strength, and is utilized in the study. However,

it must be recalled that there are a great number of personnel who may spend (say) 45%

of their time in one major area of endeavor; but they also may spend significant time in

other specialty areas. Thus, in interpreting Table 4a data, care should be taken not to

carry primary work assignment interpretations beyond reasonable limits. Most persons perform

multiple functions across a few specialties, including the primary work assignment.

5. The specializations listed in Tables 4a and 4b, and then in Tables 5 and 6a and

6b suffered occassionally from a lack of adequate specificity. For example, some respondents

would tend to choose a broad Rpecisll ty as the general academic training area from which a

person should corne, rather than give a more detailed description of exactly in which

field a person is needed. Therefore, it is possible that some of the general crops and

animal science general selections could have been more finely broken down. This is not

felt to be a serious shortcoming at all, hut it should be mentioned as an area for

improvement in the next study.

6. More serious concerns about specializations data concern the question of judgement

by supervisory manager respondents. For example, most livestock managers corne from the

animal health/veterinary science specialization areaijand not from the more general animal

science/production area. It is possible that a bias tQwards the veterinary dimension has

conditioned the livestock development re_ponses. This might haVE overweighted the number

of requests for animal health and professional veterinarians. There is probably no way

of knowing to what ~xtent this is true. In future studies, such respondents should be

asked to consider to what extent their views may be overly conditioned by their natural

cotnmitment to their profession; and to exercise careful scrutiny of their own unconstrained

demand requests by consulting more closely with their animal production colJeagues.
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7. In the specialty group of agricultural economics, there are a number of diverse

sub-specializations lumped together. '£hh h ,,1110 lrue of LlIl! ll'l'hnJl:ul HpcdllllJt'H

and other categories. The detailed computer print-outs of each sub-specialty area should

be consulted and those that show which organization is requesting which types of personnel,

in order to be able to understand the exact situation.

8. Similarly, there are certain categories such as "research" and "miscellaneous"

which occassionally account for a number of requests. Sometimes, a respondent was unable

to be particularly articulate, or an interviewer might not have been quick enough to

record the exact meaning of a response. Thus, these generalcatchallcategories had to be

created.

9. The other area of concern is home economics/food science, where it may well be

that respondents' requests are conditioned by a cultural/sexual bias. This exists in
'J

most countries, and should naturally be explored further.

10. The major interpretive problem in the specialization data concerns the authority

which is to be attributed to respondents in their requests. This study argues strongly

that the data is of very high quality, better than that obtainable by consulting only head

quarters. At the same time, the respondents to this study are not agricultural sector

planners who have responsibility for allocating investments in human resources over a variety

of fields with differential rates of return occuring in each. Respondents did not have a

national perspective for the priority order in which personnel should be produced in the

future. Thus, the study implicitly treats all categories of personnel as of equal weight

in the sector's human resource development efforts.

As the study explicitly cautions, this is not a tenable perspective. The broad

outlines of the respondents views should be treated as authoritative for his/her area,

generally speaking. However, the study also advocates that in the p1anfiing process, a

national judgement be exercised as to sequence and priorities in the production and

allocation of manpower. Thus, while the data can and should be relied upon, it should

not be allowed to rule at all times. It is no SUbstitute for the exercise of top management

judgement based on the critical national and sectoral perspective.
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Chapter III: Quantitative Demand Data Presentation and Analysis

This chapter presents quantitative data on the agricultural manpower picture

in the total sector as uncovered in the survey. Only the broad summary figures are shown

here. Some limited descrttive analysis and interpretation is included. Detailed figures

are available in the appendices for more careful examination and operational analysis.

A large number of cross-tabulations are available, with the quantitative information

broken down by educational level, civil service position, specialization, and each

organizational unit which was interviewed. Although very extensive, the computer print

out appendices of this report should be treated as integral parts of the study. They have

been designed to be utilized in every day manpower analysis, practical planning, and

decision making. They can be employed at institute, company, district, regional, and

centralized levels of administration.

Four categories of information are presented in this chapter:

(1) Baseline Data on Existing Staff. This includes the present authorized

establishment, the number of filled posts, vacancies, current work assignments of staff,

and their area~ of original training. These figures have been cross tabulated by

organization types, educational levels, and position rank. Some information is available

about non-citizens filling establishment posts; and the number of non-citizens holding

technical assistance positions.

(2) Turnover and Attrition. Although this data is not strictly speaking 'demand'

data, it is presented here and utilized in the following supply chapter's analyses. The

movement of personnel within the ag~icu1tura1 sector by changing organizations or areas

of work have been captured to a limited extent by "turnover" data. "Attrition" by

contrast, distinguishes those personnel who have left the category of agriculturally

specialized personnel entirely, and no longer work primarily in the agricultural field.

(3) Unconstrained Demand. This category of data presents information on the

numbers of new additional agricultural personnel which supervisory managers of each

organizational unit saw as desirable to complete their ideal stafting pattern.
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(4) Specializations Requested. The unconstrained demand information originally

collected was divided into 160 fields of agricultural specialization for each educational

level. This section presents the requests for each level, summarized 1nto 22 broad

categories. The complete and detailed requests on the 160 spec1.alty fields possible is

found in the computer print-out appendices, for every organization responding to the survey.

A. Baseline Data on Existing Staff

1. Authorized Establishments, Filled Posts and Vacancies - 1979

There are 8,509 established posts for professional and technical staff. Filled

posts total 5,356, leaving a vacancy gap of 3,153 posts, or about 37%. ~

Establishment
Vacancies

Filled Posts

8,510
3,153 (37%)
5,356

a. Organization Type

Exhibit III-A depicts the distribution of personnel by organization type. The

largest numbers are employed by the PMO in the regions and districts, followed by the

parastatals, the research institutes, the training institutes, other ministries, the

Ministry of Agriculture headquarters and field stations, the University Faculty of

Agriculture, and lastly the small private sector.

2,584
1,059

680
388
318
183
109

35
5,356

PMO-Regions and Districts
Parastatals

Research Institutes
Training Institutes

Other Ministries
MOA-Hdqtrs & Field Sts.

UDSM-Fac. of As/Vet Science
Private Sector

--=,-.,..~

b. Educational Level

When categorized by educational level as in Exhibit III-B, the following breakdown

occurs.



Merit 162
Certificate 2,909

Diploma 1,366
B. Se. 708

Post Grad Dip1. 35
M. Se. 143
Ph.D. 33

5,356

Exhibit III-A

1II-3

Establishments, Filled Posts. and Vacancies for A~ricultural Sector:
by urganlzatlon Type. 30 June, 197

Org Type
Est'd Vacancies Filled as %of
Posts No. (%) Posts 79 Total

MOA Hdqtrs/Field St .* 183 3
(

Research Institutes 680 13

Training Institutes - - 388 --:L.
1,880 629 (33%) 1,251 23

FMO-Regions/Districts 4,442 1,858 (42%) 2,584 48

other Ministries 345 27 ( 8%) 318 6

UDSM-Fac. Ag. & Vet. 150 41 (27%) 109 2

Parastata1s 1,633 574 (35%) 1,059 20

Private 59 24 {41%) 35 _1_
TOTALS 8,509 3,153 (37%) 5,356 100

Notes.'" - = Not Available

'/
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Exhibi t III-B

Establishments. Filled Posts. and Vacancies for Agricultural Sector
by EducatIonal Level. 30 June. 1979

Ed Level
Est'd1 Vacancies Filled as % of
Posts No. (%) Posts 79 Total

Merit 162 3

Certificate 4,101 1,0302 (2.5%) 2,909 54

Diploma 3,087 1,721 (56%) 1,366 26

B.Science 1,030 322 (31%) 708 13

Post Grad. Diploma 53 18 (34%) 35 ..5

M.Sc. 196 .53 (27%) 143 3

Ph.D. 42 9 ( 2%) 33 ----!-i.
8,.509 3,1.53 (37%) .5,356 100

Notes: 1. Established posts do not exist by educational level. These break
downs are rough est~ates baaed on the entry qualifications for AFA II, AFA I,
FO. and Professional Officer positions. For analytic convenience. professional
officers have been divided between B.Sc., PGD, M.Sc., and Ph.D. levels. They have
been allocated according to the present proportions amongst the 919 filled posts
for these levels.

2. Certificate Vacancies • Certificate Establishment Minus Total of
Certificate and Merit Filled Posts

When educational levels are cross tabulated by organization types for all the

1979 filled posts, the configurat.ion shown in Exhibit III-C results.
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c. Position Rank

Exhibit 111-0 c.haracterizes the breakdown by civil service position and equivalent

poaitions (by oalary level) for t~e parastatal and private sector.

Exhibit III-D

Filled Posts 1 Ran}(- and Type
Fle d

Organization Type Officer AFA-LFA I AFA··LFA II
PMO- Regions/Districts 422 410 1,488
MOA-Hdqtrs & Field Sts. 30 24 '38
Research Institutes 126 110 256
Training Institutes2 158 0 130
Other Ministries 83 125 43
PaJ!statals 238 481 1
Private Sector 7 15 0

UDSM-Facu1ty Ag/Vet 6 9 0

(, Totals. 1,070 1,274 1,956

Notes: 1. Position Rank refers to civil service positions or the equivalent
levels in the parastata1 and ~rivate sub-sector, as measured by salary level.

2. A detailed breakdown of training institute staff by position rank
was not available. Therefore, those staff with diplomas were ~lsigned to Fie!d
Officer level and those with certificates were assigned to AFA/LFA II level, for
purposes of convenience.

An interesting picture of the relation of postion rank to educational level is

depicted in Exhibit III-E.

Exhibit III-E

Filled Posts 1979 by Educational Level and Position Rank

Educational Level Professional/Senior Officer Field Officer AFA/LFA-I AFA/LFA-II
Merit 3 31 71 57
Certificate 18 194 798 1,889
Diploma 125 8361 405 0
!l.Sc. 699 9 0 0
fGD/M.Sc./Ph.D. 211 0 IJ 0

1,056 1,070 1,274 1,956

"-
Notes: 1. Nine persons of FO rankS with B.Sc. degrees were recorded. It is hypothesized
that these are new graduates who have not yet been officially promoted.
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Tile number of professional/senior or[ic~rB wlt~ educational backcrounds of merlt,

certificatc, and diploma qualific~tions was carefully checked. The overwhelming majority

were ~mployed by parostatals, with only a few being in the eivl1 scrvice. It i9

hypothesized that the civil service personnel are older, more experienced stnff who were

promoted by merit, possess expericn~e fe 1 t to be equivalent to formal qualifjcation

holders, and/or who had been unable to attend formal courses earlier in their careers.

Only 146 persons or 2.7% of the entire sector's personnel are in this situation.

d. Principal Work Assignments by Specialization

The current assign ments of the 5,356 prescnt staff by educational level ar~

displayed in the computer print-out Exhibit III-F. Each of ttae agricul tural se<::l~or staff

was classified in one of 21 specialty gr~ups according to the field in which he/Elhe was

reported as primarily working. This table gives a fairly accurate picture of major

work assignments, generally speaking. However, it is not as us~€ul as the detailed computer

print-outs on this subject which should always be utilized for in-depth analyses.

e. Areas of Original Training by Specialization

Table III-G gives a summary by 21 specialty groups 3nd educational level of the areas

of original training of the present filled post 1979 staff. A more detailed print-out

analyzed each of the 160 specialtj areal comparing original training fields with current

assignments. This analysis arrived at two principal conclusions. First, at the certificate

level, the flow of personnel from more general backgrounds to more specialized work

assignments is marked and strong. Large numbers of certificate personnel (but not

necessarily the majority) end up working in particular fields and become effectively

specialized. This may indicate that some mild degree of specialization beyond crops and

lives~ock/animal health is required to satisfy the real needs of the end users. The

pattern of specializations uncovered in the unconstrained demand projections could

provide a guide as to the proportIons which would be more responsive to the various

organization units.

Second, at the diploma and abuve levels, the indications are that staff do generally

staff within their field of training. The major exceptions are those specialists who are

selected to become primarily administrators of headquarters and field offices.
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f. Staff in Training Status

Of the 5,356 filled posts in the sector, a certain number will always be on some

form of training or service. For example, at the time of the survey many staff were in

national service, attending in-service training, or off on a short course. Thus, the

actual str£ngth of the sector's personnel is normally well below the number of filled

posts. For exnmplt, a rough estimate of personnel away from the job-site in 1979 would

include lhc follow:Jng:

Cer tiU ~:atf: Staff on Diploma I rrService Training
Diploma Stuff on B.Sc. Training by Mature Entry

Staff on Overseab Training at B.Sc., PGD, M.Sc. & Ph.D.

III 500
III 90

137
727

These 727 persons in training status represent about 14% of the 5,356 total personnel

,"til complement. Such staff are unavailable to implement current work programs and projects.

They are an investment in the future at considerable real cost to existing efforts;

and the remaining staff necessarily have to absorb part of the workloads left behind.

Unfortunately, due to a questionnaire design shortcoming, the number of staff

shown as in training status in Exhibit III-F was underrecorded. Respondents gave the

principal work assignments of their personnel, whether they were on training or not; and

interviewers were not able to record training status on the survey form with all the

accuracy it deserves.
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g. Non-Citizen Personnel: Contract and Technical Assistance Staff

There are two pr1.ncipal categories of non-citizens working in the agricultural Hector.

There are those that are employed under contract with Government and are serving in iluthor-

hed establisrunent posts for a specified period of time; and those who are employed

under aided projects by donor agencies on technical assistance assJgnments.

The survey enumerated 130 expatriates employed under contract in established posts.

Expatriates on technical assistance projects were also enumerated in t .e survey. ThlH

was done to determine how many Tanzanian professional and technical staff would be required

to replace some of them, and at what point in time. The major significance of these

posts LS that they are not presently on establisrunent, end therefore add to to the total

demand for manpower. In the course of implementing some projects for which Tanzanian

replacements were not originally thought to be required, it was discovered that it would

be very desirable indeed to continue with a person in the work. The survey identified

81 out of 147 technical assistance positions which respondents indicated should have

Tanzanian staff during the 1979-81 period. All were professional level officers. These

numbers do not double count those positions for wh~ch counterpart replacements have

already been arranged in the assiRtance agreement.

:n su~nary, there are the following non-citizens working in the agricultural sector

who will require replacement with Tanzanian staff.

Non-Citizens on Establisrunent
Technical Assistance Staff Not on ERtablishment

Total
= 130

147
277

Replacements
Required

130
81

211

/
1.)
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B. Turnover and Attrition

Turnover and aLtrition data were collectud for two rClllwn~. With regard Lo lurnover,

it is useful to have a grasp Oil the number of transfers-in and -out taking place wjthin

a zector and its component organizations. This factor may help to explain probleml' of

efficiency and effectiveness. Such issues are taken up in the utilization chapter,

although the base data is presented here.

Attrition information plays a critical role in quantitative supply and demand analysis

for educat~onal pl~nning purposes. It indicates the approximate annual losses of personnel

be ing experienced due to death, reLirement, dismissal, and resignation. Each of these

were defined as persons leaving the field of salaried agricultural employment entirely.

These dre distinguished from persons merely transfering from one organization or geographic

area to another.

Unfortunately, personnel records on transfers and attrition are not kept in a form

which permits rapid and easy access and computation. For this reason the survey team

decided to ask respondent supervisory managers to recall their turnover and attrition

figures for only the 1978/79 financial year. In this way it was felt that a useful rough

estimate based on personal knowledge of events could he evolved for 283 diverse situations.

It appeared this would be the best that could be achieved; and that the figures would be

sufficiently reliable for the types of calculations for which they would be utilized.

1. Attrition

2.3% per year

3.0% per year

3.9% per year

- avo

"" avo

• avo

Diploma attrition

B.Sc. and above attrition

The losses to the agricultural sector are summarized in Exhibit Ill-H. Total sectoral

attrition is shown, as well as that for each organization type and educational level.

If 1979 is reasonably indicative of an average year's attrition, then the overall losses

in the sector do not appear terribly worrisome.

Certificate attrition

These appear to be within normal bounds for organizations whose members are relatively

youthful in age structure.



ExhibitIll -H

Attrition Rates by Educational Levels and Or~ization Types
for Agricultural Sector Filled Posts 1979

Certificatel Diploma BSc-PGD-MSc-PhD
Attri Attri Attri
,,:,,'t:i.on -tion -tion
1979 FP79 }C 19'79 FP79 }C 1979 FP?9 ~

1. am - Regions
and Districts 40 1925 2~ 25 499 5" 8 160 5"

2. Parastata1s 26 529 4.91' 5 269 1.~ 9 261 ]_.4~

3. Research
Institutes 1 338 0.3% 4 154 2.6~ 12 188 6.4"

4. MOA - Hdqtrs &
Field Stations 1 60 I.?" 5 35 14.3" 4 88 4.5"

5. Other Ministries 0 65 0 1 23'1 0.4% 2 16 12.5%

6. Private Sector 1 15 6.6" 1 8 12.5~ 1 12 8.3_

'1. UDSM-Fac Ag/Vet 2 9 22.2% c 6 0 0 94 0

t3. MATIs 0 -llQ n -.Q 158 0 --.Q 100 0

9. Attri ti,on _Rat~ '11 30'11 2.3% 41 1366 3.0% 36 919 3.9%
-

Notes I 1. Certificate Filled Posts- 19?9-1nclude Merit Level personnel

~
,j

H
H
H
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Attr ltion will normally be greater at h:ijwr education 1eve I B because of' a number

of factors. The most important are probably:

retirement age being approached by more senior staff 1n the organizaLion

opportunities for career advancement by more highly qualified specialists both

domestically and internationally

opportunities [or higher remuneration for researcher~ in other research or \1on-

research organizations outside the Ministry institute system

oLher ldiosyn~ratlc personal and professional reasons.

The significant attrition statistics are those which relate to larger numbers of

personnel in each educational level. For example, although Other Ministries have a 12.5%

attrition rate for B.Sc. and above staff, only 2 out of 16 personnel were lost. By contrast,

at the diploma level, where there are 237 perecns teaching, the attrition was only 0.4%.

Similarly, the private sectoL attrition percentages may look high, but the small numbers

involved tend to overaccentuate the situation.

One special area of concern is the apparently sizable 6.4% attrition at the research

institutes for B.Sc. and above level staff. Twelve out of 188 scarce researchers were

lost, and this may indicate a major problem. Such a rate of attrition could have significant

adverse impact in an area in which the development of experience and continuity of effort

are critical. Combined with the turnover frequency discussed in the next section, this

6.4% rate naturally deserves closer scrutiny than this broad sectoral analysis can give.

2. Turnover

ExhLbit 111-1 describes two measures of intra-sectoral personnel movements in 1979.

These are the incidence of transfers-in and transfers-out and the net changes and flows

among the 283 organization units in the survey. These transfers do not include new

allocations of staff from training institutions. The relative accuracy of the responses

given may well be indicated by the fact that incoming and outgoing staff movements from

283 scattered respondents are within 5 digits of one another. The discrepancy is only

about 1.7%, from 292 to 297.
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The high Incidence of transfers which tend to cause diaruptionH of productIvIty

In both the departed and receiving organizations is naturally a matler of COI1CI.'rn. The

16% and 17% disruption rates in the regions and districts, and the MInistry uf Agrlculllirc

(respectIvely), are understandable, though naturally not desLrable. Persons stationed

in rural areas often wish to move for a variety of personal and work-related rellsons.

Situations are constantly arising in a complex political and governmental structure

dealing with agriculture which necessitate shifting personnel more often than would be

Hished. Many persons also perceive that it is only by moving geographically towards

headquarters offices and the capital city that they can give themselves the best oppor

tunIties of advancing their careers. Thus, social and psychological motivations also

play their role, along with personal and economic ones.

As mentioned just previosuly, the research institutes provide the most troubling note

in these statistics. The movement rate is 10% of total staff per year, involving 69

out of 680 persons. As the table shows, transfers out of research institutes number 47,

while transfers-in are only 22. The net change of minus 25, is a transfer loss of -8.6%.

This is the highest negative change of any organizational type. Taken together with the

high attrition rate, these may well be discouraging indicators for the performenace

of research functions.
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Exhibit 111-1

Incidence of Transfers and Net Change Measures
by Organization Type. for 1979

(1 ) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) of (6) = (7)
Transfers Net Change Transfer Disruption Incidence

Net of %of Total ~ of'
+ - Columns Total 1 In Out. Filled Filled

In Out (1) - (2) Trfr Out !l) + (2) Posts 79 Posts_ 72
1. Research Institutes 22 -47 -25 -8.6% 69 680 l~

2. PMO - Regions/District 194 -208 -14 -4.8% 402 2584 16%

3. Parastatals 47 -23 +24 +8.~ 70 1059 6%
4. MOA - Hdqtrs/Field Sts 20 -12 + 8 +2.7% 32 183 17%

5. Private Sector 7 0 + 7 +2.4% 7 35 2~

6. UDSM - Faculty Ag/Vet 6 -2 + 4 +1.3% 8 109 7~

7. Other Ministries 1 0 + 1 +0.3% 1 318 0.3%
8. MATIs - - - - - ~-- -- -

Totals £2L ~ .2§2 of .lli§ 11"-- -- - --
Notes: 1. Column 4 = Column 3 Divided By 292 (Sum of Column 2)

....
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c. Unc.;ollfllrl.1Jned Domand

The uurvey Willi d('signed to llnIolW(!r lh(~ qucflt Ion: how mlJny purHlm,; lire Ill'l!dl'd (lVl'r till'

lwxl lievcn year/;, al each educalional level and In which speclalizatLonll? AH n·lall'd III

the chapler on methodology, the basic approach WllB to llsk an lInconBtralnl'd manpower dl'l1Ill1l<!

question. This question Baked for thl' personal profesr·J1onnl opinion of each slIpervlHory

manager without regard to budgetary, policy, or any other constraints. It rl'qllel'lll·d lin

USBcssmcnt of how many persons could be effectively utiliz~d in the respondent's orea of

l~Bponsibil1ty.

lnunl.!diately preceding this question on the survey form was a series of seven inquiries

about agricultural development in the respondat's area of responsibility. The subjects

were: the numbers of villages and people, the service ratios of staff to fann households,

the activities which should be expanded or improved, the possibility of initiating new

projects, and other factors which influence manpower demand. Significant time was spent

in the interviews on these inquiries. The purpose was twofold. First, it was to ensure

that respondents had reasoned and recorded bases for giving their estimated needs.

Second, it was to stimulate respondents to consider comprehensively the varied activities

which would require manpower in the future, so that important fields were not left out due

to oversight.

It was well known that asking an unconstrained question woul~ elicit requests for

additional personnel which could not be satisfied for many, many years. The study team

and respondents were fully aware that a budget constraint exists; and that the ability to

produce additional new personnel is also tightly limited by the availability of Forms IV

and VI graduates to enter agricultural training.

However, the unconstrained demand question yields a number of important pieces of

information about the need for agriculturally trained personnel.

For each individual end user, it gives a picture of where the organization is now,

and where it needs to go in satisfying its demand. In the future, when even new supervisory

managers are asked what the priority staff ne~ds are for his/her organization unit. they

will possess a comprehensive list from amongst which to make a rational choice.

Q\
v

...
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For central manpower amI (u.lucatlonal plLlnners. the l1gl!,r('~lItu lUtOrlUlIllOIl ~pf','ll "'/1

how IIII1UY !wrsons are wanted 1n which 8pllGia!Jzntlon at whl('h qlllllif1<'nlloll \c·vpl. ThIn

Illfurnllltioll 1s more roliable than they haVtl hnd befvr(·; llnd tlwy ('ltIl pru('('('d to <lc'llIl\ll

and bulld the size. kind. and leval of trnining lnstltutionfl needed by dlv(!rIH' I'IHI IIIH') S

throughout the sector.

For regional and central manp(,'wer alloclltors. it can f.18sist wilh mOH' r incl y

targeted placement of spf'cialists who are being graduated or who have Just returned {rolll

overseas programs.

For all end users, it provides a set of statistical table formats whicll can be

regularly. cheaply, and easily updated as time and circumstances change.

For financial planners, the information provides a known scientific basis for

manpower projections and their justifications.

1. Respondents' Explanation of Demand Projections

There were a number of major rationales given for the projections made. The study team

was impressed by the complex and well-thought out bases of judgement given. A large array

of factors were taken into consideration by respondents. The main ones appeared to be:

Depending on population density, the size and topography of the area, and ease and

availability of communications, roads, and vehicleR between villages, supervisory managers

would calculate whether or not a single extension ag~nt could cover only one or possibly

two or more villages. Most managers tended to think that one agent for one village was

in fact desirable; and this was especially true for drier land areas where distances become

a major issue. They would then calculate the gap between existing village contact staff

and the numbe~ of villages. Many took into consid~ration in and out-migration from their

wards, as well as the fact of overcrowded villages that would have to be sub-divided in the

next plan period.

As will be noted in greater detail in the utilization section, livestock personnel

felt almost unanimously that their certificate level staff should receive specialized

training. This naturally had a major effect on the numbers asked for. While crops staff

did not feel as strongly as livestock professionals. they too preferred the specialized

approach.
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The major crop and livestock problems which requJre urgent attention, Lhe major

development opportunities which the managers perceived as existing in their areas, llnd

the major scheduled efforts known, were the source of most requests for srec1al1zcd pcrflonncl

at all :evels. Theue were often based on very detailed workload calculations involving

the number of dips to be supervised, and so forth.

The number of diploma and B.Sc. level supervisors needed, where they should be

stationed, and their subject matter specialties provided another set of projection faclors.

In addition, the volume of routine office work which a district or regional office faced,

often figured in the caJcu1ations of managers.

From the survey experience the study team gained full confidence in the well-supported

un~onstrained demand projections. In the underlying technical, programmatic, and organiza-

tional analyses, the level of professiona~ sophistication shown was very considerable.

This waN true re~ardless of respondents' formal educational qualifications. At no time

did the team members feel that respondents were over-estimating. There were occasio,s

when inquIries were made about possibly over-conn~rvative projections. There were in all

cases well-thought out answers which highlighted the local characteristics of the

manager's area situation. All managers seemed fully aware of the financial tmplications

and this kept them prudently conservative. Lastly, they were able to appreciate the

utility of the unconstrained demand question approach, in full recognition that budgetary

and manpower availability constraints would be applied subsequently. Their motivation,

however, was high for contributing to the planning of the agricultural education system

on a fully professional basis.

2. Projertions of Unconstrained Demand

Exhibit III-J presents a summary by educational level of the present filled posts,

the 198-: ·1986 demand, and the resulting "ideal" staffing pattern for 1987. These are

broken down by each of the main organization types.

~llled Posts 1979
Unc,.m.3trajn~d Demand 1980-86
-"--~-de",l Staffing Pattern

The grand totals are:

5,356
+20,052

25,408
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These gross figures indicate that the supervit10ry manag~mpnl ulliff bel1l.'V(' Liwl f fIled

puUl!:l !:lhould ideally grow by 374% over the next seven year IJ. Tlwy bel JCVE' L111.'HC llumbprll

of personnel could ~e effectively utilized in the pursuit of agricultural deveJopmenl

objectives (if salaries and othel." operating costs could be afforded).

As the table shows (Exhibit I11-J), the organizations whlell mosl feel the staff

needs are the PMO's regions and districts (+608%), the parastatals (+214%), and the

other ministries (+285%). The first two 100m large because of their extensive involvement

with extension and farm mapagement operations; while the other ministries carryon consider

able teaching activities and farm management.

Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) headquarters and field stations (+121%) and reaearch

institutes (+144%) do not show anywhere near a8 large demand estimates. This is due to
'II

the nature of their work as primarily headquarters planning and support and specialized

researcher units. The major contrast with the PMO, parastata]s, and other ministries

organizations is with regard to educational levels. The MOA a~d the research institutes

naturally require higher level manpower, with increases for already sizable M.Sc. level staff

running from 414% to 442%.

The private sector demand is numerically small. Training institute and university

demand are not projected yet. This is because thpir staffing numbers could not be estimated

until policy decisions have been taken about the numbers of students who will be allocated

to agricultural training.

When the total demand is summarized by each organization type and compared with the

proportions of staff for 1979 and the resulting 1987 projections, Exhibit l11-K shows the

configuration.
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Exhibit III-J- Filled Po.ts, Uncon.trained Demand, and Ideal Staffing Pattern
by Orl~n1zation Type, Educational Level, and Period

Ideal
Pil1ed Staffing Percent
P08ta 80-81 82-83 84-86 Pattern Increase
1979 Demand Demand Demand 1987 1979-87

Sts
60 30 5 0 95 58%
35 34 11 12 92 163%
S9 25 31 11 126 114%
12 12
14 27 20 11 72 414%

3 0 3 1 7 133%
iS3 116- --70 -35 404 121%

Research Institutell
Merit 48 48
Certificate 290 'll7 210 27 744 5"1%
Diploma 154 108 142 17 421 173%
B.Sc. 142 72 15 10 239 68%
P.G.D. 9 9
M.Sc. 33 22 118 6 179 442%
Ph.!). 4 4 10 4 22 450%

680 ill ill 64 1662 144%

Training Institutes
Certificate 130
Diploma 158
B.Sc. 83 (Depends on student intake
M. Sc. 16 number. cho.en)
Ph.D. 1

388 388+

PHD-Regions/Districts
Merit 82 82
Certificate 1843 4733 3310 3049 12,935 602%
Diploma 499 1505 1067 1087 4,1.58 733%
B.Sc. 144 341 223 199 907 530%
P.G.D. 8 8
M.Sc. 8 55 61 55 179 214%
Ph.D. 0 0 a 5 5 500%

2'584 6634 466T 4395 18,219 605%

Other Ministries
CertH ieate 65 136 138 110 449 591%
Diploma 237 87 103 45 472 99%
B.Sc. 14 65 43 53 175 150%
M.Sc. 2 3 13 5 23 1000%

ill 291 m ill 1119 285%

/
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Ideal

PUled Staff ina Percent
Poet. 80-81 82-83 84-86 Pattern lncrea8e

Organization type 1979 Demand Demand Demand 1987 1979-87

'''''C;!t:!!c~ll ty Ai/Vet
. tifi,:ate 9

Diploma 6
B.Sc. 28 (Depend. on .tud.Dt
M.Sc. 43 intake number. ~ho••n.)
Ph.D. 23

109 109+

Parastatals
Merit 32 32
Certificate 497 626 320 365 1808 264%
Diploma 269 249 158 141 817 204%
B.Sc. 227 156 104 107 594 162%
P.G.D. 5 5
M.Sc. 27 34 21 14 96 256:t
Ph.D. 2 J 3 ~ 1~ ....-- .;;,.;, J.JJUI.

'i059 1078 609 m 338S 214%

Private Sector
Certificate 15 20 0 0 35

• Diploma 8 5 0 0 13
B.Sc. 11 3 2 2 18
P.G.D. 1 - - - 1

35 2i ,- ,- 67 91%

Grand Total
Merit 162 162
Certificate 2909 5762 3983 3551 16,205 457%
Diploma 1366 1988 11681 1302 6,137 349%
B.Sc. 708 662 418 382 2,170 206%
P..G.D. 35 35
!!;Sc. 143 141 2.33 91 608 325%
Ph.D. 33 17 19 22 91 176%

535'6 8S7O 6i34 5348 25,408
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Exhibit III-K

Comparison of Existing, Requested, and Iyeal Staffing Proportions
by Organization Type

Filled
Poats
1979

1. PMO-Regions/Districts 48.2%

2. Parastatals 19.8%

3. Research Institutes l2.7"1.

4. Other Ministries 5.9%
~,

5. MOA-Hdqtrs/Field Stations 3,,4%

6. Private Sector • rI.

7. Training Institutes 7.2%

8. UDSM-Faculty Ag/Vet Sci 2.0%
100.0%

Uncon
strained
Demand
1980-86

78.2%

!l.6"!.

4.0"1.

1.1%

.2"1.

100.0"!.

Ideal
Staffing
Pattern

71.9%

13.3"1.

6.5%

4.4%

1. 6%

.3%

1.5%+

04"1.+
100.0%

(

.'-.'

Note: 1. Derived f!~: ~xhibits III-A and III-P

The dominance of the regions and districts as sources of employment for

agriculturalists is most evident. The unconstrained demand requests reflect the serious

shortage of personnel to fully cover all of the villages. This is so overwhelming that

the ideal staffing pattern would make the other organizations appear significantly reduced

in proportions. But this is only a relative comparison, and not an absolute one.

a. Educational Leve,t Demand

Extension operations naturally require the greatest numbers of rertificate level staff

to be in contact with farmers. An increase in their numbe~s requires an increase in the

number of field supervisors and subject matter speeialists at diploma and B.Sc. levels.

In addition, because of the field experience and educational backgrounds of diploma personnel

this level appears to be in relatively greater demand than any other category including

even certificates for many organizations. The PMO is the largest user of agricultural

personnel, with 2,584 or 48% of the total. Its regions and districts project a diploma

demand increase of 733%, which outdistances the +602% for certificates.



Exhibit II- ~

Agricultural Sector

Comparison of 1979 Staffing Pattern with Survey Respondents' 1987 Ideal Pattern

9%

< ,. - 91 - .4%
j 4L

B.Sc. -/

Certificate/Merit- 16,367 - 64%

/
/-- '

Diploma - 6137 - ~
/

/

/
/

I

/

\
\

-\

- 143 - 2.7%
35 - .6%

1979 Staffing Pattern - 5,356

Sub-Technical Cadres - t3,996)

1987 Ideal Staffing Pattern - 25,408

/-

/
Sub-Technical Cadres - (est. 2,600)

~

dv
t-l
.....
-l
I
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When analysis of educational level patterns over time is made, there is a iJ:fgn1ficllnL

shift to be noted. Exhibit III-M depicts the percentage of personnel at each educational

level in 1979, the total requested for 1980-86, and the ideal staffing pattern for 1987.

End users would like to make major shifts in the ~rtions of personnel at certificate,

B.Sc., and higher degree levels.

Exhibit III-M

Educational Level Proportions for Filled Posts,
Unconstrained Demand, and Ideal Staffing Pattern

Uncon- Ideal
Filled strained Staffing
Pests Demand Pattern
1979 1980-86 1987 Net

Educational Level % % % Chan~

Merit/Certificate 54.6% 66.3% 64.3% +9.7

Diploma 25.5% 23.8% 24.1% -1.4

B.Sc. 13.2% 7.3% 8.5% -4.7

PGD .7%
~.3%J 2.6%

0.13%
M.Sc. 2.7% 4% 2.3% 2.78% -1.2
Ph.D. .6% 0.3% .35%
Note~ Exhibit III-M derived from Exhibit III-J figures.

As the net change column above reflects, the alteration in staff pro?ortions over the

1980-86 period would ideally mean a growth in certificate level staff, and a relative

decline in all higher levels. Essentially the major move would be an increase in the

proportion of certificate level staff from 55% to 64%, which once again reflects the vast

number of villages which are uncovered by extension services. This is a substantial change

when d~aling with thousands of personnel.

c. Staffing Proportions and Service Ratios: Existing and Projected Ideal Patterns

Unfortunately, staffing patterns cannot normally be made meaningful apart from the

functions performed and people served. It is therefore useful to combine the preceding

educational level proportions data with the extension agent service ratiob concept.
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In lhI/j way It should bu possible to see thl' implication of tho proJecUorHl for til<.' lwr-

formHnc~! of lJUrl1cull1r activities. In addillon, lhese servi!;e rlllios CIII\ be compared with

those of other countries to reality-test the information given.

In the present case, the staffing proportions wIll be presenled In Lwo forms. 1'be

fIrsL form will consIder only the proportion of B.Sc. and higher degree Blaff to djplolr.a

and to certifIcate ataff, for both the existing and projected figures. TIle second form

will include 3,996 auxilIary/attendant sub-technical cadres In wiLli lhe certificate level

staff. The rationale for this is that in considering service ratIos of extension agents

These figures can then be compared with data collected in 1977 from a study in Kenya.

Exhibit III-N demonstrates that supervisory managers ideally wish to see a change

from the present proportion to another configuration.

Exhibit III-N

Staffing Proportions for Agricultural Sector Staff
With and Without Inclusion of Sub-Technical Cadres

B.Sc. & C.ombined
Above Certificate and
Staff Diplottg! C1:!rtificate Sub-Technical

Filled Posts 1979 919 1,366 3,071 or 7,067
Staffing Proportions 1 --!.:.L 3.3 or 7.7

Projected Ideal Staff 2,904 6,137 16,367 or 18,967
Staffing Proportions _1_ 2.1 5.6 or ~

The need to increase diploma staff is noticeable (from 1.S to 2.1), just

as it was in the earlier figures. The significance of the contribution made by the

3,996 persons in the sub-technical cadres to the 1979 staffing situation is properly

emphasized in th~ change in the ratio from 3.3 to 7.7. Without considerj~o auxilIary/

attendant staff, the "available personnel" picture is seriously distal Led; and looks

more depressing than it nep.ds to appear.

qD
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The present service ratio when only cortificate staff are counted 18 1,222 farm

households to one extension agent. When sul'-technical staff are included, the rat 10 beconl('

465 farm households to one contact agent.

The 1987 ratios a~e 256:1 when certificate staff only are counted; and 218:1 when

sub-technical level agents are included. Exhibit 111-0 depicts these ratios, and their

derivation.

Exhibit IIl-O

Service Ratios for Extension Contact Agents:
Regional. District and Parastatal Staffs Only

Combined
Only Farm CertH. & Farm
Cert. House- Sub-Tech. House-
Staff holds Ratio .Q! Staff holds Ratio

Existing Ratios 1979 2,4541 3.Om112 1.222:1 OR 6,4503 3. Omi! 465:1

Ideal Ratios 14,8574 3.8m115 256:1 OR 17,4576 3.8mil 218:1

Notes: 1. Certificate and equivalent merit staff total 3071 for the agricultural
sector as a whole. Of these 3071, approximately 2454 are employed by regional, district
and parastatal organizations involved in extension service functions.

2. World Bank e~timate of fa~ households in 1974 was 2.4 million, which at
3.3% per annum population growth rate would mean 2.8 million in 1979. USAID Mission es
timat~s 3.2 million p~ldings in 1979.

3. The combined total of 6450 equals 2454 plus 3996 persons in the sub-technical
cadre.

4. 1987 certificate staff equal 2454 present staff plus all projected certificate
needs for 1980-86. See Exhibit III-J.

5. Fa1~ households 1987 equals 1979 figure of 3.0 mil projected at 3.3% per annum
population growth rate.

6. The combined total of 17,457 equals the 14,857 certificates needed from
1980-86, plus the remaining unreplaced Bub-technical cadre of 2600 persons after attrition
has reduced it from 3996. at about 5% per year.

There appears to be a good deal of professional sense behind the low ratios which

supervisory managers have projected. The:.r intuitive and calculated estimates for how

many agents it would take to equitably and effectively cover all the farm households

in their areas at one time is likely to be valid. It is borne out by actual service

ratios in the design of many intensive area development projects. Examination of projects

which have attempted to make major impacts on farming systems in a number of places

have often structured service ratios as low as 50 to 1, in the first year or so; and

..
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thon enlarged the ratios us frequency of communications and guidance became LeBu nC('Cl1l:Hlry.

Thul, the projected low.rina of Tana.nlan ratioll [rom 1.6~ 10 210 : 1 1:L1nUIJI L,..

considered out-or-order from a professional point of view. Similarly, it 18 rtl/.lBIIUrinll, til

see that neighboring Kenyan agriculturalists presently have achieved a 127:1 ratio; and

requested that it be lowered to 92: 1. Budget constraints made u reduction to 121: 1 the

feasible objective, in their case. These figures are shown in Exhibit IiI-P, for

comparative purposes only.

Kenya Ministry of Agriculture
Extension Contact Agent Ratios l

StaH2 Fs,rm Households Ratio
-"'iJ

Filled Post 1977 10,240 1,300,000 127 1

1983 Unconstrained Oem. 17,433 1,600,000 92 1

1983 ~udget Constrained
Demand 13,250 1.600.000 121 : 1

Notes: 1. Brown. A.L•• K. Hecht. R. J. Simmons, et. al., Report: Professional and
Sub-Professional Agricultural Manpower in Kenya (Demand. Supply, Education, and
Utilization). American Technical AS8ist~nce Center, General Resear~h Corporation,
McLean. Virginia: March. 1978. p.23.

2. Staff equals both junior technical aS8istants (sub-technical cadres) and
technical assistants (certificate level) •

....
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The fJurvey requ89t~d respondentlJ to break down thel r uncon!~trlllOl'd demand

projections for each educational level and perJod Into ond of approximately 160

llgricultural specializations. These were in turn categorized Lnto 21 specialty

groupa comprising the broader fields of work and atudy. The computer prInt-out

appendices document the detailed numbers and specializations. lnfonnntion on

every organizational end user responding to the survey is av~ilable with cross

tabulations by educational level and period in which the staff are wanted.

Given these figures it should be poss1.ble for central manpower planners to

adjust the production of personnel more closely to the proportions in which each is

needed. Staff going overseas can be given specific alternatives as to specializations

and major and minor emphases which they should cover in their university courses.

Donors who inquire what fields of study are needed can be given a comprehensive picture.

and returnees can be placed in those organizations that requested them.

Caution should be exercised with regard to one important point. These figures

express the personal professional views of the principal supervisory managers of end

user organizations. In the main, they are probably the most sound and reliable indicators

of actual needs in the country. However, these views reflect the needs of only

individual areas, specializations, lind organizations. They do not necessarily reflect

which specializations should receive priority in sequence and proportion of educational

investment. They cannot adequately substitute for a national judgement that considers

which particular specialty fields at which educational levels of which organizations

will be most helpful in forwarding "an integrated agricultural development strategy.

Within the context of national goals and needs, the tnformation provided in this

survey can help to arrive at a more fully informed decision. As the manpOller produ~tion

guidelines and utilizations chapters will argue somewhat further on, the sequence of

investments in educational specializations may require that certain organizations and

educational levels receive precedence; and that such choices would be Inore likely to

lead to rapid and equitable development.

•
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Equal care must be token in lntt~rpretlng figun'H, 1;0 th.lt thl' 1117.(- ot n~lJ\)I!N:'!I

for additional personnel ara not mlutC:lkan for til(' ndllllvl' Importance oj cl'rlalp

needs. For Qxample, the great numbers of persons 1d£1'.11 Iy wantrod nt cl>rtlflcnt"

level dOE11:I not nE!cesBHrJly mean that the certifJrRlc leVl-·J ". thl' mONt lmportant

level of manpower production to be accelerated. Nor do the 9izabte numbers of

persona in the crops and livestock are8~ mean that one can afford to ignore the

much smaller requests in other areas. Amongst those specializations with very much

smaller demand may be those which are Inore crucial to agricultural development at a

certain point in time than even thousands of general crops field agents. Crop breeders,

pl anners and analysts may be examples of f~ven higher prior tty fields.

1. Summaries of Specializations Needed by Educational Level

In Exhibit III-Q the existing pattern of deployment on principal work assignments

is comparee with the unconstrained demanJ proportions by specializations for each

~ducationa+ level. The unconstrained demand proportions probably represent the best

general gui~eline for structuring curriculum emphases for each entering class in the

future.

Any contrast between present work. assignments and unconstrained demand has nothing

to do with relative importance of each field. Rather, increases or decreases in per-

centage proportions reflect relative scarcity or sufficiency of staff in a particular

field. Decreases in percentage figures between work assignments and unconstrained

demand in anyone specialty area do~ mean decreases in the absolute nUlnbers of staff •
.

They may mean that one area has received relatively greater attention i~ the past, and

that the particular specialty is relatively in less need than some other specialties in

terms of educational planning for the future.

For example, specialty group number 10, range/pasture management, contains higher

percentages of unconstrained demand than present princ~pal work assignments in every

educational level except that of Ph.D•• This probably reflects a clear need for a



Exhfb J ;C:U[-Q

Summary Proportions Comparison: Principal Work Assignments of_Existing Staff
with Unconstrained Demand, in Percentages,

by Specialization Groups and Educational. Le,'e1

Certificate DiplollUl B.Sc. M.Sc. Ph.D.
Prine. Uncon-
Work Strain-
Assign ed

Specialty Groups ment Demand PWA UCD PWA UCD PWA UCD PWA UCD
1. Crops - General 46.9 55.8 23.5 26.2 39.8 39.9 12'\ 6 18.5 15.2 15.5
2. Crop Breeding 2.0 0 0 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.7 2.2 6.1 10.3
3. Crop Protection 1.0 1.5 0.6 1.1 1.3 2.1 8.4 3.7 3.0 6.9
4. Horticulture 1.3 3.1 2.9 5.6 0.6 2.9 0 1.1 3.0 0
5. Soil Science 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.4 3.8 --!d 11.2 3.2 12.1 6.9

Crops-Sub-total: 51.8 61.0 28.0 33.6 36.2 37.0 32.9 28.7 39.4 39.6

6. Animal Sci - General 8.8 8.6 11.6 15.4 5.8 6.8 - 10.5 10.8 1.2.1 8.6
7. Animal Health 15.1 16.5 4.5 14.3 0.1 0.3 0 0.9 0 0
8. Animal Nutrition . 0 0 0 0.1 0 0.1 2.1 2.2 3.0 3.4
9. Animal Breeding 0.7 1.1 0.4 1.2 0.6 0.4 2.1 1.5 3.0 0

10. Range/Pasture Mgt. 0.2 0.8 1.0 2.5 0.8 1.6 0.7 3.9 3.0 0
11. Hides/Meat 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.6 0 0.5 0 0.9 0 . 0
12. Vet. Sci. - General 0 0 0.5 0.4 12.5 11.4 3.5 11.4 0 5.2
13. Vet/Tech Specialties 0 0 0.1 0.2 1.2 8.6 4.9 8.6 12.1 12.1

Livestock-Sub-total: 25.9 28.1 19.1 35.7 21.0 29.7 23.8 40.2 33.2 29.3

1~. Agric. Economics 4.5 4.9 22.0 11.8 12.0 9.9 15.4 9.9 12.1 3.5
15. Agric. Engineering 0.5 1.9 4.9 6.2 5.2 3.2 2.8 3.2 3.0 5.2
16. Irrigation 1.4 2.4 2.5 5.7 7.3 9.0 2.1 9.0 0 1.7
17. Home Ec/Food Sci 1.6 1.5 3.1 6.0 2.5 3.0 0 3.0 0 15.5

18.-21. C'thers* 16.0 0.3 20.5 8.1 22.9 2.5 23.1 6.2 12.1 5.1

* Others includes Agricultural Education, Agricultural Extension Administration, Persons on
Training Status. Unspecified Research Sp~cialties, Unspecified and Miscellaneous C~tegories
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",rAl/tlU:' proportLon (If duch v@rHonnal to be produced In t1w fulllrl' III '·Ollll.wl with till'

P~8t. In unot.her IJvt!atock exmnple, thera Uppf'L1ffl to h8 rolatively Ill/HI Ill,pd for

n.se. lavel veterinary fJ('hlOce j.tnadu'ltml thflll In the paht. IIoWlJvl", Ilu·n· IIPIJl'ar to

hl! very large increasen for personnel at the n.:i<'. and M,Sc. levl·J In lIw 1..('lInlca l

vHter innry rl!seairch ap£!c Lal 1'1:iltlon~. '111i9 probnbly reflects the flhortllKt' of such

reHearch personnel at the livestock Institutc/J, inHufficl~nt production of &lJch

personnel 10 the past, and tne significant demand for thmn ,It. prc9pnl, relativ£' to

aU othH[ specialties.

IrrIgation Is another area where all educational levels require production of

proportionately moL"a personnE'l relatlve to th~ir lower proportional lev£'ls in the

current staffing pattern.

2. Specializations N~eded by Organization Type

Exhibits III-R through III-W specify the proportions of personnel wanted by ea~h

of the major end user or&ani~8tion types, including regions and districts, Ministry

of Agriculture headquarters and field stations, research institutes, oth~r ministr.ies,

the parasL:atals and tht! private sector. The organization type persvect1.ve i11 imTlortant

because the ltmited number of p~rsons available for training at each level must naturally

be shared amongst a variety of employing organizations. Sectoral manp0wer planners

witl be faced with allocating training slots to the vario~s organizationD and allocating

the unsponsored personnel upon graduation. The manpower production guidelInes and

utilization aspects of manpower planning chapters address this question further on in

the &tudy. The priority may have to be given to certain end users over the desires

of others, in Older to address certain key issues in agricultural development.

)
,
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Chapter IV: QUANTITATIVE SUPPLY ESTIMATES
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSES
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Chapter IV: Quantitative Supply Estimates Data Presentation and Analysis

This chapter presents information on two major aspects of the supply of

agriculturally trained personnel.

The factors involved in calculating the projected supply at each educational

level.

The institutional capacities of the domestic training institutions which

produce the personnel to be utilized.

The supply of Tanzanian professional and technical agricultural manpower is from

the twelve Ministry of Agriculture Training Institutes (MATIs), the Faculty of

Agriculture and Veterinary Science of the University of nar Es Salaam in Morogoro, and

foreign institutes of higher learning. The analysis breaks down the figures in terms

of educational levels, by certificate, diploma, B.Sc., post graduaLe diploma, M.Sc.,

and doctoral degree levels.

The data on existing and projected supply was obtained through statistical data

collection on enrollments and outputs at the various educational and training institutes.

Where possible, the projections have been extrapolated through 1991. Interpretive inter

views were held to understand the complex issues and problems involved. Information

on graduates from foreign institutions of higher learning is based upon past records,

and estimates from the various donor countr~.es and agencies which provide scholarships

for agricultural staff.

Exhibit IV-A summarizes the presently projected cumulative supply of agri~!llturalists

These outputs are based on a number of assumptions about sectoral quota allocations,

priority access in m~npower selection, drop-out rates, promotions after training, and

attrition. These could and do change periodically. Shifts in surrounding conditions,

circumstances, policy priorities, or relative emphases in programs have occurred even

in the one year course of this study. Therefore, every effort has been made to select

a reasoned approximation t~ the most likely levels of production. As these figures are

acongst the most crucial aspects of this study, their discussion in the body of the

text is necessarily very detailed.



Exhibit IV-A

Projected Cumulative Supply of Agriculturalists
All Educational Levels, 1980 - 1991

Av. Annual
Aggregate Rate of

1979 - 1986 1987 - 1991 Increase Increase
Ed Level 19 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 1919-1986 1919-1986

Certificatesl 3071 3091 3019 3209 33:" 3506 3652 3807 3975 4150 4346 4551 4761 136 3.4%

Diplomas 1366 1718 2101 2299 2445 2633 2833 3040 3276 3516 3185 4087 4392 1674 18.0%

B.Sc. 108 663 686 668 740 192 853 907 945 984 1022 1058 1114 199 4.0%

2
35 0 0P.G.D. 35 35 3S 35 35 3S 3S 35 35 3S 35 35

H.Sc. 3 143 190 222 275 332 370 391 410 418 418 418 418 418 261 21.0%

~

-.ll--1!-1I~-2!~~~~~--.M~~ 53 23.0%Ph.D•.

5356 5142 6166 6530 6968 1403 1840 8285 8135 9189 9692 10235 10812 2929 7.8%

Notes: 1. Includes merits.
2. Assumes current 8~ock of PGDs is maintained at present level.
3. Projections for 1987-91 are at maintenance level. given lack of information

upon which more informed assumptions could be made.
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A. SupplY Projections

The summary of cumulative lupply shown 1n Exhib.1t lV-A 18 btalt~d on 11 COUlplt!X sct or

calculations. These supply projections look at the most likely growth paths in agricultura

personnel (1.8% average net growth rate per year). They are based on recent experience

and trends, and the foreseeable consequences of these events. They set a baseline for

what will probably occur if no major changes are instituted; and if no major conditions

are altered. They are a conservative and prudent forecast of the case most likely to

prevail unless changes are made.

In what follow~, the detailed calculations behind the summar; figures are given

for each educational level. In every calculation there exists a combination of:

empirical data,

working assumptions, and

judgemental factors.

These can be enumerated as follows.

(1) The size of the manpower pools available to enter training for each educational

level. These are dependent upon the rate of expansion of enrollments in secondary
,-

schools in the future.

(2) Recent results in the actual allocation of manpower training intakes to the

agricultural sector by the Ministry of Manpower Development.

(3) The career choices of those allocated, whether or not to accept the specific

allocation, and actually become part of training intakes.

(4) The quality of agricultural training intakes, which is dependent on the sector's

priority ranking in the select~on of individuals from each year's manpower pools.

(5) The drop-out rates which occur, and in turn are a function of the intake

quality level of entrants from the pool.

(6) The educational level staffing pattern proportions needed, as perceived by

the manpower planners, and unconstrained demand respondents.

(7) The institutional capacity ltmits of the training institutes to handle students.
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(8) The availability of overseas scholarships, and actual places at institutions.

(9) The judgemental factor concerning which staff levels should receive relatively

greater emphasis at a certain point in time, in light of certain technical and economic

agricultural sector factors.

(10) The annual loss of staff at one educational level who pass through training

courses and are promoted to the next h1ghe~ level.

(11) The normal annual attrition at each educational level.

It is naturally necessary to understand the mix of these factors. Exhibit IV-B

gives a graphic presentation of why end-uaers cannot get as many personnel as they need •.
Exhibit IV-C demonstrates another aspect of the same problem, but emphasizes how each

educational level not only receives new staff, but also loses many staff each year.

In the pages to follow, the effects of these graphic diagrams are demonstrated in

statistical tables for each educational level. The detailed calculations are shown so

that the actual sequential steps in the calculation can be properly understood. In the

future when changes are made and figures need to be updated, these tabular formats can

be utilized. The text describes each step in the supply calculations.
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Exhibit IV-B

Example of ARricultural Manpower System Supply Sta~~s' Certificates-- -
Stage 1
1979

Stage 2
1979

Manpower Pool - Form IV Leavers - 14,000 persons

Allocation of Certificate Level Training Places

to Agricultural Sector 600

Stage 3
1979

Stage 4
1979

Stage 5
1980

Stage 6
1981

Stage 7
1982

Priority for Selection Process Yields
Mostly Division Four and Fails, with
Few Science Students - 550

Actual Training Intakes at MATIs
(3.5% of Stage I Pool) - 500

25% Drop Out Loss
(125 persons lost) - 375

Year's Delay Due to National
Service Obligation

Actual Availability at Post
approx. 375



Exhibit IV-C

Dynamics of Annual M3npower Flows
Agricultural Manpower System

Gain
113 New Staff
From Form VI

M.Sc. Staff
Begin Year 143

Gains +74
Losses -21

End Year 196
Net +/- +53

I

Gain
39 New B.Sc. Staff

From U.D.S.M

B.Sc. §~
Begin Yar 708

Gains +86
Losses-108

End Year 686
Net +/- -22, ;7 ,

Gain Lose Gain Los
47 Staff 74 Staff 74 Staff 9 Staff
From Promoted to > From Promoted to

Diploma M.Sc. B.Sc. Ph.D.
Ranks Ranks Ranks Ranks

Lose
47 Staff

Promoted to>
B.Sc.

Ranks

1
DIPLOMA STAFF

Begin Year 2107
Gains +486

Losses -100
End Year 2493

Net +/- +386

Gain
373 Staff

> From
Certificate

Ranks

--~Lose
373 Staff

Promoted to
Diploma

Ranks

CERTIFICATE STAFF
Begin Year 3097

Gains +429
Losses -447

End Year 3079
Net +/- -18

Gain
429 New

_---c-ertTc-a-te-s-_-.

1
Lose 74

to Attrition

""'"---;7

1
Lose 53"

to Attrition

1 !

Lose 34
to Attrition

1
Lose 12

to Attrition

t-l
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1. MATI Certificate Supply Pro1ections

Exhibit IV-D shows the detailed calculations for cumulative supply of certificate

9taff. In the discussions below, the most important factors affecting the certificate

situation are discussed, row by row, as portrayed in the exhibit. These explain the data,

its assumptions and the judgements based on them. They help to appreciate the facts of thl

situation, the interpretations that can be placed on them, and what coulci potentially

be dvn~ to effect changes in the position of the sector.

a. Gertificate Pool (Rows A,B,e)

The bulk of certificate entrants come from Form IV leavers each year. They are

normally requir~d to possess principal passes in biology, math, and another science as

well as in English and Kiswahili. It has not been possible to research whether or not

selected entrants do in fact possess all the required qualifications. The best infor

mation available indicates that in those years when the agricultural sector has priority

access in selection, that entrants do possess more of the requisites. In other years,

many others may have to be chosen in order to supply end users with at least part of their

quantitative needs.

The only other source of certificate entrants are a negligible number of persons

who enter from sub-technical cadres. These individua~ pre-qualify at in-service short

courses.

The Form IV pool projections in Exhibit IV-D are shown broken out into public and

private school sources. It is understood that a fairly recent policy will limit the

production of private school leavers in the future. What the overall effect will be,

and when it will occur were not known at the time this report was written. Therefor~,

the only basis upon which to make projections were the past trends in enrollments and

outputs. TIlese could change, and should naturally be closely monitored.

b. Intakes (Row D)

In recent years intakes have been approximately 3.5% of the manpower pool. For

that reason, the baseline projection of future growth is made at the 3.5% level. This

r
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Exhihit IV-D

(

Certificate Level: Projected Outputs and Cumulative SupplY

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

A Form IV Mnpwr Pool-Private SChoolrl 4783 5564 6839 7230 7881 8590 9363 10206 11125 12126 13218 14407 15704
B -Public Schools +9315 9398 8568 8501 8635 8870 8870 9274 9274 9274 9578 9578 9578
C Total Pool 14098 14962 15407 15731 16516 17460 18233 19480 20399 21400 22796 23985 25282

I

D Intakes to Certif. Prog. (3~% x C)2
+

511 488 524 539 551 578 611 638 682 714 749 798 840
l-:

E Out~uts of Cert.Prog. (161. Drop OutJ
J,

444 429 409 440 453 463 486 513 536 573 600 629

F Prior Year-Cumulative Certif. Staff4 +3071 3097 3079 3209 3358 3506 3652 3807 3975 4150 4346 4551
G Cumulative Certlf. Staff-Before Losses5 3515 3526 3488 3649 3811 3969 4138 4320 4511 4723 4946 5180

H Attrition Loss (2.3% x G)6 -81 -74 -80 -84 -88 -91 -95 -99 -104 -109 -li4 -119

I Loss to Diploma Ranks7 -337 -373 -199 -207 -217 -22·) -236 -246 -257 -268 -281 -294

J Cumulative Certif. 3taff-G - (H+I) 3071 3097 3079 3209 3358 3506 3652 3807 3975 4150 4346 4551 4767

K Net Growth Rates - Per Annum 0.8% -0.6% 4.2% 4.6% 4.4% 4.2% 4.2% 4.4% 4.4% 4.7% 4.7% 4.7%

Notes: 1. From Seventh Education Credit Request to World Bank.
2. 1979 and 1980 intakes are actuals. Each succeding year's intakes are calculated by multiplying .035 times preceding

year's Form IV tot31 manpower pool output. The 3.5% percentage figure represent3 U approximation of the percent of Form IV ~ool

received in the last few years by certifi~~t~ t~aining programs.
3. Year of Posting is utilized for output figures. Year of posting is the Fiscal Year following graduation. Graduation

is usually by June; and posting is in the next Fiscal Year, which begins on Julyl. Actual physical availability at post would
be another year into the future because of national service obligations.

4. From previous year, Row J. An accounting entry to ease the in-column calculations.
5. This calculation is made here so that the subsequent multiplication of Row G by the attrition percentage in Row H can

be carried out more simply.
6. Attrition calculation factor is from Exhibit III-H.
7. FLom Exhibit III-F, Row F, diploma outputs from the certificate pool supply source. The addition to the diploma

ranks in the year of diploma graduation is the effective year of loss to the certificate ranks.

~ ~
J,

ex:
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is felt to be the prudent approach based on past allocative practice. If the percentage

were increased or decreased, output would rise or fall commensurately. One way in which

more adequate service ratios for rural communities could be accomplished would be to

increase the intakes.

c. Outputs (Row E)

The number of certificate outputs is primarily conditioned by the drop-out rate.

Since 1976'the drop-out rates have been around 25% of intakes. This is naturally a

major inefficiency in securing the maximum number of employees at the minimum cost. The

proximate cause of the high drop-out rate appears to be that agricultural training

institutions are not being allocated sufficient Form IV graduates with higher divisional

passes; as well as those with better than average achievement in biology, math, and

other sciences.

An updated analysis of Ministry of Education and National Examination Council

statistics was carried out for the 1978 Form IV leavers provisionally Helected for

agricultural training. This analysis indicated that the pass levels of prospective

entrants was to be considerably higher than in the immediate past.* The breakdown was:
I

Exhibit IV-E

1978 Form IV Leavers ProvisionallY Selected for
Agricultural Training. By Level of Pass

Pass Level

Number

Percentage

Div. I

o

o

Div. II

62

15%

Div. III

279

68%

Div. IV

57

14%

4

1%

Unknown

10

2%

Notes: Compiled from Ministry of Education, 1978 Form Four Secondary School Leavers,
and National Examination Council of Tanzania, Exam Results, November, 1978, Form Four
School Candidates (Fiv~ Volumes)

*For some confirmatory recent agro-vet examination results, see Lulandala, G.D., The
}~npower Development Division's Two Years Experience with the Agro-Vet Common Examination
~linistry of Agriculture, ~npo~er Development DiVision, Curriculum Development Section,
(mimeo, n.p., n.d., circa. 1979)
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The Ministry of Manpower Development has indicated that the agricultural sector

,will be receiving higher priority in the allocation of better quality personnel in

the next few years. MATI system records indicate that the drop out rate in 1974-75

was 7%; and as mentioned above the 1976-79 rate was 25%. It is not known for how

long the agricultural sector can maintain its higher priority standing in the compe-

tition for scarce secondary school 1eaver talent. Experience from the 1970s indicate~

that a cautious course of drop out rate projection should be adopted. Given the

empirical spread of educational attrition from 7% to 25%, the best that can be done

is to choose 16% as a middle course. This has been done. Should it become easier

to predict quality consUtency in entering classes, the figures can be adjusted

accordingly.

d. Prior Year - Cumulative Certificate Staff (Row F)
Cumulative Certificate Staff-Before Losses (Row G)

These two rows are inserted in the table to make the steps in supply ca1cula-

tion clearer and easier to follow. The Row F prior year cumulative staff number

(from Row J) is needed so that the annual output from Row E can be added to it.

Row G is merely the sum of Rows E and F, before the annual attrition calculation

is made.

e. Attrition Loss (Row H)

Normal annual attrition has been calculated at 2.3% in Exhibit III-H. This is

multiplied by the Row G cumulative supply-before losses; and the result entered

with a minus sign.Thi,s~!l~ be added to the next row, and then subtracted from Row

G to obtain the net cumulative supply.

f. Loss to Diploma Ranks (Row I)

As the Exhibit IV-C diagram indicated, there are not only inflow gains of new

staff each year, but also outflow losses. These occur when staff attend training

programs which result in their promotion or departure from an educational level.

Row I records those certificate level persons who graduated from the diploma ?rogra~

each year as a loss to the certificate level.

~I
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g. Net Cumulative Certificate Staff (Row J)

When Rows H and I are totalled, and then subtracted from Row G, the net or

actual cumulative staff available to the agricultural sector can be known. This

is the figure that is utilized in supply and demand calculations in subsequent

analyses.

h. Net Growth Rate (Row K)

The annual growth rate in staff is calculated in this row. The year to year

gap is calculated and then divided by the prior year's total, to derive the actual

increase or decrease in educational level complement.

Discussion

It is obvious from the figures that the major 1imitationson certificate staff

growth are multiple.

The size of the manpower pool is not growing very rapidly. The percentage a110-

cated to the agricultural sector is low. The drop out rate can range as high as

25%, dependent on the quality level of the intakesj which in turn depends on the

sector's priority level for selection of the better students. The attrition loss

is Qot exceptional. However, the loss to diploma ranks is highly significant.

The low 1979/80 and 1980/81 net growth rates are an anomaly due to exceptional

and non-repeatable loss to diploma ranks in those years.

The major intervention points for making improvemements in the certificate

supply system appear to be:

(i.) to' increasethe percentage allocation from the manpower pool;

(ii.) to increase the quality levels of the allocation, to cut down on drop outf

I~

I
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2. MATI Diploma Supply Projections

Exhibit IV-F gives the detailed calculations for the cumulative supply of

diploma staff. The calculation. are a more complex and problem~t1cal matter than

those for the certificate level. This is because there are two maupower pool

sources, and more areas in which judgement enters. The background to these issues

is given below in row by row coverage of the table. (Readers of this report who have

not read the preceeding section on the certificate level may wish to do so; it

gives a more complete picture of each step in the supplies calculation process,

which will not be repeated here.)

a. Manpower Pools for Diploma Course (Rows A and B)

Entrants to the diploma program have come primarily from the ranks of certificat(

staff. This internal caref,r mobility route was designed to allow the best performers

to advance through an in-service training route. In the 1979 diploma graduating clas~

abou~ 68% of its 251 members were certificates with two or more years of field ex

perience.

The remaining 32% of the class in recent years have been composed of Form

VI graduates who do not go on to university. These Form VI persons are a pre

service pool who enter the diploma program after one year in national service. (This

is in contrast with Form VI grarluates who do,go on to university, who must also

contribute two years in work assignments before entering their programs.)

b. Intakes (Rows C,D, and E)

The entering class sizes for diploma training are therefore controlled by the

growth of the certificate staff ranks and the Form VI classes. Entrants from Form

VI have been about 70 to 80 persons per year, or around 4%. This figure has just

undergone a marked change. The 1980 entering class will have 119 Form VIers. This

is 5.6% of the pre-service pool; and it is assumed that this rate will continue.

It is not possible to predict exactly how many certificate staff will also enter

In recent years the size of the certificate intakes have b~en about 6.8% of that

pool. This figure is used in these calculations as the most likely number.



Exhib1L IV-F

Diploma Level: Projected Outputs -~d Cumulative Supply

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

A. Certificate Staff PaolI 3071 3097 3079 3209 3358 3506 3652 3807 3975 4150 4346 4551 4767
B. Form VI Pre-Service Pool 2 2136 ~136~185 2185 2185 2185 2705 3226 3226 3226 3226 3226

C. Intakes to Dipl. Prog. 3 (6.8% x A)c.354 393 209 218 228 238 248 259 270 282 296 309 324
D. Intakes to Dipl. Prog.4 (5.6% x B) 80 119 119 119 119 122 122 122 122 151 181 181 181
E. Total Intakes 434 512 328 337 347 360 370 381 392 433 477 490 505

F. Outputs from Certif. PoolS 171 337 373 Ifl207 217 226 236 246 257 268 281 294
G. Outputs from Form VI Pool 80 76 113 113 113 113 116 116 116 116 143 172 172
H. Total Outputs 251 413 486 312 320 330 342 352 362 373 411 453 466

I. Prior Year-Cumulative Dipl. Staff6 +1366 1718 2107 2299 2445 2633 2833 3040 3276 3516 3785 4087
J. Cumulative DiE!oma Staff-Before Losses7 1779 2204 2419 2619 2775 2975 3185 3402 3649 3927 4238 4553

K. Attrition Loss8 (3% x J) -53 -66 -73 -79 -83 -89 -96 -102 -109 -118 -127 -137

L. Loss to B.Sc. Ranks9 -8 -31 -47 -95 -59 -53 -49 -24 -24 -24 -24 -24

H. Cumulative Dipl. Staff- H=J-(K+L) 1366 1718 2107 2299 2445 2633 2833 3040 3276 3516 3785 4087 4392

N. Net Growth Rates 26% 23% 9% 6% 8% 8% 7% 8% 7% 8% 7% 7%

Notes: 1. From Exhibit IV-D, Row J.
2. From Seventh Education Credit Request to World Bank.
3. 6.8% rate based on"norma1" past diploma intake levels, as percent of certificate staff. However, 1977/78 and 78/79

intakes were exceptionally high for reasons which will not likely be repeated. See note 5 on this. Intakes from certificate
pool occur in same year as pool exists.

4. 5.6% rate is based on 1980 allocations of 119 training places to Form VI 1eavers. This is up from 84, or 4% of 1977
Form VI graduates allocated in past. Note that intakes are based on a two year delay. For example, a 1980 Form VI graduate
goes to national service in 1981, and only enters diploma course in 1982.

5. Abnormally large outputs occur in 1980 and 1981 because of an effort to give an overlarge backlog of qualified
certificate staff an opportunity to receive advanced training; not based on 6.8% rate. Please also note that an academic year
]978/79 entrant on the two year program is posted directly upon graduation, at the end of the second year.

6. From Row M, the previous year. This row is for convenience of in-column calculation.
7. Row J = Rows H + I
8. From Exhibit III-H attrition calculation.
9. From Exhibit IV-H, Row F. Likely outputs of diploma personnel promoted to B.Sc. ranks, in the year of actual loss

to the diploma ranks.
H!========-=:...=......=.-=---=----------------------------------------- <:I
~'
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However, the numbers who actually ~nter training is at the discr~tion of the Minist.

of Agriculture, Manpower Development Division.

Agricultural sector manpower planners, educators and end users would 11ke to

upgrade the quality of diploma entrants. Th.y hope to do this by drawing increasin

larger numbers from the pr~serv1ce Form VI graduate pool. Ideally, they would lik

to have entering class.s eventually composed of 50% Form VIers and 50% certificates

T'41s is in pr.f.r.nc. to the pruent 32%/68% 1IIix. An operational objective is

to arrive at diploma cla•••• of C••y) 250 person. from each source. The planners

do have some latitud.. They can vary the nUlllber of intakes from certificate level

according to the 'number of Form VIers allocatM, until the desired 50/50 mix is

eventually ac:h1eved.

There are a number of professional considerations in this matter. One of the..

is a concern for adequate stability and continuity of effort in the field among

certificate level ranks of contact agents. The constant departures and arrivals

of personnel returning from and leaving for training are naturally disruptive to

proper' field work. This was documented 1.,,1, Chapter III. On the one hand J therefoi;

every attempt should b. made to minimize the incidence of disruption; and to keep

certificate entrants to about 250 per year.

On the other hand, an important part of any effective personnel system is to

provide skills upgrading and career mobility opportunities for the more talented

certificate staff. Such opportunities h.lp to strengthen loyalty and motivation 0

the job.

c. Outputs (Row.F,G, and R)

In the past four years (1976-19) annual output of diplomas has inc~eased from

221 to 251. The graduating classes in 1980 and 1981 will be an above nOnlal 412

and 486 persons. Intakes for ewo earlier years had been temporarily ~aised to

clear an exceptionally large backlog of certificate scaff qualified for diploma

entrance. !hi~ ~ill ~ot likel~ oceur aQain.
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d. Prior Year and GrosD Cumulative Staff (Rows I and J)

(These are accounting entries only, to demonstrate the order in which the cal-

culation steps are carried out.)

e. Attrition Loss (Rou K)

Attrition was calculated at 3% in Exhibit III-H; and is computed here by

multiplying 3% times the gross cumulative staff in Row J.

f. Losses to B.Sc. Ranks (Row L)

Row L reflects the losses of diploma staff to the profession,l officer ranks

at the time of their graduation. Both UDSM and overseas scholarship programs accoun'

for these losses. In recent years UDSM intakes and outputs have been largely

comprised of diploma personnel.

g. Net Cumulative Diploma Staff (Row M) and Net Growth Rates (Row N)

These are the resulting effective staffing levels, and their growth rates. As

,.

will be noted, the sizable 1980 and 1981 increases are

to repeat themselves again.

Discussion

special caeesnot likely

One major area of note is the 6.8% per annum drainage of the certificate ranks.

This is a fair rate of cadre promotion throuRh a training program; and removes

many hundreds of staff from their field work each year. Raising the Form VI

intake proportion is probably advisable; both to avoid further disruption of

the certificate ranks' work, as well as to gain higher quality entrants. Skills

upgrading can be done in short courses and on-the-job training for certificates;

and provisions for salary increments can hopefully provide continuing financial

rewards.

The Form VI pool, fortunately, will expand considerably in 1986 and 1987

due to a secondary school development effort. Thus, the most sizeable diploma

level expansion will not be likely to occur until 1988 and 1989 (See Row G).
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The losses to B.Sc. levels are very marked from 1981 through 1986. These figure:

include the U.S. funded Training for Rural Development Project, Phases I and II.

Phase II (240 scholarships over 4 years) ha6 not yet been officially approved by

the donor agency, as it was awaiting the results of this study. The 1987-91 projecti<

of losses to the B.Sc. level are an arbitrary estimate of the number of overseas

scholarships which will be secured. It does not have empirical grounding, being

too far into the future to predict with any assurance whatsoever.

A check on the likely enrollments at MATIs of both educational levels

indicates that the physical facilities capacities will not be exceeded by these

projections through the year 1986.

Generally speaking, the only major scope for diploma expansion beyond its

presently projected trend 1s through the increased allocation of Form VI entrants.

•
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3. Proportions Between Certificate and Diploma Supplies: A Discussion

The data presentation on certific~te and diploma level supplies demonstrates

what will be most likely to occur in the future unless changes are made in intake

quantity and quality. Exhibit IV-G below shows how the proportions between just

the certificate and diploma levels will change.

Exhibit IV-G

Certificate and Diploma Level: Projected Staffing Pattern Proportions
, 1979. 1986. 1991. and Ideal

Certificate
Diploma

(1)
bisting
S.lzaffing
P"ttern
Proportions
1979~

61%
31%

(2)
Projected
Production
Proportioys
1979-1991

36%
64%

(3)
Projected
Resulting

Staffing Patfern
Proportions

1986 1991
55% 52%
45% 48%

(4)
Ideal
Staffing Pattern
Proportions from
Unco2strained Demand
1987

73%
27%

Notes: l.
2.

Derived from Exhibit IV-A
Derived from Exhibit III-J

The sharp contrast between the existing and production proportions pattern,

(Columns 1 and 2) and the resulting and ideal staffing patterns (Columns 3 and 4)

should not be misinterpreted. It would be easy to jump to inaccurate conclusions,

without careful examination of the full picture. The fundamental situation

appears to be:

(1) Although the MATIs can be utilized to produce either certificate or. diploma

level staff, there may not be much flexibility in the setting of both production

proportions and the resulting staffing patterns. As shown in the manpower pools

analyses, there are simply not enough personnel being produced at Form IV and Form V

levels by the secondary school system to satisfy end-user demand.

(2) The certificate ranks are a major supply pool for the diploma level; and those

that go into the diploma ranks also supply a number of the B.Sc's produced. It is
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therefore altogether natural and expected that given a general shortage of Form IV

students, the certificate ranks will appear to be in steady decline.

(J) This depletion is evidence of the success of the career mobility system at

work. It allows the better perfo~ers to rise. It also places more highly skilled

and specialized diploma personnel in contact with the farmers in the field.

(4) As Exhibit I11-L demonstrated, there is a current relative deficit in the dipl

staffing proportion. By contrast the certificate proportion is perceived as needin

a slight propo~tional reduction (7.7 to 7.0), when sub-technical cadres are

included in the calculation.

In addition, as Exhibit III-J shows, the percentage increas~s which regional ~

district respondents demanded for the diploma level (+733%) is far greater than th~

for certificates (+602%). Thus, diplomas are in greater demand,

10 relative te~8.

(5) ~urther support for this view is presented in the utilization chapter on

manpower efficiency and effectiveness. It is felt that some years will ?ass befor

a vastly enlarged extension contact agent establishment coula be justified or

financed. There is also a consensus among most agricultural sector analysts which

indicates that considerable farming systems investigation will be required to

evolve more technically and economically viable recommendations to be communicated

to farmers. This is especially so with regard to half the population which is

living in dryland areas.

Thus, in the ~~sence of both recurrent finance and viable small scale farmer

technologies in the decade ahead, it is felt unwise to overexpand certificate rank:

Rather it would probably be wiser to utilize the sub-technical cadres more effecti

1y.1n addition, these cadres are potentially more cost-effective, other things bei·

equal.

(6) Lastly, the situation appears to call for greater expertise at the diploma an

above levels. Paradoxically, the higher educational levels are apparently needed

more at this point in time.
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4. B.Sc. Supply Projections: Domestic and International

Exhibit IV-H gives the detailed calculations for the cumulative supply of

B.Sc. staff.

a. Manpower Pools for B.Sc. (Rows A and B)

There are two sources for B.Sc. level entrants. First are the diploma staff

who come through the mature entry program. Second are the Form VI graduates who

had been preselected for university entrance, but enter only after their one year

national service and two year work assignments.

The diploma supply pool increases steadily, and is taken from Exhibit IV-F.

The Form VI pool is relatively stable until 1986 and 1987, when there is a major

50% increase in availabilities due to secondary school expansion.

b. Intakes (Rows C,D, and E)

Most recently the UDSM-Faculty of Agriclture and Veterinary Sc{ence enrollments

consisted of about 58 Form VI entrants, and 106 mature entry diploma staff.* ~hls

configuration appeared to occur due to a combination of factors: a temporary

delay in the ]ipeline for Form Form VIers finishing their national service and

work assignments; the allocation of most of the available secondary graduates to

other sectors; and a great shortage of graduates with adequate entry qualifications

in the sciences. Thus, the mature entry pool of diploma staff have been supplying

a majority of B.Sc. students in the past few years. It is not known how many

additional persons can be found amongst the diploma staff who could meet UDSM-

Morogoro entrance qualifications. Close monitoring of actual university intakes wil

be essential to proper planning.

r~ 1980, 104 Form VIers have been allocated to the B.Sc. program; 79 to

agriculture and 25 to veterinary science. this is a major change. These 104

entrants represent 4.7% of the 1977 secondary school graduating class of 2,222

persons; and this new percentage allocation is utilized in the output projections

shown in Exhibit IV-H. It is expected that Form VI graduates will predominate

*All discussions and figures about the UDSM-Moro2oro Faculty refers onlv to the

Agriculture and Veterinary Science Divisions \1;1\
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Exhibi .iV-H

B.Sc. Level: Projected Outputs and Cumulative Supply

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

1
~. Diploma Staff Pool 1366 1718 2107 22991 2445 2633 2833 3040 3276 3516 3785 4087 4392
B. Form VI Poo12 2136 2136 2136 2185 2185 2185 2185 2705 3226 3226 3226 3226 3226

c. Intakes to B.Sc.-Intl. ScblshEs.' 33~Ol L. 63J 56 52 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
D. Intakes to B.Sc. at 4.7% x B(UDSM)442 104 100 100 100 100 100 103 103 103 127 152 152
E. Total Intakes 75 154 201 163 156 152 125 128 128 128 152 177 177

F. Outputs from IntI. Sch1ships.5 6 - .8 31 47 95 59 53 49 24 24 24 24 24
G. Outputs from UDSM (Fac. Ag/Vet) - ~ ~ -12 98 94 94 94 94 97 --2Z. 97 119
1I. Total Outputs 47 93 86 193 153 ill ill ill 121 121 ill 143

I. Prior Year-Cumulative B.Sc. Staff7 - +708 663 686 . 668 740 792 853 901 945 984 1022 1058
J. Cumulative B.Sc. Staff-Before Losses8 755 156 772 861 893 939 996 1025 1066 1105 1143 1201

K. Attrition Loss9 (3.~~ x J) - -29 -29 -30 -34 -35 -37 -39 -40 -42 -43 -45 -47
L. Loss to M.Sc. Ranks - -63 -41 -74 -87 -66 -49 -50 -40 -40 -40 -40 -40

M. Cumulative B.Sc. Staff.- M=J-(K+L)708 663 686 668 740 792 853 901 945 984 1022 1058 1114

N. Net Growth Rates -6% 3% -3% 11% 7% 8% 6% 4% 4% 4% 4% 5%

Notes: 1. From Exhibit IV-F, Row M.
2. From Exhibit IV-F, Row B.
3. Estimates are approximate through 1984; and arbitary afterwards. Intakes are from diploma pool, in the same year.
4. Intakes occur 3 years after year of graduation, during which national service and ~rk assignments are undertaken.
5. Outputs occur 2 years after intakes, as most program durations are about 24 months for overseas courses where entrar.

arc diploma holders. 6% drop-out rate applied.
6. Outputs occur 3 years after intakes. For example, January 1919 intakes will graduate in December 1981, but be postE

in second half of fiscal year 1982. 6% drop-out rate applied.
1. From previous year, Row M.
8. Row J + Rows H + I.
9. From Exhibit 111-H attrition calculation.

10. From Exhibit IV-I, Row H, the year of M.Sc. outputs being the effective year of loss to the B.Sc. ranks.

~ H
<::
I
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in the future as there are only about 90 to 100 bed spaces per year for B.Sc. students at

UDSM.

It is not possible to forecast with any precision how many mature entry students

will be able to enter the Morogoro program. In the past some diplomas have proceeded

on overseas studies for the B.Sc •• A new scholarship program in the offing (Phase II

of the Training for Rural Development Project) indicates that more places will be

available for such practitioners. This is very fortuitous. As' Form VIers become

increasingly available for the domestic B.Sc. places, deserving diploma practitioners

will also continue to have the opportunity for higher studies.

As there is no way of knowing exactly what will occur, a simplifying assumption

has had to be made for purposes of analysis. Exhibit IV-H (Rows C and D) assume that

the overseas programs will probably be responsible for most diploma entries in the

future; while the UDSM-Morogoro will probably take mostly Form VIers. EXhibit IV-H

therefore depicts these parallel pools, percentage allocations or scholarships

availabilities, and drop-out rates, before giving a combined output projection for

the entire B.Sc. level.

c. Outputs (Rows F, G, and H)

There is no definitive basis for projecting international scholarship outputs

after about 1983 for most donors. From 1983 to 1986 the U.S. funded Training for

Rural Development Project, Phase II will be of considerable assistance. As this

program is "probable but not yet fully authorized," its contributions have been

included in the supply projections. Beyond 1986, a more moderate and completely

arbitrary output level of 24 persons per year has been programmed.

One very encouraging aspect of the statistics is the strong growth of UDSM output.

This growth is even more marked in the late 1980s with the increased availabilities

of secondary school graduates in the sciences.

The drop-out rate is estimated by the Faculty staff to be about 6% for B.Sc. (and

higher degree) levels. Unfortunately, detailed records were not readily
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available to give complete ver1!.ication; and therefore the rate must be considered

tentative and in need of monitoring.

d. Cumulative Staff-Prior Year and Before Losses (Rows I and J)

(Accounting entry rows to demonstrate sequence in which calculations are made.)

e. Attrition Loss (Row K)

The 3.9% rate of attrition applied here was calculated in Exhibit III-H.

f. Loss to M. Sc. Ranks (RQw L)' ,

The losses to'M.Sc. ranks are quite considerable in the 1980-86 period, ranging

from 41 to 87 persons. This is because of a number' of donor sponsored programs which

have been and will continue to be in operation in the foreseeable future. From 1987

on, the figure of 40 per year is an arbitrary guesstimate.

g. Cumulative Staff aud Net Growth Rates (Rows Maud N)

The 1982-83 jump to 11% is due to the first outputs of the higher enrollments

at UDSM, and the overseas scholarships. The small 1979-81 growth in staff is about

an average of 34 persons, or 3.9% per year. The growth for the 1979-86 period is of

course higher, at about 4.8% per year.

Discussion

There appear to be a number of points which should b~ considered, and they are

closely interrelated. First, the production at UDSM will be coming close to, or

exceeding physical facilities for students as estimated in the next section of this

chapter (See IV-B). It i8 possible to consider higher domestic outputs after 1986 if

investments in UDSM institutional capacity are made. However, as is well known,

university level education carries high per student recurrent costs. And in the absenc

of major revenue increases, reliance on international training sites may well be best

in the mediWll term.

Second, botn Form VI and mature entry intakes to UDSM could be increased if the

Faculty or the Education Ministry were to expand programs in supplementary math

to'
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and science studies to entering or aspiring students.

Third, it may be that with Form VIers taking up most of the places at UDSM, that

mature entry candidates could be forced to rely primarily on international

scholarships. This would probably not be convenient for some of them who may have

particular family responsibiltiies and be unable to travel overseas. lt would also

remove an educative mix of practititonera and Form VIers from studying together; and

it might prevent advanced study and career mobility by mature entrants if internatiol

-1 scholarship availabilities should decrease.

Taken together, these factors tend to argue for a healthy mixture of manpower

pool sources at UDSM. A solution to the issue of which persons should take up

international scholarships and which should attend UDSM might be found in an examina

tion of the technical specializations needed. Some will probably not be available

at UDSM at this time; while some degreeof concentration in them could be achieved

at overseas institutions.

~\
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5. ,Post-Graduate Diploma Supply Projection.

Increases in PGDs have not been projected over the 1980-86 period. Only 2 to 9

such diplo~as per year have been granted over the 1976-79 period. There are at

present 35 PGDs in the sector. No information was uncovered ~hich could indicate th

scale of intakes or outputs in future years. While it seems likely that these

diplomas will continue to be supplied, it was not thought possible to calculate

their number with any degree of precision whatsoever. For the purposes of the stud]

it is assumed that attrition will probably be equalled by any new outputs. Thus,

the cumulative supply is expected to continue to be 35.

6. M.Sc. Supply Projections

As there is nothing especially complicated about this level, the exhibit's

row by row coverage has been eliminated. A brief overview follows.

Both the B.Sc. and PGD'staffs are the manpower pools for M.Sc. level training,

as shown in Exhibit IV-I. The projected intakes to M.Sc. programs are based not

on percentages of the manpower pools, but rather on the availability of internation;

scholarships and domestic places. The 1980-85 contribution of overseas study oppor

tunities are quite considerable from a number of donor agencies. Even after a 6%

drop out rate has been applied, there are 41 to 87 M.Sc. graduates expected per yea

The exhibit contains projected output for 1983-86 of 14 persons per year under the

aforementioned Phase II of the Training for Rural Development Project.

The domestic UDSM inputs and outputs are not based on detailed knowledge of

graduate study plans. It is known that there are about 25-30 M.Sc. students presen

enrolled. The exhibit's figures assume that this level will be maintained and

increase only slightly.

Losses to the Ph.D. ranks are built on very fragile data indeed, and cannot be

considered sure.

Discussion

Considerable growth 1s projected to take place at the H.Se. level, especially



Exhibit fV-I

M.Sc. Level: Projected Outputs and Cumulative Supply

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

1 708 663 686 668 740 792 853 907 945 984 1022 1058 1114A. B.Sc. Staff Pool 2
B. P.G.D. Staff Pool 35 35 31i 35 35 35 35 35 35 3S 3S 3S 3S

C. Intakes to M.Sc.-Intl. schlshgs. 3 37 28 52 65 41 22 22 11 11 11 11 11 11
D. Intakes to M.Sc.-UDSM Places 30 16 27 28 29 30 31 32 32 32 32 32 32
E. Total Intaken 67 44 79 93 70 52 53 43 41 43 43 43 43

F. Outputs from IntI. Sch1shps.3 4 - 35 26 49 61 39 21 21 10 10 10 10 10
G. Outputs from UDSM Faculty Ag/Vet - 28 15 25 26 27 28 29 30 30 30 30 30
H. Total H.Sc. Outputs - 63 41 74 87 66 49 50 40 40 40 40 40

I. Prior Year- Cumulative H.Sc. StaffS 6 +143 190 222 275 332 370 391 410
J. Cumulative M.Sc. Staff-Before Losses 206 131 296 362 398 419 441 450

7
K. Attrition Loss (3'3% x J) - -8 -9 -12 -14 -16 -16 -11 -18
L. Loss to Ph.D. Ranks - -8 0 - 9 -16 -12 -12 -14 -14

H. Cumulative H.Sc. Staff9 143 190 222 275 332 370 391 410 418

N. Net Growth Rates 33% 17% 24% 21% 11% 6% 5% 2%

Notes: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

~

From Exhibit IV-H, Row M.
1979 post graduate diplomas totalled 35. Projections of future growth were. not made; and a steady state is assumed.
Fairly reliable through 1986; arbitrary level thereafter. A 6% drop-out rate has·been applied.
No strong basis for projections except current enrollments 1979. A 6% drop-out rate has been applied.
From Row H, prior year. An accounting entry to ease calculations in columns.
J=H+I.
From Exhibit III-H attrition calculation.
From Exhibit IV-J.
M = J - (K + L). Projection beyond 1987 would have little empirical basis.

H
<:
I

N
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during the 1980-86 period. A 27% average annual growth rate is shown in Exhibit I~

During 1981 and 1982 intakes are expected to exceed 10% of the total manpower poot.

Whether this isactua1ly possible to do should naturally be monitored closely.

There may be two issues involved. The first is whether there' are sufficient pers:,(

who will be able to meet M.Sc. entrance qualifications. The second is whether suci

large numbers can be released for additional training when present workloads are

so great. There is the issue, of course, as to whether the sector can afford to

miss such training opportunities.

Whether or not the UDSM should increase the size of its M.Sc. program to har.J.

this level of training at Morogoro is another matter for consideration. As with

the B.Sc. level, there are naturally high recurrent costs.

7. Ph.D. Supply Projection

The M.Sc. cumulative staff projections provide the manpower pool for the

Ph.D. level forecast shown in Exhibit IV-J. The data at this level is weak at

every' point. About all that i9 known is that there ar~ow 12 persons in the doct.)

program at UDSM and perhaps 12 overseas. Overseas scholarships are projected at

the donor agencies' estimate of availabilities; while domestic places are seen

increasing only slightly. The overseas scholarship projections include 5 persons

per year being financed under the Training for Rural Development Project, Phase II
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Exhibi IV-J

Ph.D. Level: 4Projected Outputs and Cumulative Supply

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

A. M.Sc. Staff Poo1l 143 190 222 275 332 370 391 410 418

B. Intakes to Ph.D. -intI. Schlshps. 0 6 11 5 5 5
C. Intakes to Ph.D. -UDSK Places 3 3 5 7 7 9
D. Total Ph.D. Intakes "3 9 16 12 12 14

E. Outputs from Ph.D.-inti. Schlshps. - 6 0 6 11 5 5 5
F. Outputs from Ph.D.-DDSM Faculty As/Vet - 2 0 3 5 7 7 9
G. Total Outputs of Ph.D.s2 - 8 0 "9 16 12 12 14

B. Prior Year-Cumulative Ph.D. Staff - +33 39 37 44 58 67 76
I. Cumulative Ph.D. Staff-Before Losses - 41 39 46 60 10 19 90

J. Attrition Loss3-(3.9% x I) - -2 -2 -2 -2 -3 -3 -4

K. Cumulative Ph. D. Staff 33 39 37 44 58 67 76 86

L. Net Growth Rates 18% -5% 19% 32% 16% 13% 13%

~:

~"",

1. From Exhibit IV-I, Row M.
2. Drop-out rate unknown and not applied (sic).
3. From Exhibit III-H attrition calculation.
4. Data is weak at this educational level at all points.

Extreme caution should therefore be exercised with interpretations.

,.
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B. Institutional Trainins Capacities

1. MATIs

Student capc1ties of the twelve MATIs are based on a 1978 analysis of the

floor spaces of facilities conducted by the Division of Manpow~r Development. The

capacities shown in Exhib tIV-K reflect the number of students who can be

accomodated in th~ most limited facility of each MATI. An allowance of 1 square met

(m2) of classroom floorspace and 5 m2 hostel floorspace per student was assumed.

Using these measures, hostels were the most limiting facility in 10 of the 12

institutions.

For the purposes of this study, these assumptions are adequate. Obviously,

detailed planning in the future will have to complecely review and reassess the

situtation at each institute.

a. Capacity Increases Planned

Exhibit IV-K shows the presently planned and funded increases scheduled from

1980 through 1982. A total of 275 additional places will be provided. This is a

14% incr~ase over the present 1978 rated capacity of 1944, raising the capacity to

2,219.

b. Facilities Utilization

Exhibit IV-K also calculates the amount of over-and under-utilization that

occurs at each institute. The 1979 underutilization is only 3%, with 1888 of 1944

places being taken.

However, some MATIs had enrollments well over the rate hostel capacity, which

meant considerable overcrowding of students. "Overutilization" was at the 40% level,

and occured at Maruku, Mlingano, Mpwapwa, Mtwara, Tumbi, and Uyole. Other MATIs

were underutilized. These were CVL, Ilonga, Morogoro, Nyegezi, Tengeru, and Ukirig~

With these latter institutes, the capacity underutilization was 25%.



Exhibit IV-Ie

1
Physcia1 Facility Capacities and Utilization, MATIs, 1978/79

IV-29

1978-1979
1978-1979 gacility Capacities Over- Under-

MATI Location Enrollment 1! 80 81 H Uti!. Uti1.

CVL Dar Ee Salaam 31 63 -32
Ilonga 1C1losa 117 134 +40 -17
Maruku Bukoba 114 62 +52

M1ingano Tanga 62 53 + 9
Morogoro Morogoro 83 102 -19
Mpwapwa Mpwapwa 169 137 +32

Mtwara Mtwara 115 74 +41
Nyegezi MwaDZa 249 307 +100 -58
Tengeru Arusha 244 320 -76

Tumbi Tabora 117 78 +39
Ukiriguru Mwanza 226 346 -120
Uyole Mbeya 361 268 +93

Usa River Arusha +35
Kisu1u Kigoma +50 +50

1888 1944 2079 2209 2219

Over/Under Rated Capacity -322
Rated Capacity 1272

Percent Over/Under Utilize 40% -25%

Note: 1- From Ministry of Aariculture, Manpower Development Division.
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c. Comparison of Pro1ected Intakes and Institute Capacities

Exhibit IV-L compares the expected 1otakes/enrollments of the two year courSEn

with the projected student capacities of the institutes. As the table demonstrates

there will likely be adequate capacity through 1986. Thereafter, additional

facilities would be required to handle intakes.

There are two assumptions built into this table which should be made explicit:

(i) As noted earlier in this supply chapter. the projections made have been

based prudently and conservatively on past'allocative decisions"and trends; and nc~

on sectoral aspirations for the future. Therefore, if it is decided to raise

allocations of Form IV and VI personnel to the MATIs for training, the urgency of

expanding the physical facilities would become greater.

(ii) If the MATIs were called upon to participate more fully in short course

training and farmer train~ (as a future chapter does 10 fact urge). the present

underutilized capacity would disappear rapidly. The necessity of expansion would

be brought closer than.

'One interesting aspect of the <:apac.ity utilization figures in Exhibit IV-K

is the overuti1ization of some facilities. These bear much closer investigation b

an educational facilities planaar, If it is possible to "stretch" the present ph~'s~

plant without injury to atudents, teaching efficacy, or plant and equipment, then'

certain economies might be achievable.

The underutilization of facilities also bears scrutiny. The managerial

factors leading to such a situation need to be better underst,Jod, and rectified wt

possible.

d. Lead Time for Facilities Construction

Consultations with manpower and educational planners were held to ascertain

the lead time necessary to constructnew educational facilities. They advised tha~

the following activities and likely completion dates are reasonable to expect.



Exhibit IV-L

MATI Institute Capacities: Projected Enrollments and Capacity Utilization, 1979-1992

Acad. Yr 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92
A. Approximate Enrollments! 1945 1852 1728 1774 1836 1919 2000 2093 2221 2373 2514 2633 2751

B. Institute Capacities2 2079 2209 2219 2219 2219 2219 2219 2219 2219 2219 2219 2219 2219

C. Over (+)/Under (-)
Utilization -134 -357 -491 -445 -383 -383 -219 -126 +2 +154 +295 +414 +532

D. Percent Over (+)/
Under (-) Uti1iz. -6% -16% -22% ~20% -17% -17% -10% -6% 0 +7% +13% +19% +24%

/~

?

Notes: 1. Derived from Exhibits IV-D and IV-F. Total Intakes for each year have been SUDIDed for both certificate
and diploma levels.

2. From a survey of faclliti-s by Ministry of Agricu1tura~ Manpower Development Division.

t-I
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w
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Exhibit IV-M

Lead Time Estimates: Facilities Construction

80/81 81/82 82/83 83/84
Project Authorization X X
Donor Funding Arrangements (if any) X X
Detailed Design & Planning X X
Construction X

84/85 85/86

x X

As the chart shows, six years would be most likely; fiv~ years could be possible i1

anyone step could be shortened by a year. The lengthy lead time involved in agricultuJ,

educational faclli'ies expan8~8g'ialfes it imperative that planning begin early, that

a1locative decisions be known in advance, and that detailed physical surveys for design

and planning purposes be initiated sooner rather than later.
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2. Faculty of Agriculture and Vete~inary Science: UDSM Morogoro

The present student capacity of the Morogoro campus is 375. This isbased

on available hostel spaces. Twenty five of the 375 spaces have been used by

the Regional Planning Ll~titute. By the end of 1980, 160 additional hostel

spaces will have been built. With the regaining of the RPI spaces and the new

hostels, the total capacity will increase to 535.

In addition there are increased numbers of staff housing (36), a doubling

of library space, the completion of the Center for Continuing Education, an

expansion of the agricultural engineering workshop, construction of new greenho~,se:

and completion of new offices and seminar rooms.

Out of the 535 student places the Agricultural and Veterinary Science

Divisions are exp£~~ed to fill about 435 places, with 100'or so going to Forestry

Division. TheIefore a comparison of projected intakes with institutional capacity

would be as follows in Exhibit IV-N. This table demonstrates that UDSM-Morogoro's

student capacity will be adequat9 through about 1985 or 1986.

This situation would have to be reassessed if allocations of Form VI gradu\te

to university training were raised furtherj or if higher degree program intake

were to be expanded.

3. Overseas Scholarships

It is not possible to measure the physical facilities of overseas institution

However, it is useful to consider some of the factors which affect theiravailabtlll

of places. The first and most obvious limitation is the availability of

fellowship funds in donor agency programs. These may vary greatly from year to

year. The second is the occassional difficulty of identifying entrants able to

meet foreign institutions' basic qualification standards. The third is the

scarcity of places at som~7~~ve10ped country institutions, and at many developing

country universities. This is unfortunate as the latter often (but not always)

offer more relevant educational e~periences. There are a number of developing
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Exhibit IV-N

UDSM-Morogoro Institutional Capacity: Divisions of Agriculture and Veterinary Science,
Projected Enrollments and Utilization. 1979-1991

Acad. Yr. 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
A. Approximate Enro1lments1 347 412 424 425 430 438 443 447 471 520 569 594

B. UDSM Capacity 435 435 435 435 435 435 435 435 435 435 435 435

C. Over (+)/Under (-)
Utilization -88 -23 -11 -11 - 5 + 3 +8 +12 +36 +85 +134 +159

Notes:1.Derived from Exhibits IV-H, I, and J, from intakes rows.

~
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country institutions where useful courses of studies can now be found in the

agricultural field. However, the competition for places from the best nationals

of those countries may limit the possibilities.

The longer run implication is obviously for the expensive but self-reliant

development of domestic institutions; and the international transfer of technologies

by visiting international faculty when necessary. The short run implication

appears to be to make maximum use of available scholarship plans.



Chapter V: COMPARISON OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND
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Chapter V: Comparison of Supply and Demnnd

When the interim summary report of September, 1979 was prepared the study team

was unable to secure adequate secondary and university enrollment projections. This

made definition of the likely supply situation very unsure. With the latest data in

hand. that problem has been solved. Furthermore, the supply situation has changed

considerably in just the last five months. As Chapter IV related, increased allocations

of Form VI graduates to both diploma and university levels have been made.

Another contrast with the interim report is that the method of analysis has

changed. The former was a stat~c portrayal. The present r'~~lysis is not only based

on the latest information, it is also dynamic in natu~e. ~hapter IV demonstrated

how it is possible to trace the flow of personnel through the ed~catior.al system over

~ime, and how this affects the net number of staff at ~ach educaci~nal level in

each year. Any subsequent policy or program changes affecting these figures can be

calculated in the same way.

In this chapter, the updated supply information a~d t;.~ deman~ data from Chapter

III are brought together for comparison. The objectives of the cOioparison' are to:

(1) Demonstrate the overall gap between demand and··supp1y, and the trend through

1991;

(2) Define the gap between presently projected supply and budget-constrained

demand, as this is the "decision space" lo;'lthin which actions can be taken.

To complement this quantitative data, the next chapter (VI) will examine ~ualitatjvc

utilization factors which would affect decisions about agricultural manpower

production. Then, in light of both the quantitative and qualitative data collected,

Chapter VII will present guidelines and recommendations in response to the major

question of the study rega::ding manpower production levels and the expansion of

training institutions.
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A. Overview of SupplY and Demand

Exhibit V-A makes it possible to portray not only the comparison of supply

and demand at each educational level; it allows a very significant picture, comparing

likely development be~·ee~ educational levels.

The basic pattern which emerges is straightforward.

There will be continuing large demand/supply gaps at both certificate and

~Sc. levels. Both the certificate and B.Sc. levels are being heavily utilized to

supply staff with diploma and M.Sc. qualifications, respectively.

In all cases gaps widen before they begin to improve. ~wst of the significant

movement in the closing of gaps occurs after 1986 when the ideal staffing pattern

points have been reached; and staff increases then take place against a constant

level.

The projected sectoral net growth rate in agricultural manpower is 7.8% per

year from'1980 to 1986; and about 8.4% from 1979 to 1991. Certificate and B.Sc.

staff increases average only about 3 to 5 percent through 1991; while the other level:

average 18% and abo~e.* This reflects the fact that diploma, M.Sc., and Ph.D. gaps

will be closing more rapidly than those for certificate and B.Sc. levels.

Exhibit V-B shows these same patterns from a slightly different vantage point.

In this table, the supply and demand situation is compared by viewing the percentage

of cumulative demand being fulfilled at various points in time. For all educational,

levels except that of the Ph.D., the declining p£rcentage of fulfil1me&t is evident

at first. Then, after 1986 the trend is reversed. Supply begins to climb towards

the ideal staffing ?attern levels.

A further insight into the staffing pattern which is scheduled to emerge is

revealed in Exhibit V-C. The actual staffing pattern proportions among educational

levels which are likely to occur can be compared with those now existing, and with

*Projections for 1987 through 1991 for M.Sc. and Ph.D. levels are not made due to a
lack ofadequ8te infor.:ation. Their grc'olth rates through 1986 arc 27% and 23% respect
as shown in Exhibit IV-A.
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those proportions reflected in the id~al staffing patter~. The most noticeable shifts

'"" in percentages are those for the certificate and diploma proprotLons. The more than

2 to 1 ratio of certificates to dip1orna~ changes to almost parity in 1991 under the

proj ections.

Exhibit V-B

Percent of Demand Being Fulfilled by Supply, by Educational Level, 1979 - 1991

Educational Level 1979 ~ 1983 1986 1989 1991

Certificate Level
Demand 8833 12816 16367 16367 16367
Supply 3071 3079 3209 3807 4346 4767
Supply Fulfilled as % of Demand 35% 25% 23% 27% 29%

Diploma Level
Demand 3354 4835 6137 6137 6137
Supoly 1366 2107 2445 3040 3785 4392
Supoly Fulfilled as % of Demand 63% 51% 507- 62% 72%

B.Sc. Level
Demand 1370 1780 2170 2170 2170
Suoply 7(}8 686 740 907 1022 1114
Supoly Fulfilled as 7- of Demand 50% 41% 42% 477- 51%

H.Sc. Level
Demand 284 517 608 608 608
Sunoly 143 222 332 410 418 418
Sup!lly Fulfilled as % of Demand 78% 64% 67% 69% 69%

Ph. D. Level
Demand SO 69 91 91 91
Suoply 33 37 58 86 86 86
Supply Fulfilled as % ('If Demand 74% 84% 95% 95% 957-

Total Agricultural Sector
Demand 13926 20060 25408 25408 25408
Suoply 5356 6166 6968 8285 9692 10812
S~oply Fulfilled as 7. of Demand 44% 35% 32% 38% 43%

So~rce5: Derived f~om Exhibits 11I-J and IV-A.
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'" 'EXhibH4-c

Proj (',ted Staffinlj Proportions. hy P.duc.ltional T.cvcl. 1979-1991

")

1979
Existing Ideal
Staffing 1981 1983 1986 1989 1991 Staffing
Proportions Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected Pattern

Ed Level No. % Ratio No. %Ratio No. % Ratio No. % Ratio No. % Ratio No. % Ratio No. % Ratio

Ph.D. 33 0.6 37 0.6 58 0.8 86 1.0 86 0.8 86 0.7 91 0.3
H.Sc. 143 2.6 222 3.6 332 4.7 410 4.9 418 4.3 418 3.8 608 2.3
ren 35 0.6 35 0.5 35 0.5 35 0.4 35 0.3 35 0.3 35 0.1
U.Sc. 708 13.2 686 11.0 740 10.6 907 10.9 1022 10.5 1114 10.3 2170 8.5--- 1165 16.6 1438 17.2 1561 15.9 ---- 2904 11.2A) AllProfs . 919 17.0 1 980 15.7 1 I I I 1653 15.1 1 1

~

B) »:i.~loIM 1366 26.0 1.5 2107 34.1 2.1 2445 35.0 2.1 3040 26.6 2.1 3785 39.0 2.4 4392 40.6 2.6 6137 24.1 2.1-- --
C) Certif. 3071 57.0 3.3 3079 50.0 1.:.1 3358 48.0 2.8 3807 46.0 2.6 4346 44.8 2.7 4767 44.0 2.8 16367 64.4 5.6

OR
D) (Combined

Certif. &
(6407)2 (18967)2Sub-Tech) (7067)1 (7.7) (4.6) (6.5)

E) Totals 3
(A+B+C) 5356 6166 6968 8285 9692 10812 25408

Notes: 1. 7067 = Row C total plus 3996 persons in sub-technical cadre.
2. Row D totals = Row C totals plus 2600 sub-technical cadres expected to be in place in 1987; having allowed

5% attrition per year, and non-replenishment policy in effect by which su~-technical cadres become a phased-out group.
3. All figures derived from Exhibits III-J and IV-A.
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B. Budg~t Constrained Demand and Supply Relationship

The large and temporarily increasing (but then narrowing) gap bet~een demand

and supply should not be unduly disappointing or disturbing. It is n€cessary to

recall that demand is a prvjection of an ideal staffing pattern which r:anagers would

like to see. As mentioned in Chapter III, all respondents ,~erc fully aware that

their aggregated projections would be subjected to a budget constraint. They under

atood that this would be necessary to ensure that adequate funds would be available

to pay the salaries and operating costs of whatever additional manpower were to be

produced.

In the exhibits ~hich follow (V-D through H), the demand and supply g~aphs have

had budget constraint lines added to them. The practical effect of the budget

constraint is to define the feasible "decision space" between the constrai~t line and

the presently projected supply line. The constraint line defines the max~ number

of personnel at each educational level who could be hired under the projected &uthor1

establishment. The fact that the budgetarily determined establishment le~els are far

above the supply lines in all cases demonstrates that the manpower availability

constraint is a far more limiting factor than that of money. The budget co~straint

line indicates that if more manpower could be produced the sector would be able to

hire them.

The interim summary report of September, 1979 posited that the bud6et constraint

was the primary constraint on increasing agricultural manpower. It therefore laid

out the scale of training intakes which would be n~cessary to close the I\·acancy gap"

between authorized establishment and cumulative supply. This temporary wc=~ing

assu~ption has now been shown to be incorrect. The manpower probleM can nc~ be

redefined as a matter of supply shortages.

C. Closing the Vacancy Gap: Decision Space and the Supply Shortage

\~ith the principal constraint to closing the vacancy gap being a su~ply shortage

the practical question becomes by how much can and should agricultural man?o~er
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supplies be increased. The "can" side of the question is controlled by the budgetary

constraint. The "should" side of the question is controlled by decisions as to the

allocation of scarce national manpower resources.

The former involves accuracy in the calculation of the budget constraint lines.

Concern is expressed about this in a subsequent section. On balance, however, whatev lr

adjustments are made, the present constraint lines are quite useful at a sectoral

tevel of analysis. Determination of the exact budget constraint for any particular

organization or group of end users can be dena after the submission of this report.

{Vhut is clear is that funds are budgeted each year for a larger number of staff than

can be found.

!he allocative decision aspect of the question is a less quantitatively calculabi.e

matter. It is a national plannfng decision based on the strategy by which national

political and social goals are to be achievej during a particular period of time.

Such a otratezic calculation would normally reflect where national leadership feels

the country will benefit most from an investment in and allocation of scarce human

resources.

this study does not pretend to know how such resources should be shared amongst

the sectors. Its te~s of reference were to provide information which national

decision makers can use in their deliberations; and to make recommendations for and

within the agricultural sector. The study team did not analyze the co~parative

returns or benefits of allocating scarce man~,ower to agriculture as opposed to other

sectors. Therefore, it would not po-sess the empirIcal data to make such arguments.

What the demand and supply information collected do demonstrate is what will

likely occur over the next two plan periods. This is based on the fundamental

factors in the situation, and the trend of decisions and events which have been

described. The graphs in Exhibits V-D through H depict the decision space within

which alternative growth paths in supplies could be designed. Each alternative woul,

imply higher allocation of personnel to the agricultural sector from the limited
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manpower poola; and a cornoensurately amaller allocation to other s~ctors.

The study team's judgements. on these issues and the criteria by which they have

been arrived at are given in Chapter VII. It is sufficient here to define the

decision space within wh.:Ch policy makers can make better informed decisions.

D. ~'1ethodo!ogical Issues in Budget Constraint Setting

Knowledge of the budget constraint "tIl be useful when it comes to making a

final determination as to allocation of manpower resources. There are a n~ber of

methodological problems in the setting of the budget constraint, and these are

discussed below.

First of all, authorized establishments are set by position rank (such as

professional officer, field officer, agricultural field assistant I and II), and

not by educational levels. This analysis has had to convert position ranks to

education levels. In practica! terms this has meant assuming that all AFA II authoriz

establishments are for certificate level graduates, all AFA I and FO positions ara fo~

diploma graduates, and all professional officer slots are for degree graduates. This

does not distort reality too much, but it is a'simplification in some ways. (See

Exhibit IIt-B for details of higher degree personnel).

The second and more serious assu~l,ption is the manner of projecting inc::'ease<; in

authorized establishoents. The study team followed the ~linistry of Finance (recurrent

estimates) officials' stated method of setting authorized establishme1lt le·;els. They

indicated that the authorized establishment increases each year by the cu=ber of outp

produced from the agricultural training institutions. For example, with re6ard to

the certificate level, Exhibit II1-B indicated that the 1979 establis~ent ~as ~,lOl

compared with 3,071 filled posts. The budget constraint line is then projected from

the annual MATI gracuating classes found on the projected supply chart (I\·-D). This

means, in effect. that the number o~ budgeted pooitions is always running ~ell
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ahead of the annual supply of newly trained personnel. To close such a "vacancy gap"

between the budget constraint and the supply line, normally means a vastly accelerated

and enormouly larger expansion of training operations, physical facilities and course

intakes. The interi~ report used this approach and demonstrated a need Lor a more.... --
than doubling of many facilities in a very short peried of time:

A third problem is caused by the dynamic flows of personnel through the system.

Again, the certificate level can serve as an example. The 1980 certificate graduates

total 444, but the losses to attrition and diploma ranks are 418, making for a net

gain in cumulative staff of only 26. Despite this, the budget constraint line moves

higher by 444 persons, creating a wider and wider gap with supply.

A fourth problem in the methodology is not terribly serious, but it should

nonetheless be mentioned. The analysis assumes that parastata1s, the private sector,

and the UDSM (who together have 23% of existing staff), do their authorized establish

ment calculations in the same way as government. If they do not do so, the budget

constraint may be a bit high.

A fifth and potentially the most serious issue, is a practical budgutar)' matter.

The amount of funds authorized but not expended on personnel is normally utilized

else~here. It is not automatically assured, therefore, that all or what portion of

such funds could be made available when and if needed. Obviously, any move to close

the vacancy gap would require prior agreement and close coordination with Finance

officials.

\16



Chapter VI: UTILIZATION ASPECTS
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Chapter VI: Utilization Aspects of Manpower Planning

Utilization analyses attempt to discover many of the factors which impinge on the

efficiency and effectiveness with which manpower is and could be used. For example,

many specific questions were asked of respondents on efficiency and effectiveness matters

in the survey, &nd additional interviews and reviews of the literature were done as a

part of the study. TIle aim was to identify problems and bottlenecks which have

affected work performance in the agricultural sector.

Two types of findings were discovered: (1) those that affect the quantitative and

qualitative aspects of manpower production decisions (i.e., how many personnel should

be produced at what levele in which specialties, when and be deployed where); and

(2) those that indicate how manpower could be better organized, coordinated ,supervised,

motivated, financed and supplied for their research, planning, training and extension

functions. This chapter is only one of two on the utilization subject. This chapter

reports findings relevant to manpower production decisions. A later chapter (VIII)

takes up the types of improvements which could be helpful to consider in the future.

A. Utilization and Manpowsr Production

A manpower planning study oftentimes has the unintended side effect of creating a

momentum of its own in favor of extensive manpower production. The gaps stand out

clearly, and ev~one seems to be in favor of cloB~ng them. The implicit assumption appears

to be that more and better manpower will solve the problems. This is undoubtedly an

oversimplification and a partial truth at best.

Many factors other than the quantity and ~uality of manpower naturally enter into

the equation for stimulating agricultural development. This was well recognized by the

Ministry of Agriculture in the terms of reference for the study team. They specified

an inquiry into the efficiency and effectiveness with which manpower is utilized as a

part of the study. They recognized that the mere provision of additional numbers of

better trained personnel are probably a necessary but not sufficient condition for advan

cing agricultural development. It was understood that it would be a waste of the people's

\~~
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money to expensively educate, hire and deploy thousands more staff if they would not have

much impact on farmer production and productivity. For these reasons, information was

gathered on a number of utilization problems; and an analysis was made to determine if

helpful recommendations could be put forth.

In section B which follows, a general introduction to utilization is given. It Is

followed by a discussion of the findings from the technical and economic dimensions.

The managerial and organizational aspects of research, planning, training, and extension

functions are found in Chapter VI!I, as noted above.

B. Utilization Dimensions

The utilization analyses examined:

1. Personnel matters, such as the promotions system, insufficiency of numbers of

staff, staff transfers, staff allocations, drainage to non-agricultural work, vacancies,

and the role of women;

2. Organizational structures and functions, such as the chain of command, clarity

of roles to be played, communications sydtems, span of control, centra1-region-district

village relations, etc.;

3. Logistical systems, including roads, transport, credit, supply inputs, at

times and places needed, including information flows;

4. Financial systems, including cash flow timing and absolute amounts;

5. Planning/programming processes, for deciding on what to do, and then the imple

mentation programming activities;

6. Community involvement, including mobilization of individual communities and

citizens to contribute their knowledge and skills.

These analytic dimensions were applied to the four major activities in the agri

cultural sector:

7. Research - the process of die=overing what is technically feasible and economic

ally viable to recommend to farmers;

8. Organizing, Planning and Programming - the process of linking research,

~\

•
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extension, training, technical support, parastatal and managers/planners together to

(a) contribute to improved national, regional, district and village decisions on what

should be done, and (b) contribute to the programming and scheduling of how much money,

how many persons, and which materials should be allocated to do which tasks, when, where,

how and how much lead time is required to arrange it all.

9. Training Agricultural Personnel - the process of educating staff most of whom

will be involved in extension, at long formal and short course levels.

10. Extension - leadership, supervision, work programming and scheduling field

agents, monitoring performance, providing on-job training, subject matter support, and

general coordination of field efforts.

The application of the managerial dimensions to the agricultural development activi

ties yields a number of findings with which most all agriculturalists and administrators

are familiar. There are serious shortages of men, money, materials, organizational coord

ination, improved planning, and community involvement. The~e insufficiencies hinder

seriously the effectiveness and efficiency of research, planning, training and extension

operations on a daily basis.

There are various conclusions drawn by agriculturalists and administratorB about

what to do, based primarily upon whether they are researchers, managers/planners,

trainers, or extensionists.

The researchers perceive that the1r ability to contribute to agricultural develop-

ment could be enhanced by:

more senior and intermediate staff to run experiments

more vehicles, travelling allowances, and petrol

more technical equ~~ment and supplies for facilities

more laboratory staf:"

more autonomy from traditional governmental structuring

attaching an extensionist to research institutes

carrying out some farming systems research to cover both technical and socio

economic dimensions.
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Thn u.~JldJlLJe.,!l..!.~...!lE.'.L.p.lA.n.n.C:H:" lmltJ til pprl'fllV(1 thnt llwy "(luld fUIlf'tlon llIort'

positively if:

At MOA headquarters

more senior staff were provided

the regions and districts were not so sensitive to direct communication

channels, and to central technical support

there could be some degree of centralized direction and control of extension

operatIons

farmer training centers were opened again.

At regional and district headquartera -

more staff were provided in allocations

more vehicles, travelling allowances and petrol

more discretion to communicate freely among functional managers and ministry

technical support person~el

less time taken up with administrative and political meetings called at the

last moment

greater availability of input supplies

~uarterly allottments were neither equal nor lete

more control of own vehicles

less frequent transfer of staff

training were provided in agricultural administration and practical economic

analysis

The trainers tend to perceive that they could do better if:

tutors were more highly qualified

quarterly allocationa were what they orisinally were supposed to be

syllabi were shorter and more focused on major job duties

transport and petrol were more available

some consolidation of institutes took place to allow larger facilities and .

more efficient staff:student ratios
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teaching equipment and supplies were more plentiful

tutors received training in teaching methods

student involvement in farmer outreach programs increases

the balance among self-reliance activities and educational activities could

be successfully reached.

The extensionists tend to perceive that they could do better if:
I

supervisors had four wheel drive vehicles, and adequate petrol

ward supervisors had motorcycles, and extension agents had bicycles

travel allowance money for coordination and on-job training meetings were

available in adequate amounts

each village had a Bw/Bi Shamba

more staff subject matter specialists were available at district and ward levels

careful work programming were done with each agent, with proper supervisory

direction and leadership

short courses and additional on-job training were given to agents

training in how to give proper supervision and leadership were done

certificate personnel could be upgraded by attending diploma courses

telephone and letter communications between district, ward and village levels

were easy and rapid

extension agents were better trained in extension methodology

agents were not used by the village leaders for functions other than agriculture

(and were not attracted to performing broader socio-economic roles)

agents had more hands-on practical experience based on being farmers or having

been farmers.

All respondents seemed to feel that they could do a better job if:

staff transfers were less frequent

promotions were more frequent

agricultural staff were not drained to help other rural efforts

farmers would only listen to agriculturalists.
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ImplJcit in these rcconunendations are investments in many different aflpeets 01

agricultural development, from additional people through increased operating expenditures

to capltal equipment and supplies. However, given the present and projected recurrent

and capital account shortages, it is obvious that any expenditures should be very carefull

analyzed.

C. Technical and Economic Dimensions

For properly balanced increases in food, cash crop, and livestock production and

productivity, a number of conditions must be satisfied at the same time. Otherwise,

some bottlenecks will occur to prevent success. Most agriculturalists are probably

familiar with A. T. Mosher's common sense book on Getting Agriculture Moving. Mosher

cites five essentials and five accelerators of agricultural development, as noted below:

Essentials

(1) New technology - that is feasible in farmers' conditions, and with their
managerial capacities;

(2) Markets - that reliably demand products, and in which farmers h~ve confidence;

(3) Supplies - that are available, on time and at right places, tested as effective,
and known as economically profitable to use;

(4) Transport - to carry input supplies in, and take products out to market on
timely basis, at economic rates;

(5) Incentives - prices that give a fair return to individual or communal pro
ducers, based on their labour and cash inputs;

Accelerators

(6) Extension - to inform and sell ideas to, and train farmers;

(7) Credit - for inputs;

(8) Group Action - cooperatives for economical services provision;

(9) Land Development - roads, irrigation, etc;

(10) Project Planning - skills to analyze investments and program implementation.

Therefore, before making any specific recommendations as to whether an investment

in additional manpower should be undertaken, it is advisable to ascertain whether some

of the essentials of agricultural development have been met; and which essentials are

!
\~'j
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lhe mosl important 1n a local situation. As wf11 Ill' not('d, ('xtmHlloll pprflonnl'] nrl'

,iI'...1 an accclera tor only.

Without such an analysis, the application of the effectiveness and efficiency

perspectives to agricultural activities will not likely lead to genuine improvements.

It might lead to considerable wastage in fact. If the agricultural development system

of technology, markets, supplies, transport and incentives are not sufficienct1y present,

then no amount of tinkering with personnel numbers, organizational structures, financial

arrangements, community involvement or planning processes is going to have much effect.

In soliciting the views of agriculturalists, economists, planners, dnd other

observers on these matters, a number of pieces of information were gathered. These are

noted below; and it is upon their analysis that the question of whether the nation should

invest in more manpower, how much, at which levels, in which specializations, and where

deployed should be based.

A consensus exists among many observeta on the following facts:

1. Diversity of agricultural natural resource base. This diversity can be broken

down into hundreds of micro-climates, based on soil conditions, water and rainfall

reliability, topography and so forth.

2. Population Location. Most of the people are located in medium and lower potential

dryland areas, not in the higher potential better rainfall and soils areas.

3. Blanket recommendations for crops are frequentlY inepplicable. Because of the diver-..
sity of the people's local environments, and their locally determined farming patterns

(e.g., intercropping, etc.), mo~t bl&nket rec~mmendations are not valid. This is the

reason why farmers resist changing their farming behaviors in part.

4. The majority of farmers are rational farm operators. Studies have been conducted

which demonstrate that farmers have changed, and would do so further when and if they

could increase their profits while maintaining essential security of food supplies

aud minimizing risks of loss.

5. Transport is frequently not available. If farmers cannot ~ount on timely inputs and
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crop evncuation, risks become unacceptable. The recent food crop problem la probably

a case in polnt.

6. ~~)Jes are not always timely or of sufficiently low cos~. Studies have revealed

thnt some recommendatlons for fertilizer USE' in certain arcaFl have been inaccurate.

Evp-n when available on time, a farmer may resist inputs for whlch he or she does not

have the cash; or which may put him/her in debt beyond reasonable repayment capacity,

or for which the promise of adequate returns in the local area would be insufficient

to Justify their use.

7. Incentives. As revealed in the recent food crop increases, farmers are responsive

to price. However, given the lack of technology in increasing productivity of both

food and cash crops in a balanced way, they created the increases by switching out of

cash crops and into food through land extensive methods.

Given the individual ingredients of the situation described above, the following

general sltuation is thought by observers to prevail:

Jor the vast majority of areas in the country, there does not presently
exist an adequate body of technically reliable 3nd economically viable
recommend~tions to communicate to most small scale farmers.

The present recommendations (even where scientifically accurate) are not
within the managerial, cash and labour availability constraints facing
mOut small scale farmers.

To the extent that these contentions are true (and there is nothing in the litera-

viewed or respondents' ideas which gives evid~nce contrary to these propositions), then

a number of deductions can be made to clarify many aspects of the agricul~ural

situation.

First of all, the lack of agricultural production and productivity progress is not

due to lazy, traditional, chan6e resistant farmers as some have suggested. This is not

to deny that some people aren't lazy, suspicious of change, and slow to adjust. However,

care must be taken not to mistake the part for the whole.

.,
Second, extension agents are not to blame for not haVing communicated well and

convinced farmers to adopt so-calle,~ modern innovations. In any large group of people

in a dispersed fiel~ organization, there a~e bound to ce some lazy and ineffective \ ~~

/ . ."
. ,,(. ,

, \ . , .
, ' . . ,~ ~ ,
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extension educators; but that problem is not the principal one.

Third, training will not solve the problem of absent viable recommendations. Neither

would Improvements to the management systems recommended in thja report solve the

agricultural bottleneck, desirable though they may be as improvements.

Fourth, improvements in personnel tncentivca, adn.inistrative coordlnatjon, infor

mation flows, organizational linkages, locdl pu~ticipation, and so forth are not

necessarily the priority bottleneck br~Akers.

Fifth, improved extension work pro&iamming ~nd control devices for extensionists

will probably not payoff in most (but not all) areas at this point in time.

Sixth, improvements in supplies, transport, and prices are always to be desired;

but for many areas their presence might not necessarily mean certain progress.

Seventh, each of the various micro-climates needs to be looked at empirically to

determine valid recommendations appropriate for loc&conditions. These local conditions

should be examined from technical, economic, and socio-cultural perspectives.

Eighth, farmers are generally speaking sensible; and have a considerable store

of common sense information about the~r 10cal areas which could contribute to proper

experimentation as to what works under local conditions. To ignore these potential

contributions would not appear rational.

Ninth, in any particular place at anyone time, anyone or more of the essentials

for agricultural development may indeed be the critical ingredient. The aforegoing

observations are not meant to den} the utility ,f each essential component in agricul

tural efforts, but only to demonstrate that a viab~e technical and economic recommenda

tion must exist for the other components to make their contributions felt. These

factors are needed in a particular logical order of application in order to reap the

full benefits.

The general contentions put forth here are not meant to deny the existence of

recommendations that are eminently sound and appropriate for certain crops in particular

areas. Thure are indeed instances of progress to be found. Where advances in production

and productivity have occurred, farmers have found suitable ways of integrating modern
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innovations into their household economic and social systems.

The most widespread testament to the a8tuteness of many farmers i9 the obvious

8ucce8S in the cash crop field over many decades. The historical progress in coffee,

tea, cotton, and tobacco demonstrate the clear ability of farmers to learn, change,

and respond to economic incentives and improved financing methods. Studies of these

experiences prove how the provision of the "essentials" and some "accelerators"

do ir: fact work.

Obviously, there are important lessons to be learned from both failures and

successes. In the following cha~ter, those lessons are applied to the issue of

agricultural manpower production.



Chapter VII: MANPOWER PRODUCTION
GUIDELINES
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Chapter VII: Manpower Production Guidelines

This chapter attempts to respond to the major quantitative question in the terms

of reference:

"2. Given a set of manpower needs, how many persons can and how many persons
should be produced in light of various constraints such as funding levels,
&eneral economic outlook, or other significant factors?"

The preceding chapters presented the principal data on demand, supply, and

utilization factors upon which a rational decision can be based. The compar1son of

demand and supply, and the budget constraint discussions indicated the general range

or decision space within which production decisions could be made. The utilization

materials demonstrated the many other factors which need to be considered when corning

to a decision. The remainder of this chapter attempts to state the logical conclusions

which can be drawn from the data, and the actions which top management should consider.

MATI System Expansion

Recommendation No.1: The institutional capacity of the MATI system should be

expanded by no later than 1986/37. This will enable the system to handle enlarged

certificate intakes of studentr. from the Form IV pools who will be increasing over

time. It will also permit the even larger intakes which will be possible due to the

increased Form VI pools. These latter would begln cntcr1ll~ diploma programs in 1988.

The size of the expansion should be about a 25% increase at a minimum. This woul.:"

allow an increase in capacity from 2,219 to 2,774, or 555 student places. This level

would ensure that there is adequate room for expanded intakes through 1992, given the

present set of projections. It would also provide adequate s~are capacity for

expanding short course trainining of existing staff until full capacity is reached.

The spare capacity which will ~xist over the 1980-86 period can be similarly utilized

as will be urged in future chapters.

If the expansion is to be ~chieved by 1987, it will require the initiation of th(

project planning cycle almost immediately. This is because of the six year lead time
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required for authorization, funding, design, and construction phases.

CertifIcate Level

Recommendation No.2: Certificate intakes should not rise above their presently

projected level at this point in time. As indicated in the utilization data, empirical

studies indicate there are few viable recommendation packages for contact agents to

communicate in many area9. This is especially true for a majority of small farmers,

and for the more than 50% of the population that lives where primarily dryland farming

is practiced. Successful recommendations for these areas have not yet been evolved,

generally speaking. While there are indeed individual recommendations that have

technical accuracy which do prove out on research institutes, and are practicable
~

by wealthier farmers, they are not widely releva~t. There are not yet integrated

packages of improved agricultural technologies which fit the cash availability and lab>r

constraints of most farmers. Until these are evolved there does not appear much

sense to expensively train and deploy mO',e personnel in such areas. To place personne~

in situations in which they have relatively little of value to communicate to farmers

wastes a great deal of money. It also serves ~s a demoralizer of the staff who become

frustrated and cynical on the job. More importantly, it reinforces farmers' perceptio~s

that however well-meaning Government may be, it has little agricultural information

that is presently relevant to the farming community's practical problems. The

utilization analyses indicated that farmers are as rational (and as irrational) as

the rest of humanity; and that t~ey will normally alter their practices when it is

clearly feasible, of minimal risk, and in their economic interests to do so. When they

don't change, further investigation normally turns up sensible reasons. Unfortunately,

these explanations usually emerge only after a great deal of time, money and effort

has gone into expensive programs.

To blame the farmers for being stupid, uneducated, lazy or resistant to change

in most of such situations merely displaces responSibility from those who are public
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scrvantti on to struggling farmers. This 1a understandable llti II short-lt'rm

psychological reaction to frustration after long sjncere efforts. It is neither

helpful nor acceptable from a professional point of view, as it misses the cssential

truth of the situation. The fundamental situation is that technological improvemeqts

in dryland agriculture are long and difficult to uncover. The main answer is always

the same -- renewed, expanded, and vastly improved quality of efforts.

The tendency to point fingers and seek scapegoats for frustratingly slow progres8

should naturally be resisted by all. Most profess~onal agriculturalists know from

history what a long, technical struggle it has been to advance as far as the agricult\ ral

world har come. And they know that many bre8~~hroughs are fragile, as new insects

and diseases always seem to come along to challange hard-won progress.

rhe obligation upon professional mfJnagers of a~ricultllral dcvelopment is obvious y

to direct attention to evolving techn!cally, economically, ane socially profitable an~

practicable technologies that fit the conditions of farmers in the country's diverse

agro-ecological zones. It is for this reason that more funds spent on addi~ional

certificate staff production are not felt to respond to the facts of the agricultural

situation at this point in time. Such funds would obviously be better allocated to

the ~ractical investigation and examination of what technological packages would be

appropriate. For such a task, there is relatively far less need for certificates, a&d

a rEJlatively far greater need for personnel at higher levels.

The greatest need for certificate perscnnel is when there are known, verified, {'nd

acceptable packages of improvements to be spread widely amongst farmers. At that ti~e,

production of certificate manpower will have to be vastly expanded. It seems likely

that expanded production of certificates would be called for in another 10 to 15 yea,s

when the fruits of inquiries are beginning to emerge. In the meantime, two approach~s

would probably be helpful. The first wou~d be to deploy more of the existing staff r.o

thofle agro-ecological zones where their work can genuinely produce helpful reRults,

uther things being equal, such as costs, prices, weather, transport, etc. The secon(. r
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is Lo better utilize the exi'lting Bub-technical cadres whose employment Ls far more

cost-effective. This would probably mean cOllsiderably expanded and enhanced short

course and 0c-thc-job training for them in the future. Such issues arc dealt with

in the subsequent utill?ation improvement and agricultural education chapters. It Is

sufficient to mention them here to indicate that maintaining the presently projected

certificate output does E£! imply inaction or 'ack of alternative strategies to deal

with the hard and fundamental issues.

It may surprise some people that the report does not advocate a vast and rapid

expansion of certificate ranks. After all, it is the policy of Government to reach a

service ratio of one Bw/Bi Shamba to one village. As explained, the report does not

dispute this goal. In fact, it supports what field managers say, which demonstrates

a need for about two contQct agents per village. The difference is in the question of

timing. It is felt that the relative emphasis in manpower production should be placed

elsewhere at this point in time. The situation is not a very different situation fro'n

from the hard choice made some time ago in the education sector. The nation chose to

concentrate on primary and technical education up to a certain point in time when

resources can be shifted to other areas of need. In the same way, proper sequencing

of agricultural nlanpower prod~ction by educational :ev.l is SEen as a critical factor.

The difference is that the educational sector possesses known, tested, and viable

technologies in mathematics, physics, sciences, languages, and so forth to communicat(.

When such knowledge is not yet uncovered as in the agricultural sphela, attention

has to be given to higher levels of training first. After the discoveries are made,

then more "extension" educators can be hired to spread the information.

It is well recognized that social and employment imperatives could require some

increases in certificate and/or diploma intakes at some point. This would imply an

expansion of MATI system capacity beyond the presently recommended ~5%. Should such .JO

eventuality occur, the study's supply methodology indicates the sequence of calculati)ns

which should be undertaken. Exhibit IV-L indicates the spare capacity available due
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to underutilization for the 1980-86 period whIch could be devoted to addItional

students In the short term.

With knowledge about ~he maximum space availabilItIes, the situation should then

be discussed with the Ministry of Manpower Development. They would examine whether

their present 3.5% allocation of Form IV leavers could be raised and by how much.

For example, an increase to about 4.7% would enlarge intakes by an average of about

200 persons per year.

Recommendation No.3: The quality of certificate intakes should be raised by

securing higher priority ranking in selection access to the Form IV manpower pool.

This ranking should then be maintained. Such a change would result in greater

efficiency in the educational process, lowered costs, and higher outputs. The lower

drop-out rate would also be able to satisfy a few more end user demands than t~ould

otherwise be possible.

Diploma Level

Recommendation No.4: Diploma intakes should continue at the presently projectec

level. However, the number of intakes from Fon~ VI should be steadily raised as a

proportion of total intakes. Intakes from certificate ranks can be allowed to declinE'

in line with Form VIer increases to the point where a SO/SO ratio is achieved.

This would be desirabl~ from a number of perspectives. First of all, it would

provide the diploma ranks with higher quality staff and the farmers with potentially

more useful advisors. A proportion of these 6taff would then be able to progress

through to B.Sc. level traIning. Secondly, the declining drain on certificate level

ranks would mean greater stability and continuity ,of personnel in the villages.

The total output of diploma personnel could probably not be raised more quickly

without either taking more certificate intakes than would be prudent; or without

securing vastly higher allocations from Form VI ranks. As diploma ranks are scheduled

to grow at 18% per year under present projections, a further increase does not seem

to be justified.
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Perhaps the most important role of diplorl119 in the future might be the fie lei

lJupcrv!slon of expanded practical farming systems investigatIons to test and uncover

viable technical and economic reconunendaL!ons. For such work, field experience and

a higher level of specialization are most desirable. The rapid expansion of diplomas

is therefore fully justified in light of the technical tdsks which have to be performt-d

in the coming decade.

B.Sc. Level

Recommendation No.5: The allocation of Form VI graduates for B.Sc. level

agricultural training should be increased as rapidly as possible. A larger share of

those with principal passes in the scienc~s and mathe would be r~qoired as well.

In general the greater allocation of develupment funds to the agricultural seetol

which has occurred ir. recent years will need to be matched by a commensurate rise in

human resource allocations. The mai~ reasons for this are;

(1) With experience over time each organization's supervisory management ranks

would be improved on average by personnel with higher technical and p1anning/progrsnun,n

capacities;

(2) Subject matter specialists with greater depth to adapt general recommendati~n

to the circumstances of particular micro-climates are needed;

(3) Additional personnel to carry out expanded technical and socio-economic

investigations are needed; atd

(4) An expanded pool of B.Sc. personnel needs to be proVided so that some of tr.·~

can be sent off for M.Sc. level training.

M.Sc. Level

Recommendation No.6: The very high level of production scheduled at the M.Sc.

level should be allowed to occur, as long as intakes of appropriate quality can be

released from their current assignments. If this cannot be qone, a few years' delay
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ClllI Iw llJ lowed unL11 Ll Jarger poo I of lH'rllOIllH'1 with mont IIdl'fJlIlll (. ul {Il1dard!l ('an he

lJ8l:lumuled.

There are two major reasons why the M. Sc. leve 1 aasurnes such Jmportance at L1J11l

tinw. FIrst, the hIghest prIority for the next decade or 1:l0 will be In expanded con

ventIonal agricultural institute research; and especIalJy in vastly expanded applied

fIeld Investigations. These will be required to uncover and test the practIcality

of various technical and ~conomic recommendation hypotheses, especially (but not only)

for dryland farm areas.

The second priorIty at the M.Sc. level is to turn out more of the senior managers

needed in the next 20 years. These should be persons wIth the personal growth capacitJ

tu aSl:lume increasingly higher technical nnd managerial pOHitiona in tIle regional,

ministerial, and parastatal organization ranks. While such talent does not only l'mergf"!

from higher education, the natural capabilities of many staff can be enhanced by such

education. The challanges in the area~ or sector policy, research design, agricultural

planning, implementation programoing, and operations administration are of such

magnitude that they demand the nation's very best.

Ph.V. Level

There are no recommendations to be made at this level. Survey respondents were

generally realistic in their demand for such personnel. Most recognized that the actlal

need for such personnel are limited, cannot always be programmed, and tends to occur

in certain specialized fielcls such as crop breeding and a few others. There was full

recognition of the high cost in time and money for doctoral graduates. Most research

institutes felt that M.Sc. personnel would be quite adequate for the work; and that

experience working with senior mentors was the most important factor in skills develo)

ment beyond the M.Sc. level.
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UPSM-Mo.rogoro Expllns ion

ThuBe manpower production recommendatloOf~ raise 'Illest lonli rl!g/udinK further explln !(

of the l"aculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Sclencl'. Morl! tll!tllf )N) edU('/ltlonll) po) Icy I

institutional capacity planning will be required. Therefore, Rec~ndatlon No.7

is Bct forth. A high level working group of finand/l1 , educational, ~~:.>nning, agricul,

tura!, and end user organIzation representatives should aBB~mble to tonsider higher

agricultural education issues. Their advisory report could be made du~ in about six

months. To expedite the compilation of background research, and preparation of

papers, a full time but short terffi specialist in this area could be requested of donor

agencies. Such a specialist would assist the chairperson of the working group and its

members, and serve as a secretariat for the effort.

Questions have arisen over the prese~t low capacity utilization of the B.Sc. prog:a

while many students are at overseas institutions. While 90 to 100 places are avai1ab1a,

1980 intakes totalled only 33 persons. At the same time, at least 35 persons went on

overseas B.Sc. (Agriculture) training. It seems likely that inappropriately stringent

and outmoded entry qualifications have caused this inefficient situation.

Closely related issues which need to be addressed are: the possibility of remedill1

programs for entrants ~ithout adequate preparation in the maths and sciences; the

advisability of adding another year to the presently overcrowded B.Sc. (Agric.) program

to allow proper and adequate learning time (as is done in other fields and countries);

curriculum development and teaching methods improvements; the size, scope and balance

among M.Sc. and Ph.D. program offerings; and recurrent costs coverage and possible role:

of donors. Other items for inclusion i~ such a study could be found in the chapter o~

agricultural education. However, the critical area for consideration at this time ar~

the basic expansion questions. A subsequent working group could consider the issues

which flow from the manpower production decisions.

Specializations

Recommendation No.8 counsels that the number of personnel who should be trained

in each specialization should generally follow the proportions indicated in Exhibit Vll

This will mean some increases anrl some decreases in production proportions amongst and

within crop, livestock and other agricultural fields. The unconstrained demand figure3

from which these proportions were derived also indicate that an attempt at ~
\' \ v r



Kxhibit VIt-A

Manpower Production Guideline Proportions by Specialty Groups and
Educa~ional Level, 1980-1986
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Specialty Group
------------------Percent-----------------------
Certif. Diploma B.Sc. M.Sc. Ph.D.

Crops-General
Crop Breeding
Crop Protection
Horticulture
Soil Science

Animal Science-General
Animal Health
Animal Nutrition
Animal Breeding

Range/Pasture Mngmt.
Hides and Meat

55.8
o

1."
3.1
0.6

8.6
16.5

o
1.1

o.e
1.1

26.2
0.3
1.1
5.6
0.4

15.4
14.3
0.1
1.2

2.5
1.6

39.9
0.8
2.1
2.9
1.3

6.8
0.3
0.1
0.4

1.6
0.5

18.5
2.2
3.7
1.1
3.2

10.8
0.9
2.2
1.5

3.9
0.9

15.5
10.3
6.9
o

6.9

8.6
o

3.4
o

o
o

Veterinary Sci.-General
V~t/Technical Specialties

Agricultural Economics

Agricultural Engineering

Irrigation

Home Ec/Food Science

0.0
o

4.9

1.9

2.4

1.5

0.4
0.2

11.8

6.2

5.7

6.0

12.5
1.2

12.0

5.2

7.3

2.5

11.4
8.6

9.9

3.2

9.0

3.0

5.2
12.1

3.4

5.2

1.7

15.5 L

Agric Extension Admin. 0.2

Agric Education 0

Research-General 0.1

Miscellaneous 0
100.0%

0.5

0.1

0.6

o
100.0%

0.3

1.4

0.8

o
100.0%

o

3.7

1.9

0.6
100.0%

o

1.7

3.4

o
100.0%

Notes: 1. Table derived from unconstrained demand f1gu~es, 1980-1986. See
Appendix
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/Jullle grl~(1tcr degree of apeelalizatlon of IJtudles iA desired by elld uscrH. GlOBI!

eOlllJUlLlltlon should naturally occur IlmonR,H IIIl1npower pll11lnl'rU, flulll! f [I,d ('Ill ralllll,

educational institutiuns, and end users on these matters. It wlll bl~ lmporLllnl to Insjr~

that a balance 1s struck between the individual student' Il LntereHtH /lnd the IICl'dH of

the ,Igricultural Sl'ctor for skiUs in certain arellH. The clld Ufll'rs and Hl'lloral

manpower planners should normally specify the programli to be under taken bv :nell v I rh"uls l

and insure that the institutions attended can offer the required cours~s. The domesti~

educational organizations muat necessarily do their best to be responsive to the chang!n:

needs of the sector, or risk becoming irrel~vant. The harmonization of the interests

of students, educators, planners and end users can be accomplished with good will and

frequent collaboration. Proper monitoring by the manpower planners will of course

be required annually to assess the situation.

One specialty requiring careful attention is the field of agricultural economics.

Recommendation No.9 urges greater attention and priority in producing personnel who

could contribut~ to an understanding of the small farmers' cash, labor, and managereent

constraints. As these factora seem to predominantly det~rmine farmer responses to

recommendations, such personnel would be required for realistic research designs,

baseline data collection, the site testing of alternatives, farm/household management

planning advice, district and regional planning, extension operations that analyze

costs and returns, and so forth.

Allocation of Domestic Places and Ir.ternational Scholarships Amongst End User
Organizations

There are, unfortunately, insufficient domestic places and international

scholarships to satisfy the genuine and well justified needs of each end user

organization. Chapter Ill's specialization section (D) indicated that undue attentioI

should not be given to just large requests, nor to do-cal~ed equitable distribution 0'

personnel by specialty field or organization. As with a1\ allocative decisions, diff eu

I
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cho1.cea will n.ed to be made baud on a judgement of what will beal serve natiunal

needs in th. coming years. There i. a logical sequence of invostments 1n manpower

production which should be followed at this point in time.

Recommendation No. 10 theref(I'~ gives priority to those organizations and their

.ub-.ectione that will be performing adaptive and applied research functions in both

the technical and socioeconomic field.. Thi. would include not only the research

institute., but the para8tatal. with r ••earch units, and those regions and districts

and other organizations which will collaborate clo.ely in practical farming

systems inv•• tigat10nl.

Obviously, "priority" does not mean monopolization of either domesti.:: places or

international scholarships. ~t i8 a180 unlikely that any group of organizations coul,

afford to release so many people at anyone time, or would have enougll qualified can-

didates to fill every opportunity. In addi~ion, many end users have scholarship oppot-

tunities for their staff w~ich are tied to certsin donor-assisted projects. What is

being stresaed in this guideline is that additional allocations should be mude whenev('r

possible to those end users who w1ll evolve viable recommendations for farmers in the

future. To complement this suggestion, increased levels of investment in agricultura:

research are counseled elsewhere in this report; and incLeased allocations of graduates

to the principal institutions involved is advocated.



Chapter VIII: MANPOWER UTILIZATION IMPROVEMENTS
FOR EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS
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Chapt...!!.-W.lL Manpower U.tillzat:lon I~E..!!l.!'.!!lt.!.J_O!_E!!.1c1e!1Q. a.".d
~1fact1veDe ••

A. ~ntroduction

The aarlier chcptar OD utilization an& manpowar planning delcribed

how utilization inquir1e. .aak way. of tmprovina tha .ff1ci,ncy and

.ftectivane•• with Which manpowar ~I and could be used. Thoa. a.pactl

which impacted on the quantitativa demand and lupply tindin.1 were

included in Chapter VI. and were turt,~...~ ratbcted in the production

recommendation. in Chapter VII. Th. pre.ent chapter relat•• tho••

utilization finding. w~ich affact actual work performance in two 8pher••

of agricultural .ector activiti... The.e are:

1. Tachnical Aaricultural Function.

b. Planning and Programming Proce••e.

c. Training

d. Extension Operation.

2. Administrative Support Functions

a. Organizational Structures and Coordination

b. Logistics

c. Finance

d. Personnel

Performance in each functional area was examined from the perspec-

tive of both policy direction and program activities. Information on

both problems and suggested solutions was gathered through the survey's

questionnaires. and extensive follow-up interpretive interviews. This

information was then compared with many of the writings on Tanzanian

agricultural development and administration, hnd the international

literat~re in the field. From all of tLase sources, a series of guide-
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line recommendation. wera compiled. Not all i ••ue. co~ld be d.alt with

in the pre••nt .tudy whtt'h naturally t.nd. to lor-u. itl~l' on tha quanti

tativa manpower planninl land educational matter. primarily. Sub.equant

utili.ation analy.e. will be requirad to 10 into Ireatar depth a. appro

priate. Nava~thele••• a number of critical problem. in which prulra••

can be mada are coverad hara.

In the 1mmadiately followinl pal.' a review of the utilization

findina' from Chapter VI i. made. Thi. laad, into the major di.cul.ion.

of policy and proaram i ••ue. on '#bich recommendation. are aiven.

B. Utilization Overview

Ultimatel~ agricultural development i. the result of decisions

taken by individual and communal farmer. to change their practices.

Farmers do not produce more ~r incraase their productivity per acre

or labor hour unless they can minimize their costs and risks, and

maximize their gains. Their calculations involve the need for capital,

labor, markets, prices, credit, timely inputs, and transport, as well

as consideration of their natural resource base of soils, rainfall,

pests and disease potential, and even how any changes might affect so-

cial and political obligations and relationships.

Many explanations have been put forth to explain why most farmers

in the nation have not altered their manage~~nt decisi~ns (to accord

with Government's wishes) about what to produce, how to produce it, how

much, when and where. These explanations range all the way from the

supposed inadequacies of extension agents to lack of road maintenance

and low cost transport facilities, not to mention poor training, insuffi-

cient research studies, lack of ministry support, lack of trained planners 1

insufficient roads, unclear organization structures, and so on and so

forth. Depending on the particular area and crop or livestock endeavor,
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anyone or more of the.e explanations may indeed be accurate. The country

i8 very larae, very diverse, and each place has experienced one or more

of such .hortcominas alone or in combination on a number of occasions.

Those knowledaable about the micro-economic situation in T.nzanian

ag'l'iculture e.am to agree on one point. For mOlt of the country there is

an abeence of technically fealible and economically viable recommendation

packa••• to cOllllllunicate to farmers. Even if thlllre were good roads, market··

ina arr.usemente, inputa,knowled.e.ble extenaion pereonnel, adequate tr.nl-

pvr~ ror supervisory personnel, proper ~or~ pro;ramm1ni~ and 10 forth,

many farmers would still not changa their practicel. The absence of oppor-

tunitie. for making a surplus for the .maller farmers appears to be the

single most important factor underlying the long term downward trend in

agricultural productivity and production. All other shortcomings contri-

bute to this perhaps, but the root cause remt'" ~ the same. Development

planners and agriculturalists have not often been able to put togeth~r a

set of improved practiceR~ price policies, and supportin~ servic~s which

are technically feasible and economically viable for thE' farmer.

There have been a number of successful casas in the past involving

cash crope, principally. However, the more common rase is an example of

failure. These are instructive, nonetheless. A rlassic case in Tanzania,

but also in Africa more senera1ly, ~B a set of cotton planting dates,

fertilizer and pesticide applications. Hull, Saylor, Collinson, Kirkby,

Keregero, and De Vries have documented the Tanzanian example well. The

needed early planting times for maximum cotton yields interfere with the

planting times for essentisl food crops. To peasant farmers on the sub-

sistence margin, there is no question which crop will receive the most

attention. Food security is the highest priority. Fertilizer applications

not only cost more mon~y than most farmers would be willing to get into
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debt for, but fertilizer S!80 has the lide effect of enhancing weed growth.

Even if fertilizer is fr.e or IUblidized, the farmer i. courting disaster

unle•• there i. adequate family labor to carry out extra weedings. The

.eemingly "progra..iva and modern" adoption of an improved practice can

not only caU8a farmer8 to get into debt over their heads; they might not

be able to rea~ the rewarda if their labor availability or cash to hire

labor i8 insufficient. And it they live in a highly unreliable rainf.ll

area (which farmar. know best about), they are altOiether jU8tified in

rej ectina the so-called "package". To make thirlS8 worse, some recommenda

tions hava bean advocated for areal in which verification trials had never

been done, and with predictable re.ults.

The Tanzanian experience i. somewhat comparable to the situation in

northern Nigeria. There, an analyst compared the standard recommendations

for cotton and what they would mean for the average farmer with what the

farmer's actual management decisions were under the cash, labor, rainfall

and soil types situation he/she faced. A linear prouramming model with

these simple constraints built in for an average sized farm demonstrated

that the farmer was fully rational in rejecting the package. Risks were

minimized and gains were maximized precisely because most farmers were

able to shrewdly analyze their own situations better than most.

In the course of this study one DADO was asked which crops were

being given emphasis in his district's exteusion work. He replied that

pyrethrum was the most important, but that the farmers were not "coopera

ting". When asked which crops returned the greatest profits, he indicated

that potatoes did; and that most farmers unfortunately preferred ~rowing

potatoes rather than pyrethrum. When asked which crops hp would pprsona1ly

grow if he were a farmer, he responded "potatoes, of course".
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Attention wa. drawn to hi. individual common ••n.e, a. contra.ted

with the official exten.1on campaian. He tmmediately .aw that the farmer.

were makina a very .en.ible choiae. and that the campaian would .how the

Government in a very poor li.ht. The Government would not app.ar to have

the farmer.' be.t inter••t. at heart. nor would it app~.r to be even mini-·

mally rational. In addition. who would ever li.~en to exten.ion a.ent.

if they aave advice that would make fa~er. poorer than th.y could other-

wi•• b.? It i. under.taodable then if .ome exten.ion asents could be

viewed by farmer. a. paraait•• on the .ociety, rather than as fellow workers

in a common .truSlle.

Many development planner. and asricultural1.tl are unable to per-

ceive the farmer'. point of view on these mattera. Many profes.ionale

tend to see the situation from thair own specialty area's perspective.

~~d each tends to think his or her perspBctive is the critical ingredient

in improving a situation.

In covering the range of opinions on explanations for the less than

sterling performance of the sector, Q variety of observations CONe to

light. It appears true that the extension service does not have adequate

numbers and qualitieo of per80nn~~ that ir lacks transport for district

and ward supervisors to back up contact agents, that extensionists are

weak in communication methods, that proper work programming and control is

not followed, that motorcycles and bicJcles are needecl, that improved

coordinatio!l at tbe villa8~ levd with Party and villag,l? council is neces-

eary, that on-tbe-job and short course training is requIred, that better

teachers, teaching materials, and methods and facilitips should be put in

place at MATIs, and so on.

It is often true that district and regional planners with a sense

of the village realities are in short supply, that there is a lack of
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min18try lupport for rllional .nd dllltrict activities. that r8seat'ch insti··

tutl~ do not til in wIll with .xt.nN~.oni.t8, that rOD80fCherQ don't alwayo

••k thl mo.t rlllv.nt qua.tion., that r ••••rch.r. don't 1st out enough to

talk with farmerl, that paraltat.l. don~ coordinatl clo.ely ~nouah. th.t

.taff tran.fer. at the .upervi.ory levIl are too frequent, that prQmotion~

ara faw and far batwean with adVlrl. affactl on morale. that therl .re too

few woman to work with woman cultivator.. that .ome RADOI and DAlJOa have

.0mat1ma. bean forbidden to communicate directly, and th.t th.re 18 lome

time. an inability to di.tingui.h between policy/adminiltrative ~.•sue8 and

technical onel.

It i8 true that the input, credit, mar~et1ng and most other pystem~

do not work well enough for the V.,t m4jority of people in rural areas.

In addition, political 8cienti8ts, sociologists, anthropologist8 t and

community developers see poor educational wo~k, 1nsufficent grass roots

mobilization, violation of cultural values and norms. ineffective approaches

to working with rural peasant communities, and inter-cultural insensitivity.

It is also true that extension personnel tend to see the problem as

an extension. manpower and logistics problem. trainers as a training prob

lem, plann~rs and administrators as financial and organizational problems,

and researchers as research problems. And,of cour9~,each view is accurate

to a great extent. Each perspective shares a part of the very complicated

reality. ~ld each b~lieve8 that an allocation of more men, money and

materials would help to set the situation right. Each group is sincere,

~ell intentioned, articulate and committed as they grapple with their prob

lems. And many should be complimented for the genuine progress that is

made in dealing with such problems.

In any complex endeavor such as agrjcultural ~nd rural development t

the solutions are usually multiface'-ed. requiring innumerable improvements

,-
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in many areal OVMr a lonaar time than moat paople are willing to admit. It

11 • human tendency to attack allot them with equal vigor. Unfortunately,

th. hu~n, financial and mana.arial ralourcal for dealing with all these

difficulti•• at ona tbla ara axtramaly limitad. In the face ot thb

dilamma tha practica ilKill to attack the anamial along a broad front,

inve.tina loma Icarca fundi and affort in each alpact of tha problem.

B~cau.a of thil, lufficisnt forca 1••ald01ll abla to be marahalled Mt any

one point to maka a break-throuah. Part of tha raalon why fundi ara

commit tad ovar 10 many elfortl 11 the natural countar pra.,ure. in buraau

crati~ organization.. Dacieion-makarl at each 1eval want mora resources,

and wieh to lupport their lubordineta perlonnal to accomplish their goals.

They wieh to avoid .aying "No" to their Itefff' out of sympathy with their

efforts» to avoid discouraging them, and quite frankly to avoid confronta·

tions and being continuously nagaed about things.

In addition, there are the normol and powerful socio-political pres·'

sures for continuing investments in each ge08~aphic area, which is common

to any strong democractic country. The citizenry and their r~~resentatives

naturally fe~l that there must be equ1tabl~ ~lstribution of development

efforts.

These altogether understandable pressures result in a number of

effects; first, by spreading resources too thinly to make significant

breakthroughs in critical areas sooner rather than later.

Second, without the concentration necessary, t~e number of years

to achieve progress Is immeasurably lengthened, and people at all levels

become impatient and disi:lussioned.

Third, the thin spread of tesources over too many improvement efforts

ignores the essential logical sequence in which agricultural development

efforts must proceed.
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Fourth, the reluctance to concentrate meon8 a wastaau of funds Rud

en.rlie., tor improvement. in one ar.a will not often result in ~roduc··

tion and productivity unle•• preceded by e•••ntial prerequi.it•• in other

area••

Pifth, di.per.al 401. not allow conceat=ation to help tho.e srea.

in mo.t deMperate ne.d (for .xample, the dryland cropi/live.tock area.

at medi~ and low potential).

Sixth, di.per.al mean. wa.tall of the people'. money, in the Ben••

that it doe. not produce anything for them. Th.y lose respect for what

they know is ab.urd advice, and become cynical and diBilluI8ioned about

the future. Their capacity to mobilize thema.lve. and to be mobilized

in large~ ""tional effort. become. Ie•••

In .uch a 8ituation it i. important to work logically towards the

solution of the problems defined. Otherwise, additional scarce resources

are going to be wasted. Most (but not all) areas suffer from the following;

- Lack of viable technologies, which implies that more research is

needed.

- Lack of planning skills to determine what should be done, as well

as the managerial programming skills to oet out which activities will be

done at what COB~ by whom, when, where, and how.

- Lack of properly trained and sufficient numhers of agents to

carry out the progremmatic activities.

- Lack of adequate supervisory work planning and control of contact

agents delivering the services to the public.

The logical sequence of overlapping stages is shown in Exhibit VIII-A.



Exhibit VIII-·A

T.chnical
Agricultural Punction~ Tim.----.:..!.. -....--..------ - - --.---
1. a••••rch

2. Plann1na/Proaramm1na

3. Tr.1nina (Pr./IST/OJT)

4. Ext.n.ion Operation.

(V1.ble_~~ti~!volvin&l

(To b••ch.dul.d for implem~.~tat1~~

~BY properly pr.pare_~alen~ _

(Caretully conc.ntrated anct ... _. __._
.upervhedl

At each of the•••t.ae., th.r. mu.t naturally b••upportive adm1n1s-

trative/~rlanizational activitie. for coordination, finance, loaistics,

and personn.l. Exhibit VIII-B diaarams the relationship between the

admini.trative .upport .y.tem and the technical functions.

Exhibit VIII-B

Inte~~lat101!.8hip of Adminiatrat1~~SUH~:.!

and Technical A8ricul'~ral Function~

Technical~~cul_t~l'al.1!l.!1ctio_n~ _
Planning

Programming Extension
ap8e_arch Pro ::~8Be8 __ ._ Tra!!!.:l..!!&-_ Oper.8J:Jon8.

Coor.Unation

Finance

Logisttcs

Personnel

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

=======================-=:.:...:======-====:::-===-------_:- --------------
The situation any particular region, district, ward or village :I.s in,

will vary with their own peculiar agricultural problems. Most suffer from

all the problems, to a greater or lesser extent, as noted earlier. There-

fore, it is possible to m8k~ some broad suggest:lons as to the types of policy

f'.\
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auideline. and prolrammatic .ctivitie••ud inve.tmentB that could respond

to the i,au•• r.ia.d.

In the following ••ctions, policy and program suggestions are made

which should be helpful in making progre.B. Th.y represent the best

judgem.nta av.il.bl. about wh.t will r.i.e the effectiveness and efficiency

with which manpower i ••nd c.n b. utilized.

c. a••••rch Policie••nd Prolram.

Aa not.d in the manpower production .uideline. chapt.r, re.e.rch wa.

judged to be th.t Ita•• which need. priority attention at thi. point in

time. Whil. it il difficult to make .anarali.ationl which can Itand every

te.t, the principal utilia.tion finding il that the reaearch function

should r.ceive the highelt priority for agricultural investment funds by

Government. For the past decEde or 80 the research sub-sector has received

a declining amount of funds with which to operate at precisely the time

when t~_hnically and economically viable recommendations are most needed

by farmers. The literature on agricultural development in both more and

less developed countries shows amongst the higbest returns being attri

buted to investments in agricultural research. In addition. there is the

example of the higher income nations whose growth has often been based

largely on the surplus accumulated by the agricul~ural sector and that

growth is well correlated with agricultural research in part.

Thus, Recommendation No.1: advocates the priority commitment of men,

money. and materials to research at the earliest possible moment. The

general recommendation is not sufficient, however, unless it is followed

by Recommendation No.2: which advocates an approach which bases research

more carefully on three principals, those of: (a) agro-ecologieal zones;

(b) farm-center~d problem-solving work; and (c) collaborative involvement of

farmers. researchers. planners, trainers, and extensionists in improved
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r ••••rch d••ian••nd op.r.tion••

1. The .aro-ecolosie.l area approach implie. that research should be

investigating the mo.t appropriat~ farming systems for the major micro

clin~t•• id.ntified. Thi. would mean that the already scarce men, money

and mat.rial. available should ba devoted to ba.ic, applied and ad.ptive

re.e.rch tasks 1n each .re.'s most typical .ites. A. basic r ••earch

r.sults are fi~st te.t.d 1n .pplied area., and .re then further adapted

for particular micro--climate., the diffusion of re.ult. from similar

viiisges ~o wara to dlstr1el, r~&~Un, ana zone should go forth. The in1

tial research thrust will of necessity be located in only a few areas,

but can be rapidly spread.

2. The research should take a farm~e~ere~ problem-solving ~_~~h.

This means that more research should be done on-farm especially at the

adaptive stages. The farm-centered approach attempts to define the con

straints which face the farmer in his practical day-to-day farming life,

and thenc~, to design agricultural research investigations around these

problems as faced by the farmer. In this way, it is more likely that the

results of the research done might be relevant to the practical problems

being faced. As argued earlier in this report, much research is correct

but irrelerant to those who are somehow expected to utilize and benefit

from the results. It was not designed with the farmer's situation very

clearly in mind. for example, some more relevant research questions

whose results could be usable by farmers might be phrased something li~e

the following: "If there are 500 person-days of adult labor and 500 shill

ings of cash available, what would be the best combination of sorghum,

millet, cowpeas and small stock practices to invest in on a seven acre

class "w" soil with "X" rainfall distributed to "Y" way, given "z" prices

and "N" eost of inputs, and so forth?
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Th. r ••••rch th.t would 10 into .nlw.rina lueh • qu•• tion would

obviou.ly b. campri••d of many d1.cr.tl 1nqu1r1•• with proplr lei.ntitic

control., but thly would All bl ori.ntld to the actual conlt~.int. that

• fArmlr f.c•• in makina h1. or hlr dle1.ion. about wh.t to do. Putting

togethlr the r ••ultl of th••• inquiri•• would b. mar. lik.ly to .ddr•••

the practical problem. of f.rmer••

An exampll of rll.vant r ••••rch that i. in.uffici.ntly .mpha.ized

i. that of aaricultural Inain••rina. Many farm man.aem.nt .tudie. have

tion is an in.ufficiancy of l.bor at peak I •••ons. Engineering studies to

determine what ~ind. of .ffordable and manage.ble supplementary power or

labor ~eplacing tools, machine., and techniques would be possible are a

critical priority. Yet, relatively little i8 done.

A similar situation exist. with regard t.o intercr~pping. A very

substantial majority of farmer8 have evolved complex intercropping systems.

These diversify their risks and provide ba8ic security of livelihood under

particu]8r micro-climates. Many rese~rchers and extension1sts oppose inter

cropping because it appears to be part of a "traditional" agricultuZ'e that

they are trying to modernize. Unfortunately. the preponderance of evidence

now available is that such intercrop~in8 1s a fully rational and effective

way for small farmers to cope with their physical and biological environment,

within their given cash and labor constraints. It has r.ow been found that

intercropping often helps centrol weeds better, allows flexibility in labor

use. permits nitrogen fixation, spreads risks. and so on. Despite these

facts. intercropping investigations comprise a ver~' Amell percentage of

research program efforts.

These gaps may occur becaule most all development planners, researchers

and other agriculturalists have never had to earn their livings directly from
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8ma1l .ca1e farming only. Their lives' ~xperience8 may be primarily as

students snd administrator8, and their intimate. first··hand understandlng

of farmers' situations i8 lacking. The matter is not one for allocatiov

of blame: ruther it is a situation requiring correction. Part of the

correction should come through comprehensive farming household system

studies which correctly identify why farmer. behave the way they do, and

what their major technical and socia-economic con8traint. are. These

studies have to be multi-di3ciplinary, integrated household studies that

investisate the physical and biological environment, the technical produc-

tion issu.s, and the human locio-economic dtmeneions. From such studies,

the constraints identified can then be scheduled for follow-on research

to discover how they can be mitigated or removed.

3. In the ~ecution of the above, the third guiding principal for

research (and in many other areas) is the collaborative approac~. Close

collaboration with farmers in both the design and execution of on-farm

problem solving research activities is now the rare exception rather than

the rule. Some farmers possess much relevant knowledge about rainfall

patterns, pests, diseases, soil types, planting times, cultivation methods,

intercropping, labor requirements, past experiment8,.re~ult8, local seed

varieties and characteristics, risk minimization strategies and so forth

in their own areas. As farmers are the persons who will ultimately be

asked to adopt the results of experiments, the efficiency of research,

the speed of results dissemination and rate of adoption would benefit by

their maximum involvement. As with so many ocher aspects of social mobili-

zation. participation leads to understanding and a sense of ownership and

responsibility for actiVities. which leads to commitment and Bet ion. In

addition, since useful innovations are usually buil~ on the successful

parts of an existing system, there is additional incentive for farmer

I

\~
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invQlvement.

In.ti~uce re.earcbers, tor their part, cannot ask the most relep
,

vant que.tione, nor de.ign the mo.t appropriate and efficient experiments,

nor have tbe advi.o~y a••istance and labor inputs of farmers without spend M

ing considerable time in village. learning what there is to be learned

from peasants. Without being collaborat1vely linked to the target clien

talBi, re.earchers are likely neither to be relevant. supported, nor

valued by the society they are suppos~d to serve.

4. Parming Systems Approftches to Research

The evidence uncovered in this study points to a number of logi

cally dedu~ible recommendations. Reco~~~Jation No.3: would be that the

increased resources rerommended earlier be spread amongst the foLlowing

types of research efforts.

a. Basic Descriptive Research Sta~

(i) Enlarged institute-based research on technical issues that

can only be done close to laboratories and under highly

controlled conditions.

(ii) Enlarged farming systems research which describes the

inte,play between technical and socio-economic aspects of

existing farmer behavior, in order to identify the major

constraints and possible intervention points. This

reoear~h would typically look at production, consumption,

marketing, off-farm employment, and sociological factors

in rural hou.ehold systems in a variety of typical agro·

ecological zones, as well as agronomic factors.

b. Applied Design and Experime••t Stage

(i) The results of basic descriptive research would be utilized

to formulate more precisely targeted and relevant appli~d
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r ••••rch to find ways of littinR ~~iating conatraints.

Bypoth•••••bout new technolosical package. within the

known technical .nd socio-economic psr.meters can be

d••ianed .nd .xperimented with at institutes and at

fi.l~ ~l.cio~., under varyins conditions. It is

n~tur.lly essential that many of ~hese be examined

closely at fir.t under scientific controls, before

soinl to the on-f.rm stage.

c. AAaptive Testing Stage

(i) Expanded adaptive research testing on farms, in colla

boration with village government and farmers. These

would be farmer-managed practical experiments that test

a small number of promising technologies that evolved

from the applied design stage. Conditions as close to

normal farming operations would be striven tor, to

ascertain potential suitability and replicability in

other similar environments. In t1.1s stage, extensive

involvement of extension personnel in 8~tion-research

could open lines of communication among farmers and

extension agents, and encourage the emergence of members

of Villages to serve as paraprofessional agriculturalists

in their communities.

d. Dissemination and Feedback Stage

(i) At this atage, the technologies which were found during

the applied design and adaptive testing stages to best

overcome the constraints delineated in the basic descrip-

tive stage, are extended more widely to other farmers.

This stage, of course, should also be seen as the begin-
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ning of the next cycle of farmer feedback and input into

the r ••••rch procel., elpeci.lly continued on-farm adap

tive t ••ting.

5. ~aplement.tion of F.rming SYltems Appro.che.

Tha implementation of • r ••••rcb program guided by the principals

not.d will r.quiJ~e priority alloc.tion of fundI, manpo_er .nd losi.tical

lupport, a. ~ell •• coo~dination linkagel. Cov~.r.t1on amongtt r ••earch,

regional .nd diltrict ext.nsion, miniltry h..dqu.rt.r~: paraltatals, MATI.,

and the Univerlity will be r.quired .t different time••nd stages. There

i. no w.y of pr.dicting the exact Ih.pe of tbe suggested effort. It must

and should evolve from dilcussions. In what follows, some suggestions

about crucial elements in the program are made.

a. Wbtle research institutes and ministry headquarters sectoral

planners should attempt to stimulate and follow farming systems research

approaches, the major actors and supporters should be the regions and

districts who most need the results. Without the genuine understanding

and commitment of regional/district planners and agriculturallsts about

the relevance of the activity, and their demand for it, a proper program

would be difficult. The regions and districts will have to commit staff,

funds and time in a few more concentraterl areas, to work with research

institute personnel. Operationally, because of the nature of the work,

a unified "project team" effort would have to be forged across organiza

tional lines. This is almost always a difficult matter, but is often a

prerequisite to success. As ~jor consumers of the reRearch results,

regions and districts should initiate discussions with the relevant insti

tutes to map out what kin~ of & program design would be applIcable.

b. Any program should begin from a small concentrated base until

experience 1.s gained, and skilled staff are developed. Basing early work
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on the existing data bale accumulated in pa8t and current projects (such

as that of the World Bank funded efforts and others) would mean that the

more lengthy descriptive stage could be ahortened somewhat for a few

areas; and that the applied and adaptive stages could be reached sooner.

Adaptive testing could be reached sooner by buHding on the

backlog of existing applied reaulta, and moving to an on-farm adaptive

testing stase. The crucial ingredient in this would be to fully adopt

the collaborative philosophy and operating mode for work with farmera.

There ia aome significant denger of proceeding without a fuller knowledge

of conatralnta that would come from more thorough descriptive stage work.

However, if adaptive testing is done in cloae con8ultation with farmers,

it would be pos.ible to avoid many (but probably not all) of the pitfalls.

d. Adaptive testing in conjunction with Villages and farmers is

an important Itage from a Bocio-political perspective. With farmer

involvement, it is more of a development action project and should be

perceived les8 as a long term "research" only project -- one that will

result only in more reports and statistics. "More research" is not a very

satisfying answer to complex and emotional problems of poverty. It is

often not seen as acceptable because the chances of practical payoffs seem

to be problematical and far off. However, in the current agricultural

sector situation, it is the professionally correct and responsible posi

tion to take. Part of the challenge is to demonstrate that farming

systems research is in fact very much a practical action program; and that

it is more likely to yield ~esult8 than many other so-called action pro

grams, many of which hove yielded only disappointment and disillusionment.

Given the now substantial history of declining output. there is empirical

evidence that what has been tried has not often worked well. The broad

goals and methods are not in question. The natur~ and tactics of some

•
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pro~ams are. Greater att'ntion to the tundamenta1ft of scientific agrj

culture taking the human socia-economic element of farmers into considera

tion, appear. to be a most tmportant step.

e. The need for additional extensionists and socio-economists to

act as research liaison and coordination personnel at both institutes and

in regions and districts ia well known and reasonably well accepted.

Research 1~ltitute. will nead many other staff as well, especially at

diploma and B.Sc. level. to carry out expanded programs at field stations;

and their priority claim on .taft ha. been recommended elsewhere in this

study. In the early yearl, senior visiting consultants will probably be

essential until Tanzanian staff have been trained. A major pool from which

Tanzanian staff could be drawn are those M.Sc. students doing their theses.

They would be the group who would be most highly motivated field workers in

farming systems approache••

f. There is no way to guarantee close team work relationships

amongst the physical, biological and socia-economic staff, except to stress

its desirability. Multidisciplinary cooperation and mutual understanding

of the contributions of each perspective by all are essential and rewarding.

g. Another aspect of the personnel area may be equally important.

Far more time must be spent in villages tslking informally with farmers,

establishing relation.hip. that can lead to scientific understanding of

farming realities. There are now emerging some useful comparative experi

ences to consider. In Guatemala, short trips to rural villages by agrono

mosts, soil scientists, pest and disease experts, anthropologists, and

economists have been utilized to stimulate multidisciplinary team work,

dialogue with farmers, and integrated research designs that are based on

empirical farmer needs. Interchange about practical field problems fre

quently leads to mutual understanding, whereas academic seminar discussions
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can oftenttma. empha.ize the interdisciplinary gap. in appreciction. When

talkina ~th f.rmer••bout their problem., many of the theoretical diffe

rence. fade aw.y; .nd int.grat.ed farmina .y.tem. r.search becomes a common

.en.e .pproach.

In China, r ••••rcher. live .nd work with farmers in rural commu

nitia. to learn th. exi.ting wi.dam (.nd myth.) of f.rmerl, to involve them

in r ••••rch de.ian, impl.ment.tion, and evaluation; and, thu, , to ••tablish

a ba.i. for more ••If-reliant te.tins on f.rm••

Wh.tev.r mann.r of clol. consultion i8 evolved in the Tanzanian

context, it must naturally be founded on the mutual respect of individual

farmers, relearchera, exteneioni.t. and planners for what each can contri

bute to the resolution of aenuinely complex but common problems. While

this is eaaier written than done, it i8 not the les8 important for that.

h. The most practical and easily implementable approach in the

initial years of farmins systems research is for researchers to work exten

sively in villages reasonably close to the institutes. With careful design

work, a representative cross-cut of major agro-ecological zones can be

drawn up that will focus on those areas with the greatest problems in

improving different types of crops and livestock enterprises.

D. Planning/Programming

For regional and district levels, there are two areas of agricultural

sector decision-making which come up annually. There is first of all the

deciaion on what programs to pursue in the coming year(s). This decision

on setting broad strategic goals, general methods of achieving them, and the

approximate allocation of resources can be called the "planning" phase.

The second set of decisions concerns the detailed scheduling of how men,

money and materials are to be combined to perform the required services

which will actually achieve the objectives set. This 1s the programming
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phale. Neither of thele procelsee is elpecially well done in most organi

zationa, and there 11 always room for tmprovement in even the better ones.

Thsre appears to be a need to strengthan district and regional

laval asricultnral planning and prosramming. R.spondentl in tile 8urvey

did not indicate that a comprehenlive or fully profa'lional annual cycle

or calQndar of asric.ultural plannin. efforts took place routinely. While

junior Itaff advised on village planning, and supervisors contributed to

district and resional plan compilation., the procesl appeared to lack

ctrong analytic content.

Amongst the shortcomings noted at district and regional levels were:

Planning Phase

- A lack of data collection, assemblage, evaluation of experience

relevant to the areas serviced.

- Unavailability of adequately experienced analysts at the times

and places required.

- No collaborative participation by research institutes) parastatals,

and ministry personnel in their specialty areas in the exercise.

- Selection of future efforts and quota setting based on little evi

deece of potential viability.

- Insufficient differentiation and targeting of varying agro-ecolo

gical sub-areas.

Programming

- Insufficient use of simple activity Icheduling devices (such as bar

charts).

- Workload estimating, staff needs assessment, and revision of efforts

to fit actual staff availability levels rarely done.

- Budget estimatea preparation) cash flow scheduling, and revisions

of plan to fit actual allocations ar~ not usual.
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- Loailtical n••dl and l.ad time .Itimat.. for ordering and Ichedul

ina of input••nd tran.port ••rvic•• are often imprecile.

- Joint collaborative proaramming wlth para.tatal. and other input

lupplierl, auppl.mantary trainina a.li.tane. loure•• , and other relevant

oraanilationl il rar••

- Clear r.aponlibilitiel allianment and critical target date setting

are not ulually practiced.

- Supervilory work planning and control Iysteml for establilhing,

supporting and monitoring service delivery i8 lacking.

All organizations bave these problems to a greater or lesser extent.

Most often, the shortcomings are due to the widespread unavailability of

appropriately trained Itaff. Persons with sufficient experience to anti

cipate the type. of thinal that typically go wrong in a development project

and make provision in advance for luch eventa, are even rarer. Nonethelesl,

the processes of rational planning and progr~ing naed to be developed; and

the mobilization of persons with relevant information to contribute to the

annual exercise is the first step. Recommendation No.4: is to continue

and to increase the amount of functional management planning training of

supervisory officers who are responsible for district and regional agricul

tural programs.

Recommendation No.5: urges that agricultural sector planning and

programming be regularized into an annual routine of collaborative efforts.

a. The first task would be the working out of an Agricultural Planning

and Implementation Calendar (APIC) based on the crop and livestock cycles

in each district; and the deadlines for contributions to regional and

national plans and budgets. Wotking back from the deadlines, enough time

should be allowed for the timely performance of certain normal problem

solving activities such as: data assemblage of previous year's resultst
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a88eS8ment of what works and what doesn't; feed-in of latest research find

ing8 and recommendations; consideration of national guidelines and likely

budget ceilingl; analyli8 of priority needs and opportunities; evaluation

of alternative inveltmentl; application of selection criteria; and project

lelection. The programming activities of scheduling, workloading. staff·~

ing, cOlting, and ,upplying the projectl Ihould naturally follow.

Such a calendar could be developed by consultantl to a few regions

and di'trict' where inltitutional capacity i, advanced; and could then be

Ipread to others. The ba,ic idea i, no different from the normal annual

estimate, cycle, but il applied ,pecifical1y to the agricultural ,ector.

b. The aecond taak required to operate the APIC is to identify which

individual. and organizations have the particular expertise to contribute

to the planning and programming operation.. The coordinating diltrict or

regional functional manager will need to organize a collaborative effort

among those who will constitute the professional advisory group to the

sector. Persons will have to be coopted from amongst those who have the

technical, economic and programming expertise to contribute to an area's

planning effort. Depending on the nature of the enterprises, the profes

sional advisory group might consist of some local agriculturalists, a

ministry specialist, a few research institute personnel, a university

researcher, a local MATI tutor, and parastatal input suppliers. What is

important is that the relevant persons are assembled to make their advice

known, so that the best minds are tapped. It is the responsibility of

the functional manager to arrange this well in advance; and it is the

responsibility of the supporting organizations to schedule the contribu

tions of their Btaff to such planning/programming exercises. Much of

mutual benefit can occur from such joint exercises, including better

coordinated adapti~e research, properly scheduled input requests, advance
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notice of training neud., and reali.ticLlly timed activities.

E. ~ins

The following chapter on agricultural education examines th~ full

variety of program and managemant ia.u•• to d~ with training. Prom the

utilization standpoint, however, there are two matters whtch deserve

further comment. The.e are the training ractors which moat directly

affect the efficiency aDd effectiveness of exten.ion agents in the field.

The firat ia the matter of .pecialization, and the second is the on-the~'

job (OJT) and .hort course training subject area.

1. Generalist or Specialist Trainins

The literature on ag~icultural extension delivery systems was

consulted to determine if there app6ars to be any correlation between

generalist or specialist training and successful impact. The consensus

seems to be that specialized training is overwhelmingly to be preferred.

Extension is natu~ally a very difficult area in which to sort out the

multiple cause of success. Nonetheless, the ability of agents to be

effective appeared to be bRsed more on the thoroughness of their special-

ized training of all types (pre-, in-service, OJT and short course) to do

a particular job, than upon general background.

The reasons for this in the Tanzanian context are:

a. Specialist agents who are fully confident of their own personal

knowledge and skills in communication and practical demonstration of an

innovation are more credible to farmers.

b. Generalist agents are usually the younger, more recent institute

leavers. They often come without extensive farming backgrounds, or years

of extension experience. In addition, because of the years of broad and general

agricultural curriculums received, there was usually only time for classroom

theory to be covered. Practicals are especially ill taught, and ther~ is

/
t).....;>1/
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littl. tim. to dev.lop .dequ.te "hands-onll confidence and skills. Credibi

lity ii, th.r.for., low with f.rmer. who .re '.Iily .bl. to perc.ive thia.

c. Too much .ttlntion h•• b.ln p.Yld to formal tr.ining. Not

Inou.h .ttlntion h•• blan .ivln to pr.ctic.l., on-thl-job, .nd Ihort courll

tr.inin.. Th. l.tt.r tr.inina c.p.cit.tl•••Intl to handle I limited let

of crop or livI.tock m••••••••nd t.chniqu'l for a apecific .et of farmer

clientl at a p.rticul.r pl.cI .nd time. It il thil tr.inina which hal

contributed to impact whln IUCClllful pro.raml h.v. bien mounted ellcwh.re.

d. Th. t.nd.ncy to .raul for aenerali.t trAining often Cum~1 from

the uninformed hopea of higher adminiltr.tora th.t they can find a budget

arily fe.aible, lov.r COlt, quick-fix .olution to Itaffing problem.. Such

policiel are not b.aed on an underltanding of the nature of the professional

tasks faced in the field.

e. The generalilt approach has occa.sionally been justified by

reference to the American example of generalist county agents. This argu

ment by analogy misses the situational factors in the United States. In

the U.S. context, the generalist agents are information brokers that

receive feedback from farmers on problems and arrange for university or

government specialists with relAvant information to communicate directly

with the farmer. In addition, most extension is now done by specialist

private sector input supply firms which are highly motivated. They work

with literate farmers who possess gen~rally positive cultural assumptions

about research results and publications. The argument by analogy for

generalists in developing countries cannot be upheld.

f. Adherents of the generalist training approach also fail ~o

appreciate the amount of time it takes for a relatively youthful person

to adjust to the extension job. There are unrealistic expectations about

what one Bwana/Bibi Shamba for each village could do. Underestimated is
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the importance of ~orkinl under older. more exp~rienccd agents for a number

of year. to l.arn about a particular area, tho local agricultural problems,

pa.t .ffort•• the people.' ~r.ctice. and 80 forth.

I. There i. an apparent failure to recognize lome sociological as

pectl of the certificate level leneralilts. Many come from non-farming

background., are not nece'larily inter.sted in agriculture, and ara allo

from amODa.t the weaker, non-math/.eienea .tudent.. They are taught by

large numbar. ot aqually inexperianead tutors who do not wish to be trainer,

in larse part. Tha.e ara not au.pieiou. indicator. for auece.aful work.

h. Thara al.o appear. to ba an educationally unrealiltic expacta

tion a. to how much agricultural information can be covered and remembered

by Form IV participantl in a two-year course, the application and reinforce

ment of which is delayed until another year of national service is completed.

When general agriculture and animal health curriculums are combined, to be

taught in the same amount of time formerly utilized by only one of them,

it should also come as no surprise that the products are weaker in both

subject areas.

1. Greater professionalization of staff tends to begin at the diplo

ma level. Most survey respondents in the field indicated that experience

plus specialized diploma level training results in far more useful staff.

j. Lastly, as the organization structure of the administration

results in the assignment of generalist certificate staff to either crops or

livestock officers in the districts, the generalist training rarely gets

utilized. In addition, the burden for supplementary on-the-job training

becomes all the heavier on alraady busy officers.

The very strong Recommendation ~~ which follows from this

is that training's contribution to manpower effici~ncy and ~ffectiveness

will be heightened by a specialist orientation at all levels. At the
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certificate level, a solid foundation for future learninR can be established

in certain broad crope and live.tock .pecialities. and these can be developed

further throuah additional trainina of variou. types at later times.

2. OJT/Short Cour.e Traininl

It i •••p.cially unfortunate that the g.neralist vs. specialist

i ••u. Ihould 10 b.cloud the di.cu.110n of training's role and real contri

butionl to agricultural progr.... For a. in mo.t career fields, the bulk of

real l.arning occur. on-th.-job through accumu.lated experience ana ~oaching

by older colleagues and supervisors. This central fact has been largely

ignored by many agricultural administrators in many countries who have (mis)

placed their trust in the formal system. Both systems are obviously needed,

and each is of equal importance in their contributions to the goals of

developm~nt. What has not been grasped is that on-the-job (OJT) and short

course training possess innumberable advantages over formal training courses

for successful action under field conditions.

OJT and short courses are far less expensive to arrange and operate.

They are as simple as a supervisor's one-to-one explanation of a point in

the field, as informal as a 2 hour training session after a monthly staff

meeting, or as structured as a 3 day course at a MATI or at the head

quarters. Such training is more focused on the practical problems faced in

current work, comes in digestible small unit&, is more targetec to the pre

cise individuals who need to have their skills upg~aded, is learned more

thoroughly as the trainees need the information and are better motivated r
to receive it, and it can be taught on a part time basis by existing staff

as part of their normal jobs. Thus, OJT and short course training are

relatively lower in cost, and higher in effectiveness than most other forms

of training.

Training of this nature is presently insufficiently funded nnd

utilized by supervisors and agricultural managers throughout the se~tor.
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This is very regrettable. When viable recommendations do exist, the

training part of the "training and visit system" E'volved by Benor and

Harrison is often an essential ingredient for extension success. Con-

centrated courses on subjects designed to help agents be and appear

confident, skilled and effective in undertaking a concentrated campaign

are therefore amongst che highest priority needs on any training agenda.

For all of the,e reasons, Recommendation No.7: is that:

a. More fund8 be provided for transport and maintenance and

operating purposes for UJT and short courses in district, regional, and

ministry estimates.

b. Supervisors be instructed and reminded of the important part

that training plays in their ~ortfolio of responsibilities.

c. Training methods te taught to supervisors by qualified

Ministry and MATI staff from time to time.

d. MATIS, FTC, UDSM, ~~search institutes, parastatal and other

personnel should willingly mske themselves available to teach in and contri-

bute to such courses.

e. Supervisors should be held accountable for implementing OJT

and short courses to strengthen the extension effort.

(See also relnted recommendations, VII-I, IX-2J, IX-24, and IX-25.)

It is reassuring to note in passing that in the utilization survey,

160 out of 177 respondents indicated that they could conduct such training

with some additional financial support on recurrent account. In addition,

125 out of 177 respondents ir.3icated they now use staff meetings occassion-

ally for training purposes.

F. Extension Operations

As the exposition of supply and demand in Chapters III, IV, and V

demonstrated, the manpower gap at certificate and diploma levels will

,II '\ ' ..
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continue for many years to come. The shortages of funds and logistics

are also well known. The major question th~refore is how each organization

can maximize their extension impact with admittedly scarce resources. This

section suggests some guidelines which would permit extension administra

tors to work w~thin the realities of their con8~raints, but allow a better

chance of effective action.

The famous quote from President Nyerere's speech (Daily News,

21/10/74) in which he doubted that the sacking of all agricultural officers

would affect production, is frequently cited in criticism of the extension

services. This is unfortunate because there are many reasons in different

parts of the country why balanced cash, food, and livestock production and

productivity have not increased markedly. This chapter has so far mentioned

the central fundamental problem of missing viable recommendations, the need

for expanded and improved types of research, the planning/programming

processes that require improvement, and the training operations gaps. Sub

sequent sections will deal with organizational structures and coordination,

finance, logistics, and personnel administration. All have contributed

to the declining performance of the agricultural sector. The nature of

extension operations bears jts share of responsibility, and is examined

below.

1. DeplOyment of Staff

It is clear from the comparative experience of many developing

countries that ~xtension success occurs when technically viable recommenda

tions are combined with adequate price incentives, timely inputs, credit,

marketing arrangements, and properly supported extension. Together,

these factors can constitute a critical mass to alter farmer practices.

The efficacy of extension is determined in good part by the degr~e of

geographical concentration of staff in certain micro-climates as reflect~d

~o
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in farmers per agent ratios.

The current practice in many areas i9 to ~catter agents across

districts. with most of them being made responsible for more than one

Village, without adequate technical and admin~strative supervision and

support. This diffuses effort over an area wider than can be handled,

and does not allow the frequency of high quality interactions with

enough farmers to be effective. Follow-up, an essential ingredient of

extension, is rare.

As the blanket recommendations for many (if not most) areas and

enterprises have not been locally validated, this means that most of the

efforts made do not yield results. To claim that this mode of operation

represents a more "equitable" distribution of government services is clearly

fallaci~us and untenable. To continue with it is wasteful of the limited

men. money and materials available.

Concentration of efforts areaby area in extension operations is no

different than the building and staffing of schools and clinics in parti

cular places, according to certain criteria. The essential fact is that

these facilities cannot be built everywhere at the same time due to a

shortage of resources. Similarly, extension needs to concentrate more of

its efforts in two places: in those areas where success is more likely due

to the state of viable recommendations; and in those areas where exten

sionists are needed to help develop viable recommendations through adaptive

testing with farmers. With concentration on these two efforts, in a

selected cross cut of agro-ecological zones, the probabilities of being

able to help all farmers sooner is increased immeasurably. Recommendation

No.8: therefore urges that concentration of efforts be employed in

extension; and that educational efforts to explain the reasons for this

approach be made. It is the responsibility of each district and region
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to professionally tailor its efforts to a few areoH, An that unnecessary

wastage of the peoples' tax money does not occur.

2. Active Campaign Approach

In some areas there is the tendency for a "reactive" style of

extension to prevail. This is similar to the "curative" doctor style of

health delivery systems in which the doctor waits to be consulted by a

patient. The contrast i8 a more active and aggressive stance, whereby

concentrated campaigns are mounted that focus on particular innovation

packages that have been proven viable. In combination with a deployment

strategy of areal concentration, such an approach appears to have great

efficacy in many countr1ea.

3. Extension Through Action Research

As noted in much of the above, effective extension is closely

linked with cyclical research efforts in which farmers are intimately in

volved. Recommendation No.9: The separation of research from extension

in daily work in the field ic a poor practice which should not be permitted

to continue. Senior managers in districts, regions, ministries, research

institutes and parastatals should be held accountable for facilitating

cooperation and coordination. Frequent joint efforts in action research

at descriptive, applied design, and adaptive testing levels that are attuned

to the needs of small farmers are required. District extension administra

tors should willingly second staff to work under the direction of research

institute staff, where properly programmed as part ofadistricth annual

sector plan. Without this support extension will continue to lack

viable packages, staff will grow in frustration at their inability to

contribute, and farmers will continue to be cynical at the relevance of

Government administration.
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4. Role Conflicts of Extension Agents

The well known ~xample of role conflicts in rural work is the

case of the community development agent who is also the tax collector.

Most observor. would agree that the roles are incompatible. Nonetheless,

agricultural extension asenta are still often asked to play major roles

that do not fit well together; and may often negate the good that could

be done. When a person whose principal function is to receive, transmit,

and exchang~ information with farmers, is also called upon to evaluate

their credit worthiness, or organize the allocation of inputs and other

similar operations, he/she loses a great deal of effectiveness. Recommenda

tion No. 10: Role conflicts should be minimized wherever possible by

~~rrect di~isions of labor amongst the concerned rural development organi

zacions. To do otherwise is self-defeating.

5. Utilization of Sub-Technical Cadres

There are approximately 3,996 field auxilIary and attendent staff

in the sub-technical cadre. At present, policy is to promote those who

are able to enter and complete certificate training, and to allow normal

retirement to take place for the remaining numbers. New hires for this

cadre are not supposed to occur. This will take quite a few years to

effect. In the meantime, many persons from this cadre could be better

utilized in campaigns which concentrate on the communication of selected

improved practices. When proper OJT and short training is given to a num

ber of these personnel, they are normally able to contribute limited but

very important services. They allow a larger number of farmers to be

contacted than would otherwise be possible. Supplementary training as

part of a specific campaign would make for more efficient manpower

utilization of this large group of personnel. Given the resource short

ages, maximum use should be made of every individual.
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6. Paraprofessional Extension Agents from the Village

Self-reliant agricultural development will eventually mean that

rural communities should select some of their own citizens to serve as

contact agents. There are 8 number of relatively successful examples of

this being done in Senegal's animation rurale, Bangladesh's Comilla, and

China's bridgades and production teams. The latter system pairs up small

groups of secondary school graduates with older experienced farmers.

The general theme in paraprofessional programs is that villages

will often choose someone whose opinions they respect in farming, someone

who will feel a special sense of obligation to his/her home, and who is

representative of the community. Such persons would receive periodic

training and support in building their technical insights, and testing

the alternative interventions under actual production conditions. Parti

cipation from other villagers is usually maintained by requiring each para

professional to relay what he/she has learned, to h,ear questions, and receive

suggestions to be passed to researchers and extensionists.

Some of the benefits of such approaches include lower extension

service costs, the equitable distribution of information, the formation

of a direct 2-way channeJ. to and from research institutes, and an organi

zational mechanism for the conduct of adaptive testing trials.

Based on these experiences Recommendation No. 11: urges that the

utilization of paraprofessionals be thoroughly explored as one possible

mechanism for forging participatory linkages among research, extension,

training and village communities. At the moment, it appears the most

suitable approach for closing the manpower gaps that will otherwise last

for decades. It also gives promise of getting more experienced farmers

(rather than secondary school leavers) into the extension business.

Obviously, these are not new ideas in Tanzania. The situation is merely

more urgent now.
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7. Supervisory Work Planning and Control In Extension

For DAnOs and DLDOs, and their field supervisory staffs, there arc

great problems in proper supervision of individual contact agents. One

observor calls rural extension services the "invisible" services, because

many individuals scattered over larse rural areas cannot easily be held

accountable for their performance.

Ideally, extension. alent••hould sit with their supervisors at

weekly and monthly .e••ions to plan out what information is to be communi-

cated to which tarset groups, where, when, and by what methods. Dates

would be set for each agent, and the supervisor would make surprise

inspections of agents during (say) a group session. The quality of perfor-

mance would be evaluated, suggestions for improvements be made, supple-

mentary training and materials be distributed, and the subsequent work

progra~ be scheduled. There are a number of work planning and control

systems possible in different situations. The most well known is the

"training and visit" system made famous by Benor and Harrison. In East

Africa, Chambers and others in the Special Rural Developemnt Program in

Kenya also evolved some useful methods.

There are a number of agricultural extension administrators

interviewed in the study who were aware of this need for a system, and

who had themselves received some instruction in the matter. The problems

which interferred with proper implementation had to do with financial and

logistical limitations most often. These are dealt with in subsequent

sections.

The point to be made here is that such systems should form an

integral part of campaigns that concentrate staff, finances and logistical

resources on limited target areas. Within such an action framework,

they provide the essential supervisory level control mechanism for admini-

stering extension work.
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1. Introduction

The problems of securing cooperation and coordination amongst

many political, public, and parastatal organizations at national, regional,

dis~rict, and village levels is a well known issue for all govenments.

Integrated agricultural and rural development action requires carefully

scheduled teamwork acrols organizational boundaries, clear understanding

of the rolel and authority of each unit, and timely unhindered flows of

information, materials and supplies.

This managerial ideal is supposed to be achieved in the midst

of communications and tranlport inadequacies, wars. oil price rises, staff

shortages, red tape, dispersed populations, droughts, budget cuts, and human

foibles. Unfortunately, the effort requires those precise resources that

lower income countries most often lack, in the midst of crises that only

higher income nations could easily bear.

It is a testament to the strength of the nation, its institutions

and its people, that so much is achieved, rather than the contrary. This

is mentioned because there is often a tendency to dwell only on the problems

without a more balanced perspective. This section necessarily deals with

those problems, and neglects the very considerable strengths which make

the required improvements possible.

2. Coordination Problems

Questions in the survey were asked about administrative coordination

problems within, between, and amongst organizations and levels. Some re

spondents were not comfortable with the recording of their opinions on

questionnaires which identified the source, despite assurances that these

would be tabulated separately from the manpower demand and supply figures.

Therefore, a number of responses where taken separately "off-the-record".

These did not in fact differ in any significant way from those respondents
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who were perfectly comfortable filling in the forms.

A content ana1y.il ot the recorded responses was made from 179

.upervi.ory managers. Fifty-tour (54) percent of the problems concerned

organizational structures and functions; thirty-five (35) percent were

about logistics. seven and one-half (7~ percent revolved around personnel

matters. and the remaining were miscellaneous. Of the 243 individual

responses on organizational coordination. the areBS which received moet

frequent mention were as follows.

Exhibit VIII-C

Focus of Administrative Coordination Problems:
Frequency of Mention by Supervisory Managers

in the P~:!ic Sector

Relations Betlleen
Regions and Districts

MOA and Regions/Districts
Parastatals and Regions IDistricts

PHO and MOA
PMO and Regions/Districts

80
63
50
30
20

243 Responses

Source: End User Questionaire. Question No. 45. See AppendiX A-VIII.

For regional and district coordination. and MOA and regions/districts

relations, there is a cluster of common, interrelated concerns. These are:

g. The chain of command is overlong, causing serious delays which

affect the technical support of district by region, and of both by the MOA

headquarters. In a goodly number of regions and districts (but not all),

respondents reported that RODs and/or DDDs have forbidden direct communi-

cations between functional managers and their technical counterparts at

regional, district or ministerial levels.

b. The routing of communications to and from district and regional

levels often has to be through the DDD, or ROD, to the Ministry or each other.
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offices, there are often 10~g delays for agricultural sector messages.

c. This information overload problem not only causes delays,

but may also distort the essential technical message as it passes its

way through variou8 officee. There have been eases where emergency

technical messages were held up and farmers suffered losses (in one case,

from bird damage).

d. There is a good deal of role confusion being encountered to

complicate matters further. This appears to occur because the po1icy/

administrative reporting line is different from the technical information

communication and coordination lines. It i8 often difficult to divide

the content of agricultural issues into their policy/administrative

content and their purely technical aspects. Therefore, there is always

uncertainty on proper procedures and fear of doing thjngs incorrectly.

Therefore, the prudent administrator will t,~d to choose the slower but

safer administrative path, even if this causes technical bottlenecks.

Taken together, these authority structures, communications

procedures, overload and role problems inhibit both improved administrative

as well as technical action. They make it difficult to communicate, dis

courage the attempt to communicate, and cut down on the exchange of in

formation. They were not intent of the decentralization effort, nor did

they form a part of the McKinsey Repcrt's recommendations and definitions

of roles and functions. It is therefore important to trace the origins of

these organizational problems.

3. Origins of Organizational Dilemmas

Many difficulties began with the introduction of the decentrali

zation schema. The decentralized "prefectural" model introduced has the

ndvantage of structuring potential for horizontally integrated activities

across all functional fields at each level, as coordinated by the DDD
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or RDD. It is a useful corractlv~ for tho allgluphonl! "ullilltl!HrIlLl!u fll'1d

administration" model, which structures in strong, vertical, top-down

control of each functional organization. (See Exhibit VIII-D).

In the early colonial days t/hen th. complexities and tasks of

governance were fewer and a lmall number of foreigners could coordinate

efforts informally acrOl1 departmental line., conflict could be kept within

bounds, and cooperation was relatively easier.

However, with the advent of development projects requiring democratic

participation, integrated planning and extensive organizational coordina

tion, the unintegrated vertical model was discovered to possess major

shortcomings. The changeover to decentralization provided unity of command

at lower levels across functional lineR, closer to where development action

was to occur.

No organizational structure is free from shortcomings. Structural

arrangements usually represent a trade-off among advantages and disadvantages.

The decentralized prefectural model usually runs into difficulties because

district and regional practitioners still need the support of regional

and central gove~nment levels for certain things. This support involves

finance, logatics and personnel administration, much of which must

necessarily be coordinated from a national perspective. It also requires

the technical assistance which can for the moment only be provided by

national research, planning, and training institutions. None of these

important organizational system inputs are fully controlled by the districts

or regions.

This situation has occassioned some of the running-in difficulties

in changing to a more decentralized system. Many problems identified in

this survey are symptomatic of continuing ann insufficiently resolved

issu\~s. Personnel are adjusting to their DDD and RDD administrative
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Exhibit VIII-D

Contr.,t of Orsanization.l Structures

1. Unint'lrlt,d Fi,ld Admini'tration Model

AD H&W LG P/I E)
- - - - - - - - MIN 1 S TRY HEA QUA R T E R S - - - - ------

- - - - - - - -- . PRO V 1 N C I A L LEV E L - - -- 1---------- ~

- - - - - - -'- - i - DIS T RIC T f EVE L -- ---t---------_..

2. Decentraliz~d Integr,sted Prefe~tural Model

~~

AG H&W PHD PW ED

I MllNISTRY H E A PQUARTERS I I

I I REG ION A L LEV E L I I

I I DIS T RIC T LEV E L I I.

Lines of Authority Lines of Coordination- - - - - - - - - - -

Principal Problem Areas
for Coordination
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authorities, but still need the technical assistance and advice of senior

agriculturalists from institutes and ministries who used to be their

superior officers; and with whom they share common professional identity.

When they don't receive this they feel deserted and inadequately supported.

New DDDs and RDDs were faced with asserting their authority over a large

array of former mini.try-controlled personnel, and this is a considerable

.pan of control to exerci... The norms and habit patterns of the past have

needed to be changed, and new policies and procedures have had to be worked

out. Ministries have had to adjust to a more limited sphere of activities,

loss of authority, sensitivity to incursion by region and districts, and

the working out of accomodations to the changed structure of government.

That there should be difficulties in clarity of roles and authority from

time to time is not surprising. That it should strongly affect the

efficiency and effectiveness with which personnel can work, has been one

of the more unfortunate side effects. While distressing, the problems are

in fact being continuously worked out. In the remainder of this section, an

attempt is made to suggest guidelines that might be useful in continuing

a process that is already well advanced.

4. Authority Structures and Roles

Professional officers in the survey did not feel there was anything

"wrong" with the current structure and chain of command. It is believed

to have the potential to be responsive to the party and people, depending

upon the attitudes and behaviors of the people who operate it. If the

Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) is fearful of raising the ire of regions

and districts and being seen as "interfering", then it will tend not to communi-

cate and support the field efforts sufficiently. It will then tend to

concentrate on its other areas of major responsibility. Similarly, if

regional/district professionals feel inhibited from seeking technical

support, information and advice, then there will be a shoftage of
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requisite knowledge, skills and advice for improved decentralized decision

making. Thus, all respondents strongly supported the decentralize~

structure, and wished only to improve its effectiven~ss. The earlier

section on planning/programming prOC6sses which recommended the establish-

ment of professional advisory groups was attempting to respond to this

problem.

a. Decision Making Authority, and Advisory and Implemantation Roles

The major differentiation between the regional/district

administrative authorities (Regional Commissioners and RODs, Area Com-

missloneri and ODDs) and the professlonal aarlculturallsts at all levels

is the que.tlon ot decl.lon making authority. There is no question but

that the former have such authorities as part of the political/administrative

direction of the nation. Functional managers and MOA professionals are

sectoral specialists with two major roles:

(1) Policy and Program Advisors. They are to gather, and

analyze information, to be able to advise decision makers

at each organizational level.

(ii) Program and Project Implementers. They are to put into

effect the decisions taken.

As long as professional agriculturalists working with a

region/district know that their role is to perform supportive advisory and

implementory functions, there should be less cause for concern. Basic

strategies, general policies, and investment decisions are naturally set

by the regional and district leaderships within the national guidelines.

b. Operating Difficulties

In the division of functions (between decision making and

advisory/implementation roles), any operating procedure l~lich inhibits
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communications among profeBAionals directly 1njureH thQ ability of decision

makers to secure the best advice and assistance in a technical field.

Recommendation No. 12: Clarification of the roles and normal operating

modes of the p~ofessiona1s and administrators should be made in line with

the following suggestion:

(i) Routing of Communications. Letters and memoranda should

have the orilina1 and .ufficiant copies pall through the

formal chain of command .0 as to keep administrative

.uperiors fully informed at all times. At the aame time,

an "action copy" should be sent directly to the receiver

so that routine business does not encounter delays.

(i1) Delegation and Management by Exception. Administrative

authorities should in general practice maximum delegation

of most all activities within a sector. Frequent consu1ta-

tion between RODs/ODDs and their agricultural officers

should establish what matters have unresolved policy/

administrative implications; and which can be treated

as routine. The former should be cleared in advance if

there is any substantive question. Occassionally there

will be time when a functional manager will not judge

certain issues in the same way as his superior. In such

cases, "management by exception" will ne~d to be practiced.

It may be necessary to correct a delegated decision or

communication made by a subordinate manager. With proper

advance consultation, such occassions will be rare.

However, when they do occur they should be treated as a

normal part of doing business in complicated matters,

and not be considered as a clash over authority.
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While all subordinate advisory and implementory activities

are noturnlly subject to the ROOR lind nnOA llpprovnl,

prior approval of every matter would and does sometimes

create unnecessary bottlenecks for thG 90% of business

which i8 purely routine.

Thi8 i. an area of judgement in which few 8pecific

luideline. can be aiven. Manager8 who do not delegate

8ufficiently .hould naturally be held accountable for

the unexpeditiou8 manner of their admini8tration.

Normally, the re.ultl of non-delegating managers are

poorer than those who do delegate fully and well.

(iii) Free Flows of Information. Functional managers and

specialist staff should receive constant encouragement

to stay in touch with colleagues at research institutes,

training sites, field stations, MOA offices, university

departments, parastatals, and others. The challenge

should be to secure information and advice relevant to

solving regional and district agricultural problems.

Not to be actively seeking information and staying up-to

date should be accounted as a serious failing in agricul

tural management.

(iv) Role of Ministry of Agriculture and Research Institutes.

The major roles of the MOA with special relevance to the

regions and districts are: manpower development and

allocation, personnel system record keeping, agricultural

sector planning, technical support by subject matter

specialists, and dissemination of technical information.

The MOA should be actively involved in seeking to know

the needs of the regions, and arranging to provide more
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and llatter services directly to them. Travel by

headquarters persons should be fairly frequent to stay

in touch with alriculturalists in the field. The atti-

tude should be non-directive professional, advice by

headquarters persons whose duties are to st.ay in touch

with national and international experience, and pass

it on.

The MOA helps to set agricultural policy at the national

planning level and revbws the pla~'l8 submitted by regions

for conformance with national guidelines. It should

therefore not attempt to exercise a directive authority

in the course of providing supportive services. The

MOA should be held accountable for the volume and quality

of services provided to regions and districts.

This latter concern about supportive services is critical

in the area of technical information dissemination. The

utilization questionnaire found that 42% of respondents

had received no communications from research institutes in

the past year. Only 34% had received from one to five

pieces of information. Similarly, 152 out of 173 respondents

indicated that they had not received enough technical in-

formation for extension purposes during the year. In

addition, 130 out of 169 respondents reported that research

findings are not available in forms appropriate for

technical level personnel to communicate effectively with

farmers. It was also found that 150 out of 171 super-

visors did not have any copy of the last four issues of

the East African Agricultural and Forestry Journal; and

109 out of ~74 did not have a single copy of the last four
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adver8e indicators of a situation requiring correction.

c. Parastatals and a.lions/Districts. Both sets of organizations

do not f.el in adequate contact with one another. The regional and district

functional manaler. are given the responsibility for advancing agricultural

development in their area., but they do not have the formal authority to

command professional cooperation from their counterparts in the para8tata!

.ector. Thay would e.pacially ap~reciat. three thinls:

(i) Relular con.ultation about

thl plans and programl and projects of parastatals,

in order to know their extent and potential impact

the advice and guidance which parastatal personnel

can contribute to district and regional planning;

(ii) Occassional cooperation when work programs can scheduled

to avoid any conflicts of competing activities in areas;

(iii) Information on the level of impact of parastatal efforts,

which would greatly assist officers to fulfill their

agricultural statistics report assignments.

Two suggestions are made in this regard. Recommendation No. 13:

is, first, that district and regional parastatal managers should be made

coopted members of management teams, with special responsibility to contri-

bute to agricultural sector planning and programming; and that

Second, a general policy directive should be issued by government

encouraging the very closest professional communication and cooperation among

~arastatals and regions and districts, as part of the national effort at

integrated rural development.

d. Frequency of Organizational Meetings and Effects on Work

Program Implementation. Another aspect of administrative coordination which

appears to require improved scheduling concerns the holding of political
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and adminiltrative meetins.. Functional mansaers and others indicated

that th.y would very much appreciate advanca notice of meetinas whenever

possibl.. In a number of cases thay sometimes find themselves havina to

cancel important field tripi at the 1alt moment. Oftentimes the can

cellation re.ulted in inadequate lupervision beina given field staff, the

disappointment of farmers, and delay in the agricultural delivery system.

One manaaar who had kapt track of hil Ichedule indicated that 16 out of

24 workins daYI in a month (or 661) had been taken up with committees

and other maetingl. All managers fully recognized the essential nature

and value and importance of many (if not all) get-togethers. With suffi-

cient advance notice, a more realistic accomodation by meeting convenors

and participants could advance their common objectives.

e. District and Village Relations. Some slight difficulties have

been encountered by village level personnel who are payed by PMC. The~e

individuals receive direction not only through the formal chain of command

(district and ward agricultural staff), but also from village council,

manager, and committee members. Assignments of agriculturalists to non-

agricultural duties does occur, and this sometimes interferes at times with

the principal work tasks. Most persons recognize their responsibility to

playa helpful part in the village community of which they are a member.

Thus, the resolution of the issue appears to be one of scheduling the use

of a public servant's time more carefully in advance to avoid any conflict.

This matter raises the general problem of village and district level agri-

cultural planning and coordination. An important part of that process is

consultative feedback to the village level on the work schedules of technical

personnel in each quarter of the year. With such information about what

is to be done by agriculturalists, when and how, village leadership can

avoid creating dilemmas for the individual worker. They will also be better

able to monitor the performance of their public servants.
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f. Decentralization Outlook. OccaHslonal mention has been made

of a need to centra1i~e extension services as part of a revitalization effort,

according to some literature. The experience of most developing countries

is that extension should be centrally directed, but only from the lowest

possible governmental level. This has been found to foster responsiveness

to the diverle needl of varying rural communitiel. This is usually the

diltrict level. Runnina-in difficulties will occur from time to time in any

new 'yltem. end thil occallionally makes lenior adminiltrators consider the

"good old days". However. the efficiency and effectiveness of decentralized

services in most large countries wilhing to encourage local involvement

would not support a recentralization. As the institutional capacity grows at

regional and district levels, more and more functions will probably become

candidates for trsnsfer of authority downward. For example. while research

institutes presently require central direction and control. researchers

will only begin to be fully responsive to varying local needs of small

farmers if part of their budget comes from regions and districts. Until

then, organizational linkages must be built to influence research invest-

ments, and to profit from the expertise of fellow professionals.

H. Finance

There are three issues which need to be addressed under the finance

function. These are the adequacy of allocations, their timeless, and

the need to concentrate funds. The utilization survey highlighted that

estimates for vehicles, operating costs, maintenance and repair, travelling

allowances, equipment and supplies, and training were highly inadequate.

These are shown in Exhibit VIII-E.
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Exhibit VIII-E

Ratinls of Adeguacy of Recurrent
and Capital Estimate.

by Supsrvi.ory Manaler.

Line Item Adeguate Borderline Inadeguate No Answer

a. Vehicle S 12 156 4
b. Tran.port - fuel, oil,

etc. 13 31 130 3
c. Vehicle maintenance

and repair 7 29 136 5
d. Travelling Allowance 1 19 157 5
e. Equipment and Supplies 7 43 123 4
f. Training - short

courses and Seminars 13 37 117 10
g. Telephones and Telegrams 50 S2 65 10
h. Upkeep of Stations,

Buildings 9 35 118 15
i- Clerical Assistance 25 43 94 15

Source: Appendix A-VIII, Utilization Survey Questionaire, No. 48.

, Eq~ally important was the response to the question for the number of

months in a year in which staff are unable to carry out their duties due to

shortages in funds. The response of 170 managers was an average of 5.34

months. This implies that for an unacceptably large part of each year,

many staffs function at well below their capacities; and some are often

completely stymied in accomplishing their work. When eliminating

those 24 out of 170 respondents who claimed that their staffs were in-

capacitated for all 12 months, the average dropped only to 4.2 months

per year. Exhibit VIII-F gives the respondents' perspectives.
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Exhibit VIII-F

Utilization Que.tion No. 50 Relponses

"How many months out of a year are your Itaff unable to carry out their

duti•• , due to shortaal of fund. for petrol. vehicles. equipment.

allowance., or other item.?"

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Weighted Average
No. of Column Calculation-

No. of Month. a..pon.a. Percentagea-Col. 2 Col. 1 x 2

0 5 2.9% 0
1 3 1. 7% 3
2 14 8.2% 28
3 37 21. 7% 111

4 27 15.8% 108
5 15 8.8% 75
6 33 19.4% 198
7 3 1.7% 21

8 3 1. 7% 24
9 6 3.5% 54

10 0 0 0
11 0 0 0

12 24 14.1% 288
1.70 Respondents 910

910 ~ 170 m Average of 5.35 Months

If responses of 24 managers claiming 12 months of "down time" are

eliminated from calculation, revised totals would be 622 • 146 ~ Average

4.2 Months.

Source: Utilization Questionnaire, Appendix A-VIII, Question No. 50.

When respondents were asked to specify the months that they suffered most

particularly from shortages of funds, the frequency of responses is shown in

Exhibit VIII-G. Obviously, the fourth quarter gave the greatest difficulty;

but note should also be taken of July, the first quarter of the new year.

This probably reflects the late arrival of quarterly allocations.
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Exhibit VIII-G

Utilization Question No. 49. Responses

"In which month or months of the year do you experience significant

shortage. of funds for your work?"

Quarter Month No. of Responses
1st. July 75

August 51
September 38

2nd. Octobar 36
November 28
December 47

3rci. January 62
February 57
March 82

4th. April 114
May 128
June 139

Source: Utilization Survey, Appendix A-VIII, Question No. 49

The frequency with which different types of financial problems occurred

is shown in Exhibit VIII-H. The high incidence of responses categorized"fre-

quently" and flvery frequently" indicate the relative order of seriousness.

Exhibit VIII-H

Utilization Question No. 51 Responses

"How often is your organization's work adversely affected by

21 10

15 19

54 62

36 82

36 22
15 5
36 19

the following?"
Very
Freguent1.x.

28
48
25

Frequently
48
56
50

31

57

53

32

48
35
68

Occassionally
83
56
65

79

58

13

64
116
49

8

Not At All
13
17
32

Item
a. Delays in Issuing Warrants
b. Adequacy Qtrly. Allocations
c. Acctg. Reg. Cause Delays
d. Report Submissions Are

Late
e. Difficulty in Obtaining

Supplementary Funds
f. Travel to Clear up

Confusion
g. Delays in Obtaining

Imprest
h. Travel Warrent Delays
i. Efficiency of Accounting
j. Delays in Receiving

Supplies

Source: Utilization Survey, Appendix A-VIII, Question No. 51.

~\
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'1'he underlyJ.ng probleml:l ftlJ' J.c.wtod Iwru Llppt!llr tu tw twofold. Firal La

the genuine shortage of funds. Only a larger allocation of. funds to the

agricultural sector can deal with this. The second is the reluctance to

concentrate funds in particular efforts. Rather, there is a tendency to

spread funds over many areas at the same time. This appears to result in

many well intentioned ventures, all of which are inadequately supported,

and therefore are unlikely to achieve their objectives. The attempt to

satisfy all legitimate competing claimants for funds has tended to cause

discontent by many. Administrators and professionals can only influence

these matters to a certain degree. Basically they are a matter of policy

direction; and need to be addressed at that level. In the meantime, the

argument for concentration which has already been made elsewhere is

believed to apply here as well.

I. Logistics

1. Transport

The proolems of logistics are related directly to finance in large

part. Hundred thirty nine (139) out of 159 respondents specified trans-

portation difficulties as the major issue. When viable recommendations

exist and concentrated campaigns are undertaken, successful action often

depends on the availability of vehicles for supervision and input supplies.

Recommendation No. 14: Adequate vehicles allocations to supervisors, and

motorcycles and bicycles on government loans should be provided to enable the

proper supervision and extension range by field personnel. Without such

logistical support, the supervisory work planning and control system will

not function to support a project.

2. Joint Programming by Users and Suppliers

The other aspect of logistics which has given trouble is the matter

of ordering equipment, materials and supplies to arrive on time in the

locations required. The specification of what will be needed for any
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placina ordara, the a.aianmant of thaae taaka to particular individuals,

and tha chackina on accomp11.hment of taak. by certain dates i. not often

done well. A8 notad in the saction ~n planning and programming, it is

suggested that th••e activitiea be carried out in joint efforts of supplying

and usina organizations sitting together to underatand each other's needs

and makina joint calculation••

J. Per.onnel

There are a number of conventional problems being encountered, many of

which are well covered by the Tanzanian literature in the field. There are

few easy solutions to them.

1. Promotions

There appears to be a major misunderstanding of the Ministry of

Agriculture's role in promotions. Many field personnel feel that pro-

mot~ons are overdue, that they are being neglected by MOA headquarters, and

that headquarters personnel receive greater attention. This is especially

unfortunate because of the critical role that promotional opportunities

play in affecting productivity of officers. Recommendation No. 15: is that

a circular describing the promotions system in very clear language should be

put out. It should emphasize the role of the recommending officers and the

importance of timely submittals of evaluations from the field. Many officers

are not aware that the MOA only handles the procedural paperwork for

promotions, and then passes the recommenda~ions for promotion onward through

the Ministry of Manpower Development to the Civil Service Commission.

In a related aspect, many field personnel have the impression that

annual evaluations are being completed by individuals who are not in a

position to know their actual strengths and shortcomings in professional

performance. This would be unacceptable wherever it occurs, and would

undercut the senSE of equitable opportunity to get ahead. An informal
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inquiry into the situation Ihould indicate the degree of seriousness.

aecommendation No. 16: The Iyltem by which accelerated promotions

beyond leniority lilt pOlition can be accomplilhedlhouldbe examined. A

balance mUlt be struck between the need to bring exceptionally talented

perlonl into higher decilion making pOlit1onl, and fairnels. Regulations

which tend to over-restrict the chancel of accelerated promotions should

be examined, and then adjusted.

2. Staff Transfers

The survey revealed that RADOs, RLDOs, DADOs, and DLDOs are the most

frequently tranlferred group of individuals. Of them,

15% have not been in office for one year

39% have not been in office for two years,

64% hwe not been in office for four years.

An average transfer rate of 17% per year was computed for these

supervisory managers. Lower level staff had a transfer rate of only 8% per

year. Managers had the impression that transfers were more frequent for

lower level staff, but this proved to be completely inaccurate in fact.

In a related question, it was discovered that the professional

group's recommendation of the minimum length of time a person should work

in an area in order to do an effective job, is a 3.6 year average. The

opinions of the officers are most likely to be sound. Recommendation No. 17:

It is advisable to make 3~ to 4 years in one place a minimum term of office,

as a normal operating guideline.

In passing, it should be mentioned that the increased prior con

sultation among MOA, regions and districts when transfers are required has

been especially well appreciated by field personnel; and should naturally be

further encouraged.

3. Women Agriculturalists

Studies throughout the continent are continuing to point to the
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potential of women in carrying extension packages most quickly and

thoroushly to tho.e who perform the majority of farm tasks. The national

committment to equal opportunity for women should naturally be continuously

reflected in the selection process for asricultural trainins. At the

moment only 12% of certificate enrollment. are women. This should be

increaled by a conscious and concerted effort.

4. Allocations of Staff

New allocations of staff to all end users appear to be performed

more on the basis of equitable distribution than on the basis of development

project priorities, and considerations of returns to an investment in manpower.

As the study has indicated, there is serioue question whether or not more

personnel a.sianed to seneral extension duties will have much impact.

aesearch i. seen as the area deservina the hiahest priority for some

years to come. Given the seneral need to build up a critical mass of

people in particular efforts, the actual cost of distribution according to

"false equity" should be fully recognized as a retardant on the rate of

development progress. It may occassionally be necessary from a social

point of view, but it is often an economic wastage. Educational efforts

on this dilemma may be advisable.

5. Personnel Records Keeping System

An improved system of personnel records keeping should be investigated.

At present information for both planning and routine personnel work is

scattered and not kept in forms that are convenient. Some thought should

be given to a system of Personnel Action Notices which are to be filled

in for every transfer, promotion, or other activity; and which have a

standard distribution list to all who need to keep track of officers.
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Chapter IX: Agriculture Educatio~

A. Introduction

In this section of the report the findings and recommendations of the educational

specialists on the study team are presented. The agricultural education sub-team con-

sisted of one full time member (from Kilimo), one three-month consultant, and one two-

week specialist (for the University). For a vast scope of work, the period of

assignment was quite limited due to budgetary constraints. The team members relied

upon data and opinions collected during the study, as well as their own considerable

experience in the Tanzanian agricultural education system.

The institutions discussed in this chapter are: The Ministry of Agriculture Training

~~ Institutes (MATIs); the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary Science of the University

of Dar Es Salaam; foreign study institutions; agriculture-biased, secondary schools; and

other institutions which provide some agricultural training. The greatest attention

was naturally focused on the MATI system and the University, because of their pre-

ponderance in the whole system. Inquiries and analyses were made as to both the

programmatic and the management aspects of these organizations as called for in the

terms of reference.

The agricultural education appendices show the tabulated responses of tutors, students,

administrators and recent graduates to the questionnaires administered, and should be

consulted for detailed information. In general, there was a rather remarkable consistency

among respondents and study team members in their analyses of problems. Naturally,

solutions varied somewhat more. The recommendations contained in this chapter should

hopefully serve as a basis for further discussions mnongst all concerned individuals

and groups. Without doubt, further analytic work is required by other educational

specialists and consultants to follow up this effort. For example, the critical issue

of MATI consolidation will require highly detailed study by facilities and curriculum

planners. Only in the light of the size of the expansion eventually called for and the

specialty fields to be taught can appropriate institutional designs and development be

properly shaped.

~, - ~ .
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In diacussIng any educational system it Is naturally important to keep an open

mind as to the exact form, [unctIons, and processes of institutions. Within the Tanzanian

national philosophy and policies, tllere is enormous scope for designing and redesigning

organizations to serve the people and fit the needs of the economy. There has already

been considerable rapid growth and change in the agricultural education system, which

has been in existence less than 15 years, and many parts of which have been established

for less than 10 years. A major strength of the system is its committment to

practicality in education, striving for increasing relevance to the real needs of the

peasants it serves. At their best these institutions stress experience and practical

skills; and they attempt to create healthy attitudes toward work and to ease the transition

from school to work.

B. Ministry of Agriculture Training Institutes

1. Overview

The Ministry of Agriculture's Manpower Development Division currently operates twelve

Agriculturdl Training In~'Lllutes (MATIs) with a total enrollment of 1,885 students and

a staff strength of about 388 tutors. The MATIs vary in size from a capacity of 36

students at CVL Temeke to one of 346 students at Ukiriguru. Many Training Institutes

have been created in the last 10 years. Several have operated for only one to three

years in their present form. Generally speaking, they are characterized by inadequacies

in staff, equipment, and facilities but are making steady progress in correcting these

weaknesses. Their most chronic and continuing problem is that of inadequate recurrent

funds. Several donor countries are helping to alleviate the problems by providing ex

patriate staff, new buIldings, equipment and staff training.

The MATIs conduct 2-year Certificate courses for Form IV leavers, a 3-month re

training short course for previously specIalized Certificate holders, and a 2-year

diploma course. Since 1977, most Certificate students have followed a general

agriculture course which combines crops, livestock, and veterinary science instead of

following either a crops or veterinary/livestock specialization as before. The over-
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whelming majority of those who graduate from the MATIs, especially at Certificate level,

enter into extension service work.

After two years of field assignment, the Certificate holders are eligible to be

recommended for a second entry into a MATI as Diploma students, where they specialize

in one of several fields of Agriculture. This two year Diploma program is known as

"in-service training" in Tanzanian agricultural education parlance. (Other shorter term

in-service courses are known as "short courses" or"seminars" or carry some other

designation.) Many Certificate personnel do not enter Diploma coursework until they

have been working in the field for 5 to 10 years. More than half of the Diploma graduates

serve as specialists working at district or regional agricultural offices while others

go to veterinary laboratories, state farms, research stations, parastatals, and elsewhere.

After 2 years of post-diploma field work, they are eligible to be recommended for

university coursework under the mature entry program.

The agricultural education team visited 8 of the 12 MATIs to survey and analyze both

teaching programs and institutional management. They interviewed institute managers,

administered questionnaires to 167 tutors and 967 students, held discussions with staff

and students where possible, and toured the school facilities and enterprises. Unstructured

interviews with headquarters staff were held, and circulation of early drafts of this

report provided additional opportunity for discussion of issues.

The study team felt that institute administrators and headquarters staff of the

Division of Manpower Development were persons of great committment, possessed enormous

capacities for hard work, and should be complimented for their system's many progressive

educational policies. They were quite aware of most of their problems and cl=e&dy had

many activities underway to solve them. Amongst the qualities which are especially

commendable are: the equal allocation of time for theory and practical sessions, the

increased continuous assessment of students, and the democratic involvement of adminis

trators, tutors, and end users of MATI graduates in dialogue and policy recommendations

at the Annual Agricultural Training Conference.

1(.,1 ,
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2. Program

a. Curriculum

Thc curriculum is defined as all the experiences which are offered to learners

under the auspices and direction of the institute. If one asked a MATI principal to

show one the curriculum, he would probably produce an outline called the syllabus which

reveals essentially the program of studies aspect of the educational program. The

sylL,dJUf, is only a listing of topics offered and the allocated number of hours for each.

Activities such as sports, interest clubs, service clubs, assemblies, dances, etc., are

not usually indicated as part of the curriculum. Many other student welfare and guidance

dctivitics are routinely conducted at each institute but are not regarded as curricular.

The aims and goals of an agricultural training institute pxpress the views of its

tutors, administrators, the end users of the institutes' gradlldll's, and of officials of

the Ministry of Agriculture regarding what sort of institution it should be and what sort

oi work it should do. From those aims, curriculum offerings are built.

Curriculum improvement refers not only to improving the structure and the documents

of curriculum but also to the stimulation, growth, learning, and alteration of perceptions

and values of all persons who are concerned with the curriculum. This means that curric

ulum improves largely in consonance with improvements in the tutors' insights, skills,

.lnd attitudes.

Seven MATIs operate Certificate courses which schedule 40 hours of classes per

week over 34 weeks, half Practical and half Theory. About 6 additional weeks are spent

on d field practical experience and three weeks drc taken up by final examinations and

review. Commonly added to the 40 hour week are l~ hours per day of early mOlning

practic.lls for some or all students; 2 to 4 hours of tests on Saturday; occasional work

periods on self-relIance projects,* such dB growing maize for student use; occasional

particip'ltion in a village project; evening sports activlties; and night study.

*This activity is sometimes undertaken during tIle 40 hours of time scheduled for classes.

,;..\
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The Diploma courses usually have about 35 hours per week of scheduled classes and

are involved in most of the other aforementioned activities as well. Thus, students are

usually engaged in 40 to 50 hours of educatioaal activity per week exclusive of sports and

study time. Some MATIB add evening practicals and weekend vtllage block assignments as

well.

The cours~s of study at MATIs are shown in Exhibit IX-A. The present division between

Certificate and Diploma students attending MATIs is about 50% for each level. In the

past it has been 64% Certificate and 36% Diploma. The current proportions reflect a

temporary short term effort to give the large backlog of experienced and qualified
I

staff an opportunity to secure Piploma credentialing. The proportions requested for

the 1980s by field administrators interviewed in this study are 74% Certificate and

26% Diploma as revealed in the preceeding chapters.

b. Syllabi and Their Revision

A syllabus is that part of the curriculum which deals with instruction. It is a

listing of all the subjects to be covered during the course, with the amount of time

to be spent on each. Being the most importnat part of the curriculum, it is imperative

that the procedures for its construction and review be very carefully laid down. Ideally,

syllabi are based on the application of educational principles to subject topics. And

the subject topics themselves should normally be based on field surveys of job tasks

which end users require of their employees. Such a survey would include not only knowledge

and skills, but also behaviors and attitudes needed by the graduates of each course.

c. The Agriculture/Veterinary (Agro-Vet) Certificate Course

Prior to 1976, MATIs produced specialized Certificate holders for village extension

and other work, mostly crops and animal health specialists. Each agent typically served

several villages via infrequent and overlapping contacts. Assistance with animal

husbandry has unfortunately tended to be relatively neglected in both crops and veterinary

fieldwork, as well as in their curricula.

In 1976, in keeping with the Ministry of Agriculture's goal to place a Bwana/Bibi

Shamba in every village, it was decided to combine the general agriculture and veterinary

~. lI~;V
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Exhibit IX
~

Courses of Study Offered at MATIs, Their ObjecL~~es and Total Student-Enrollments 1978-79

'"

Horticulture 26 To

Human Nutrition 41 To

Irrigation 68 To

Range Management 38 To

Tsetse Control -- To

~

COURSE

Diploma

Animal Health

Animal Production

Agro-Mechanics

Crop Production

Farm Management

Agro-Home Economics

NUMBER OF STUDENTS
(1st and 2nd year)

34

127

84

271

40

27

MAJOR OBJECTIVES OF THE COUBSE

To provide veterinary assistance to village extension agents
in the district and to advise on disease control at
district and regional levels.

To provide regional and district level specialists in the
area of livestock production to support village extension
agents as necessary.

To provide specialists at district or regional levels dealing
with mechanization programs.

To train regional ID~d district level specialists in crop
production to support village extension agents as necessary.

To train students to perform the duties of a farm manager
in state farms and in research and training institute
prod- etion E~rm&.

To produce hc~ economics specialists for employment at
=egicual and d;strict levels who will plan and organize
nutritiou, l.~~th, textiles, gardening, child care, home
JZn~g~ent a~d other related programs for rural women and
w!ll rec1~i~ and train volunteer support staff.
train specialists for district or regional level work who
will support Village extension workers in fruit and vege
table culture.
provide nutrition specialists at district or regional
levels to support Village extensionists in their nutrition
extension programs.
prepare subject area specialists who will work at district
or regional levels planning and executing irrigation
projects in their areas.
train specialists to plan and ex~cute rangeland management
programs in their areas.
prepare specialists to work under the National Tsetse Control
program.

".
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COURSE NO. OF STUDENTS ENROLLED
IN 1979

Certificate

Agro-Vet 937 To

Land Use Planning 119 To

Laboratory Technology 31 To

Short Courses

-. .9
~'"'

MAJOR OBJECTIVES OF THE COURSE

prepare multi-purpose extension agents who can teach farmers
modern methods of both crop and livestock production.
train land use planners who can plan the best use of land
in the villages without running it down.
provide trained lab technicians who can work in veterinary
inv2stigation centers and in training and research insti
tute laboratories.

~
->-

Retraining 140 By giving 3-months of veterinary and animal husbandry training
to crops extension_agents and by giving crops training to
veterinary extension agents, enable them to function as
multi-purpose extensio~ agents equivalent to the agro-vet.

H
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certificate syllabi, thus forming the present agro-veL syllabus. The aim was to produce

multi-purpose extension workers who would be able to deal with both crops and livestock

issues. The following benefits were hoped for: (1) it would require only one extension

worker per village and thUB cost less; (2) the Bw/Bibi Shamba could live in the village,

thereby developing rapport with people and an tn-depth working knowledge of the local

agricultural situation; (3) it would reduce the possibility of different specialized

extension workers giving contradictory advice or instructions to a farmer; and (4) it

wuuld lead to farmers' situations and needs being evaluated and assisted as a whole so

that the household's enterprises would better complement one another. Th18 did not mean

that the Bw/Bi Shamba would possess ready answers to all of the farmers' crop and

livestock questions. Rather, his/her roles could be to te~clI farmers to adopt a few

siulple practices and to contact specialists working in District offices to tackle more

highly technical problems such as diagnosing and controlling disease outbreaks.

The agro-vet syllabus was conceived and introduced with very good intentions, but is

was done hastily without the strong foundation it needed. It lacked a number of essential

ingredients for successful implementation. Amongst these should be listed the following:

making or reviewing field surveys to find out what farmers need and want; holding

discussions with employing organizations to get their opinions; involving subject matter

specialists, including researchers, to provide the latest technical facts; and consulting

with the highest levels of Ministry of Agriculture staff.

In addition, the new syllabus was not accompanied by the mass orientation that was

needed to introduce such a major change. Resistance to the curriculum has occurred at

nearly every level. It has come from students who prefer the status of specialization and

the better chance it provides for further study. It has come from the end users who

feel that generalists can not function well in their area of concern;* and it has come

from many tutors who feel they now have far too little time in which to teach their topics.

*The Bw/Bi Shambas are still attached to either a crops or livestock officer at district
and regional levels. These personnel are concerned with supporting their specialized
programs. The continued rejection of multi-purpose extension workers by these key people
will likely assure the failure of this new curriculum and its graduates.

I
~
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During informal discussions, comments from former Bw/Bi Shambas (now Diploma

. students), seemed to indicate a serious lack of pride and dignity in the role. This indica-

ted a lack of sufficient professionalization, and in some cases, the holding of unrealistic

goals for further training. ExtensJon work seemed to be viewed as a temporary assignment

which should be escapable within two to five years.

The principals and tutors interviewed in the study almost unanimously felt the

present multi-purpose certificate syllabus is: (1) greatly overcrowded, partly irrelevant

and too theoretical at points; (2) lackingin specificity or definition (confusing tutors

as well as students who must prepare for national examinations); and (3) lacking a job

description for the contexts within which students would apply their learning. Because

the agro-vet syllabus is tremendously overcrowded and often vague, tutors seem to use

most of their limited time to "give information" or notes. Too little time has been

left for thorough topic coverage and sufficient problem-solving practice; both of these

are considered necessary for a qualitative practical education.

In light of these events and critiques it is believed that the focus of the

present syllabus must be: (1) narrowed and (2) made more directly applicable to the

extension agent's role in the villages. The study team places the need to seriously revise

the agro-vet syllabus among the two or three most urgent tasks for the Division of

Manpower Development to undertake. The Division has already initiated some activity

aimed at such revision.

As the chapter on manpower utilization efficiency and effectiveness notes, generalist

extension agents are not recommended. Regardless of whether or not this view gains support,

there is an important short term need to revise the present syllabus.

Recommendation No. 11: The present syllabus should be considerably narrowed and

trimmed to allow adequate time for students to master new learningandto develop insights,

understanding and confidence needed [or effective field work. This will come about only

when there is adequate time for practicing applications of learning in the classroom and

in practicals. The trimming can be accomplished by:

(a) Elimination of those topic areas found to be seldom used by village extension
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workers, such as fisheries and rubber production. If an extension agent later finds

that he/she needs to assist his/her villagers with a fishery unit, he/she could be

assigned briefly to a district having fisheries or be given a short course, on-the-job

training, or specialist assistance.

(b) Elimination of some theoretical coursework which goes beyond what an extension

worker must know of fundamental principles in the sciences.

(c) More specification of the depth, content, and rate at which subjects should be

taught.

With regard to the demand for animal health specialized certificates at state

farms, research centers, VICs and parastatals, a specialized program could be resumed

to cater for such requests. These could be similar to the present land use planning

specialization which has been retained.

Recommendation No. 12 : A proper position description for the Certificate graduate

should be developed based upon the Manpower Utilization section's discussion of roles and

functions. This would help to provide a realistic context for syllabus revision.

Recommendation No. 13: It is proposed that the multi-purpose course be

renamed "Certificate in Agriculture," and that the usage of the agro-vet term be disoon

tinued as inaccurate and misleading.

In the process of the above recommended syllabi revision, there should be a major

effort at constant dialogue on the issues. The Division should engage staff, students, and

end users in positive discussions for the ~eshaping of syllabi. With such an approach, the

curriculum changes will find themselves well understood and more likely to receive

widespread acceptance.

The present multi-purpose syllabus, by listing topics and sub-topics in textbook

format, tends to encourage the teaching of agricultural science in its pure technical

form, largely unrelated to the social, political, cultural, and economic dynamics of the

village where students must eventually practice their extension profession. Therefore,

Recommendation No. 14 urges that these interacting dynamics and their relationship to
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to the extensIon function should be reflected over and over in the revised syllabus,

in topic manuals and lesson plans. Villages should increasingly be utilized as training

laboratories to add this dimension to training. The syllabus should specify abundant

activities to be undertaken in villages, for staff and students to fully appreciate and

benefit from villages as real-life training opportunities.

The new syllabus should produce professional extension workers rather than agricul-

tural technicians. All training should become extension oriented and be so reflected

in the course syllabus. For example, dairy production courses should emphasize potentials

and problems of dairying, successes and failures in Tanzania to date, suspected causes

of each, including the human errors Bw/Bi Shambas should avoid and the precautions they

should adopt.

Recommendation No. 15: The curriculum should incorporate value orientations and

constant reminders to students that their future roles are those of extension workers

rather than agricultural technologists. Training should help them view their extension

roles with pride, develop deep commitment to them, and develop reasonable expectations

regarding opportunities for further studies.

Recommendation No. 16: In order for the Certificates in Agriculture to be accepted

and successful in the field, all agricultural staff must receive thorough orientations

regarding the curriculum, what can be expected from the graduates, and what the best

approaches are for supporting the graduates in the field with on-the-job training. This

is especially important in light of the assignments to either crops or livestock branches

of agriculture.

Recommendation No. 17: The above reconunended "applied" approach to the general

Certificate curriculum will leave graduates somewhat weak in the basic science that will

be needed by those who will undertake Diploma coursework in the future. Such a deficit

could be recovered through a pre-course refresher unit in science and mathematics at

the Diploma level.

Recommendation No. 18: The subject area most often identified as being weak by

field staff who were asked to evaluate their own training was administration. This area
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will require strengthening in the revised syllabus, and through improved orientation

training.

Recommendation No.19: Students should be given a few hours of instruction on "How

to Study" as part of their first year orientation upon entering a MATI. An effective

lesson plan should be developed to do this, and then disseminated throughout the MATI

system.

d. Diploma Courses and the Curriculum Revision Process

At the moment, there are 10 Diploma courses being offered at 8 different MATIs.

The syllabi for these courses are reviewed regularly by MATI and Headquarters staff.

The Agricultural Education study team did not have the necessary time to evaluate each

course syllabus. There were some responses from respondents surveyed at Uyole and Ilonga

that indicated some dissatisfaction with the Home Economic and Human Nutrition courses,

and the field assignments made of graduates.

Recommendation No.20: The end users of MATI graduates should be better represented in

curriculum planning and review committees because they are the ones who know best the

strengths and weaknesses of the MATI products. On the other hand, by participating in

these committees, they will become more aware of how best to utilize the Diploma and

Certificate holders working under them. Had this been done sufficiently in the past,

more regional officials might now have concrete programs under which Agricultural Home

Economics and Human Nutrition Diploma holders could be fully utilized.

Recommendation No. 21: The Division of Manpower Development might consider requesting

the formation of a working group to study the nature of the need for Home Economics and

Nutrition courses, adjust outputs accordingly, specify the job tasks required to be

performed, and advise changes in curriCUlum, and to ensure appropriate work assignments

and expectations.

e. The Retraining Program at MATIs
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Recommendation No. 22: A thorough analysis should be made of the retraining program

. which is designed to convert formerly specialized Certificate field workers into

generalist extension agents. There is evidence of poor learner motivation, of disinterest

by supervisors in selecting for and promoting the program, and a disinterest by both in

making use of the training upon return to the field. If the program is to continue

(which the Utilization analyses do not advocate), the Ministry should orient its staff

throughout the entire system regarding the purposes, the philosophy and the judgements

behind the policy of training generalists at the Certificate level.

To have general purpose training and general purpose village work accepted by field

staff, they must be oriented to recognize the necessity of workers living in the villages

they serve and being accountable to the villagers.

The Division of Manpower Development should consider lengthening the three month

term of the course for greater impact. In addition, although some students are motivated

to try for high marks by the hope for Diploma study, the Division shoulo search for more

rewards for course graduates. Achievement awards or certificates may help; however, a

small post-course salary increase would probably be more effective. Lastly, it may be

prudent to group students by ability to accomodate the wide range of backgrounds and

abilities represented.

f. In-Service Short Courses and Seminars

Recommendation No. 23: MATIs should offer more refresher short courses for

extension personnel in theJ~r districts, regions, and zones. The study provided a

training needs assessment through the questionnaire's Table 6b, which inquired what

short term courses were needed by end users at each educational level and specialization.

Exhibit IX-B summarizes the findings about needed short courses as perceived hy supervisory

managers. These are considerable, and demonstrate the enormous backlog of practical

training requests which operational managers feel are required by their subordinate

staff in order to improve performance. Each MATI in the system could be more fully

utilized as an agricultural center where teachers, researchers, headquarters specialists,
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and legional and district personnel can combine to up-Jate field ~orkers, and exchange

information. As noted in the infonnation on MATI facilities presented in Chapter IV,

there is considerable spare capacity exp~cted to be available In the years to come

which would be available for short courses. In addition, as will be noted subsequently

jll thJs dwpter, the teaehing loads at many MATIs arE' not excessive, and spare training

capacity is available for the suggested expansion of short course offerings. There is

so much valuable short course work to be done that MATI involvement would in no way

duplicate the efforts of the proposed new trainIng farms, nor the University's Center

fur Continuing Education.

Recommendation No. 24: Short course curricula should normally be built around

the introduction of extensIon package innovations which are based on the existence of

n. technically and economically viable recommendations, and that respond to farmer felt-needs.

Such investments in educational short course programs are far more likely to give high

returns than general background courses. This is because the training process can be

focused dround a limited range of learning and skills practices that do not overwhelm

students. In addition, by being centered on a viable package of value to the targeted

farmers, it will be more possible to measure the extent of impact created. As noted

in the utilization chapter on efficiency and effectiveness in extension services,

specialized courses which prepare extension agents properly to carry a tested recommendation

to the farmers are essential to ~uccessful work. This is based on the well-known

Training and Visit sysLem, and other similar work prograzmning and control mechanisms.

Such specialized in-service short courses related to particular action programs appear

in the literature as a consistent part of successful extension programs across the world.

g. On-Jab-Training Support Services

RecorrUllenddtion No. 25: As part of the desired effort to engender close and collab

orative linkages amongst all agricultural organizations, MATIs should assist regional

and district agricultural and livestock officers with contributions to on-the-job

training efforts for their subordinates. This might mean providing occasional
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~ lecturers for a day, assistance with teaching materials, or the loan of audio-visual
r

equipment and materials.

h. Final Examination Procedures

(i) Situation

Beginning with the colonial period, final examinations have held a high place among

educational activities in Tanzania. Moderation Boards were established to ensure that

the examination questions were clear, practical, appropriate in content, and were

provided with suitable model answers and marking schemes. Examination Boards were

established to check the fairness of marking and the accuracy of tabulation, as well as

to judge passes, failures, distinctions, credits, and awards. Each Board may have 1 to

12 members from outside of the MATI. Many members come hundreds of miles at great expense

in funds and time.

In recent years, however, the enlightened addition of rigorous continuous assessment

has mace the final examinations less awesome. In the agro-vet course, only 40% of the final

theory marks and 20% of the final practical marks (30% of overall paper marks) now come

from the final examinatiuns, the remainder coming from continuous assessments.

Since 1978, the first year agro-vet Certificate course has had a national or common

final examination. This allows a comparison of marks among MATIs, topic by topic, and main-

tains a useful pressure on the topic tutors and MATI administrators. However, the common

examination requires that a large marking board be maintained at one site for several

exhausting weeks at great expense. In 1979 the total costs of conducting the exam

were Shs. 242,981, excluding fixed costs such as tutor labor.

The common examination is also criticized for its tendency to compare the quality

of education at various MATIs when some have far less equipment, tutors, crops and

animal specimens than do others. Also, the chance for "leaks" is much higher than

otherwise. The practical questions become known to tutors some hours before the sitting,

to allow tutors to prepare the exercises. Information leaks to students could be tempting
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to Game tutors, in order to have thei.r classes do well in comparison with those at

other MATls. Lastly, the prcBenl' agro-vet elilabus la 90 lacking in specificity as to

leave every tutor vulnerable to questions being asked which have not been covered with

his or h~r particular studenLH.

Regardless of where [lnal examinlltions are done, whether national or not, they

alld their related suppurt activitll:s as now practiced put an extraordinary work strain

0 .. the staff throughollt the Manpowl'r Development Division. They dominate and detract

from all other activiLies, lUany of which are at least equally important to the quality

of education.

Given the shortJgc of funds, even to conduct fIeld trips and village practicals,

given Headquarters st;.lfi' s insufficient time to assist MATIs ,ldequate1y in improving their

quality ot instruction, given the lack of time for tutors to conduct consistently good

practicals at the MATIs, and gIven the indications of flagging morale and boredom of

tutors, it makes sense to simplify these elaborate and formalistic procedures.*

The justlfic.:ltioIlb for formal examination procedures would seem to have decreased

in recent years. Less weight has been given to the final exams, the educational level of

tutors has improved, and the MATIs have expanded into larger and more sophisticated

systems where a student's exploitation by one tutor (should such an event occur) would

not greatly affect the student's marks overall. In addition, the implied distrust of

tutors in having others examine their questions and their marking was found to be irritating

to some tutors who were surveyeJ.

(11) Rec(lmmellclations Rcg..lnling ExamInations

Recommendation No. 26: It is reconnnended that for the present, the Moderation and

Examination Board functIons continue, but that they be simplified for other lhar- national**

*41% of all tutors surveyed in this study said they would prefer to be asoigned to other
duties;and 27% said I hey like teaching "not at all" or "not very milch'.' 51% of tutors
surveyed said they do not use tedching methods other than lecturJl1b"
**See responses by MATI Prine ipa Is c1lld Coordinators of Study, Part I, Quest. tl13b in the
Agriculture Education Section Appendix.
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~ examinations. It is recommended that locally held moderation functions (non-national) be

conducted by an informal board consisting of (1) a representative of the Manpower Development

Division (this person could be a MATI appointee, a Headquarters staff member or other),

(2) the MATI Coordinator of Studies or Deputy Principal, and (3) one department head at a

time (the person whose department's papers are being moderated). The department head

would be able to provide the topic expertise necessary. The Coordinator of Studies

would provide expertise in test construction and syllabus content, while the Manpower
I'

Development Division's representative could complement these skills and insist on an

appropriate standard of excellence. Because of the smallness of the group, the voluminous

examination questions, model answers and marking schemes would not need to be m~meographed

for the moderators as is now usual.

It is recommended that the external and internal examiners' function be carried out
,

by an identically structured group except for the formal board meeting which should be

participated in by all members of the local staff.

The adequacy of marking of examination papers should be evaluated by appropriate

department heads except that the topics (papers) that they personally taught and marked

would be investigated by the Coordinator or the DMD's representative. As internal examiners,

the department heads would learn more about the teaching and marking being done by their

staff members. The DMD's representative as the only external examiner would need to spot

check, advise the MATI regarding needs for improvement, and report to DMD. There would

be no need to sacrifice quality. The examiners could concentrate on reviewing the marking

of less well-trained tutors and that of tutors known to be least conscientious.

Recommendation No. 27: When the MATI staffs eventually become upgraded to a high

percentage of B.Sc. or higher qualifications, the complete disbandment of the moderation

and external dnd internal examiners' functions is recommend'~d, possibly substituted for

by a single visiting inspector. These functions are not n~eded when one has reasonable

confidence in the school staff and administrations, and when continuous assessment is the

major evaluative tool.
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Reconnnen(~ation NO ••J.§..i. Continuous assesoment provides a strong and constant motiva-

tion for study, if it is allowed to carry the weight it deserves. It should eventually

contribute 80% towards t.he final overall marks of papers, rather than 70% as now.

If three hourl:l are speul taking theory tests each week for 34 weeks, and if final

theory examinations are 3 hours c[< eh tJ.mes 12 papers, then about [our times as much effort

is expended in continUOl\S assessment al:l in final examinations. Thus the 40% of theory

mark::! now supplied by final examinations is excessive, not umlervalued as some tutors

have assumed.

Recommendation N~). 29: It is recommended that the common examination for the agro-

vet course be discontinued. It is assumed that in spite of some reasons for its continuance,

that the money and energy expended would have more impact on quality of education if used

toward teaching materials, petrol, conferences, workshops, visits by Headquarters staff,

and tutor training.

Recommendation No. 10: In vjew of the considerable efforts and financial costs

incurred by resit examinations, in view of many continuous assesslnents having already

servedasalong series of "second chances" for students, and in view of provisions for students

to repeat an entire year of study, it is recommended that the resit examinations be elimina-

ted completely.

Reconunendation No. 31: HiLh the elimination of resits and the simplification of

moderation functions, the locally administered examination~ should require the writing of

only one and one-half sets of carefully developed questions and answers. Where major

deficiencies are found by the 3-person Moderation Baord, the responsible tutor would be

asked to improve the questions or to write new ones. There would be no need to compromise

quality.

Th(~ simpllfied approaches to final examinations recommended here put responsibility

where it belongs -- on the local staff. They would reduce the human and financial costs

of these functions by about two-thirds, at a time in the aCddemic year that is an annual

nightmare; yet they can continue to provide adequate qualitj control and protection for

students. The writers believe that these approaches will improve tutor morale, and that
. :
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~ they will liberate the staffs so they can get on with their more important work, that

'of teaching well.

i. Teaching Methods and Materials

The MATI administrators who were interviewed unanimously identified unproductive

teaching methods as major weaknesses in the educational process, especially with regard

to practical instruction. Students were somewhat less critical. Sixteen percent of 967

students questioned said, "Most tutors kno,,1 their subjects well". 56% said, "Some know

them well," while 28% said, "Few know them well." The response pattern was similar to

the question, "How well do your tutors teach (1) theory classes and (2) practical classes?"

However, 37% said of practical class teachers that, "Few teach very well."

(i) Theory Teaching

In that only 19% of 267 tutors surveyed had had any professional or pedagogical

training, and in the absence of student textbooks, etc., it is not surprising that 51%

said that they do not use"other than lecture methods" of instruction in theory classes.

The students in many MATI courses, especially in the overcrowded agro-vet Certificate

course, are apparently being presented new facts, principles, and concepts at a near

maximum rate during the 18-24 theory periods assigned per week. Thus, there is often

little time left for problem solving applications of the theories taught.

Students are assessed or tested routinely through one to three lengthy unit tests

per week according to Division policy. A unit is not usually retested until the end of

year examinations. However, a body of material would normally need to be studied more than

twice for good understanding and lasting learning.

Note-giving on the chalkboard is somewhat necessitated by the absence of individual

textbooks or student manuals. Students must have and do demand an organized body of notes

in order to prepare for tests and to serve as an on-job reference. "Note giving" may also

be perpetuated because more creative methods are not suitable for some of the large classes

found. (Class sizes up to 112 students do occasionally occur due to local institute

circumstances.)
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I

It should be noted that problem-centered "tnstruction has been reconullcnded at training

conferences and has been tried by some tutors. Therc is some evidence that MATI graduates

at the Certificate level in particular, are weak in problem solving, innovativeness,

critical thinking, ability to grasp overall situations having many interrelated parts,

ill overall program development and follow through. In brief, they are thought to be well

supplied with facts but somewhat short in their ability to apply them.

Recommendation No. 32: It is recommended that the Division of Manpower Development

edrefuilly plan and mount a long-term, multi-faceted and concerted effort aimed at improving

the quality of instruction in the MATIs. Staff at all levels need to participate in orien-

tation and training aimed at developing insights, skills, and commitments necessary to

achieve quality teaching. Tutors must then be given the assistance and supervision needed

to make major changes In teaching methods and approaches. The remaining recommendations

in this section are mostly specific ways to implement such a long-term campaign for improved

instruction.

Many tutors are using lecture notes largely devoid of facts, statistIcs, problem

exa~mples and recommended practices currently employed in the field. Therefore,

Recommendation No. 33 : suggesrnthat knowledgable technicians participate with tutors in

the development of topic manuals for staff and student use which, when used as the major

references will ensure that appropriate and uniform content is taught. The manuals should

be limited in content to no more than students need to know and no more than can be learned

to a mastery level. This effort is already underway in the Division.

Ideally, topic manuals would be provided to each student so that the present t~me-

consuming "note giving" could be largely by-passed in teaching, so that students could

participate avidly in class discussions and problem solving exercises, having already

read the unit being discussed. If kept by students after graduation, the topic manuals

would serve as handbooks for reference on the job.

Reconnnendation No. 34: It is also recommended that instructional modules or tutor

guides having comprehensive unit plans be developed for every topic to lead tutors to use
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~ improved methods following traIning on their UBC. Forly fIve percent of all tutors surveyed

said tutor guides would be "very useful" to them , and forty percent said they would be

"somewhat helpful." All CoordInators of Study interviewed felt tutor guides would be

helpful.

Each unit and lesson plan in the tutor guides should include: statement of objectives,

the time required to teach, the recommended methods of instruction and how to use them,

recommended examples, questions, exercises, references, materials, audio-visual aids,

specimens, and assessment schemes.

A team of experts should be assembled to include two or more experts external to the

Division as is presently being discussed. The curriculum development work groups should

test their evolving drafts in the classrooms as a normal step in materials development.

They should confer with tutors to gain additional insights and ideas for improvement as
,

well as to legitimize the idea. They should attempt to role model the desired tutor

behavior in the use of improved materials and methods.

Recommendation No. 35: Theory instruction must stress the applications of newly

learned principles, concepts, facts, skills, and attitudes to ensure that graduates can func-

tion in difficult situations and roles. It should stress problem solving by means of the

tutor's questions leading students to self discovery of solutions or insights. The importance

of idea and experience sharing via discussions and seminars, and the use of group/individual

assignments to develop skills and confidence should be emphasized. Role playing should

be utilized in such topics as extension to add vividness and impact to theory teaching.

Similarly, small group sessions can be employed as problem solving work groups in which

each reports their decisions to the whole group. Horne study, student recitation, classroom

demonstrations and exhibits of specimens and test items which call for understandings as

well as applications should be stressed. The Division of Manpower Development's present

policy insists on examination questions dealing with practical applications. The next

step is wider dispersion of modern methods in actual training operations.

It is not recommended that tutors cease to lecture. The discussion/lecture method is

often suitable, but additional methods are necessary to ensure that extension agents can
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perform well in the vB lugeB.

Reconnnendation No. 36: For Lhe kinds of methoda advocated to produce good results,

classess or streams must be limited La 40 students each. Eight streams of 40 students

produces the 320 student fIgure advocated as the minimum size of a potentially more

efficient MATI.

Reconnnendation No. 37: Home reading assignments (mostly in the students' manuals

when developed) will need to be done prior to classes for discussion and problem solving

methods of instruction to work at their best. These manuals will release time that would

otherwise need to be spent lecturing. Class recitations with tutor assessments or

short quizzes will be needed to ensure that such home assignments are read. A system of

teaching requiring home reading, class recitations, class discussions, problem solving

exercises, and repetitious testing will result in lasting and useful learning. When home

reading assignments become common, the number of weekly theory periods will need to be

reduced to allow more study time. Increased self learning is especially recommended for

Diploma students.

Reconnnendation No. 38: At the end of each year, the MATI staffs should thoroughly

and formally evaluate their past year's academic program, preferably with assistance

from Headquarters staff,and make appropriate corrections in it for the next year. In

addition, the teaching performance of every tutor should be evaluated by students and

supervisors once per term. Appropriate forms for securing feedback which can be tran~lated

into positive actions that can be taken to strengthen weaker performers must be developed

sensitively in conjunction with tutors. Evaluation forms which do not have the understanding

nqt
and support of tutors, and which have/been designed with their participation, will not

normally be effective.

It is reconnnended that new tutors monitor their teaching performance within a month

of beginning their duties. The student-kept teaching diary should indicate not only the

major subjects taught, but the methods used. This would help administrators to better

evaluate teaching. Student evaluations of tutor performance should also be used.

r '
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Recollunendation No. 39: Tutors and administrators will find It essenLial to reorient

students' expectations regardIng metlwds 01 teaching prior to making changes. Student

awareness of the reasons for changes, what is expected of them, and how their performance

will be judged will need to be Lhoroughly discussed and explained. Otherwise, there will

likely be considerable resistance to such innovations. This is because some changes might

become perceived as threatening their ability to successfully achieve their educational

goals. Demonstrating how their goals C8a be achieved even more effectively would be an

important part of the whole effort.

Assessment of Theory

The theory tutor must be provided adequate time to prepare himself if he is to be ex

pected to teach creatively and well. Thus, it is recommended that division staff work out
•

simplifications for the present labourious requirements regarding: continuous assessments,

final examinations, standardization of marks and reporting.

The all-essay tests commonly administered often require 30 minutes per paper to mark.

Tutors can reduce the marking (grading) load from continuous assessment by 50% of more by

using up to half multiple-choice matching and short answer questions in the weekly tests.

These are not inferior types of questions if well designed. Tutors will first need

considerable practice in an instructional setting to master their construction, however.

Further, tests need not be long to accomplish their two major purposes: (1) to

evaluate students and (2) to motivate students to study. Frequent testing is a first

rate method of teaching. Tests should continue to be scheduled often to keep students workine

without release. A 40 minute test per topic per setting, only half essay, is recommended.

Only then will tutors have the additional time and energy to put into more creative

instructional materials development.

Following weekly assessments, it is very important that tutors post the mudel

answers, the marking scheme, and the correction factor for slandardization, if any, so

students can see them. The sooner this is done, the more meaningful it is to students.

The study team offers no opinion regarding continuing or discontinuing the standar

dization of marks as its advantages and disadvantages more or less balance out. The best
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aJternatiw.> I1Ilgbl bt' lo I/IIPlllIl' .1 ~)··p()11I1 B('nlt, (A Ii C J) F Of J II lIt IV V) on distri-

butiona of marks from celch teul, Ihell act ull.owahl(' J!l'rl'(mlllgt'a for ellch grlldo. For example,

the lUp 101. of. ttl(.' markll might be given em A or r, till) mlddJe 40% a C or (Jr, olc.

(i1) Pracllcal TraJlllfl&

Tanzania' 8 I:l tress on practicd J 1('arnJ.ng hal:l already been notcd. Thus, 1,oH cy

counnendably requires that MATIs generally devote BFl IIIllny 8cheduled houra to practical

instruction as to theory instruction (twenty hours per week at the Certifjcate level).

in addition, students often participate In the early mor'ling (and sometimes evening)

practicals, such as milking. They also participate from time to time in self-

reliance amd village eXlension work and spend fourLOeight weeks in an extended field

practical during their course. Thus, a CertifIcate student would normally be involved

in about 50 hours and a DIploma student in 40-44 hours of scheduled learning activity

per week, includIng SaLurddy tests.

The DIvisIon of Manpower Development has also required that 50 percent of the

students' final grades result from practical training. No paper (topic) can be

passed without acceptable student p~rfornlance in the continuously-assessed practicals.

Furthermore, students receive an important non~academic grade each term based largely

on their attItudes toward discipline and work. Thus, where weaknesses exist in

practical training, .tt is due ill the main to breakdowns in the implementation of

policy.

Practicals at MATIs, it is widely agreed, are on the average more poorly taught

than are the theo:y classes.* The effort put into practicals by tutors at MATIs

tends to be less than [or theory instruction. The practicals are often poorly planned,

leading to poor executIon. Student practice is often limited or even missing. The

exercise needed to teach d skill such as "building an erosion conLrol device" is

* For detailed evidence, see Agricultural Education Appendix- Questionnaire Responses.
See especially: Q. 2, 5, and 6 (Principals' Responses), Q. 5 (MATI Students'), and
Q. 4 (Recent Graduates' Responses).
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sometimes flubsLltutcd for uy Ll weLlkl~r exercl BC, such llS "obRerving an erosion

control device."

The reasons for weak praeLlealu are many, but may include the following:

(1). Nearly halt of the tuLors surveyed hud never had a field assignment

and possessed only student and tutor experiences. This can lead to a lack of confidence

and interest in pructicals.

(2). Some tutors lack the cl'nunitment and innovativeness necessary to

overcome or circumvent the many real obstacles in organizing and conducting quality

practicals. There 1s a tendency to give up too easily.

(3). Long term planning is too often neglected so that needed materials

are not obtained, according to the Coordinators of Study. Few tutors have developed

complete lesson plans which li~t such items as "materials needed."

(4). There are far too many skills in the agro-vet Certificate syllabua, and

io other sylla~i, to realistically expect that tutors will be able to teach them

thoroughly in the time assigned.

(5). Specimen collections, home-made models and demonstration kits, etc.

are generally very inadequate. Thus, a MATI may not only lack coffee plants, but

may not even have specimens of coffee insects, or of disease-damaged plant parts.

(6). Some MATIs are extremely deficient in the materials, equipment,

facilities, supplies, and transport needed for practicals. There are usually ways

to overr.om~ such problems if one is extremely determined and innovative. Such

Rttitudes and skills can be developed in tutors through training. Innovativeness

displayed by tutors may serve as demonstrations to students who will also face

shortages in the villages.

(7). Some tutors are too pressured time-wise to be innovative in overcoming

obstacles.

(8). The practicals themselves are varied and do not easily fit into

assigned periods or assigned seasons. The periods are often too short for demonstration,

I . 0 -. ' .
~ .
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student practice, and asscssloent.

(9). The size of dassea Is often too large to obtain effective hands-on

practice and assessmp.nt during a practical.

(10). In some cases, praclicals are taught. by one tutor and theory classes

by another. This may lead to a lack cf proper coordination and resulting confusion.

If a senior tutor is lazy ~. illi~ little confidence, it is an easy escape to assign

practicals to junior slnff.

(11). Some .I.c'proved teaching materials and audio-visual equipment lies

idle at some MATIs. This occurs because tutors are not aware of their usefulness

or how to employ them correctly.

The study team realizes that some excellent practicals are conducted. They also

wish to eApress sympathy with those tutors who try hard but still fail due to circum-

stances completely beyond their control. However, the improvement of practical

instruction would seem to be one of the major areas of need in the MATI system.

Recommendation No. 40: The improvement of practicals will necessitate continuous

stimulation from Headquarters. ObViously, efforts must be made to supply MATIs with

the necessary equipment, facilities, staff, and funds. But equally important,

supervision and assistance from Headquarters can assure that high quality plans for

practicals continue to be developed and improved for all courses, and then to ensure

that they are followed. This will r..::quire short, temporary duty assignments of

teaching methods specialists & Mf\Tls and coverage of the associated costs.

Recommendation No. 41: Tne ~" provement of the practicals must deal with the

improvement of the tutors. A& noted subsequently under the resources section, it is

essential to (1) carefully select new tutors with relevant field experience; (2)

provide present tutors who have inadequate practical experience with two to six months

of field assignment or substitute village involvement; (3) provide professional

training to tutors; and (4) transfer some of the present discontented tutors.

... I

. -.... ' .
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Reconunendat1on No. ltZ: At each MATI, the principal, the coordinator of studies,

the department heada, and even the topic tutor must each perform certain important

preparational and supervisory duties. Among these arc: seeing tha~ long-range planning

is done, followed by appropriate procurements, assigning tutors of practicals according

to skills and interest, thoughtfully scheduling and grouping students, preparing

specimens and training aids, and insisting on complete lesson plans being developed

and used. Administrators who daily check and assist tutors show by their actions the great

importance they give to orRcticA]A. The topic tutor, if he has helpers in the

practicals, must be intimately and continuously involved, forming a team with his

assistants.

Reconunendation No. 43: The Certificate syllabus should have a reduction made

in the number of total practical skills to be taught so that tije remaining skills can

be dealt with in greater depth.

~econunendation No. 44: Practicals require flexibility in scheduling. Whereas

one practical may be conducted in one hour, another may take ten hours. Where one

can be tightly scheduled, another may only be possible when the opportunity arises,

such as performing an dUtopSy on a dead cow. One practical may require a wet season

and another, a dry season situation. Thus, program development and scheduling should

start with department meetings, and then proceed to be negotiated amongst all MATI

departments.

Recommendation No.45: In most cases, students can be scheduled in groups of

15-20 as many skills are easily taught in groups this size. However, it is also

strongly recommended that the departments further divide students into groups of

seven to ten whenever it will increase the practice that students can obtain. This

type of flexibility calls for close supervision at each level to ensure that sub-

grouping is being done when needed.

~ecommendation No.46: If students vary greatly in practical experience,as

pre-service and in-service students do, it is recommended that they'be grouped
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accordIng Lo 1,11ll1r l'xpf·rjence Ilnd Ilbll LLy. The lutors can thus better meet the needs

of 1111 BtudentH, maIntainIng JnLllr'ef.lt, discipl1nc lind a high Level of learning.

RccOImncndat1on No. 1,1: Tile MATIs 8ho1\ld give consideration to scheduling four

hour bltJckli of prllcLlclllu per dllY. This would allow one 4-hour or two 2-hour practicals

per day to fll differLng needs. It would put the larger MATIs in a position to have

half of the studenLs 1n classrooms each a.m. and p.m. for better facility use, and it

creates an eaHy breakdown in Lhe amounts of theory and practicals taught per week.

Only Lhe lunch hour would be affected by being moved forward.

Il Is iurther rel:onunended thdL some practicals, such as the operation of farm

machinery be individually sdledulcd during the non-class hours in lieu of scheduling

Lill students durIng nurmal clasl::l hours and having most students wait for their turn.

This is very wa~teful uf student time.

){cl:onmwnctll1.on No. 48: Outreach programs which use It/cal communities or villages

as edlIcaUonLll labor,lLories for joint learning by students, teachers, farmers, and

re::,c,lrC hers ::.hould be greclLl y increased. Joint proj ects conducted in villages will

encounLer the sallie kinds of problems lh..Jt students will one day face as extension

workers. Such experience can create the new awareness in tutors which will help

direct Le..Jching lowdrd Lill' .Jppl iCLll1011 t1 ituations facro by Bwana/Bibi Shambas in a

vi] lage. The ('rc..Jtioll uf ,I proJ.,cs::.iOllcll extension worker is necessarily the task of

every tutor, not just the "extpnsion" tutor.

Vill..Jge ouLredch will be suc('essful unly if it is fully supported by administrators,

staff, and students. A greaL Jed] of orientation will be needed to develop the

necessary (.JmmlLmenl. [n practice, iL will be very difficult to transport people,

to pay [or the project l'xpenbCS, to plan and have preparations readied on arrival in

tile villclges, La ~ut telidble support from Villagers, and to schedule the four to eight

hours per \Veek needed. The proposed Farmers' Training Wings at four MATIs must lead

the way in finding ploductive Jpproaches to outreach programs.

Villdge outreclch should be seen as a teaching method, not as a separate segment

of curriculum. Mo~t tutors could conduct some of their practicdls in villages, often

•
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working in teams, with the time taken from allocated topic hours. A student's plot

of maize (project) in a village might also serve as an opportunity to train and

evaluate him/her in surveying, ox plowing, in improved cultural practices, and in

extension demonstrations (each in conjunction with the appropriate course tutor).

Recommendation No. 49: Tutors need to conduct general field tours regularly,

using fields as near to the MATI as possible. The tutor should spend time in

preparation, finding the incidence of pests and diseases, deficiency symptoms, water

lodging, poor stands, good stands, etc. which he wishes to show and discuss. During

the tour, he should question the students orally and by exercise sheet regarding what

they observe, why, and what recommendations they can offer. The procedure also can

assist in assessment. This method ensures that students develop abilities to analyze

and solve real field problems and it motivates students well.

Recommendation No. 50: Tutors should look for opportunities to use more long

range practical projects in their teaching. For example, a flock of chickens could be

kept for six months or a horticultural plot cultivated for two years as at MATI Tengeru.

Recommendation No. 51: Even though the scheduled time is often too short for

tutors, firstly ro demonstrate, secondly, to have students practice the skills, and

thirdly, to assess the practical, a great deal of time is often wasted at many

practicals. In situations where several tutors are needed but only one is available,

consideration should be given to the use of student demonstrators or student supervisors.

Several of the more able students can be taught, and, in turn, can teach or supervise

others in order to quickly involve many students in a practice situation. Only more

thoughtful planning and scheduling can help solve the time shortage problem.

Recommendation No. 52: MATI staff should look for opportunities to develop

practical skills in conjunction with the normal production or self-reliance activities

at the MATI. It sometimes makes little sense to have hired tractor drivers plow and

the MATI producti0n fields while agro-mech course students simply practice plowing in

a dusty practice field.
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Recommendation No.53: In self-reliance and production farming at MATI, the staff

should stress the development of efficient work methods and work habits. Such methods

and habits are some of the most important outcomes of training, as village productivity

is influenced tremendously by labor efficiency. At the Kilosa Secondary School, the

survey team wa':l shown a large 'maize field in which teams of three students using

production-line techniques hand planted up to one acre of maize per hour. With proper

planning, good organization, and work discipline, the productivity of mahy field

activities can be greatly increased.

Recommendation No.54 Many practical skills now listed in the syllabus as

"competent level" skills should be re-listed as "confidence level" skills, for the

purpose of beIng realistic. For example, one does not become competent in flood

irrigation in one to two hours, or even in 100 hours.

Recommendation No. 55: Nearly all practicals can be and should be assessed,

including early morning and evening ones, to motivate students. The increased nlunber

of practical assessments will also help to increase the reliability of the practical

assessment process.

Recommendation No. 56: The four to eight week field practicals require better

planning, supervision, and support than they are now tending to get. A committee

should be appointed to thoroughly investigate the past successes and failures of

practical assignments and to make recommendations for improving them. This could

be done in conjunction with an Annual Training Conference.

3. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF MATIS

a. Planning and Management of the MATI System

The Division of Manpower Development has made tremendous progress in recent

years in developing policies, procedures, guidelines, and organizational st~uctures
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to direct the MATI ayutem. It is felt, however, lhllt a IH.'Cter balance can be: struck

:Ill the control, supervisjon, and support provided by headquarters. The small, dedicated,

and able headquarters alull seems to heavily t'.bflorbed in the procedural duties related

to final examinations und graduatiol1, and in the l'xen'lac of fInal lluthority over

student selections, student discipline, and student and staff complaints. In some

cases, control from headquarters may be too close, deprlving institutional managere

of the discretion needed to respond flexibly to practical problems, or leading to

duplication of efforts between MATIs and ileadquarters. While headquarters staff

members seem to be genercllly overextended, MATIs could benefit greatly from more

technical support and direction tn many areas of their operation. Generally speaking,

the staff is keenly aware of the weaknesses in the Division, but lacks the human and

capital resources to solve them all at once. It is a tribute to the Division that,

a majority of the reconmendatiol1s in this report are already being implemented to some

degree.

Recently a five-person Curriculum Developmenl Section has been formed in the

Division, opening new opportunities for useful assistance, supervision, and evaluation

throughout the MATI system.

The quality of administration in the MATIs was difficult to judge from the brief

survey made. However, the survey indicated that there may be several deficiencies.

Nineteen percent of the tutors interviewed in the study said communir.ations between

staff and MATI adminstration is poor, while 29 percent of the students interviewed

said the relationship between staff and students in generally poor. There were

indications of insufficient supervision in the MATIs in general. The necessary

committees were generally organized and funclioning, though not all were performing

well. Nonetheless, the study tl~am members were very impressed by the depth of under-

standing of the educational problems and their potential solutions as shown by many

MATI administrators.

1
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Recommendation No. 57: It is recommended that the t~e-consumin8 procedures

relating to examinations, moderation, and examination board activities, the handling of

student failures, etc. be simplified or be processed more bureaucratically 80 as to

free the energies and funds necessary for headquarters to provide the additional support,

supervision and training needed to ~prove instruction and management in the MATIs.

Enlarging MA~Is will allow more professional treatment of staff and student

problems so that headquarters will have less need to get involved on a case by case

basis. Responsibilities such as handling student discipline problems can also be

reduced by creating highly specific guidelines (even for punishment). Disciplinary

committees which follow such guidelines are less likely to be challenged.

Recommendation No. 58: The study team commends the recent establishment of a

Curriculum Development Section. Members of this Section, the Chief Training Officer

and other key staff members should visit MATIs mare regularly and for longer periods,

with specific ~provement objectives in mind, but with a willingness to listen and

and to share ideas on any topic. The headquarters staff can serve as both supporters

and supervisors of the MATIs as long as their goal is perceived by MATI staff as

improvement of the system. They can sympathize with problems, offer ideas, arrange

for outside assistance, and provide direct services. However, they can also bring

pressure to bear where agreed-upon goals, standards, and procedures are not being reached

and followed.

The MATIs will need a great deal of assi~tance and guidance to develop and improve

tutor training, village participation programs, classroom and practicals teaching,

student manuals and tutor guides, and production and efficiency in self-reliance

projects. Some forms of support for these activities are already in place, but more

resources will be needed to make them adequate and effective.

Recommendation No. 59: Because of gross inefficiencies in the operation in the

present small MATIs and because of the apparent low level of training which is going on
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in some of them (especially practical training), it is most urgent that some MATIs be

consolidated or enlarged through rapid growth to a minimum enrollment of 320 students

or more per MATI (eight sections of 40 students each). A number of cost-effective

benefits of consolidation can be expected. (1) Tutors will be able to carry heavier

teaching loads due to multiple sections and will be able to teach more consistently

and effectively in the subject areas in which they are most qualified to teach.* (2)

Student-tutor ratios at present are 5.2:1 in the MATIs with more than 200 students

and 2.7:1 for two MATIs where enrollment is less than 100 students. (3) With more

and larger facilities and equipment available (farms, laboratories, libraries, etc.),

it will be possible to raise educational quality and reduce the costs per student

in operating such facilities. (4) As managerial ability is always a most scarce

factor, fewer institutional managers will be required and the gest managers can be

utilized.

Recommendation No. 60: To design a consolidated system, short term-facilities

utilization/educational planner consultant(s) should be found to support the Manpower

Division in its detailed analysis and development of a practical plan. It is strongly

recommended that there be no further prolifeLation of the MATI system until all have

reached the minimum size.

Recommendation No. 61 Division staff at all lev'~ls should strive diligently

to employ democratic processes such as thoroughly involving staff members throughout

the system in planning and policy setting. This approach will maximize the soundness

of decisions, gain support in implementation, and create an atmosphere of mutual

respect and harmony. Once decisions are made through democratic processes, supervisors

can and should insist that they be more carefully followed.

The Division's Annual Training Conference is a prime example of useful involvement.

It should continue to be used, and even expanded, as a forum for dialogue and for

recommending changes in the system. Permanent committees of principals and coordinators of

studies are recommended to make the conference more productive.

* 30 percent of all tutors surveyed said they were teaching topics for which they were
not prepared.
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Both at headquarters and at MATI level, it is very important

to conduct six to twelve staff meetings per year to maintain momentum and direction in

program activities. It is equally important to maintain active permanent committees,

particularly in the MATIs. The ~ivisional staff might be able to support MATIs better

if a professional training committee, a facilities utilization committeee, and others

were appointed.

Recommendation No. 63: A better scheme needs to be devised for rewarding superior

work. The best is for ~alaries and promotions to accurately reflect performance

ratings. Care should be exercised, however, not to give better workers crushing work

loads while rewarding the lazy with lighter assignments. Full effort must naturally

be demanded of all.

Recommendation No. 64 : At every level, adminstrators should be indoctrinated

with the concept that program success depends on good supervision and that supervision

includes training one's subordinates. Although the survey did not measure them, too many

staff members at the MATIs appear to be unproductive and even unconscientious. This

tends to support the need for more vigorous supervision, although the situation needs

to be studied more closely to see what the contributing factors are. Each staff

member should develop with his/her supervisor monthly or quarterly plans of work with

specific, measurable objectives and specific activities, and then be continuously

checked for progress against the objectives.

b. Financial Resources and Planning

Several principals reported that quarterly releases of recurrent or operating

funds are less than the originally allocated amounts. Funds actually received by

MATIs are grievously short of the level needed to conduct consistently high quality

education. In 1978-79, an average of Shs. 8000 per student was allocated to MATIs but '. r
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Some Divisional staff felt that about Shs. 13,000

•

per student would be an ideal rate of allocation. Another problem faced by MATIs

is that of varying enrollment. The MATIs could function with less stress if a planned

and consistent number of students were allocated each year. Lastly, there is at

present no proper separation of headquarters emoluments costs from individual MATI

budgets.

Recommendation No. 65 : Given the present insufficiencies of funds for essential

commodities and services, no expansion of student numbers or of MATIs should be

undertaken until the present shortages of funds have been remedied.

Recommendation No. 66: A closer relationship should be established between

(1) the volume of students, the diversity of their wo~k programs, and the special

projects and activities of each MATI, and (7.) the allocation of funds to each. The

Division 1s acting on this problem now.

Recommendation No. (;7 : Unit costing should be instituted for food, accommodations,

subject matter teaching (lab courses vs. others), library and other recurrent inputs

on a per student basis. With such unit costing, it would be possible to easily

compile estimates that divide funds equitably and permit proper controls.

Budget estimates compiled from unit costs will assist with the rational defense

of costs and will allow principals to decide where to cut expenditures when required

without damaging the most essential parts of their programs. Budget requests should

continue to be presented to the Treasury on the basis of cost per student times the

number of students. A study of the cost factors per student should be done; a manage-

ment specialist in financial systems for educational institutions should be secured

to help design an improved overall system.

Recommendation No. 68 : MATIs should be consolidated or expanded to a minimum

of 320 students each as rapidly as possible.

Large schools can operate more cheaply, primarily because of greater labor efficiency.

I
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For example, a small piggery or library to be used by forty students requires almost

as much manpower to operate a8 does a larger facility for 300 students. Administrative

overhead is very COB tly in a small school.

Thrp.e MATIs which enrolled 200 or more students in lq78-79 (excluding MATI Uyole,

a paraBtatal) had an average per student allocatiou of She 6,676 -- as shown in

Exhibit IX-C -- whereas the three MATIs which enrolled fewer than 100 students had

an average per student allocation of She 12,602 --almost twice as much.

Recommendation No. 69: MATI principals should be given a short course in

management as it applies to MATlo with emphasis on fiscal control.

Recommendation No. 70: Efforts should be made to provide MATIs with a fixed

and quarterly allotment of funds.

Recommendation No. 71: The following additional well-known ways to reduce costs

of operation at MATIs are recommended:

(1). Share or exchange more facilities or equipment with the associated

Research Institute or other organizations.

(2). Reduce the number of staff wherever possible and require more

productivity from the remaining ones. One person might be able to manage several, rather

than a single, grazing paddock, for example.

(3). Be realistic in calculating costs of self-reliance and production

projects and manage accordingly. Typically these projects are large money-losers if

all hidden costs are realistically calculated and added.

(4). Tutors and students will benefit in experience by doing more of the farm

work which offers potential for learning. This does not mean that students spend

more time hoeing or doing other purely routine work.

(5). Simplify policies, processes, and procdures at every opportunity. A

case has already been made for simplifying the final exmaination procedures.

(6). Purchase supplies further in advance according to annual and long-range

plans. Driving 45 miles to get more nlimeograph paper for examinations may make the
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Exhibit IX-C: MATI System Students, Staff, and Cost Data, 1978-1979

-r3

I
,- , - ~ ~ ~ , ,

Total

IStudent MATI Per Student
Enrollments Staff A110ca tions eGS ts Based !
During Strengths Stuaents for 1978-79 on 1978-79 I
1978-79 Student June 30. 1979 Per in Millions Allocations in

MATI Location School Y2ar CaDacitie~ (Establishment) Tutor of T. Shs. T. Shillings** I

Uyole Mbcya 361 268 63 5.7 -***
i- I
I

Nyegezi Mwanza 249 307 42 5.9 ~.8 722S' I
I

Tengeru Arusha 244 320 57 4.3 2 8196 I
I

I
Ukirguru Mwanza 226 346 42 5.4 1 4425 !

Mpwapwa Hpwapwa 169 137 35 4.8 1.2 7101

Ilonga Kilosa 117 134 50 2.3 1.2 10256

Tumbi Tabora 117 78 24 4.9 .8 6837

Mtwara Mtwara 115 74 24 -4.8 1 8696

Maruku Bukoba 114 62 26 4.4 1 8772 I,
!Morogoro Morogoro 38+45=83**** 102 21 3.9 .718 8651 I

Mlingano Tanga 62 53 33 1.9 1 16129 !

C.V.L. Temeke Dar es Sala~ an 31 63 2 -***** .5 16129
TOTAL (w/n1~T~~1 ..1'iin 1944 420 Av. 4.5 12.218 Av. 8017

ft UClLtI Drovulea DV cne DiviSion of Hanooll er ueveIoomeDf:-DiseauDori-tlie caoaCiEv oTiDe- DioSl:: 1ioil i:~-fa~{l-ifi _ us~flv--

~:.>

hostels where 5m2 floorspace was deemed adequate per student.
**Actunl funding generally fell short of allocations. Col. (7) =Col. (6) ~ Col. (2).
***Comparative figures are not presented dU~f~J~~~trs status as a parastatal
**** MATI Morogoro retrained 135 field staff~during the school year equivalent to 45
*****As researchers at C.V.L. Temeke assist in teaching, the ratio is unknown.

1-4
~
I

regular students per full year. ~
\D
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paper coal Shu. 200/- Ill'r I CUlII, j or (\XlllUp!€.\.

(7). Cut out alJ non-ouaont1al costs, such as travel to the graduatIon

ceremonies at other MATLH.

(8). Train the clC'~:uv lit u utaf[ and maintain fiscal accounting of all

operations ari a management tool.

(9). Involve department heads in both budg~t estimates and in later readjust

ments made necessary by funding shortfalls. This helps to ensure maximum effective

allocation of the monetary resources and keeps the staff inv~lved in important

decisions.

(10). Schedule the use of MATI facilities for maximum utilization. Some

laboratories, for example, stand unused much of the time because most MATIs do not

rotate student groups between theory and practical classes each a.m. and p.m.

(11). MAlI staff can sometimes manage the construction of new buildings,

thereby saving up to SO percent of the cost of contracting the construction. Care

must be taken, however, not to tie up staff and transport resources at busy times,

or to take on construction activities beyond the real capacities of the staff.

c. Physical Resources dnd Planning

(i). General

There are wjde variations in the failities and equipment presently available

at the various MATIs, even on a per student basis. During the survey of the MATIs,

shortages of facilities, equipment, and supplies were indicated by adminstrators,

staff, and students as a constraint to quality education more often than any other

factor.

The major conclusions drawn are (1) that funds are chronically scarce, and (2)

that too many MATIs are too small to operate efficiently. Large MATIs are or can if
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be more efficient lhan !:ima]] ones in all respects. If the small MATIs merged with

others, the combined equipment and facilities would be botter utilized and more plenti-

ful. This is especially true of equipment or facilities that are used only rarely,

such as surveying :!.Llbtruments.

Future constLuLtion must be planned very carefully and delIberately as part of

a Division master plan for Certificate and Diploma training. Sites must naturally

co~sider the types of courses to be offered, the teaching methods, the levels, the

numbers of student streams, present facilities, and the need to build in multi-purpose
I

l1exlbl11ly wherever possible. Some suggested per student measures of facilities,

equipment, and materials have been compiled in Exhibit IX-D. These should naturally

be examined by the educational facilities planner recolllllll>nded earlier, in consultation

with a Divisional physical resources committee.

Exhibit IX-D

MATI Capital Investment Costs Per Student
for Physical Facilities, Major Equipment, and Materials

•I

Item

Classroom space
Dining room and kitchen space
Laboratory space
Hostel space

Tutor houses (Grade A)
Tutor houses (Junior grade)

Adminstration block, offices,
staff room

Library bvilding
Library books
Dairy, poultry, pigb~ry buildings
Other farm buildings: grain storage,

shops, other stores

Land
Livestock

Units Recommended
Per Student
(or Tutor)

107 m~
80 m

21.5 m2.5 m
n/a
n/a2

.3 m2
,5 m

1 ha,
nl'l

Cost Per
Unit

1500/
1500/
2000/
2000/-

2500/=
2500/-

2000/=
1500/
n/a
n/a

1000/-
1500/-

a/a
n/a

Cost Per
Student

(or Tutor)

2250/
1500/
2000/-

10000/-

267500/
200000/-

3000/
750/

1000/
1700/=
300/
750/·

n/a
nia
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Exhibit IX-D (Continued)

Item

Furniture for houses, offices
dormitories

Sanitary buildings
Other equipment, materials
Transport
Farm power machinery

Units Recommmended
Per Student

n/a
0.16

n/a
n/a
n/a

Cost Per
Unit

n/a
2000/
n/a
n/a
n/a

Cost Per
Student

2400/- (est.)
320/-

2500/- (est.)
2000/- (est.)
4300/-

Source: Manpower Development Division, Ministry of Agriculture

Initial ~J.~an8ion must be planned to utilize much of the present excess capacity

of institutes noted in the chapter on supply (Chapter IV). Classroom capacity at

several of the MATIs greatly exceeds hostel capacity, for example.

Recommendation No. 72: Ways to improve utilization of present facilities as well

as the best design for future buildings should be explored by the physical facilities

committee frmn Division headquarters, along with the planning consultants. The

major means of increasing building and equipment utilization is obtained by having

half or the students involved in practicals in the a.m. and half in the p.m. thereby

doubling the use of laboratories, shop, farm, and farm equipnlent. Increases in the

use of classrooms are also possible since some classrooms are used for the conduct

of practicals.

Recommendation No. 73: A normal part of the Division's supervision of MATIs

should be an assessment of efficiency in facilities utilization.

Recommendation No. 74: Many simple pieces of equipment oould and should be

fabricated at the MATIs, such as insect collecting nets, plant presses, seed treat-

ment devices, and gobar gas plants. At Mpwapwa, for example, microscope lights

wer made from coffee cans, wood, and electric light receptacles.

·1, '
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MATI Libraries

The libraries visited did not gen~rally indicate the degree of vitality or the

quality of collections one would like to see.* They seemed to be especially weak in

terms of procurement of locally available reports. The generally poorly-trained staffs

apparently view their roles primarily as caretakers of books.

Recommendation No. 75 : If it has not already Leen done, each MATI principal

should appoint an interested, able staff member to be chairman of an active library

committee. The cahirman and his committee should take responsibility to train library

staff member3 where needed, vigorously identify and procure reference materials
I

(especially those available iu Tanzania), snd keep the library open during the evening

hours.

Recommendation No. 76 : It is st~ongly recommended that MATIs and Research

Institutes share a common library wherever they coexist at a site. Important, single

copies of research documents can be maintained in an archives section of the library

to guarantee their safety.

Recommendation No. 77 : Headquarters ~taff should assist MATIs in obtaining

local documents by pressing other divisions, parastatals, etc. to disseminate useful

reports, leaflets, and. other materials and by actively locating additional ~onors

for library reference materials.

Recommendation No. 78: On a broader scale, the study team supports the recommen-

dations made at the Agricultural and Livestock Research Workshop, Arusha, Feb. 26 -

March 3, 1979** to establish a National Agricultural Library system, with the Faculty

of AgriCUlture, Morogoro, serving as the National Agricultural Library. The National

Library would also service the Research and Training Institutes in the nation. It would

provide photocopies, loan books, order and catalog books for the entire system, and advise

satellite libraries.

* See responses by MATI principals and coordinators of study in Appnedix and Q.4, under
the Physical Facilities and Transport subheading.

**See the Report of the Committee on Documentation and Library Service.
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d. Staff Resources

There were 420 tutora assigned to the twelve MATIs in the country in May, 1979,

30 of whom were expa\:riates. At the same time, there wem about ten professional-level

staff at headquarters. Of the Tanzanian tutors, four percent held M.Sc. or Ph.D.

degrees, 22 percent held B.Sc. degrees, 41 percent held Diploma degrees, and 33 percent

held Certificate degrees.

The major problems with regard to MATI staff relate to the following situations:

(1) few have had any teacher trainingW; (2) teaching is often seen as a low status, boring,

difficult, and temporary jobWW ; (3) about half of the tutors surveyed apparently had

not served in positions other than teaching where they could 1mprove their pract1c~1

skills and better understand the situations students will face upon graduation;

(4) 30 percent of the 167 tutors surveyed s3id they are teaching topics they are not

prepared for; and (5) many administrators, tutors, and students feel the tutors need

further subject matter training. www

The need for additional professional training and more practical experience among

tutors has already been discussed in the earlier sections dealing with improved thepry

and practical instruction.

(1). Selection and Retention of Tutors

Recommendation No. 79: The practice of MATIs identifying some of their graduating

Diploma students as potential MATI tutors and recommending them to the Director of

Manpower Development should be expanded and formalized to guarantee deliberate selection

by a competent committee of tutors. Selection should be based on such criteria as

the following: academic competence, appropriate field experien,:e, expressed interest

in teaching, self-confidence, and ability to organize and express ideas. A MATI

W In a sample of 167 tutors, 19 percent said they had had a three-week "methods" short
course and a handful had B.Sc. degree~ i~ Agricultural Education.

w* In the sample of 167 tutors, 41 percent said they would prefer other duties and 27
percent said they liked teaching "not very much" or "not at all."

*** When asked how well their tutors knew their subjects, 28 percent of 967 students
responded:"few know them very well."
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Exhibit IX-E

Staff Disposition in the MATIs as of May 1. 1979

CERTIF. DIPLOMA B. SC. 11. SC. PlI. D. ..--

HATI HOLDERS HOLDERS HOLDERS HOLDERS HOLDERS EXPATRIATES TOTALS

MATi UYOLE 16 29 13 1 - 4 63

MATI UKIRIGURU 13 15 10 1 1 2 42

MATI TENGERU 13 27 8 4 - 5 57

MATI MPWAPWA 8 14 7 2 - 4 35

MATI NYEGEZI 8 16 9 1 - 8 42

MATI M'IWARA 7 9 7 1 - - 24

MATI MLINGANO n 10 9 2 - 4 33u

MATI n.ONGA 23 18 6. 1 - 2 50

MATI MOROGORO 10 6 4 1 - - 21

MATI TUMBI 10 8 5 1 - - 24

MATI MARUKU 14 6· 5 1 '- - 26

CVL TEMEKE - 2 - - - - 2

TOTALS 130 158 85 16 1 30 420

~7

H

~
~

\JI
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committee should interview all potential nominees before recommending them to DMD.

Recommendation No. 80 Some new staff still enter directly from university

coursework or from field assianments. The study team would prefer that these potential

tutors from sources outside of MATIs be screened throuah interviews. Selection of

trainers is no less crucial than Diploma student selection. Selection committees

should look for people who will be able and willing to make teaching a lifetime pro-

fession and who will be worth the investment in time and expense required to

professionalize them.

Recommendation No. 81 :- .._----- To rectify the problem of tutors often having ton litt1~

practical or field experience, it is recommended that appropriate experience become

prerequisite to the placement of new staff in teaching roles, or, where exceptions are

made, that appropriate in-service field assignemnt of 2 - 6 months duration be substituted.

Recommendation No. 82: MATI principals should continue to be surveyed regularly

to see what kind of staff members are needed and which ones might best be transferred

to another MATI or another agency.

Those tutors who are not at all happy :l.n their teaching assignment could be given

transfers as soon as possible, preferably in exchange for another person. Major un-

happiness with work assignments is nearly always accompanied by poor performance.

Recommendation No. 83: It is recommended that staff members generally not be

rotated to another teaching station in less than two years. However, individuals

should not be required to stay extremely long periods in just one institute either.

Some rotation adds to the experience base and may reduce the monotony and boredom which

seemed apparent In the survey.

Recommendation No. 84 : It is recommended that more incentives or rewards be

provided for good instruction to counter the apparent low motivation of a sizeable

percentage of tutors. Good performance should be recognized by letters of appreciation

from superiors, by announcing innovative activities, by newsletter notice, by tutor's

day awards, by opportunities to advise administrators, and routinely by compliments and
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thanks. Divisional slaff and MATI administrators ahould constantly indoctrinate

tutors regarding the importance 01 l~aching.

(ii). Tutor Training

In the past, the Manpower Development DiviHion has been assisted by the British

Council in conducting teacher training short cour8~S of three weeks' length for about

three tutors per MATI per year. This year, 10 tutors will attend a lO-week course in

Great Britain. This is a very commendable exercise as most tutore regard themselves

professionally as livestock or agricultural scientists and not educators. Teachers,

however, do not necessarily embrace better teaching techniques merely because they

have been briefly exposed to them. It is said that theory does not always dictate

practice. For professional improvement of MATI tutors, two essential elements of the

change process are crucial. First, there must be a substantial effort to enhance the

involvement of tutors, and to shift their perceptions, their attitudes, and their senses

of motivation with respect to teaching. Second, a consistent and efficacious program

of guidance and support must be provided as tutors attempt to put their new value

systems and methods into practice. This could be achieved through a sVecial reorientation

program for all tutors.

The kinds of training needed by various Divisional staff include academic or

subject training, the training which comes from practical work experience, and

professional or pedagogical training.

Recommendation No.8S: Adequate subject knowledge is the f~rst prerequisite for

teaching. The upgrading of staff to the Diploma degree for Certificate Course teaching,

and to the B.Sc. degree level for Diploma Course teaching, should continue as rapidly

as possible.

Those tutors who are inadequately prepared to teach in at least one minor specialty

area, and who have no immediate opportunity for degree training, should attend appropriate

short courses.

I



TuLon; of DipJolllll IiLlld('nLB and seJected otbf:ru who have

lH.:vL'r h..ld fteld expcr:fcncc (l('rL1nent Lo Lhe lllaJor Loptc IIn'lIB they l.each, Ilre recom

IIIlmded lo be pOf.ltcd to approprIate work asslgnmenLH for two to sIx monLhs Lo gaIn

prac.:Llcul experience and confidence. Thus, a farm management tULOl mIght be assigned

Lo ..u:uJI.lL d farm IlWnllr,<.'r in one of the parastutalH. Each MATI admln:futrllLLon should

IdllnLl fy ~lldl needs dmongst the stuff and propose Ii Hchedule o[ P081. Lng t () ))MI) -

pL'rhd(l1l J.l lhe rate 01 lwo to four tutors per year.

110::lt luLors uf I'he general Certificate course, it is recouunendcu, should substitute

11IlCllf.ilvt! village actIvity by MATI staff and studenls tur these work assignments.

Tulors ..ll:w need to involve themselves more in the farming projects undertaken at

every MATI, Lo benefit from the pr.1ctical experience.

Olher tutors mIght be enrolled in short courses at the Contjuuing Education Center

,1L Morogoro or elsewhere, whIch could be designed to upgrade spec lHc practical skills.

RecollunendaLion No.87 Professional training or pedagogical training of three

types J.s rt!colTUncndeti. They are: (1) annual short courses offered at each MATI, (2)

teacher trailling leading to a Diploma degree in Agricultural Education, and (3) short

courbes Lo upgrade the teaching of specific practicals, probably at the Continuing

EducaLion CenLer in Morogoru.

ReconnnendatLon No.88: To begin the long process of reorienting tutor attitudes

,mel tCJLhing lldbits, it Is recolluuended that a team uf experts prepare and conduct an

InLcllse Leaching methodology short course of two weeks' duration [or elll staff in the

Ml\TJ sysLem, one MATI ell a time, until .111 MATIs have been exposed to the courses.

ily invo1ving the enLire staff of a MATI, lasting changes are more likely to occur from

ll-dlning th,m wherE' one or tWll btaff members are trained at a distant site ~lOd returned

lo an unsympelthetic environment. As <l fInal act, supervisors (admlnisLrdtors) at

eVl'ry level should join with short course instructors dnd tutors in setting specific

goals for change. Constant follow-up by supervisors would then be needt!d to ensure

LhdL Lhey drc reachcLl.
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ReconDllonduUon No~8Y: The MInLsLry of Agriculture should (~oopcralo with lho

Ministry of NatLonal Educul10tl lo JoIntly oBtablish find utiUze a diploma college

of agricultural education. The Minlslry of National Education has already started

working on lhia project. Cooperation between the two Ministries in this matter would

suve a lot of unnecessary duplication of efforts. After the establishment of the

college, all new MATI tutors should be required to obtain a diploma in agricultural

education in addition to qualification In a subject area. A teaching salary increment

should then be provided.

Teacher preparation training which stresses practice leaching and critique of

practices for bothe theory and practicals should add innneasurably to the tutors'

creativity and skill in teaching. It should drastically improve their self-images

and add vigor and enthusiasm to their teaching. In brief, it should professionalize

them.

The secondary school agricultural tutors who had obtained such degrees seemed to

be better motivated and morp. content in their roles than were MATI tutors visited

during the survey.

Reconnnendation No. 90: In continuing with the task of professionalizing MATI tutors,

the Ministry of Agriculture should utilize the facilities to be provided by the Center

for Continuing Education at the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry, and Veterinary Science,

Morogoro, to conduct seminars and short courses for tutors, especially to teach practical

skills in various topic areas and how to teach them well.

Reconnnendation No. 91: It Is reconnnended that the Ministry of Agriculture through

the Manpower Development Division cooperate more closely with the Ministr,r of National

Education and the Institute of Education in the areas of tutor training and curriculum

impropement ..
Recommendation No. 92: A staff development record or form should be constructed

and used at all MATIs. The record should show the present area& of expertise, short

courses previously attended, the future training needs of each tuto~ and when the tutor
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could nexL l.w rclelll:lcu. Thc llllull' IlccdlJ uholllu lle determined!n consultaLlon wlt'h

tutors. The fonn(a) would l:lcrve us Il plulIlIJng do(~ulOcnt and progress report.

Reconuntlndatlon No. >I'.l: I t Is recollunendec.l thaL an agricultural teachers' association

be formed, dedicated to the prof U<.JtdOlluJ improvement of tutors and designed to improve

conwunication between field and headquarters sLaff. Such an association might issue

a quarterly professLonal publlcal1011 whIch would make an excellent forum for exchange

of ideas.

tural Education.

.. ....... • 1 ~1
.,...~ ••• ! OJ
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Recolluuendu tion No. 94: The Manpower Development Division should soon organize a

~. five to sevmday workshop for aU coordinators of study and deputy principals throughout

the system. Their roles aR helper, motivator, and supervisor of academic programs

and staff nre vit;" to the quality of educatlon at the MATIs. The workshop should help

them gain new insights. It should allow for the sharing of successes and problems; it

should provide experts to help individuals identify new alternatives and ways of

improving academic program operations. In connection with thiS, headquarters repre-

sentatives should participute in working uut differences in expectation~ and in policy

and goal setting.

Recommendation No. 95: HeadquJrtels stafi, MATI principals, and MATI deputy

principals could benefH [rom shurt courseb in public administration, management of

public institutions, and plannIng of educational activities.

(iii) Student:Tutor Rdtios and Teaching Loads

The student:tutor ratios found in the survey of MATIs ranged from 1.9:1 at MATI

Mlingano to 5.9:1 at MATI Nyegezl, and averaged 4.5:1 for the entire system. The average

ratio is based on a total staff count o[ 420 persons (including some sub-technical staff),

and 1,885 students. In fact, the survey revealed that about 24%, or 101 of the total staff
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who were assignod Lo MATIs W(Jrc on atudy lcavo, 1n nat10nal scrvlce, on mllLcrn1ty

leave, or on other ext~nded Leave.

Thus, the ratIo of studcnts to actIve tutors (based on the survAy sample of 8

institutes) was 5.9:1.

The study team concurs with the present divisional objective of n 20 contact

hour te~ching load per tutor per week. In a MATI of 320 students, using recommended

streams of 40 students (estimating practical groups of 20 half the time, and 10 the

other half) 32 tutors would be needed to teach the 640 weekly contact houTA. Thi~ M0~ld

imply a ratio of 10:1. HOHever, in a MATI of 920 students, about 8 staff, or 20% are

estimated to be utilized 1n nmjor non-teaching roles (principal, farm managers, etc.).

Thus,32 plus 8 or 40 on~site tutors are actually required for 320 students, yielding

a ratio of 8:1. If the 24% of tutors on long leaves and national service were to be

properly comp~nsated for, then the number of tutors shown on a normal roster would

have to rise by 10 to 50 tutors for 320 students, or a ratio of 6.45:1.

Recommendation No. 96: It is recommended that ralistic managerial measures of

efficiency und equitable workload distribution be evolved for each of the major insti

tutional functions and activities at a MATI. The instructional. administrative Ruppnrt,

self-reliance production, and others should be categorized, and the numbers of person

years required for each. The numbers of person years required will vary due to level

and complexity of subject matter taught, the sizeof facilities, land potential, existing

operations, \lumbers of courses taught, amount of village outreach activities, and so

forth. It has already been mentioned that a minimum of 20 contact hours per week

appears to be appropriate for an individual full time tutor, who also carries some nOrmal

extracurricular duties.

It will be noted that at the 6.45:1 ratio mentioned above, the 420 tutors already

in the MATI system could teach 2,604 students rather than the present 1,885. A key

factor is that the recommended ratio of 6.45:1 students to tutors-an-roster, is based

on an assumption of larger and more uniform institutions than are now existing.
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e. Student Reflourcof~...!tnd tJnnn.illJL

As the aupp Ly ana lysis in Chllpter IV has demonstrated, the budget constraint

is not the one which will most limit future outputs of MATI-trained manpower.

Rathe~, it is the availability of Form IV intakes from the higher 'quality

levels. In recent years P&st, MATI certificate programs were recoiving

category D and E allocations. The dropout rate among course students in 1916

throughout the MATI systetn was a high 25.9 percent. In the 1979-80 intakes,

categories Band C personenl were assigned. This should significantly reduce

_ L! L!" _ __~ ___ __.. 1 1
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as well as the quality of personnel received by end users. To meet the needs

of the agricultural sector, and especially the expanded applied action-r~searctV

extension operations advocated in the utilization section, the allocation of

higher quality personnel needs to be continued.

Administrators and tutors surveyed quite often identified studen~selection

or student ability as problem areas. Several aaminiatrators said the Certifi-

cate students are very weak in mathematics, science, and English. However, only

17 percent of the 156 tutors surveyed during the study rated Certificate students

as poor or very poor academically.* On a 5-point scale, 46 percent rateu the

students as "fair" academically, the midpoint of the scale.

The Ministry of Agriculture's expressed policy is to select students with

agriculture-biased secondary school backgrounds for Certificate training, although

the survey accompanying this study found that only 62 percent of the student

sample had come from such schools.

Many principals and tutors reported that Diploma courses seem to have drawn

so heavily from the pool of Certificate field staff as to have rather depleted

it of qualified people at this time. Although abilities and backgrounds vary

widely, the overall ability-level of enterinr Diploma students seems to be

*See Q. 10 of tutor questionnaire results in the Appendix.
.,
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docl1,nJnp,. In HOo\U courHUS IIwrklldly tw. (Seu L11l' LJppllm:JcllH aununllrlzJ.nK

reHpona8a to the InLervlllw9.)

Re('ommenduLLon No. 97: As recommunded lit the DfvJaion'a 1978 NatJ.ona1...-----------.-.--""----
Agr1uuJ.lural 'J'ratnLng Conference. the MATIs should send recruitment teams

to the nearby ugricuJture-Liased secondary schools every year. near graduation,

to encourage more good students to choose agriculture for Certificate training.

Recommendation No. 98 In the long run. improved education and increased

output at the secondary schools will have a very great impact on MATI training.

Therefore. the Minstry of Agriculture should support and assist the Ministry

of National Education in its efforts to upgrade secondary school education.

Recommendation No. 99: Pa."astatals should not be allowed to place students
,

in MATIs if they have not satisfactorily completed secondary school.

Re~ommendation No. lOa: At the Diploma level. it is recommended that

candidates with weak credientials be rejected even if intake qUutas are not

met. The selection committees need to have final authority in making selections.

assuming headquarters staff participate in the exercise.

Recommendation No. 101: When recruiting, it is recommended that the Division

search for better ways to differentiate between Diploma candidates who are

truly interested in the course speciality and those who aren't. They should

not be nominated because they are "::lext in line."

~~commendation No. 102: To reduce the problems coming from student variability

in each institutes entering classes, it is recommended that the Minstry consider

grouping trainees by backgrounds. For example, separate streams for Form Vl

entrants as constrasted with experienced Certificate staff, may facilitate

learning efficiency inat least the first year of studies.

Recommendation No.103: Students should not be enrolled late into a MATI

by more than three weeks.
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lIenclqunrloca fllarf of the J>JvJulun of Manpower Dovelopment seem to b"

making an effort to cuurditiute wiLh other educatIonal unJts, relevant mlnlstrle.,

etc., though staff RhortBgea impede lhe offort.

In the survey of 167 MATI tutors, approximately half reported having

contacted agricultural officers and half reported having contacted researchers

during the past year (an average of five and four times, respectively). About

one··fourth of them reported having contacted each of the following Rroups:

persons having Tanzanian printed matter, village managers or Bwana Shambas,

and others. The many remaining tutors would seem to be very inactive in

outreach aimed at updating themselves professionally. This appears to be a

major weakness of staff in general. The teaching notes observed during the

study generally incorporated very little information regarding the Tanzanian

agricultural situation.

Recommendation No.I04: Division supervisors, principals, coordinators of

study, and department heads should insi~~ on tutors maintaining adequate

linkages to research, to Kilimo field staff, and to farmers. Ev~nts should be

organized with specific objectives set for such linkages or contacts to occur.

Stude.ts should often be included in contacts with surrounding agricultu~ists.

Increased use of villages as training laboratories and increased participat:1.on

with researchers Vid joint village activities will automatically tend to solve

this present problem of tutor isolation.

Recommendation ~0. The Division of Manpower Development, HOA, must

actively coordinate with the MinBtry of National Education's Secondary and

Teacher Division, the Minstry of Manpower Development, the Ujamaa Cooperative

Development Division of the Prime Mjnister's Office, the l:rops and Livestocks

Divisions of the MOA, the Research Centers, parastatals. regional development
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projects, and others, to ensure its proper direction and to enlist the

cooperation and support of these units.

C. The Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry, and Veterinary Science: A Summary

The full report on the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry, and Veterinary

Science at Morogoro can be founa in Appendix A-IX.

1. Programs

a. Curriculm Development

The consclting team applauds the current discussions being conducted

by the Faculty on the following issues: (1) the amount of practical training

that can be offered, (2) relationship of training to self-reliance activities,

(3) length of time required by different intake qualiti~s to obtain degrees,

(4) syllabus revision necessary to be fully relevant to Tanzanian agriculture

and to avoid duplication and overlap, and (5) timing of introduction of

specializations.

A careful study of all possible alternatives should contin~e to be made.

Consultation with colleagues from other university faculties of agriculture may

be useful in the sorting-out process. The consultants have the feeling that

the degree program may need lengthening because of the worthy multiple objectives

to be achieved. It may also be necessary to consider whether or not a full

year should be devoted to practical work. Student involvement in these dis

cussions would be useful.

(i). Continuing Education Center

This program is vitally needed to give practical support to the field

workers in agriculture.

(ij). Program Expansion

Degree programs in range management and wildlife studies should be
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considered for the future. They are n~turally of importance to Tanzania.

Possible donors should be sought to avoid affecting the growth of activities

in other depar~ments. An agricultural engineering program is also recommended.

b. Teaching Materials and Methods

The Department of Agricultural Education and Extension should be asked

to provide in-service training for staff. They could upgrade the efficiency

and effectivness of instructional staff with presentations on the use of

audio-visuals, the preparation of lesson plans, and other a~pects of teaching.

2. Management

a. Facilities

The major priority is to provide for additional staff housing. Staff will

be returning from advanced study in the coming years and the situation could

be very difficult.

The library holdings need to be significantly increased. The five-year

plau request should be implemented, including library service staff training.

Efforts should be made to secure contributions of more books, journals, and

teaching and research materials. Linkages with other universities might be

explored.

Additional operating funds are essehtial for student field trips, for

equipment to oeprate the farm and to teach in classrooms, laboratories and

the field.

Additional sports faci]ties are needed for both students and staff.

Students should take a major role in the planning of possible facilities and

programs.

r
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b. Student Resources

Student enrollment is now considerably less than the capacity of the

facilities and staff because qualified c~ude~tB are in short supply.

Donors should consjder giving funds to support students at the Faculty

rather than ovetseas. Large num~ers of students should not normally be

sent overseas for training that is available in Tanzania, with sufficient

places and operating funds at th~ Morogoro campus. Specialized disciplines

not available at the Faculty at Morogo~are, of course, eYceptions.

c. Staff Resources

Staff continuity should be enhanced by: (1) finding ways to attract and

hold the required staff for longer periods of time. Turnoyer is too high at

should bethe moment; and (2) Tanzanian faculty memoerwreceiving at least equal income

and fringe benefits as other agricultural personnel tJith similar qualificationf3

serving in the Ministry and elsewhere in the sector.

d. Coordination

Communication and cooperation between the Minstry of Agriculture and

Faculty concerning manpower planning issues should be enhanced. The assigned

specific liaison personnel should meet at regular intervals througout the

year to r.eview the evolving situation. Top management of the Faculty and

Ministry should be kept informed by these liaison personnel.

D. Foreign Training of Agricultural Manpower

A great number of Tanzanians go abroad for short courses in various

f4alds of specialization. Records show that at least 185 Tanzanians attended

short courses in various agricultural fields in various countries between

1976 and 1979. Many oth~rs are thought to have studied abroad without being
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be1ng registered in K11imo records.

While it is evident that there are many benefits derived from sending

people abroad for short courses, to donor as well as recipient. the h~gh costs

of air travel and the gross diffb~ences in agriou1tura1 settings make thei.r

value questionable. Such courses, if ·well organized and well planned·,. ·...,ou1d often

be more re1evan~ if conducted in Tanzunia. They would be cheaper and more

people could attend. For similar reasons, graduate and post-graduate cou~ses

that can be or are being offered at the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry,

and Veterinary Science at Morogoro should be taken there rather than overseas.

It is recommended that the proper Tanzanian authorities forcefully

request donors of scholarships to follow theprecedent already set by sponsoring

in-country training whenever such training seems to be advantageous.

E. Agricultural Education in Secondary Schools

1. Introduction

The introduction of agricultural education in secondary schools is

part of a vocational program started in 1971 as a deliberate attempt to implement

education for self-reliance. Through this policy, students are expected to

learn as they produce and to produce as t~ey learn. The aim of this program is

to help students to recognize and understand theproblems of the rural popu1at~on

and to train to them to assist in the development of the rural sector, rather

than adopting superior attitudes which are contrary to the country's principles

of building a socialistic and egalitarian society.

After completion of his/her spcondary educat.lon. an agricu1tura: secondary

school graduate may be selected for further studies related to agriculture by

enrolling in one of the Minstry of Agriculture's Training Institutes or by

going on to Form V of secondary school and later joining the Faculty of

Agriculture. Others may enter fields such as teaching or medicine. Some go

back to their villages to become self-employed in agriculture.
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In April, 1979, there were 40 agricultural-biased secondary schools in

the coun :y with 422 streams of 35 students between Form I and Form IV. This

makes a total of 14,770 students. Plans are underway to introduce agriculture

as a subject at Forms V and VI levels in the near future. The subj~ct falls

under the same combination as biology and chemistry. A draft syllabus for this

combination has been completed and circulated to various authorities for

comments.

Thirteen periods of agriculture are recommended per week, only three

in Theory, but schools vary in their scheduling. About 48-52 periods per

week are commonly scheduled , excluding self-reliance activities.

In 1975, 1,952 students in eighteen agricultural-biased secondary schools

attempted the national Form IV examination in agricu1ture'for the first time.

At the end of 1979, 3,814 students in 40 such schools will attempt a similar

examination. This shows an increase of 93 percent over a three-year period.

Exhibit IX-F shows the prOVisional placement of students made during the

first two years in which agricultural-biased Form IV students graduated.

It can be seen that the percent of agriculture-trained students placed in MATIs

is small.

Exhibit IX- F

Provisional Placement of Students
from Agricultural-Biased Secondary Schoo1s,1975-1976

1975 1976
Placement of Output No. Percent No. Percent

MATIs 216 11.0 225 7.0
Teaching 706 36.0 1513 47.7
Form V 487 25.0 803 25.0
Natural Resources 20 1.0 11 0.3
Areas unrelated to agriculture 248 12.7 343 11.0
Back to villages 275 14.0 266 9.0

Total . . . 1952 100.0 3161 100.0
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Each year since 1972, about 30 Certificate holders from MATIs have been

recruited for teaching agricultural topics in seconda~y schooJs and given

methodology training for nine mont~q by the Ministry of Education. The staffing

goal of the Ministry is to upgrade tutors to a ratio of 1 B:Sc.:2 Diplomates:

4 Certificate holders.

2. Some Observations from School Visitations

The survey team briefly toured four agricultural-based secondary schools,

primarily to better evaluate the backgrounds of MATI students coming primarily

from these schools. Visited were: Iyunga Secondary School, Jfueya; Ki10sa

Secondary School, Kilosa; Mzumbe Secondary School, Morogoro; and Kibaha

Secondary School in Kibaha. Two visits were also made to the section of

the National Ministry of Education which supervises agriculture programs in

secondary schools.

a. Kilosa Secondary School

Kilosa, a co-educational agricultural secondary school started in 1976,

is embarked on a special pilot program combining education and work. Students

and tutors at this school are in two groups which rotate between morning and

afternoon activities. When group A is engaged in the classroom (seven 45-minute

sessionsof classes), group B is doing three hours of work education on the school

farm and vice versa. The school has 512 students and 26 tutors; it has 112

ha. of land on which maize, sorghum, beans, bananas, fruits, and vegetables

are cultivated. It also has a poultry unit of 500 layers and a broiler capacity

of another 500 birds and a modest dairy unit with six milking cows, a bull, and

eight calves and a small piggery with two pigs.

This pilot school seemed to contrast rather sharply with the other schools

visited in respect to the management of the self-reliance activities; work
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efficiency and productivity seemed to be outstanding. Fifty hectares of beans

and six hectares of bananas, along with the maize, makes the school quite

self-sufficient in food. The apparently aggressive and efficient work habits

being taught are in themselves a most impu~tant aspect of education for

national agricultural development.

Agriculture as a subject has the same status as other subjects. For

practical experiences in agronomy, each student has a ridge of vegetables (six

meters by one meter) to manage in his/her own spare time. They are assessed on

the quality or work they do on their own ridges. The self-reliance enterprises

are sometimes used by the agricultural teacher for demonstrations and other

instructional purposes.

The student body is divided into 12 streams of aboyt 40 students each. Tests

were said to be conducted weekly, monthly, at midterms, at the end of terms and

at end of year. Approximately half of the test items were said to be of the

objective type. All lesson plans were inspected for adequacy.

b. Iyunga Secondary School

This school has a total enrollment of 700 students. It started its

agriculture-biased program in 1974. Although it is now intrQducing an industria1

arts bias, the agricultural bias will still remain. It has an agricultural

facility which was built with IDA/World Bank aid, and comprises a workshop, a

classroom, an office, and a store room. The school had five hard-working

agricultural teachers who, despite the shortages of teaching materials such

as textbooks, visual aids, a tractor, and farm implements, try to make the

best use of what the school has available. This year they planted ten ha. of

maize and two of horticultural crops. The school had a dairy unit of 11 milking

cows, a piggery with five mature pigs, and a poultry unit with 371 layers.

While the latter has a 1500 bird capacity, it was said to suffer from an inadequacy

of chicks and quality feed.
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The agricultural training offered students consisted of three periods

of Theory per week, two and one-third hours of field work per week, and a very

small amount of early morning and evening practicals at the livestock enter

prises. Groups of five boys were said to spend one week at each livestock

~nterprise, caring for the animals. If 140 groups rotate among three animal

units, it is obvious that students are only barely introduced tc livestock

management and that early morning practicals conducted at MATIs are not an

unnecessary duplication of this secondary school training.

c. Mzumbe Secondary School

This school has 540 students. Of these, 400 are participating in the

agriculture-biased program. The school has been doing fiairly well in the

national Form IV exams ~s far as agriculture is concerned.

The school has an agricultural facility built with assistance from

NORAD. The unit is composed of a workshop, a classroom, an office, and a

store room. Agricultural projects in the school include a piggery with 40

pigs, a dairy unit with 14 milking cows and a calf, and a poultry unit with

76 birds. The school is now growing70 hectares of maize, 10 hectares of

tobacco, and a small orchard.

The agricultural tutor visited said that some agricultural topics cannot

be taught due to shortages of time, text books, teaching materials, and farm

implements. The school is unable to utilize its newly-acquired tractors because

it has no farm implements. The study team noted that the carpentry tools and

some mechanics workshop equipment had not been used.

Shamba work was said ~o be conducted for 1-3/4 hours three days per week.

c. Kibaha Secondary School

This school has two biases, agriculture and commerce. Out of 672 total
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total students, 'pn il t " participating in the agricultural-bias program. There

are four agriculLll. Lllt<>rs. The performance of these ag-biased students in

the national Form l \' 'XEllIIS was described as good.

The school haa an agrieultural facility with a workshop, a classroom and

office, and a store room. For practicals, students have small plots of maize

and ridges of vegetables. The school has a large poultry project underway and

a piggery unit.

d. Summary of Secondary School Visits

The survey team noted that the tutors of agriculture at the secondary level

were generally more content with their professions than were MATI tutors. Th~

one year professional training they received leading to ~Diploma in Agricultural

Education seemed to have developed this pride and commitment. Several secondary

tutors mentioned their overall satisfaction with the motivation of their

students.

Tutors at the secondary schools generally admj,tted that they are quite

out of contact with researchers, extension workers, and farmers. They felt

that their schools rece~ve very few agricultural publications of Tanzanian

origin. A very fine support service that the Ministry of National Education

could provide is locating useful local publications and disseminating them to

to the agricultural-biased schools and placing the schools on the mailing lists

of agencies and administrative units which regularly publish locally-relevant

materials. Tutors should also be kept up-to-date through annual participation

in short courses designed for updating. The Ministry of National Education might

cooperate with the Division of Manpower Development, Minstry of Agriculture, in

developing such short courses and reference materials for staff. Supervisors

could insist that tutors become more active in visiting a~riculturalistswho

are active in the areJ.
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Tutors at some schools said that few of the agricultural-biased graduates were

entering MATIs. Iyunga Secondary School reported only two each from the 1976 and 1977

graduating classes of 165 and 222 students entered MATIs. This would seem to warrant

some study and possibly some correction.

The agriculturally biased secondary school syllabus and MATI certificate syllabus

show considerable duplication. In practice there seemed to be very little unwarranted

duplication especially in practical training. The secondary schools semed to teach very

little agriculture beyond the basic skills of crop cultivation and the development of

positive attitudes toward manual work. The practicals related to livestock production

and agro-mechanics appeared to be very weak in general, due to shortages of animals,

equipment, and tutors. In the survey administered at MATIs, 83 percent of the 249

MATI students who had passed through agriculturally-biased secondary schools said there

was "little" or "some" unnecessary duplication of the secondary school agricultural program

in the MATI Certificate course.

F. Other Institutions Which Provide Agricultural or Related Training

Agriculture, being so important to Tanzania's economy, is offered in the curricula

of many non-agricultural training institutions. These include:

1. Institutions Run by the Prime Minister's Office

Buhare College of Home Economics, Muema

Cooperative College, Moshi

7 Cooperative Education Centres

5 Village Management Training Centres

Village Management Training Program, Dar Es Salaam

2. Institutions Falling Within the Portfolio of the Ministry of National Education
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a. 34 Colleges of National Education

The Butimba College of National Education offers a Diploma in Education

(Agriculture) which enrolls agriculturally-trained certificate holders. The

graduates become Education Officers, Grade II B, speciali.zing in agricultural

education.

The Ministry of National Education has plans to initiate a two-year

Diploma in Agricultural Education at the College of National Education, Mpwapwa,

in 1981, in order to generate a more reliable and better supply of teachers

for agricultural-biased secondary schools. The Minst~y wou~d enroll Form VI
.' I

leavers where possible and would thus, for the first time, be directly involved

in teaching agriculture at the Diploma level.

b. 47 Folk Development Colleges

The purpose of this curriculum is well summarized in a recent government

It is government's obligation to establish at least one Folk Development
College in each district, but so far only about 35 districts have such
centres. The function of FDCs is to provide training for the leaders and
members of Ujamaa Villages, including party leaders and members, farmers
and housewives, as well as extension workers of all kinds and other
public employees working ih the villages. Courses are normally of three
to six months in duration, but FDCs also conduct short courses, seminars,
conferences, etc., of a few days or one to two weeks in length. The
courses for leaders normally include practical agriculture and simple
matters of economic development, including crop hU9bandry, animal h~s

bandry. fi~heries and forestry. Home economics and simpl~ rural construction
may also be taught.

3. Institutions Falling within the Portfolio of Chama Cha Mapinduzi

-Kivukoni CCM Ideological College

- 5 Zonal Ideological Colleges

4. Youth Training Centers

Most of these are run by private and church organizations. There are eight

such centers which are actually agricultural schools. They conduct long general

*Taken frow the Directory of Training Institutions, Ministry of Manpower Development,
1977, p. 109.

•
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agriculture courses for primary school leavers who graduate with a

certificate in farming. Some of the graduates are employed by the Minstry

of Agticulture or the Prime Minister's Of~ice as field assistants.

Other YouthTratning Centers include the National Service Camps which

are under the Minstry of Defense and National Service and a number of home

craft centers for young girls.

Some MATIs provide agricultural training to National Service youths,

for example, three hours per day for three months.
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Chapter X: Financial Impacts

A. Introduction

There are three areas in which financial impacts would occur ii certain

recommendations of the report are implemented. These are:

(1) Recurrent cost of emolument increases of new entrants to the public

service;

(2) Recurrent cost increases of enlarged student enrollments;

(3) Capital costs of expanding MATI and University educational institutions.

In this chapter, the estimated unit costs for each of these are calculated upon

the basis of available information. In-depth analyses were not done at this time.

Such calculations would only have to be repeated again when and if decisions are

taken to embark on a particular level of effort. However, the unit coat figures

presented here will make it possible to do preliminary estimates of the impact of

any proposed scale of effort eventually decided upon.

B. aecurrent Cost Emolument Increases in the Public Sector

The unit costs of civil servants at each educational level are estimated in the

following way. First, the total number of new additional s~aff to be hired at each

educational/position- :ank level is divided between those that are in the public sector,

as contrasted with those who will be allocated to the parastatals, universities,

and private organizations. The public sector numbers are then multiplied times the

unit cost applicable to that level of officer. With regard to the diploma and B.Sc.

levels of staff, separate calculations are made for entirely new entrants to the

service, and for those who will receive increments due to promotion.

The unit costs of emolument increases are based on the salary levels found in

the Establishment Circular Letter No. 4 of 1975. These levels of compensation are

increased at three (3) percent per year to contain some minimal amount of inflation

prOVision. There is no policy or legal basis for this calculation, but it seemed a
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prudent course of action. It assumes that salaries wi1J in fact be adjusted at some

time to compensate for inflation. The salary levels of those individuals who advance

through promotion (due to t~e higher educational qualifications achieved) are cal

culated by assuming each individual is on the mid-point of his old salary scale, and

that the increillent is at the entry point of the new scale earned. This turns out

to be approximately 2,600 to 2,900 Tanzanian shillings per year.

Exhibits X-A through X-C give the incremental cost picture for each educational

level's recurrent expenditure requirementF., from 1980 through 1986. M.Sc. and Ph.D.

staff levels are not considered as no special promotions are given for achievement

of these degrees by the in-service employees; and direct entry of persons with

higher degree qualifications does not receive higher salary levels than the entry

into the professional cadre.

As the growth in the numbers of personnel on average is no greater than 7%

(as noted in Exhibit IV-A), it is unlikely that cover~ge of recurrent costs would be

a difficult problem. If the levels of trainees were to be raised significantly by

changes in the allocation of manpower to the agricultural sector, these present

computations would naturally have to be redone; and the financial impacts would

require careful examination.

No calcula'.tons have been done for the support costs incurred on recurrent

account when new staff are taken on board. This is a specia1iz~d type of budget

management analysis which is beyond the purview of the present study. As noted

in the utilization analyses in Chapter VIII, support costs for staff are a critical

issue which should be looked into in the future.
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A. Projected Supplyl

B. Incremental Output

2C. Public Sector Increment (82% x B)

D. Est'd Unit Cost (T.Shs. per year)3

Exhibit X-A

Certificate Level: Incremental Emolument Cost Increases
of New Entrants to Public Sector. 1980 - 1986

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
3071 3097 3079 3209 3358 3506 3652 31307

26 -18 130 149 148 146 155

21 -15 107 122 121 120 127

8400 8652 8912 9179 9454 9738 10,030

E. Incremental Cost Increase Per Year
of New Entrants (C x D) (T.Shs.) 176,400 (-129,780) 953,584 1.12 m. 1.14 m. 1.17 m. 1. 27 m.

..t
e"~

Notes: 1.---
2.
3.

From Exhibit IV-A.
Derived from Exhibit III-C.
From Establishment Circul~r No. 4 of 1975. Scheme of Service for Professional and Non-Professional/Technical
cadres in the Ministry of Agriculture.

Direct entry of new personnel from Form ~V backgrounds with a two year certificate is on MS.l scale.

::<
I

W
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Notes: 1. From Exhibit IV-A.
2. Derived from Exhibit III-C.
3. Assumes that study recommendation to this effect is adopted.
4. From Establishment Circular No.4, 1975. Scheme of Service for Professional and Non-Professional/Technical

Cadres in the Ministry of Agriculture.
Direct entry of new entrants from Form VI backgrounds is to MS.2 scale, at T.Shs. 1,130 per month, or Shs. l3,56C

per year in 1979; and 13,967 in 1980, to take account of possible 3% inflation increase.
5. An estimate, assuming certificated diploma graduates are mid way through the certificate salary scale, which is

approximately T.Shs. 2,874 less than MS.2 scale entry point. Therefore, an av~rage increase was derived; and
then inflated at 3% per year.

:<
I
~
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Exhibit X-C

Bachelors Level: Incremental Emolument Cost Increases
of New Entrants and Old Employees in Public Sector, 1980 - 1986

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A. Projected Supplyl 708 663 686 668 740 792 853 907

B. Incremental Output -45 23 -18 72 52 61 54

C. Public Sector Increment (62% x B)2 -L8 14 -11 45 32 38 34

D. 70% New Entrants (70% x C)3 -20 10 -8 32 22 27 24

3
- 8 4 -3 13 10 11 10E. 30% Old Employees Promoted (30% x C)

F. Unit Cost of New Entrants (T. Shs.)4 19,140 19,714 20,306 20,915 21,542 22,189 22,854 23,540

G. Incremental Unit Cost of Old Employees
Promoted to Higher Level (TShs.)5 - 2,587 2,664 2,746 2,827 2,912 2,999 3,089

H. Incremental Emolument Cost Increases (T.Shs.)
- New Entrants to Service (D x F) - -.395 .203 -.167 .690 .488 .617 .565
- Old Employees Promoted (E x G) - -.021 .011 -.008 .037 .029 .033 .031

Totals (in millions) _'""___416 .214 -.U5 .727 .517 .650 .596

~
c)

Notes: l.
2.
3.
4.

5.

From Exhibit IV-A.
Derived from Exhibit III-C.
Based on past proportions, and some projections.
From Establishment Circular No.4, of 1975. Scheme of Service for~rofessional and Non-Professional/Technical

Cadres in the Ministry of Agriculture.
Direct entry of new entrants with B.Sc. qualifications is to MS.3 scale, at T. S~s. 1,595 per month, or

T. Shs. 19,140 per annum in 1979. Future years are based on average 3% per year inflation increase.
Unit cost for old employees assumes an increase from the mid-point on the diploma MS.2 scale to entry point

on MS.3 scale, which is approximately 2,587 per year. This amount is then inflated at 3% per year.

>,<
\.It
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C. Rp.current Cost Increases of Enlarged Student Enrollments

1. MATIs

The projected expansion of enrollments at MATIs shown in Exhibit IV-L

indicates only a minor 2.8% increase from the 1,945 students in 1980 to 2,000 in

1986. The impacts on recurrent costs will therefore not be especially significant.

They are computed in Exhibit X-D below, and are useful at this moment only for the

specification of the unit costs which are likely to prevail in each year. Should

policy decisions be made to allocate greater n~mbers to certificate and/or diploma

training programs in the future, these figures can be utilized co update the

calculations. The unit costs per student are based on the Ministry of Agriculture's

best estimates, and are adjusted for 10% annual inflation each year .

Exhibit X-D r'
MATI System: Recurrent Cost Increases Projected, 1980-1986

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A. Projected Enrollment l 1945 1852 1728 1774 1836 1919 2000

B. Unit Cost Per Student 2 14,303 15,730 17,303 19,033 20,936 23,030 25,333

C. Estima§ed Recurrent
Costs (in mil. T.Shs.) 27.8 29.1 29.9 33.8 38.4 44.2 50.7

Notes: 1. From Exhibit IV-L.
2. Based on costs per student year utilized in paper entitled Agricultural

Research Manpower Development, by Prof. M.L. Kyomo, Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, r

Forestry and Veterinary Science; and Dr. J.E.U. Mchechu, Director, Manpower Development
Division, Ministry of Agriculture. Inflation factor of 10% per annum utilized.

3. C = A x B.

2. UDSM: Faculties of Agriculture and Veterinary Sciences

The projected enrollment at UDSM-Morogoro in agriculture and veterinary science

are shown in Exhibitb IV-H through IV-J. The increase is from 347 students in 1980

to 443 in 1986, or about 28% over the seven year period. Exhibits X-E and X-F below,

compute the increase in recurrent costs to be incurred at each educational level.
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The average recurrent unit costs for each B.Sc. student is about 26,000 Tanzanian

shi111ings per year; and for M.Sc. and Ph.D. levels it is approximately 40,000

Tanzanian shillings per year. These 1979 costs are inflated at 10% per year in the

computations shown. There is a slight difference in the unit cost of agriculture

and veterinary science students, which has been ignored here for the sake of

simplicity.

It will be necessary to exercise significant caution with the enrollment

figures as very recent events have indicated that intakes into the agriculture

faculty have not kept pace with the study's supply projections in Chapter IV.

Recurrent costs may in fact be less. Depending on the national manpower policy

allocation decisions taken in the future, such figures will have to be recalculated.

Exhibit X-E

B.Sc. Level: UDSM-Morogoro Recurrent Cost Increases Projected, 1980-1986

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

A. Projected Enrollments1 156 246 304 300 300 300 303

B. Unit Cost Per,Student 2 28,600 31,460 34,606 38,067 41,873 46,060 50,667

C. Estimated Recurrent
Costs (in mil. T.Shs.) 4.5 7.8 10.5 11.4 12.6 13.8 15.4

Notes: 1. From Exhibit [V-H.
2. Based on costs per student year utilized in paper entitled Agricultural

Research Manpower'Development by M.L. KyOU10, Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry,
and Veterinary Science; and Dr. J.E.D. Mchechu, Director, Manpower Development
Divi~ion, Ministry of Agriculture. Inflation factor of 10% per annum utilized on
1979 base cost of T.Shs. 26,000.

3. C = A x B.

Exhibit X-F displays the recurrent cost projections for M.Sc. and Ph.D. students.
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A.

B.

Exhibit X-F

M.Sc. and Ph.D. Levels: UDSM-Morogoro Recurrent Cost increases
Projected, 1980 1986

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Projected Enrollments1

- M.Sc. 38 73 71 84 87 90 93
- Ph.D. 5 11 15 19 23 23 23

Total 43 84 86 103 110 113 116

Unit Cost Per Student2 44,000 48,400 53,240 58,564 64,420 70,862 77,949

C. Estima§ed Recurrent
Costs (in mil. T.Shs.) 1.9 4.1 4.6 6.0 7.1 8.0 9.0

•

Notes: 1. From Exhibits IV-I and IV-J.
2. Based on costs per student year utilized in paper entitled Agricultural

Research Manpower Development, by Prof. M.L. Kyomo, Dean, Faculty of Agriculture,
Forestry and Veterinary Science; and Dr. J.E.U. Mchechu, Director, Manpower Development
Division, Ministry of Agriculture. Inflation factor of 10% per annum utilized •

3. C = A x B.

D. Capital Costs of Educational Institution Expansion

1. MATIs

The study reco~nends a minimum capacity expansion at MATIs from 2,219 to 2,774,

or an increase of 555 student places. In Exhibit X-G, the 1979 unit capital costs

per student of new facilities to be built are shown. This table gives the 1979 cost

of construction, and would need to be adjusted for the proper inflation rates in

construction and labour costs expected to prevail when expansion planning is at a

more advanced stage. It has been suggested that construction costs are advancinb at

as much as 20% per year or more.
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E',1Chibi t X-G

MATI System: Estimate of 1979 Capital Costs of Expansion

Capital Cost Components

1. Classroom and Sanitary Facilities

2. Hostels and Dining Rooms

3. Laboratory Buildings and Facilities

4. Farm Facilities:
a. Farm Machinery
b. Dairy, Poultry and Piggery
c. Livestock
d. Shops and Storage

5. Library Buildings

6. Library Books

7. Vehicles

8. Office and Administrative Facilities,
Laboratory Equipment and Small Tools

9. Office Space and Staff Rooms

10. Tutor and Supporting Staff Housing2

Total Estimated Unadjusted Capital Cost

Add: Adjustment for Inflation (To Be Completed)

Total Adjusted Cost (To Be Completed)

(1) (2)
T.She. Estimated

Cost Per Capital Cost
Student (555 x Col. 1)

2,570 1,426,350

11,500 6,382,500

2,000 1,110,000

4~300 2,386,500
1,700 943,500

860 477,300
1,060 588,300

750 416,250

1,000 ' 555,000

2,000 1,110,000

2,500 1,387,500

3,000 1,665,000

47,300 26,251,500

44.699.700

+

Notes: 1. Based on per student capital costs computed by Division of Manpower
Development, Ministry of Agriculture.

2. Given th~ low and inefficient student:staff ratios prevailing and the
need for consolidation reported in Chapter IX, the exact needs for additional tutor
and supporting staff housing are not really known. This line's figures may possibly
be vastly overstated. Only the facilities planning consultant recommended in the
study will be able to arrive at a proper professional determination.
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2. UDSM-Morogoro

As noted in Exhibit IV-N, it is expected that the Morogoro facilities may

become overcrowded by 1985. In light of the recent news that intakes are not as

high as originally projected, the expansion planning and estimated cost picture

is not clear. The situation could change if national manpower allocation decision

makers choose to expand the numbers of entrants in the years ahead. Therefore,

only the unit costs per student of capital expansion are given. The~e are shown

in Exhibit X-H, and can be utilized when making initial estimates of magnitude in

the future.

Exhibit X-H

UDSM-Morogoro: 1979 Unit Capital Costs Per Student nf Expanded Facilities

Capital Cost Components

1. Classrooms and Furniture

2. Hostels and Furniture

3. Kitchen, Dinig Rooms and Furnituren

4. Laboratories and Furniture

5. Farm Facilities:
a. Far," Machinery
h. Dairy, Poultry and Piggery
c. Livestock
d. Shops, Stores, and Storage

6. Library Buildings

7. Library Books

8. Vehicles

(1)
T.Shs.

Cost Per
Student

4,950

18,000

5,400

3,300

4,300
1,700

360
1,000

1,650

1,000

2,000

(2)
Estimated

Capital Cost
(? x CoL 1)

9.

10.

Administration
a. Administrative Block and Furniture
b. Offices, Laboratory Equipment, Miscel

laneous Equipment

2Tutor Houses and Furniture

3,300

5,000

n/a

Total Estimated Unadjusted Capital Cost

,.
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-Table X-H continued-

Notes: 1. Estimates from Project Planning Section, Ministry of Education.
Costs are for 1979, and would re~uire inflation adjustments.

2. Presently there are 60 Class A Houses and 20 Class B Houses. Additional
houses are being constructed, but the plans for expansion were not available at the
time this study was written. As the student:staff ratio at the university is
low and relatively inefficient at the moment, no major increases in staffing are
contemplated. However, as Chapter IX notes, staff housing has been a problem and
with the return of many faculty members from advanced study overseas, there may
well be a significant need. The university planning consultant would have to
look into this amongst other matters recommended.
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Chapter XI: Implementation Plan Action Agenda

The purpose of this very brief chapter is to facilitate thinking about the next

steps to take in agricultural manpower production, education and utilization. The

chapter presents a general outline of activities which may be useful in the actual

setting up of an implementation aKenda to plan and monitor progress towards resolution

of the many problems discussed. Exhibit XI-A presents an outline of the major

implementation activities required to be accomplished, the principal organizations

who would be responsible for carrying out each activity, and the approximate

sequence and schedule that might be feasible. The focus of the implementation

planning schedule is only on the key issues raised in the study. The full text

must naturally be consulted for more detailed coverage of every recommendation.

A. Considering the Report

1. Circulation of Summary Report of Study an4 Print-Outs

Feedback to those organizations and supervisory managers who contributed

their time and information to the study is a first priority. Each organization and

supervisory manager should receive a copy of the summary; and most importantly, each

should receive a copy of the full set of pages from the computer print-outs on his/her

organization unit. Thus, each DADO, for example, would receive a few pages of informa

tion that records his/her responses at the time of the survey. These print-out

pages provide the format from which periodic updating of the survey can be done.

They facilitate annual up-datings of filled posts, educational levels, and areas

of specialization of staff. They also provide spaces where changes in future

requirements can be noted.

A request for comments, suggestions, questions and ideas should be solicited,

so that continual involvement of supervisory managers in the manpower planning

process is possible.

2. Circulation of Full Report

Full copies of the report should be circulated to all the principal organiza-
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tions concerned with manpower planning, educational system changes, and efficiency

and effectiveness improvement, preparatory to holding a workshop on the study. A

sampling of representatives of regional and district organizations, research

institutes, MATIs, the larger parastatals, and other interested end-users Rhould

be included. Representatives of potential donors to improvement efforts should

also be invited. Their participation may permit closer professional understanding

ot the issues faced, and engender continual teamwork on common problems of concern.

3. Workshop Discussions

Probably a minimum of three days are necessary for full consideration of

the report's findIngs. Because of the size of the workshop, there should be at

least one day each set aside for the manpower planning, agricultural education, and

utilization issues. The utjlization area may even require two days of discussions .

The opening session should naturally be devoted to a review of the summary and the

main points of the study. Then, given the likely large numbers of participants,

small groups should be ~onstituted that would meet in separate rooms. There, each

participant would have an opportunity to individually express his/her views and to

put forth the questions, comments, and requests for clarification that usually come

up. Each group would then appoint a spokesperson who could report to the plenary

session at which the matters raised could receive a proper response and full

consideration.

4. Summary'_of Workshop I·}ndi.l~

The principal output of the workshop should be a summary of predominant

consensus£.. cl-tat emerge from the discussions about what policy and program actions

should be taken by top mdnagement. The workshop summary should also note those areas

where consensus was not reached, and what the contending points of view are. This

workshop summary should be circulated to all end users, as well as communicated to

the decision makers.

The Exhibit XI-A, as supported by the full text, gives adequate indication of

the activities to be carrieo out, and need not be repeated here.
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Exhibit n-A

Implementation Planning Schedule
and Responsibility Assignment Charting

IHPLFJfENTATION ACTIVITY

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
ORGANIZATION 1980 1980 1981 1981

RESPONSIBLE Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.
1981
Har.

1981
Apr.

1981
Hay

1981
June

1981 1981 1981 1981
July Aug. Sept. Oct.

1981
Rov.

1981
Dec.

1982 1982
Jan. Feb.

1982
Mar.

A. CONSIDERING THE REl'ORT
1. Circulate Summary & Print-Outs
2. Circulate Full Report
3. Hold Workshop
4. Summary of Workshop Findings

HOA/HDD xx
XX

XX
XX

B. MANPOWER ALLOCATION TO AG. SECTOR
1. Raise National Policy Issue
2. Priority Allo~ations to Research
3. Raise MATI Entry Quality Levels
4. Diploma Entrants 50% FOl"1ll VI
5. Raise Form VI & Diploma Entrants

to UDSK (Korogoro)

HOA/mn.
HOA/HDD
HHD/Trg.
HHD/Trg.

UDSH

Raise

Begin

Discuss Decide
---Execute

Execute
Execute

Eltecute FulJ.y

HOA/HDD

HOA/HATls

HOA/HDD
HOA/HDD
HOA!HDD

Secure Funds Iap1e.ent in Areas of Viable Rec~eMations

Seek Auth. r. Donor FundingDesign Project

xx

xx

Continuing HaJor Process of Curricu1ua Revision and Teaching Methods r. Materials Develop.
Prepare Revisions Begin I!ple.entation of Exaa Revisions

XX
Secure Funds Hire Cons. Do Study

C. MATI SYSTEM
1. End Agro-Vet Retraining Courses
2. Facilities Expansion Planning
3. End Agro-Vet certif. Courses
4. Adjust Specialty Subject Course

Production Proportions
5. Curriculum Revision and Teaching

Methods and Haterials DevelopmentKOA/HDD
6. Exam System Revisions MOA/HDD
7. Expand OJT Assistance and

Short Course Offerings

D. UNIVERSITY EDUCATION SYSTEM
1. Adjust Specialty Subject Course

Production Proportions UDSH
2. High-Level Working Party to

Examine Systelll Cabinet/UDSH

xxxx
Secure Bire
~ CO;;-sultant
~int

Group Conduct Study
Subldt Discuss
Report r. Decide I!ple.ent

E. MANPOWER UTILIZATION IHPROVEKENTS FOR
INCREASING STAFF EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS

External Fund Raising ~

Educational Efforts in ServiLe llec.Funds Initiation of Few Pilot Projects

1.

2.

Research
8. Implement Far1lling Systeas

Approaches to Research HOA/Rs&Ds

Planning/Programing Processes HOA/Rs&Ds Secure Bire
Funds consultant

Develop As Planning ~ Establish Prof Advisory
1JIp1e.. Caleudar Schedules CrOUPS for Pilot Areas

!:!2!!!!!.
Slowly

bpl_t APIC
in Pilot Arus

:<
I-f
I

W

vi

~



Exhibit XI-A (Part 2)

Implementation Planning Schedule
and Responsibility Assignment Charting

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITY

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
ORGANIZATION 1980 1980 1981 1981

RESPONSIBLE Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.
1981
Mar.

1981
Apr.

1981
May

1981
June

1981 1981 1981 19B1
July Aug. Sept. Oct.

1981
Nov.

1981
Dec.

1982
Jan.

1982
Feb.

1982
Mar.

3. Training - OJT and Shor Course HOA/Rs&Ds Allocate Hare
Funds for OJT/SCTrg.

Implement Selectively in Conjunction with
Action Oriented Local CaJlpa1gns in Certain Areas

4. Extension
a. Fa~min2 Systems Approaches

to Research Collaboratively HOA/Rs&Ds
Allocate More Staff

and Recurrent Funds
Collaborate with Research
Institutes~nd Villages
in Various Phases in Pilot
Areas

Expand Pilot Areas
as Staff and Funds
Pendt

b. Utilize Work Planning and
Control Systems (T & V) HOA/Rs&Ds

Educate Staff in Areas of Viable
Recommendations Where Active Campaigns
Are Planned. To Be Able To Operate
Proper SuperVisory Extension System

Implement in Appropriate Areas
Without Overstretching Resources

c. Paraprofessionals Rs&Ds
Villages

Research Institutes
MATIs

Design Variety of Paraprofessional
Systems in Various Areas to Suit
Local Circumstances in Collaboration
with Villages

Test Various Systeas in Fandng Systems
Research Efforts and in Local Caapaigns

d. Staff Deployment

5. Organizational Structures and
Coor".in,!!in.!!

MOA!Rs&Ds Increasingly Concentrate Scarce Staff Resources to Achieve Effectiveness
Allocate Staff to Highest Priority Areas

a. Collaborative Mode of
Operations Pres./PH

Draft Policy
ReitC'ration

Issue General
Policy RE!IIIinder

b. Clarify Roles and Authority.
and Necessity of Free Flows
of Information

PHO Draft and Issue Policy Reiteration
Distinguishing Po1icy/Prograa Decision
Making Authority froa Advisory/l!plementory
Roles, and Need for Free Flows of Infor.ation

c. Parastatal Collaboration PHO/Rs&Ds
Parastatals

Discuss For.at for
Coopted Membership in
Regional and District
Management Teaas

Issue
Policy
Dete~ination

d. HOA Involvement & Support HOA!Rs&Ds Allocate More Funds for
BOA Assistance Activities
in Rs & Os in Accord With
Collaborative Policy Statement

Expand Travel, lnfonlation Sharina,
Extension Materials Publication, Research
ExtenaiOD Liaison, Distribution, and N0n
Directive Advice Civina

X
H
I
~

6. Finance and Logistics Rs & Ds Increasinsly Concentrate Scarce Resources in Areas of Viable Rec~atiODS and
in Collaborative Action-Research Extension Projects

~
7. Personnel

a. Promotion Systems Circular HOA/Adain.
b. Accelerated Proaotion System PubSerCo.

Draft and Issue Clarifications
Study Rec~endations

Sw.Itted
Decide and
I!plement

Pc::>
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Goals:

SUMMARY

The study is designed to answer the following five questions
with specific sets of recommendations: '

1.

2.

How many persons are needed at each qualification level,
in each ~pecialty, for which agricultural sub-sectors over
the next five years?

Given a set of manpower needs, how many persons can and ho','
many persons should be produced by the training institutior
in the light of various constraints such as funding levels,
general economic outlook, and so forth?

J.

Methods:

INhat can be done to imurove the qualitative uerformance o~

]£e-service, in-service, and adult education farmer trainin
institutions with regard to both their programs and
management?

4. How can the efficiency and effectiveness of agricul-curall:r
speci~lized manuower be enhanced through improvements in
organizational structures, personnel system incentives,
supervisory activiti.es, and financial, logistical, infor- _
mational and planning/programming systems and procedures?

5. In the light of recommendations on the above issues of
manpower plarming, education, and utilization, ·..,hat would
constitute the general outlines of an implementation plan
to schedule the reauired activities?

An integral part of the study effort is to skill transfer and
institutionalize the capacity to conduct such studies in the
future within the Ministry of AgriCUlture.

Basic approaches involve:

1. A decentralized survey. with detailed questio~~aires on
supply, demand, education, and utilization, covering
districts, regions, parastatals, other ministries, at each
supervisory management level.

2. To utilize an unconstrained question on demand estimates,
which is later scaled by bUdget limitations; but which
nonetheless contains appropriate proportions with regard
to educational qualification levels and fields of suecial-
ization. .

J. To follow~up questionnaire data collection with interpreti~·

interviews for greater depth.

(i) i .



staffing:

Scheduling:

WVU/NCATSU - 2 Manpower Planner/Analysts (6 months each)
- 1 Agric. Education Specialist (3.2 months)
- 1 Manpower Utilization Specialist (6 months)
- 1 Survey Interviewing Specialist (2.4 months)
- 1 Reviewing Consultant (0.4 months)

Total of 24 Person-Months
Min. of Ag.- 2 to 4 persons (12 to 24 Person-Months)

-Start to Finish Estimate of Six (6) Months (Optimistic Est. )
-Contingency person days estimate of twenty percent (20%),

making for pessimistic estimate of seven point two (7.2)
months.

(ii)



Second Draft

TERHS OF REFERENCE

TANZANIA AGRICULTURAL MANPOWER STUDY

Drafter 2 Roger J. Simmons
April 11, 1978

I. BACKGROUND

Demand and Supply of Agriculturally Specialized Personnel

Over the past 12 years there have been two manpower supply and

demand studies done by the Ministry of Agriculture. The last was

that done by Yeaman, Schwencke, and Wamunza in 1972; and before that

the study by Nelson i~ 1967. Both of these attempted to grapple with

the projection of manpower needs and the provision o£ trained personnel

by the educational system. Within the confines of the methodologies

used, each of these was able to contribute to policy making through

their quantitative forecasting, as well as making recommendations

relevant to qualitative aspects of agricultural education, and in

suggesting utilization improvements.

There has always been and will likely always be continuing debate

about the proper methodology to employ in manpower studies. Unfor

tunately, manpower planning is one of the more imprecise areas of

development planning, and is not a fixed and exact science~ The

Government of Tanzania and the Ministry of Agriculture in particular

have been concerned about this issue for some time. They wish to make

progress in evolving increasingly reliable projec~ions upon which

future educational in~akes can be based.

The last two studies have been based on demand estimates bei~g

made by a limi~ed number of persons at a centralized headquarters



location, using a combination of three basic approaches. The program

apuroach attempts to secure a grasp of the number of agricultural

projects and programs being carried out over a plan period, the workloads,

and types of agricultural personnel needed to accomplish the specified

tasks; and therefore the effective demand. The ratios auproach posits

a target set of optimum numerical relationships between different

levels of personnel. For example, in the 1972 study, it was assumed

that there should be a ratio of 1 graduate to 2 diplomats to 20 cer

tificate holders to 10,000 farmsteads. Demand is then calculated to

close the gap between existing and desired staffing magnitudes and

proportions. The budget constraint aunroach takes the existing staffing

• pattern and makes projections for each level based on the expe~ted annual

increases in the personal emol~ments line-item, and thus the number of

personnel who can be afforded. The bUdget constraint is derived either

from a ceiling set by the Minis~ry of Finance, or a review of average

increases in past years.

Each of these approaches has its strengths and limitations. On

the strengths side, they are useful in making estimates in a short time,

at low cost, using certain rules of thumb as guidelines. There is a

good amount of common sense and logic in the enumeration of projects and

their personnel needs, just as it is only realistic to apply a budget

constraint to any set of figures to keep them within the bounds of

feasibility. Similarly, ratios are an expression of broad staffing

patterns which experience might indicate have been desirable.

On the other hand, each of the above approaches also has its

limitations. The major concerns which the Government and professi~nals

in the field have about them are:



1. Programs and projects are always in flux and rarely does

Government know all the agricultural efforts it will be making in

coming years. In addition, since there is always a significant time

lag between the point man~ower demands are known and when training

production could be inc~eased, shortages would likely continue through

the actual program implementation period.

2. Ratios tend to be inflexible, and thus cannot take into

adequate consideration the diverse agricultural situations in the country

which may requir':l st'3.ffing patterY1.s with significant ·"ariations.

3. Neither ratios nor budget ceilings consider changing needs

from past pat~erns. They canno~ cap~t~re SUfficiently detailed infor

mation on specializations required, nor changes in the ratios among

qualificati~n levels, over time.

4. Neither the ratios nor the bUdget constraint approaches base

their estima~es on the volume of agricultural development work that

has to be accomplished; and therefore what numbers and skills at which

qualification levels are required to do the job in different parts of

the country. Each is based on a broad formula which is unable ~o uncover'

the important practical differentiation needed among staff resources.

5. The above approaches do not utilize ~he opi~ions and perspectives

of the principal super'risory managers in the field; and not even all

of those at headquarters. These perso~nel can be expected to possess

practical information about the agricultural development potentials and

problems in their geographic and functional specialization areas of

responsibili ty. The 'rariations from place to place in farmers, crop

and livestock pa~terns, and other situational ~actors so important in

operational planning, cannot be sufficiently considered without ietaile~

consultations.

The Minis~ry is therefore understandably concerned about its ability
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to plan and justify an agricultural education and training supply capa

bilitywhich will respond to the genuine needs of the agricultural sector.

It is further concerned about the utilization of personnel, in terms of

their efficiency and effectiveness. The Ministry recognizes the fact

that the country must minimize any wastage of expensively produced

quality manpower in its daily operations.

In recognition of this situation, the Ministry of Agriculture,

United states Agency for International Development, and the West

Virginia/Nor~h Carolina Agricultural and Tecbnical State University

consortium have decided to collaborate on a study which will update

the manpower projections, review T-he agricul~ural education insti~utions,

and examine issues of manpower utilization .

Subsequent sections of the ~el~S of reference attempt to spell out

various aspects of these matters. Section II describes the General

Purposes of the study by enumerating the particular q~estions which the

study is attempting ~o answer. Section III gives the Detailed Objectives

and Methods to be employed. S8ction IV indicates an Implementation

Plan which covers activity scheduling, s~affing, and logistica: and

cost fac~ors. Section V concludes the terms of reference by noting

the assumptions on which the study's inquiries and scheduling are cased.

/"



II. GENERAL PURPOSES OF THE STUDY

As the background section indicates, the purposes of the study

are to respond with recommendations to five major areas of concern.

The particular questions ,which the study poses are:

A. Demand and SupplY

1. How many persons are needed at each qualification level, in

each specialty, for which agricultural sub-sectors over the

next five ;::,.-ears?

2. Given a set of manpower ~eeds, how many persons can and how many

~ ..

Dersons should be Droduced by the

light of various constraints such as funding levels, general

economic outlook, and so forth?

B. Agricultural Education and Training

J. What can be done to improve the qualitative performance of pre-

service, in-service, and adult education farmer training insti

tutions I,d th regard to both their programs and management?

C. Utilization

~. How can the aficiencv and effectiveness of azriculturally

s-oecialized man-oower be enhanced through improvements in

organizational structures, personnel system incentives, super-

visory activities, and financial, logistical, informational and

planning/programming systems and procedures?

D. Implementation Planning

5. In the light of recommendations on the above issues of manpower

planning, education/training, and uti.lizao:ion, what would

constitute the general outlines of an imDlementaticn ulan tv

schedule the reQuired activities?



III. DETAILED OBJECTIVES AND METHODS

This section attempts to specify the particular data collection

objectives and general methods which will be employed in the study.

This is done in part by iisting the information needed, indicating the

rationale for its collection, and noting how it will be utilized. Data

collection includes not only quantitative aspects, but also qualitative

factors In these activities, interpretive interviews will be conducted

where applicable to document the factors influencing numerical es~imates;

and. "to gain relevant information which is not easily quantifiable. In

the education/training and utilization sections, of course, inte~pre+'ive

interviews are ~he princip~l modes of data collection.

The sub-s68tior.s of ~he study detailed here a~e those for supply

and demand, education/training, utilization, and implementation planning.

A. Su-::roly and Demand

The two supply and demana inquires involve obtaining responses to

a number of inquiries. The basic tasks can be divided into about eleven

phased activities noted below.

1. Compila. tion of lis-cs of users and suP'Oli~ of agricultu~ally

specialized personnel.

While the vast majority of users and supplies are fairly

well known, there is always -che possibility that some oversight cO'lld

occur. Double checking will be necessary, Public, parastatal, and private

sub-sectors will be covered.

On the demand or user side, these will incl~de:

a. Public 3ec~or

(i) Minis~ry of Agriculture Headquarters, Regions, Districts
(ii) Other Public Sector Organizations

-Ministries of Educat:c~, Lands, Fi~ance, Com~erce and



(iii)

(iv)

7.

Industry, E~onomic Affairs and Planning, Labor, Natural
Resources and Tourism, Water Development and Power, Prime
Minister's Office, Prisons, and National Service
Parastatal Organizations
-Producing or Holding Companies, Boards, Authorities,

Banks, Institutes, Corporations, etc.
-Subsidiary Companies
Others"

b. Private Sector

(it~
(iii)
(iv)

Estates
Larger scale agri-business industrieJ
Individual professions
Others

On the supply side, the following would be included:

c. Public Sector

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iy)

(v)

University of Dar es salaam
Diploma granting programs at Institutes
Certificate granting programs at Institutes
Foreign institutions at university, diploma, and
certificate levels '
Others

d. Private Sector

(i)

(ii)

Students from other institutions at all levels, with
studies not financed or arranged by or through Government.
Other

To compile user and supplier lists careful consultations with known

principal users and suppliers in both sub-sectors will be conducted,

soliciting their information. Cross checks with the Bureau of Statistics,

Ministry of Co~~erce and Industry and Finance Ministry private sector

directories and lists will be made.

information on all agriculturally suecialized person~el at each

level and in each specialization, with regard tOI

a. Authorized establishment
b. Vacancies
c. Numbers in-post
d. Duty station
e. Basic educational level (elimu)
f. Technical/professional edu.cation (siia)



g. Citizenship
h. Age
i. Departures from organizations due to retirement, death,

dismissal, and resignation to employment outside the sector,
over past few years

j. Specialty field

This data is to be obtained by examination of personnel records in

the various user organizations, as well as through field interviews.

Consistency cross checks between the sources can then be made to ensure

heightened accuracy. Personnel records on departures are essential for

computing annual aver~ge turnover rates. Other items permit useful

cross-tabulations to be made among categories. Basic information on the

immedi~~:ly visible needs (present va.cancies and non-citizens in-post)

may be obtainable at an early point. Vacancies, non-citizen in-posts,

and turno'rer rates are three of the four basic components necessary for

requirements estimation. Factors affecting these levels will be ascer

tained.

J. Collect data on additional needs (and rationales) for the coming

five years, by qualification level and specialization field.

The supervisory manager of each headquarters, region, and district

organizational unit (or significant SUb-unit) will be interviewed to

ob~ain his/her estimates of the numbers of new positions required over

the next five years. (This is in addition to each supervisory manager's

contribution to the data base mentioned above in Section III.A.2.) The

art and science in practical manpower planning at this moment indicates

that the question about additional manpower needs should be asked in

an unconstrai~ed context. That is, respondents will be requested to use

their professional judgements alone in responding to the inquiry, and not

be constral.1ed by bUdget limitations, pelicy directives, and Jther

factors. Their professional jUdgements would likely 8e based on their

perceptions of what their areas need, what support services fan1ers

r /

!
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require to deal with outstanding problems, or capitalize on particular

opportunities fo~ agricultural development. Such a question normally

yields higher requirement figures (in the public sector) than can be

funded. However, it avoids distorting the pattern of needs among
.....

qualification level~ and specialization fields which are so critical to

improved educational planning. It has the benefit of being based cn the

diverse field conditions which exist, the work volume, and is given by

those officers closest to the situation. Where incumbent officers are

too new to be fUlly acquainted with their areas, guidance to locate the

most informed person(s) will be sought.

Interpreti7e information on the rat:onales for responden~s' es~imates

will also be ga~hered ~o permit understanding of ~he professional and

local contextual considerations involved. Inquiries as to prioritization

of needs will also be carried out (after the basic unconstrained responses

have been recorded), to attempt to capture the practi~io~ers' sense of

the trade-offs desirable among numbers and across specializations. In

this way, more reasoned assessments of needs and budgetarily feasible

"effective demand" can be made.

4. Obtain data on projections of sunnly and relevant circumstances

from the educational institutions.

Information will be gathered by the agricultural education specialist

and Manpower Development Division for the use of the manpower analysts,

including the following:

a. Current enrollments (domes-::ic and foreign institutions)
by specialization

b. Institutional stUdent place capacities
c. wastage rates for each level
d. Outputs produced in past
e. Teacher:student ratios, ac~ual, desired, and recomnended
f. Appro'led shor~ term plans for capaci -:~r expans ions

Data sourc ss would be the records 0 f the ~1anpower Developmen-::
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Division, the Directors and Deans of relevant institutions, the Ministry

of Manpower Development, and the Ministry of Education.

,. Compare new position requests with supply projections.

This first step in t~8 analytic procedures is designed to uncover

the magnitude of possible imbalances between needs and likely supplie~.

Shortages and/or surpluses can thus be identified for each level.

6. Apnlv bUdget cons-craints to determine the nUmbE::l'S of personnel

who could be hired, in order to derive "effective demand."

"Effective demand" is a central concept to more realistic manpower

planning. The needs expressed by respondents in the survey represent

unconstrai~ed requests for new positi2~s. 3ecause it is usually impcssible

to satisfy all of these requirements under existing financial constraints,

the figures for each level need ~o be subjected to a range of more likely

bUdget limitations. "Effective demand" defines the numbers of personnel

that can be hired under the assumpt~on of par-cicular annual increases in

the personal emoluments line-item. A range of estimates can be given,

including those for high, low, and expected.

To carry out this procedure, certain basic information is assembled:

the percentage distribution of position requests across qualification

levels; the presen-c base budget for perso~al emoluments at each level;

the projection of funds available at ~he likely constraint fi~lre; and

the unit cos t for personne 1. at each qualif ication level. These figur'3s

then permit a calculation of how many positions could be established

within the budget constraint.

7. Anply other constrain~s and fac-cors of a jUd~emental nature which

seem relevant to Droner scali~g of demand.

As with most all policy considera-cions there are a ~urnber of ele~en.~

which cannot be encompassed wi "thin precise quantitative reasoning

processes. lhere are such mat~ers as the influence of general economic /"
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conditions, competition among the sub-sectors for the limited supply of

specialized personnel, the returns to be expected from an investment in

training and personnel as compared with other investments, the trade-offs

between investments in utilization improvement activities and those in

increased staffing, and so on.

To deal with these issues, the quantitative effective demand figures

will be set forth as the most precise statement possible to make under

the existing state of the manpower planning methodology. Analytic dis

cussion will then proceed based on surrounding situational factors that

might indicate increasing or decreasing the levels of demand above or

below present perspectives on budget limitations.

8. Conver~ effective demand into training requirements.

Once it is known how many people can and/or perh~s should be

hired over the coming five years, the next calculation derives the numbers

of pe:'sonnel who should enter training. "Training requirements" fig'...tres

are a function of effective demand plus three additional factors: the

turnover rates uncovered through baseline data collection (see III.A.2.i.);

the wastage factor of students who leave training due to death, resig

nation, course failure, or other causes; and the number of teachers needed

to be produced at higher levels of agricultural education, to handle the

enlarged student bodies at lower levels (which in tu~ is a fanction of

desired ratios of students to teachers). Each of these factors, turnover,

wastage, and derived teacher demand, will affect planning for the size

of educational institution intakes and the facilities which will be

needed for both staff and students.

9. Make recommendations about yersouoel 'evglsi institutional

Canacities;:and~nhasidgof-alterations in canacities.

This section would attempt to make recommendations regarding perso~e:

numbers in ~he various sub-sectors, student place capacit~es of the

training system, and how the scheduling of capacity al~e~at:ons could
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best be done. Options and rationales for varying alternatives would

be presented where appropriate. Policy makers could then examine the

choices and their consequences within a rational framework for decision

making.

10. Report and analyze specialization needs by qualification level.

The personnel position requests in their unconstrained proportions

at each level will be presented. The prioritization constraint data

also collected would be analyzed in contrast with the unconstrained

responses. The rationales for the requests of various specialty fields

will be examined: and comparisons of current p~oduction with requested

patterns will be noted. The resultsof these calculations will provide

operating guidance to those who will implement altaratimrecommendations

of the producing institutions' departments; and would allow readjustment

of production in accord with the survey's responses where appropriate.

11. Resurvey sub-sample to validate data collec~ion. It is desirable

to have a check on the accuracy of the quantitative data collected, should

time and funds permit. In the field of manpower planning in developing

countries personnel projections are na~urally based more on practitioner

estimates than rigorous and detailed calculation of scientifically

determinable workloads. Given present shortages of qualified staffs to

carry out complex pla~ning tasks, it is only natural that there is a

dearth of detailed knowledge. Most practitioners are so busy carrying

out routine operations, that they do not normally have time to devote to

planning. This is the reason, in part, for the relative imprecision of

the science. However, practitioners do usually have a good intuitive

feel for the general scale of the work ~o be done, and the areas in which

effort should be expended to return the greatest value. These are ~he

reasons why the methodolo~J is buil~ on their estimates, rather than

those of relatively isolated central managers or planners alone. I'
I
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Nonetheless, a resurvey of a sUb-sample of respondents by different

'interviewers would be able to indicate what measure of confidence can be

placed in the original survey, from a statistical point of view.



B. Agricultural Education and Training

The agricultural sector in Tanzania relies on the products of the

agricultural education/training system to provide it with specialized

manpower to perform the functions which are required by the development

goals of the country. The user agencies require persons with the know

ledge, skills, and behaviors relevant to their endeavors. The agricul

tural education system consists of pre-service post-graduate, degree,

diploma and certificate programs in a number of fields; as well as

domestic and international staff development training, and adult education

farmer training efforts.

The agricultural education system has two major dimensions by which

it can be looked at: that of its programs to serve user a~encies; and

that of its organization and administration. Each of th~se dimensions

will be examined in the attempt to respond to the .;: :ic ir.quiry regarding

what can be done to continue to improve the quali ta tive pe'l"-:'ormance of

the agricultural education institutions.

An assessment of the programs of the institutions covers a number of

subject areas to do with quality and relevance of tr~~nLng. These include

the following activities:

-·-Assessment by supervisory managers of staff performances as related

to education, assessment by present and former students, assessment of

relevance of education to tasks performed on the job, capacities of

institutions in terms of curricula offerings, training methods, materials,

timing of courses, libraries, research, consultancy and other supplementar~·

missions of education institutions.

--Assessment of the organization and administration of the educational,'

training function involves examination of guiding policies, institutionaJ

planning, staffing, costs, bUdgeting processes, capital development plans,

financing, physical plant, facilities utilization, intakes, wastage,

outp~t, efficiency and effec~iveness of operations, internal and external
I,. I._
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coordinative structures, and so on.

The basic method for undertaking these tasks will be the interpretive

interview with the heads, staff and students of institutions, education

system administrators, ~nd user officials at all levels. Some basic

data will be gathered by the interviewing teams from supervisory managers

in the field. Most information however will come from the education

specialist's own weeks of interviewing. Because of the on-going efforts

of the WVU/NCATSU technical assistance team, a recent project evaluation,

and past examination of curriculum development, agricultural education,

continuing education and library, the number of person-weeks required

for fulfillment of thi8 set of tasks is fe'N~er than for other sections of

the study.g/
,

The particular areas of programs into which the education specialist

will ~nquire are as follows:

1. Supervisory managers' views of educat~.on and staff performance.

Part of the questionnaire to be administered will be a section which

asks for information on the following:

a. Rating of adequacy of training for staff immediately after
leaving institutions.

b. Specification of the areas of adequacy and inadequacy.
c. Opinions ~o explain less than adequate performance.
d. Suggestions for remedying inadequacies.

2. Staff's views of adequacv of training as related to the nature of

field work and the quality of their own performances.

Another form for field interviewing will seek a sampling of opinion

from staff at each level with varying lengths of service. It will reques~

information similar to those items noted immediately above.

3. Relation of education and training to work tasks. A sample of staf:

at each level will be asked to list their major duties and tasks, ar.d ~L'

percentage time spent on each of them. This should provide a view of

the nature of the practical work done, which can be compared with training
curricula.
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4. Examination of curricula.

The existing and future plans for curricular offerings will. be viewed.

The essential data to be collected concerns I

a. Types of programs offered, with which emphases and approaches.
b. Client groups and individuals for each program.
c. Objectives of each program curriculum.
d. When offered.
e. Where offered.
f. How up-dated and evaluated.

The major curricula will b~ examined in terms of their educational

quality (level of complexity, sequence in learning process, comprehensive

ness, testing, evaluation, etc. ); and relevance (to the agricultural

economy, practical field conditions, national priorities, etc.). Problems

and suggested remedies will be identified.

5. Training methods and materials.

The strategy and tactics with which knowledge, skills and behaviors

are taught frequently determines the success and efficiency of the

educational process. An examination of the major teaching methods will

be made, their appropriateness, the problems experienced with various

methods, their timing, sequence, and the skill with which they are utilized

Similarly, samples of ~he materials available with which to work will be

surveyed, noting relevance, effectiveness, and adaptations to field

conditions. The prospect for improved modularized materials will be

examined, looking for the least cost, time, and widest possible utility

in materials development. ~no could develop them, how long it would take,

when such materials could be developed, and how the trainers could be

trained will be explored.

6. Non-teaching functions of agricultural educational institutions.

The supportive work which institutions do through library resources

applied research, consultancies, outreach and other programs will be

appraised. These functions will be examined from various points of view

such as contributions to the teaChing function, effects on ~aculty

I : I
I
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development, cost-effectiveness, contributions to self-reliance, benefits

to farmers, and so forth. Implicit in this subject is the assessment of

the utility values which such activities may have for the agricultural

sector, the trade-offs among them, and what comprises a proper balance.

The organization and administration inquiries consist of the

following:

7. Policies and educational system planning.

An examination of the guiding policies and rationales for agricul

tural education in Tanzania will be made. System planning based on

strategic goal selections will then be analyzed. As with so many other

facets of this stUdy, the process will be looked at in the light of

desirability, feasibility, and consistency criteria. Dilemmas with goal

decision desirability, feasibility constraints, consistency among objective

will be probed. Suggestions for improvements in policies and system-wide

planning will be made.

8. Financial resources and nlanning.

The adequacy and procedures by which finance is planned and made

available to the agricultural education system will be considered. Costing

and estimates proces$&or capital and recurrent budgets will be looked

into, deriving unit costs for facilities, staff, and students wherever

possible. Problems will be identified and remedies will be suggested.

9. Physical resources and planning.

The adequacy and procedures by which physical planning is done,

involving fixed plant, equipment and other facilities, utilization

measures, design issues and others will be examined for areas in which

useful suggestions might be made.

10. Staff resources and nlanning.

The quality of staff resources and their capacity to meet current

and projected needs will be examined. The academic backgrounds and other
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experiences of faculties will be analyzed as related to the sUbjects

taught, methods and materials used, and relevance to field situations.

Staff planning for tht1! future will be covered. This is a sensitive area,

and any information c(Jllected will refer only to groups and numbers,

without reference to :Lndividuals. (In passing, it should be noted that

all individual persoru1el information here and elsewhere in this study

will be kept entirely confidential.) Recommendations will be made where

appropriate relating to strengthening staff resources

11. Student resources and planning.

Data will be collected about and consideration given tc items such

as the following: intake pools, intake numbers, backgrounds and qualities

of intakes, recruitment and selection standards and procedures, receptivity

of participants to training, socio-cultural fit with future clients,

wastage, and outputs for each level and specialization. The cost implica

tions will be examined, alternatives investigated, and system efficiency

and effectiveness assessed.

12. Internal and external coordinative structures.

Within any educational institution, among institutions, between

institutions and their headquarters, between institutions and their output

users, and between institutions and their immediate community environ

ments, there are usually numerous issues. Communications, cooperation,

and coordination is a never ending process fraught with continuing difficul

ties. As these affect the efficient and effective management and planning

of operatior.s, problems will be identifed and suggestions made for improve-

mente

In appraising any educational system, there are rarely scientifically

precise measures of universal validity. Assessment is necessarily a
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subjective area which cannot always be certain. This is even more true

when the observor may be from overseas. The education specialist will

therefore approach his tasks with full recognition of this, relying on

his Tanzanian colleagues. He will attempt not to portray certainty so

much as to contribute to relevant discussion of common professional

issues.
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C. Manpower Utilization

Generally speaking, there are two principal methods o~ increasing

the l;jfficiency and effectiveness of agriculturally specialized manpower.

The section on agricultural education will a tternpt to 'Jnco'rer wa~rs in

which the training functio'n can contribute to these goals. A cOr:"plementar- I

approach is to !ind ways of improving the mana'.?;ement of human reso'_~rces

particularly as regards planning, supervising, supporting, :~;o"':::"rating,

and o::ogani :ing.

In "this study ques tions on manpower 'J ti:'i :a';ion will ":·e asked in

specialist ~o supplement the basic data. S~g~es~~o~s"'::o ~cpe wi"'::h the

problems id~n:i:ied ~ill b~ put !or~h.

The major areas in which inquiries w~ll be made in~::je the ~ol:owi~g

1. Personnel ~ys"tcm

a. Position descril:Hions/.~ob ar.a:;'ses. Is T,here a cl~se re:'atior:-

ship between what is done on ~he job, and ~he ed~ca~i~na: q~a:'ificatio~s?

Do job descrip~ions ~i~ the posi~ions? dha~ ~ha~~es sho~:i ~e :ade, ani

how?

Suitabili~y o~ cri~eria used? Schemes of se~·ice? Rela~iJr.sh~p ~etwee~

academic credsn-cials and work per:to.cr.'ance?

c. Placemen·~. How dona? E'::~cacy? Cri ~eria e:-.ployed':" ~'a~ch~n€ :J:~

indi~idual prs:a~3nces and organi:a~iona: needs? Ha~d:'~n~ c~ ~~a!':s~e~

reques"ts? Turno"ar ir:. postings? Ca:5 cS? E:~..: -:lC -;;5?

Increman~s? 3ases and prQced~~3s? Allowa~ces? :'~i~r mcs~ s~a~~ :o~di~i:~~

Women employe3s, contrac~s, al:owances? I 'f 1

f.-

~~\
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e. Performance Incentives. Increments on merit? Competition?

Promotion? Recognition, bonuses, awards, symbols, length of service

citations? Results of present policies and procedures? Problems and

suggestions?

f. Staff development. Efforts to identify and assess talent and

potential? Rotation programs? Optimum length of assignments? Mobility

blockages in system? Inter-organization personnel exchanges?

g. Personnel Files. Form, accuracy, utility for planning and

routine administration?

2. Supervision

a. Orientation and induction training. How done? ~~ere and ~~en?

For whom? Adequacy and effects?

b. Work Plar~ing and Control. Joint planning work schedules,

objectives specification, performance standards, use of monitoring inspec

tions, charts, tables?

c. Performance appraisal. Present practices, forms, feedback

mechanisms? Credibility and understanding of system?

d. On-the-Job Training. Formal of infonlal OJT? Coaching and

counseling approaches?

e. Training Needs Assesment and Planning. Practices? Capability

for? Institutionalization? Who does, when, how? Coordinated with supervisor.~

and training specialists?

f. Performance Sanctions. Rewards, corrections, negative sanctior.s·

Disciplinary processes? Relative effectiveness?

g. Leadership and Human Relations. Skills in interpersonal and

group dynamics? Sharing goals, proper use of authority, clear qommunica

tions, concern for subordinates, staff meetings, motivation, role modell:r.g"

J. Budget and Finance

a. Estimates orocedures. Quality lev~l of estimates? Timeliness?
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Accuracy? Form? Routing of submissions?

b. Funding levels. Adequacy? Significance of constraints?

Imbalances? Priority items?

c. Disbursemen: procedures. Major rules and regulations. Delays?

Bottlenecks? Lead times? Effects and causes?

4. Logistics

a. Supplies and Equipment. Quality of procurement calculations?

Advance planning? Stockist supplies, transport, storage, security, inven

tory records and control, distribution processes, reorder systems?

b. Transnort. Petrol, oil, lubricants, maintenance and repair,

. needs calculations? Spatial factor? Boarding proct:ures?

c. Travel/Accomodation. Bus fares, bicycl~ allowances, use of

personal vehicles, accomodations, etc?

d. Farm inputz. Timeliness of arriva~ and proper distribution.

e. Housing. Urban and rural locales. Effects?

f. Other.

5. Information Communication

a. Availability. Existence of useful information stocks in both

administrative and technical research fields? Sources?

b. Flows. Incentives to communicate information? Capability to

communicate? Networks? Methods used? Accuracy and timeliness of flows?

Receiver receptivity? Feedback? Organization for dialogup of producers

and users? Major filters and blockages? Effects?

6. Organizational Structures

a. Internal structure. Authority relations: chain of command:

unity of command; span of control: divisional breakdowns as related to

functions, processes, clientele, and area?

b. Headauarters-field relations. Decentralization approaches,

effects on cooperation and coordination of service delivery to farmers?

II"~~
~
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c. External relations. Inter-organizational/ministerial

processes and effects on manpower efficiency and effectiveness? Linkages?

7. Planning/Programming

a. Cycle of events. Calender of activities for each organization

level? Timing, accuracy, comprehensiveness, coordination, skills, time,

and motivation to plan? Institutionalization of processes?

8. Agricultural and Rural Development Processes -- and Cost-Effective

a. Approaches. Values to be maximizedl participation, control,

learning, equity, growth, national and local priorities, and consequences

for efficiency and effectiveness.

b. Extension technology. Individual farm visits, group methods?
,

Targeting of clienteles? Methods selection and appropriateness for area

situations?

c. Generalists and specialists. Economizing on manpower1Feasibillt

d. Deployment. Concentration, scatteration and balance.

e. Womens' roles. Recognition and extent of utilization?
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D. Implementation Planning

The aims of the implmentation planning section of the study are to

take the principal recommendations made and evolves

1. Activity schedules. A set of bar chart schedules will be
<

developed to indicate the principal tasks and sequences required to

implement the major recommendations. Approximate lead times and beginning

and completion dates for each activity would be estimated.

2. Rough cost estimates. All recommendations involving major capital

and recurrent costs would be estimated in a preliminary way. Detailed

cost estimates would be impossible at this state of program and project

development; but some rough scaling of the magnitude of funds involved

might be of use.

J. Administrative guidelines. Suggestions on the manner of implemen-

tation will be given.

" / .
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IV. STUDY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The supply and demand, education, and utilization sections of the

manpower study are clos~ly inter-related. Data collected in one aspect

feeds into computations for another, and is then employed for analysis

by still another. Similarly, the data collection process involves both

quantitative and qualitative elements: and naturally both must be brought

together in evolving reasoned recommendations that fit particular situa

tions. A great deal of integration and coordination are therefore

necessary in the design and implementation of the tasks and schedules

as well as the staffing, and logistical support patterns. Such efforts

usually require exceptional flexibility from both the individuals involved

in the study, as well as from their sponsoring and cooperating organiza-,

tions. Fundamental to the endeavor is a basic consensus on and understand-.

ing of what goals are sought by the study, and what basic approaches are

to be taken to achieve them. Next in importance is the recognition of the

level of effort to be required, especially the time commitments of

personnel, funding by sponsors, and the essential logistical/administrative

supports.

This section attempts to deal with these and other questions.

What should be done is covered in Section III of this document. When it

should be done, the task and activity schedules are then specified.

Who should do it, the staffing pattern, individual responsibilities,

general qualifications and scheduling of staff are dealt with next.

What facilities are needed, the logistical requirements follow. How mucr.

it might cost, the factors which enter into such computations are then

noted.
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A. Activity Scheduling

1. Task Identification, Workload Analysis, and Time Estimation.

There are seven main phases to the study for the consultants I

the time estimates of each phase are noted below.

•

a.

b.

c.

d .
e.

f.

g.

Days
15

12

21

42

18

Pre-Departure Design. Basic orientation and prelim
inary work on study instruments and data processing
arrangements.
Orientation and Team Formation. Briefing by Ministry
officials, finalizatIon of terms of reference,
scheduling and travel arrangements.
Questionnaire Design, Testing, Revision, and Inter-
viewer Training. I

Data Collection. Field and Headq~arters Interviewing.
Data Processing and Analysis. Questionnaire editing,
coding, verification, processing and basic analyses.
Draft Report Writing, Typing, Reproduction.
Workshop Reviews and Report Finalization.

Total Days (Optimistic Estimate)

Estimates of the time for completion of each of these activities

are necessarily subject to change as events unfold. A twenty percent

(20%) allowance for contingencies will be bUdgeted in person-day figures,

in addition to the above optimistic figure. Time estimates have been

made on the basis of experience elsewhere in similar endeavors; and a

workoad analysis of the major data collection task.lI The seven week

data collection phase is based on the following calculations:

20 regions (field)
96 districts (field)
6 MOA headquarters divisions (headquarters)
6 other ministries using agriculturally specialized manpower

(headquarters)
13 parastatals (headquarters)

? parastatal boards, institutes, and subsidiary companies
(field and headquarters)

15 private firms (headquarters)
I5b+ number of interviews, ~lus unknowns (of which 116+ are

in the field: 40+ are primarily at the headquarters)

At an average of one interview per day, an optimistic estimate is

that four interviewing teams will take six to seven weeks to perform
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~I TABLE I: ACTIVITY SCHEDULE ---- ~~

XXXXX15

eeks-
Tasks __I_!>aYS_',_ ~ __~ ~_8 __10 1_2__ 1~ __1.() _ 18 20 22 24 2~L__?8 30 12

a. Pre-Departure Design

b. Orientation and Team
Formation in Tanzania 12 XXXX

c. Questionnaire Design, Test.
Rev~sion, and Inter-lng,

vie.ler T~ining . 21

d. Data Collection 42

e. Data Processing and Analvs s18

XXXXXX)O{

XXXXXXXXXXXXXJ«

XXXXXXX

20% Contin~enc
DayS

f. Draft Report Writing,
Typing. Reproduction 24 XXXXXXXXX

g. Workshop Reviews and,
Report Finalization 24

156

I

XXXXXXXXX

• ~Z!Y
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TABLE II. DETAILED ACTIVITY SCHEDULE ~
--...

Tasks

1. Pre-Departure Design

2. Orientation and Team
Formation in Tanzania

J. Questionnaire Design

4. Pilot Testing Questionnaire

5. Interviewer Training

6. Questionnaire Revision

7. Field Interviewing

8. Headquarters Interviewing

9. Data Collation and Processing

10. Data Analysis

11. Preliminary Draft Report
Writing and Typing

Weeks-
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

xxxxx

xxxx

xxx

xxx

xxxxx

xxx

xxxxxxxxxxx

xxxX'{

xxx

XXXiX

XXXXXXXiX

?4 26 28 ~L3-L_._

f

20%
Contingency
Days

12. Workshop on Preliminary Report

lJ. Report Revision

14. Final Report Submission and
Policy MakingWorkshop

,

xxxX'{

xxx

I
xxx

!II
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the data collection phase.

2. Workload Schedule. A schedule portraying these seven phasesof

the study is shown in Table I. A slightly more detailed breakdown is

depicted in Table II.

B. Staffing

1. Size of Team. The size of the team is determined by four factors.

First, the workload to be accomplished within a certain time frame; second,

the range of skills required: third, the obje~cive of skill transfer from

more to less experienced data collectors and analysts in order to be able

to institutionalize future capabilities: and fourth, the desirability of

having two interviewers whenever possible for the methodological benefits

it brings -- accuracy in recording, ease of form filling, reality-checking

from different perspectives, and the filling of local experience and

inter-cultural gaps (if the teams are comprised of one Tanzanian and one

expatriate each).

As noted in the immediately preceeding section, four interviewing

teams will allow the job to be done in about six to seven weeks (an opti

mistic time assessment). For skill transfer, four or more Tanzanian

colleagues would provide a solid base of newly experienced personnel in

manpower planning. If only one or two persons were involved, there would

be a higher risk that they might be transferred elsewhere: and never be

available to utilize the skills again. Further, as properly supervised

interviewing is an important insurer of study accuracy, four experienced

persons would respond to this need. Should the Manpower Development

Division be able to identify experienced Tanzanian manpower and survey

research interviewers/analysts who would be able to give the estimated

minimum of six months to the project full time, expatriate consultant

positions could be reduced commensurately. It is the understandable

shortage of readily available Tanzanian colleagues with these skills
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or time to devote to the project which has created ~he demand for

consultant participation. Thus, prudent planning should proceed along

the minimum of 24 person-months of consultant time, with about six

consultants involved. Detailed breakdowns of consultant skill areas,

major responsibilities and general selection criteria are given below.

2. Consultant Skills, Primary Responsibilities. and Selection Criteria

a. Human Resource Planner and Analyst I. (166 - 19~ Person-Days)

•

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(lv)
(v)

Conceptualization and design of quantitative manpower
data collection instruments; and contributions to educatio~

and utilization instruments. \
Training of interviewers.
Participation as interviewer in data collection, and
supervision of other interviewers .
Principal analyst of quantitative manpower data.
Drafter of quantitative findings and recommendations~ and
contributor to all other sections.

Selection criteria would include considerable experience with
human resource studies, research management, survey research, interviewer
training, statistical analysis, familiarity with computer processing,
developing countries and preferably East African and rural development
experience.

b. Human Resource Planner and Analyst II. (166 - 199 Person-Days)

(i) Contribute to all tasks for which Planner and Analyst I
is responsible.

Selection criteria similar to above.

c. Survey Research Intarviewin~ Specialist. (58 - 69 Person-Days)

(i) Responsible to Planner andAnalyst I, this position would
provide from from 58 - 69 days of interviewer training and
field interviewing. (Inclusion of this position becomes
ess&ntial because the responsibilities of the WVU agricul- '
tural education specialist will not permit the latter's
participation as a survey interviewer. The education
specialist must spend all of his available field time in
interpretive interviews with the relevant institutions.)

Selection criteria would include experience with consultancy
studies, interviewing, survey research, and analysis. Familiarity with
developing countries and East Africa are desirable.

d. Agricultural Education/Training Soecialist. (5a -105 Person-Days

(i) Design of instrument questions relating to relati~nship of



education and jobs.
(ii) Training of interviewers in proper utilization of above

instrument.
(lii) Design of interpretive interview guidelines for educational

institutions, including quantitative data on students, staff,
and finances needed by planner/Analyst I.

(iv) Interviewer of pre- and in-service, and adult education farmer
training institution heads, staff, students, and system
managers and users.

(v) Analyst and drafter of findings and recommendations to
facilitate qualitative improvements in both program and organ
ication and management areas.

Selection criteria would include extensive experience with agri
cultural education and training programs in Africa, major institutional
planning and management of training operations. Sensitivity to complex
manage~ent and organizational issues.

e. Mannower Utilization Specialist. (166 - 199 Person Days)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Design of interview guidelines and questions relating to
utilization issues.
Training of interviewers in proper utiliz~tion of above
segments of study questionnaire.
Participation as field interviewer in data collection.
Analyst and drafter of findings and conclusions.

Selection criteria would include familiarity with African managemen~

and organizational issues, planning/programming of agricultural/rural devel
opment, organizational analysis, supervisory systems, budgeting, logistics,
personnel, and leadership and training issues.

i.

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

Reviewing Consultant. (10 - 15 Person-Days)

Reviewing all draft findings and recommendations for desira
bility, feasibility, and consistency, bringing fresh perspectiv
to study team's drafts.
Review methodology employed.
Suggest additional or alternative interpretations of data,
and other analyses. Draft revisions.
Make editorial contributions to structure, order, phrasing,
data display, and general presentation of report.

Selection criteria would include extensive experience in human
resource and institutional planning, survey research and methodology,
agricultural and rural development planning; and editorial skills.

;. Staffing Schedule

Table III indicates the detailed tasks and timing of activities
for each position, with estimates of person-days for each.



~ TABLE III. STAFFING SCHEDULE <D
~

20%
Contingency
Days

I

Min
POSITION ersoniWeeks-

Tasks Days 2 I,. 6 R 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 J_~ _
MANPOWER PLANNE ANALYST I I
MANPOWER PLANNE ANALYST II
MANPOWER UTILIZATION SPECIALIS I

1. Pre-Departure Design 15 XXXX~

2. WVU Orientation 2 X I
3 • Travel to Tanzania 2 X
4. Tasks-Numbers 2 thru 8 75 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
5. Travel to U.S. 2' X I
6. Tasks-Numbers 9 thru 11 42 XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
7. Travel to Tanzania 2 X
8. Tasks-Numbers 12 thru 14 24 xxxxxxxi
9. Travel to U.S. 2_ ~

Total Person Days Each 166

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION SPEC.
1. Travel to Tanzania 2
2. Orientation 6
3. Instrument Design 6
4. Interviewing Institutions 24
5. Travel to U.S. 2
6. Draft Report SectionWriti g 20
7. Travel to Tanzania 2
8. Tasks-N~mbers 12 thru 14 24
9. Travel to U.S. *

X
xxx

XXX
)O{XXXXXXX

X
XXXXXXXX<

T

I

X
XXXXXXXI

X

SURVEY INTERVIEWER SPECIALIST
1. Travel to Tanzania
2. Tasks-Numbers 5 thru 8
3. Travel to U.S.

2
54

2
58

x
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

X

REVIEWING CONSULTANT
1. Review, Revise, Edit -l.2..- XXXXXXX

P..;;- t~Ie II ~r P:T::Ch Ibs (Almrox.110 Per"on-Weekc" 27 Per~on-Month". 2. ~ Per"on-Ye"m 1 -- ~
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4. General Selection Criteria. other criteria which apply to

all overseas consultants ares interpersonal skills for working in groups

cooperatively; inter-cultural sensitivitYI willingness to ~ravel extensive~

in rural areas; interest and commitment to practical development studies.

C. Logistics

The capacity to execute the schedule depends on a number of supportive

services being provided fUllyand on time. They are as followss

1. Transport in Tanzania

a. Headquarters orientation and coordination: I vehicle or
extensiv~ taxi use.

b. Questionnai~e pilot testing: 4 vehicles
c. Field Interviewing: 4 vehicles
d. :Ieadquarters interviewing: 1 vehicle, extensive taxis
e. Drivers for each vehicle are desirable.
f. Spare parts availability.
g. Petroleum, oil, lubricants.

2. Travel Schedules and Accomodation Arrangements. These would be
made during the first two weeks within Tanzania.

J. Per-diems. For overseas and Tanzanian team members, and drivers,
for field trips.

4. Housing for Visiting Consultants. Firm and confirmed reservations
would be required at hotels or the provision of other housing facilities
to hold 4 to 5 consultants adequately. A car and driver would be required
if housing is too far from the MOA.

5. Office Snace. To handle from 5 to 8 persons on a regular basis,
at least three good sized offices are desirable. Air conditioning would be
desirable for productivity impact.

6. Office Equipment. Three well functioning typewriters would be
desirable as many team members would probably draft documents on type
writers themselves. This would cut down on sp.cretarial services needed.
Other equipment includes: desks, chairs, photocopy machine or immediate
access, fans (if no AC), mimeo machines, three electronic calculators
(battery), etc.

7. Secretarial Services. One full time ~ecretary is desirable at any
time th~ team is working in capital. At short peak workload periods,
additional assistance will be needed.

8. Materials and Supnlies. Up ~o 5,000 photocopy pages, minimum of
I'
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30 reams of mimeo paper, stencils, pens, pencils, erasers, paper clips,
staple guns, staples, correction fluids, drawing kit for stencils,
envelopes, glue, etc.

9. Imprest Account and Reimbursement Procedures. Provision should be
made for adequate funds to handle above logistical arrangements, and to
permit reimbursement of expenditures for justifiable purchases by any
consultant team member of incidental items (maps, books, documents,
petrol, rulers, paper, etc. ,.

10. Computer Processing, Coding, Verifying, Programming, Running Time.

11. Excess Bag6age Allowances. Because of reference materials needed,
data carried to and from Tanzania for analysis, 300 pounds of excess
baggage should be permitted over the course of the project, involving one
and one-half round trips.

D. Cost ~tems

In addi~ion to the logistical 8upports which have costs associated
with them, the following appear to be the major heading breakdowns.

1. International Travel

4 team members two round trips each, US.-Tanzania
1 team member one round trip, U.S.-Tanzania
2 Tanzanians one round trip, U.S.-Tanzania

2. International Travel Per Diems. For each of above trips, two days
in transit.

3. Per-diems in Tanzania.

5 persons for varying lengths, with adjust~snts for travel
outside capital city

2-4 Tanzanian colleagues for travel outside capital city
4 drivers for travel outside capital city

4. Per Diems in U.S ••

Pre-Departure Orientations - 4 team members for 2 dayc each at WVU
Data Collation and Analysis - 3 team members for 3 weeks at WVU

- 2 Tanzanian colleagues for 3 weeks a
WVU

Preliminary Repor~ Drafting - 2 Tanzanian colleagues for 2 weeks
at WVU or in Washington area

"

5. U.S. Trav,=l.
Pre-Departure Orienta~ions - 4 members, Washington-Morgantown
Data Collation and Analysis 3 members, " "
Preliminary Report Drafting J members " "

2 I'anzani3.n colleagues "

Retu~

"
"
"

5. Communications. Domestic and International Cables, Calls, and
Postages.
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V. ASSUMPTIONS

It is usually helpful to examine the sometimes hidden assumptions

on which a study's goals, methods, resources, and s, heculing are bassd.

These assumptions provide some insight into the poseibility of where

and when events and activities could encounter problems. Such a process

may be of assistance in anticipating difficulties, framing possible

responses, tracing out their implications, and facilitating adjustments.

The following are noted:

1. Objectives and Methods of Study. It is assumed that the questions

asked a~e those which are ~ost important to answer: and that the metho

dologies chosen will best achieve the results desired. For example,

it is assumed that supervisory managers at all levels are those best

informed about their areas of responsibility, that personnel numbers are

an important aspect of agricultural development efforts, and that training

directly affects work performance. New conceptual thinking and field

conditions may change these, with a need to reformulate aspects of both.

2. Expectations of Study. The terms of reference attempt to cover a

wide range of factors under each major line of inquiry. This is to ensure

fairly comprehensive coverage in data collection. However, it would be

misleading to think that~l aspects can be covered with equal thorough

ness in the time al~owed and with the resources devoted. It would

further be unrealistic to expect that ~ny extrao~dinary revelations or

solutions will be ~orthcoming, especially in the fields of education and

utilization. Both of these areas have received attention in thp. past from

many well-qualified and gifted observors, domestically and internationally.

These studies are part ofacontinuin~roce8? examination, learning,

experimenting, monitoring. assessment, learning, And re-examination so

necessary to human development.
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What can reasonably be expected is that this study's recommendations

would contain specific suggestions for incremental improvements that are

implementable in the short and medium term. Not al_ issues will be

addressed, as the bia~ will be to single out the do-able, rather than

the desirable-but-not-so-feasible matters. NonethelesR, longer range

and other basic issues will not be ignored.

J. Staff Resources. The study is premised on the ability to locate bot~

Tanzanian and overseas colleagues with the professional and personal

knowledge, skills and behavior.s to carry out the study.

4. Logistical and Financial Resources. The provision of certain facilitieE

es~ially funding, transportation, housing, and supplies and materials on~

a t.imely basis are three princi.pal assumptions underlying daily efforts.

5. Scheduling. Along with logistics, there are many other factors affectir.

the ability to keep th~ study on schedule. Amongst them are the followings

top management support, participative involvement of all relevant

organizations and individuals, access to data, ease of data extraction,

group cohesion within the study team, lengths of interviews, travel times

between interviews, interviewer receptivity to training, respondent

cooperati~n, and so forth.
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FOOTNOTES

1. See, for example, papers emerging from lat two International Congresses
of the International Institutes of Administrative Science, Association
of Schools and Institutes of Administration, Working Group on Public
Sector Manpower and,Education Planning, Congre~ses at Mexico City,
1974, and Abidjan, 1977, for dimensions of the issue.

2. See for examplel

Mende, J. J., Kilimo Manpower' Devolcpment, LivestClck Development
Conference, 23-27 Janual"Y' ~ :L 976, Dar Es Salaam.

Maxwell, R., Agrigultural Educ~tion in Tanzania - 1977, Ministry of
Agriculture, Government of Tanzania (draft)

Dowdy, L.C., G.F. Rankin, and R.C. Nelson and P.V. Armbrester,
Program Pronosal for A Deoartment of Agricultural Education and
Extension and A eenter for Continuing Education in Agriculture
at the Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry at Morogoro, Tanzania,
West Virginia University and North Carolina Agricultural and
Technical State University, Contract Report USAID!Afr. -Cl067
I.P. No. 54 -- October 1975. .

Armbrester, P.V., and L.D. Lawrence, Report of the Ministry of
Agriculture Curriculum Development Team, West Virginia University
and North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University,
Contract USAID!Afr.-C-I067, Report NO. 58, April, 1977.

3. See Kenya experience in:

Richards, Lois, Telegram from Program Officer/Nairobi, to SECSTATE
WASHDC UNCLAS NAIROBI 0477 of 11 January, 1978, titled Min Ag
Studies - A Saga in Collaboration, which chronicles their
experiences.

• '. j
', ... ;
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Appendix A-II: Questionnaires Utilized
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8.-pl. Control NOo _ S.riAl Noo _

T1M. _

TANZANIA AGRICULtURAL MANPOIIR ByRVlY

OrrICI UBI ONLY
N... ot ~pn1a.tion, • _

R.,ion or d1vi.ion, _

Di.triot or ••"tionl- _

Bub••otion, _

Location d1reatiane, _

Nail1na addr•••. _

Appoint:lllentl- 'te, _

with'-- --r~~~~~~~------------- (nam. and/or title)
Tel.phon. noo, _ No telephone

Reepondent~ _r"l~~ro_---------~-------_
(title)Inter'Viewer., _

Recorder , _

Inter'Vi.w date _

Eetimated total nuaber ot recent sraduate. (1978 or later)
in thi. .ub••ction

Suple .dection method uaed, , _

Number ot completed tonna actually
received trom recent sraduate., _

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
PURPOSE OF INTERVIEW

A. you know, the Tanzania Manpower survey i. a joint eftort ot Tanzanian and

AIIIericM Itxpert.o It i. de.ianed to provide the Mini.try ot Asricultul'e with

intol'lll&tion about the tuturtt demand for and eupply of prote••ional and tech

nical aar1cultural per.oMe1. By anawltrina thi. que.tionna1re. you are cem.

tributing to the survey and using an opportunity to expre•• your vi... to the

Mini.try 0 'tour answers will be combined wi th tho.e from other oraani.ationa

for uae in the report on thh survey 0
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Orpa1uUCIIl: RepClll or
DlvialC11l:

Dbtrlct or
SecUon:

Sub
SecUm:

Parast
Aa
LS/tat

Trs
Rea

~
~

Titles or Poet:a a.ber or prof'ealanal aDd technical pos1;a as or 30 June 1979: How 88JJy - - Were &n7 or thDBe posta

(11" as 77. -.lIS Poeta filled b7 educational levela tilled b7 non-cltlzens?
Katab- Vacant : rUled ( )No ( ) YesUtI. on the
118bed posb? poa1;a? Cut. Dipl. I B.Sc. Other How lI8Ily non-citlzens In eachblas U-)
posta? (speclf,.) post? (If' yes) Walch post?

1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9

~« ottlcera
5P~ tbrou&'l H) III
91.(, throu&b LD III
SPVt tbrou&b 10 II

. I

~eld OUicera I
PAFO tbroilP AFO III
WID tbrouab LlO III I

AFA I and LFA 1

!
AFA U sad LFA II I

i I I

Totals j I I I I
/ I II
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• QrpDiutiClD: RealClD 01"

DiviuClD:
Dlatrict or

sectiClD:
Sub- Paraat.
aectlon: As

LS/Vet

Tra
Res

I ITotals

!
T1-.l_ at Poeta I IUIbur or actual 01" .pticlpated proreu1oaal end tec:hDlcal statt c:hlInp& tna "81' or anticipated

retIre.ent& or current
(U DlceA8l7. 8dd 1 Jul7 1978 tbrouIi,tI 30 June 1979

proreaeional or teclU11cal
titil. ClD bleak • Tl'llll8l"era i on due w: sterr IMIIbere rna 1 July
11De1 ) - 1979 throu&h .;u&~ 19as

Froa I IIew ! Retire- I Death I0111-
Rea!&-

I
Other i Allo- I .eDt

I
.ieAl nation

Areas catioae
I

I - .- 1 2 3 • I
5 6 7 8 1 9

- I
s..Al0l" Oll'iC8Z'8
~NJ tIlrouab IIJ III
SP~ throu&b La III
SfiO throu&b VO 11

I

I
I

Filld Ofilcen IPAFO t.brauF AFO III i

PFLO tbrouab U'O III !

A~A I alii! U'A I I

ItFA II lind !.FA II

l
!

! I
I I i
I I I

I I
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£DSU:I
General aal'1cultUN
Crop bned1na
Crop aaronCllllY
Hor1:iculture
Fruit
Ve.etabl••
Vine.
Flowe...
Plant prot.ction
N_atololY
VirololY
PathololY
SntOllOlolY

LIVlSIOClC
Anilllal hu.bandry
An1mal producticn or

an1IIIal Icience
Ranch .........nt
Rans. raanqem.nt
Puture qronomy
Dip unaaem.nt
TI..t.. tly control
Dairy .c1enca
Poultry Ic1ence
Artificial inaeminatlon

nml!.Y!&!I
Animal health
AnatOlllY
PhYllloJ,olY
PharmacololY/toxicology
HolminthololY
Sacter:l.oloiY
Mycology
llIIIIUnololY
PathololY
Clinical pathololY
Lara_ animal auriery
Small an1lllal luriery
EpidemioloiY

S~leIALISATION/ABgXQHMINT LIst

2mB.
Aaro-tll·chuica
Aariculturll1 'na1ne'l'1na
Civil en;1n....s.na
MtiChanical .npn.erina
Irriaation
HydrolOQ
M.at t.ohnololY/proc••a1na
Food t.cnnolol1/proce.ain;
FoOd aaiene. and hwaan nutrition
SiOlll1:l'7
Lllboratory t.chnOlolY
Hide. and akin.
Aarlcultural .duoation
Aariculturll1 .xt.neion
A;ricultural home .oonOMic.
Aari.cultural .collOll\ioa
Live.tOClk .co~oa

FaI'llI menaae_nt
Mal'k.tin;
L8nd u•• planniDl
Aaricu1tural exten.i<'n adlI1n1.t:ration,

Lon; tel'll t:rain11l1 (2 yeare 01' IIOre)
Short ttl'll tra1n1na (1... than a yeare)
National '~l'Vice

!5
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Section. AI Ie.

La/V.t

TABU NO. 4 What .... the major .ptIclaU••tiona 1n which JOur exJ..tiq lind MWl,
allooat.d .tate -

Specl81i••tton

(Pl•••• write inl

I . .
t (.p:CUYl/ I

, . • j<.peoU3t
1 2 i 3 ! 4 I e ! 7 I II I a

I

: I I
: I

,
I

i !
I
I I,
I I

I I

I
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I I I

I

I

I

I I

i
I I

I

I

I
I
I .

I
I I l

I

I I

i I I

I I

I , I
I

I I I I
, , I

I : ! I.
~ I I I ! I

I I , I , I ...
I ! !
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Orllani
."tionl

Ref(ion or
Divisionl

District
or Sectionl

Sub
S.ctionl

Par..t
All
LS/Vet

7
Trll
R••

K!DRP~t-Pr~leEt.!onot Future Ne~d!

Th. "'\'txt fe" II'Jdllltiono ack tor your '.llls.sllment ot how 'lI1U'1,Y protefleior.al 01' tenhnir.al .t4tt
Illftrnberl'.l '/1')11 iJ •• J.i-:w YOIl (.0\11 tt .':!.8.~.~~.u::~.:::.:. 3n ~h6 n:,lCt 7 ~Clor:l. lJut hlltor'" 1':o,;:,(:.&1.I1nl
w),I.h thor\'J ,lu.,...Jtir,nt', ",e w'1I1d J.J.IU! tu lomOw more alIout SOlll. ot til. eMutorll which you mll:l,Y
tttke into J,,;.;r,unt. For Clx:'lIl1plll.

1. WhBt i8 you." view ot the 8aricultl~al potential ot thi. arGa?

2. How mMny villaaes do you have now?

3. Do you ~xpuct to have more villase. or mere people 1n the next 7 year.? (Pl.... ex
plain)

4. What i. your situation with r811lU'd to cover... ot villq'Uil by your prote3.ional and
tec:hn1cal start?

5. What activities. it any, currontly ~ your area uf reaponaibility do you think .hould
be expanded or improved in the next 7 year.?

6. Do yuu expect to etart any new projects? (Plea.e explain)

1. Is there anythinll else that rD1jht influence your prote.eicnal Md technical manpower
needs in the next 1 years?

8. In the following tablee, the n.,xt 1 years are divided into 3 .urvey time period.,

Survey Pariod A 2 YfJars July 1979 throuch Jun. 1981

Survey Period B 2 yvare July 1981 throYlh June 1983

Survey Period C 3 years July 1983 throYlh June 1988

We want your profes.ional assessmont of haw mAny more 01' how many
fewer professional 01' technical staft members in varioloiD speciali
sations anrl oducationsl lev~ls you could uae effactively in your
are~ of responsibility, without concern for possible budget con
straints or shortQiea of' tralnad pel'sonnel. And we want to know
only addi tional or tewer posts .- not cwnulative numbers (Jf posta
in eacn time poriud.
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Rellion or
Dlvillionl

DlItr1ot.
or f)eotiont

Sub
Seotiont

Parut
All
LS/Vet

8
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TABLE NO. 511 How many more (+) or h~w many CUWUT (-) ataff meMbers at each eduoational

Level wlth Cormal tra~n1ng in thu .p.oioll••tions you .eleot do you think
IOU oould UII. offectivoly 1n the 3 lurvey tiMe period. --

July ~979 to June 1981 (Survey Period A) ~pared to po.te tilled
in Juna 1979

July 1!)81 to Jun. 1983 (Survey Period B) cOIIplU'ed to Survey Period A

July 1983 to Junu 1986 (Survey Period C) COMPared to Survey Period B

Educ,ltional level
and Ilpec1al1ftation
(P1e.~e write in)

1

CERTIFICATE

DIPLOMA

B.SC •

July 1~79

throuih
June 1981

2

July 1981.
throuih
June 1983

3

July 1983
through
June 1988

4 IS

•• Tick the one speclo1is~tion at each oducational lovel to which the hiihest priority
should be given.

THIS TABLE IS CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE FOR HIGHER EDUCATIONAL LEVELS
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Reaion or
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Bub- Parut TI'l
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LS/Vet

TABLS NO. 5b How man,y Illore (+) or how many tew.r (.•) .tatt mellb.,.a at .ach oduoational
l.v.l with tormal tre1ninK in the .p.eieli••tiona you .el.ct do you ~\1nk

you oould u.. etleotive in the 3 .urvey time pe~ioda?

Educ.tional l.vul
and .p.cl.ll.ation
(Pl.... writo in)

1

MASTERS OR POST
GHAD DIPL0l4A

PH. D•

July 1979
throulh

Jun. 1981

2

July lSl81
throuih

June 1S183

3

JUl7 1883
through

June 18ee

4

Priorit,"

IS

•• Tick the one specialisation at each educ3tional level to which the hilhe.t priority
Ihould beliI'ven.
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Ora-aisat1on: RegiOft or

Dlvisioa:
District or
Section:

Sub
Section:

Paraat
AS
LS/Vet

Trs
Res

TULI ItO. 6 Haw.m:t pertIOD8 Oft 7OW' starr at eacb educatioaal level need either Ion. tezw or a.ltort tezw training :n which specific
subject area? Whut length or t18e would 70U S\II&est ror the training?

::.pcc~~c &UDJeCl;~ UI ,,1.&<;;11 I \;er'.lTlcate DlplOllll B. of Science Other specify
traill1n£ is needed l No.

~ested • No. Suggested ' NO. j Suggested No. Suggested
! Who Length I Who

i
Lenath Who I Length ' Who Length

I Need Heed Need I:eed
1 2 :3 .. 5 6 7 9

a. I.eng tezw t:rain1na

I I
I

I

I
I II
I

I
b. Sbart te~ t:ra.1nina I i

I

I!

I
I

I ,
I I,,

i 1

II
i

II

I

II I I I II I

•
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9. Hav. you .upeMfi••d any p.r.oM.l who srlUSuat.d in 1978 01' IIOre reo.ntly at the
Certificat•• Diploma. or Bach.lor of Soieno. lev.l?

) Ve. ) N~lea•• 10 to qu••tion 11.

10. We are int.....t.d 1n your opinion of the .ft.otiven••• of the traini. th.,
received at the traininl lnetltution. th"1 attended. Ple... indioat. by tiok.1nl
the approprillto box how well ,you th1nk the r.oent lI'l1duat.. (1878 or lION reoentl1)
~t .ach ot the 3 eduoation lev.h were train.d in the followina ...... ,

I
I

Are.. Very Ade-
Well Well quately Poorl,

I,
I

a. Th.oretical knowl.da___ I

C.rtifioat. I
Diploma

B.S~1eno.

b. Ability to apply ekill. ,
and knowledae Pl'ncticollY--

Certificate

Oinloma

B. Science
,

o. Ability to extend knowledi'
and .kill. to farmere--

C.rt1flellte

01010llla

B. Science - -I
,

d. Admini.tr.tlve skills I

and knowlodie-- I
Certificate I

Oinloma I

I

B. Scienco ,

11. Do you have any 8uaaestions tor improvina the tra1n1na providad by MAT~. At tho,

a. Certificate lev~l?

b. Diploma level?

12. Do you have any sugaestione for lmprovlni the Bachelor ot Science training at the
University of Dar es Salaam. Moroioro?



Orpni
MUon.

ft"llon or
Dl.t:"lot.

Dhidon or
S.otion.

Sub
Seotion.

Parut
At
LS/Vet

13. Wh.n wu the lut t~ you attend.d a retre.her oour.. or ...Inar?

) Never" Dati' Month Md ylar _

14. Wh.n wu the lut tllle you orIMl••d a rltre.her oaur.. 0.. •• .lnar?

) NeVII' Dati' Month and y.ar _

1".. Do ,)'ou have tao111t1l. (1'00III., chaire, eto.) to oonduot retrl'llhe.. oourll.. 01'
...1nara?

) Ve. ) No

USb. It you had no t1nanclal prob1.... , oould you or IOlleone on yOUI' .Wt oonduot
.uch trll1n1nl?

( ) No ) Ve.-leo. Who wovld do it?

16. What kind ot tralnins ...I.tanoe would you 11k. to hav. trOll JULDIO h.adqll..rt....?

17. Do you think yOUI' .taft, n••d tra1n1ns 1n .upervl.ion?

( ) VII' () No

18. Do you ua• • tatt ....t1ng. tor trllinlna purpo.e.?

( ) No () Ve. - How?

lQ. Hall'e you lnatructed your .upervillOl'y .tatt to conduct, on-the-job tl'a1nial tor the
p..r.onn.l w1th whom th.y wo~k?

( )V.. )No

20. How otten are personnel plac.d ln po.t, ba.ed an IDAtohlnl their .peciali••d .kill,
to the n...d. t..: the area .erved by your orlani..tion?

) U.uall,)' ) Sometime. ) Rarely or never

21. When makina ..ailfllllenta, how otten 1, coneideration aiven to rutchins the per.onal
wiahe. 01' indiVidual. with the ava11,~le po.te?

) U.ually ) Sometime. ) Rarely or novel'

22. Do you believe that or~.entat...on trainina tor new statr .hould bl concluotl1d?

) Ve. ) No

23. Do you uaually conduct orientation trainins tel' statt who are newly pOlted to
,)'our ottice or area ot re.ponsibility?

) Vel ) No

24. How lona doe. 1t ulually take to"" nftl Itatt memberOJ to b.cOlll .utf'io1ently
know1eda.ab1. to do th.ir jobl with confidenoe?

NUliber ot monthl or yeare_

25. When did your 1.lt tranater ~_~e p1ac.

Oatel Month and year Never tranaterred-Pleu.
~Q to ~'Ition 27

26. W.. your 1ut tranar.r initiat.d by

) Your own requeat, or
) Ord.rl trom your sup.rior otticez~?

27. In ord.... to do an ertect!ve job, whelt i. the ..lnimUII len;t:, ot t.1_ ,)'ou bIU.".
a per.on Ihould work in this area?

NUIlber or month. or ,)'earl, _

I,. ' I
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28. D02e you.r--.taU ueuall, woric in thl...... th.t lana?

( ) 'I.. () No

a. At whlch 1.".1. are too trequ.nt tran.tel'. a probl_? (Tick .. ...., .. appropriate)

( ) Prot•••lanal ( ) DlplClllate ( ) Cel'tifio.te ) Kone

30. What.... the IIlA1n rea.one tor too tZ'equent 1:I'IIII8t....?

31. Do) your .uper1"r ottio.n oonault euttlolontl, with you betore they II&ke 1IIpoI'taDt
adIIin1e1:l'atlv. or technical deol.10na?

) UeuaU, ) somett.ee ) RoI'.ly or nev.r

32. Do ~ou ha.,. a cop, at any ot the l ..t 4 le.u.. at UIsullme e 11ey. in YOUI' attic.
or hOllle?( )'i.. )No

33. Do you have. oopy at any of th.. 1ut 4 l ..uu ot the But W l pan .iNtyrel epel
Forelta J OW"!!!!1 in your ottioe or hOM?( )'i.. )No

34. Approxillat.ly how IIlan.Y =-W1!oatione of technical intonaation troll rHearoh
oantre. ha.,. been r.oe1ved by your ottice thu flft81101al ye...?

Nuab.r _

315. Hu anaUlh t.chnlocl informatlon be.n reoeived fI'OII KILDIO Headquartel'a Divuion
tor .xtenalon purpo... durlft1 tht. tinanolal y....?( )'i.. () No

36. In your daily work. what aN the ruin eouroe. ot teohn1cal into....tion you U8.?

37. Arfl reeCl~ch fincllnae availablll in to..... appropriate for technlcal level pel'llOllft.l
to communioate oftectlve wlth tarmwn?)'i.. )No

38. Ifllen w.. the l ..t time you dl.cu••ed tocbnloal lnformatlon with a .tlltt Hlllb.1' ot •
rea.arch centre?

Dat.. Month and y.... ) No.,.r

39. From what other source. do you rece1.,. technical 1nfo~t1on?

40. What hove you found to btl the 1lI0st effectlv. way. of .oUvatini .tatt to do th.ir
b.at work?

..~
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Ot-pn1
..tionl

neillon 01"

Dietriot:
!Jividon or
S6ot1onl

14
Panat. 'fl'a
AtI Re.
LS/Vet----------------------------------------

41. Do you uau p8r10<110 work I"..hedultil 1n your lupervia.lon of lubCJl'dinate./ wol'!' pro
(ll'aIIIll81J?

i Veil ) No--Ple... i;) to qua.UOh 43

42. What probl.1 a.re there ill 1IIlplelller1t1na work echedule.?

43. How do you Zind out ~hQth.r your staCt hoy. b.en earrytn& out their work ~r not?

44. "lhat help 10 lIiven to start wbo are not pertonaina Illtietactor1J.,?



•

. \

Orpni
..tiona

Reaion 01'
Di.triotl

Divi.ion 01'
Seotiona

lIS
Sub- PU'ut '1'1',
B.otion. At Re.

La/Vet

"IS. What are the major adaIinistrative coordination probl.... it any, which ex1n
between-

a. PMO and IULlMO Helldquartera Divisions?

b. PMO and KlLIMO resional ottioe.?

o. KILlMO Headquarters Divi.ions and KILlMO r8Sional ott10••?

d. KILlMO re.ional ottioe. and parutata1.?

e. KILlMO reaional ottice. and KILIMO di.trict ott1c*.7

t. KILIMQ district ottice. and vill..e level .tatt?

I. Other orlanisCltions? (Pleue 8pe011'y)

46. Betore preporina your annual qricultural sector plan. do you meet with your statt
to discus. what should be included?

) U.ually ) SCAlletimes ) RarGly or nevltl'

47. Plea.e expJ8in your onswer to question 46.



Orpni
••tion.

Reaion or
Districtl

Divi.ion
01' Section,

Sub
Seotion.

Parut.
AI
U/Vet

18
TI'l
Re.

48. Ple..e ratu the adequacy of .'0W' recurrent and capital o.timote. tor the toUowJ.na
1t...

1

a. Vebicle

b. T£9D!port - ruel, oil, etc.

o. Vehicle ..intenaPce and repair

d. Iravell1ns allowance

e. 'quipment and .upplie.

t. '1)'a:l.n1ns - abcrt cour." and .eminar.

'. Telephone. end telegrgme
h. Upkeep of et,tion•• buildings

i. Clerical ...ietance

1.

Adequate Border
11ne

2 3

!S.:... _

1.

49. In which month 01' montha of the year do yCIA experience .1p1t1cant IhoI'tap. ot tunda
tor your work?

Specify 1Il0nths, _

50. How IIl8nY month. out of a year are yOW' .taU unable to 08ft'7 out their duti due
to shortftl•• ot fund. for petrol. vehicle., equipment, allowance, 01' other 1t ?

NUlllber ot months _

51. How orten 1. yOW' oraanisation'. work ad"...ely aftected by the tollowJ.na'

It...

1

D. Del!lYs in ialluina warrant. ot tunda

b. Adequacy ot quarterly allocatione
(ClUIh flow)

c. Accounting regul,tione cauee de1,ys

d. Quarterly financial rep~rt eubmie
mill.io~. are late

e. Oitticulty in obtain1na PlUpplelllfln
tary fund.

f. Travel to Headquarterll to clear up
contu.ion walltaa time

a. Delay. in obta1nina eatari 1mpreat
fund.

b. Delays in obtaining trllval warrants

i. ttticiency of accountins

1. Delays in r Ace1ving euppliea

k.

1.

m.

Not at
all

2

OCcu10n
al1,y

3

Frequently

4

Very fre
quently

!5
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TAN~ANIA AGRICULTL~L MANPOWER STUDY April '79

9uostionnaire for Teaoher,

(Selt-administ.r.d)

The AlI'icultural Manpower Study 18 a joint e!tort ot Tenzanian and external oxp.rts,
d.silfted to advise the Ministry ot Aariculture Manpower Development Division r.;ardinl
future supply ot and delll8Jld for trained QlI'icultural1st.. In addition, r,cOlllllendationa
are to b. mad. to DMD for improvin, tho quality of aaricultural education 1ft supplier
in.titut1ona. By Jft!werinl the qu.stiona which follow. you will b. oontr.ibutina to the
study and uainl an opportunity to expre.e your vi"W! to DMD. Your reepon•• will b. COIlI
pletely ccnfidential, appearins only in collective tarm. By not plac1ni your nam. on the
form. W! hope you will b. completely frank and op.n in your information. Thank you very
much for your cooperation and assistance.

Inatructiona:" Pleaae be very brief and precise in an.werinl open que.tiona. Wh.re multi
ple choic•• are otfered. tiok (~) tbo one best r.apon.e. Add v.ry ~ri.t comm.nt. anJ
tim. they are nec••sary to explain your ;niw;;;-mor. tully.

NIUD. ot School _

1. What p.rc.ntqe of your time is spent in actual thecry and practicals
teachina activiti.s?

0-19%

20 - 39%

40 - 59%

60 - 79"

80 - 100%

2. What are the mOlt important pl'obloma t'1at most limit the qlJ4l1ty of your
teachina (th.ory and practicala)?

3. Can you IUii,at solutions for oach of the problems mentioned in question 2
above?

4. In theory teaching, do you uae toaching methode other than lec?ur~?

Yos No

If you ticked yes, what are the teaching methods and how much are they ueed
(1n percentage of time)?



- "-
6. IIIhlln yOIl ,luvu lop your notuo for thoory clao.0II8, what peroenta"e como. trom each

of the followina Bouroue?

Notes from y01l1' own previouu coursowork .-.!
NoteR \'ukon h'urn roforunc.u hooku ---!.
KILIMO writton m~\'oriuIB -----!.
Personnl knowledao _---I
Other (explain) ---!.

Total 100 "
6. It 11 "tutor's guide" wore proparod for your subject matter area by a committeo ot

llxports and topic tutors, which could bo uaud in all inetitute., this would bel

Vory uDoful to IOU

Somewhat uBeful to me

Pl'obab~1 not lIood by me

7. Would you like to have time Lo preparo ,~ "tutor I B auide" tor your8elf'?

Yoa

No

8. How can Lhuory touching bu imorovod at this MAT!'?

g. How can practiculll hent bo improvod at this MATI?

10. On the avorage, aro the curtificate studonts you t.onch:

Vury good academically

Good academic-ully

Fail' acadumicully

Poor acadomically

Very poor acndomically

Where there is poor academic porformance, pleaso describe:

11. Thu o)'changu of information betweon staff and administration within your MATI
is:

Very good

Good

F::lir

Poor



..

- 3 -
12. How oan tho oxohange or information bo improved?

"-
13. How many times 1n tho last 12 mon~hs have you oontaoted the followin8 people in

ordor to obtain or exchanae agricultural information?

Agrioultural officers time.

Researohors

Pe~sona havina Tanzanian printed
matter

ViJloao Managor o~ Swana Shamba
Others (list) _

tim••

tim••

timo.

tim••

14. List the dutio~ as you undo":ltand them, of a village level field worker (Dwana
Shamba) :

15. 110'11 muoh do you l1k3 teaching?

Very muoh

Somewhat
Not very much _

Not at all

16. \"ould you rather toach elsewhere? Ycs No

If JOu ticl:o-l yus, rloase t~ck illportant reasons why:

a. I have be':n hflre for many .lallI'S;

b. Poor inotitutional administration;

c. My family is in anl"thel' :'ogion;

1. I don't relate well with the staff;

f. Other (lict 1 _

17. \/ould you prefer t:l be asai,ncd agriculturl11 duties I'ather than teachina?

Yes No

If you ticked JOS. plel1sCI -c.i.c!< ...mportant reasons why:

a. I am not interested in teaching;

b. I..un t:-oJrl." rr'Jpa."t(: f~)r 'eE'chi~g;

c. Hc~lth reAsons;

d. I rum ovorworked as a teacher;

e. Other (lis' I

J0 • I\re Y01J toaching some or all of your classes in your area of specialization?

Yeo No
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19.
- 4 -

Are you teaching 1n nrOa6 for which you were not prepared: Y.. No
If you are teGchina Qutside of your ore.. of preparation, tick a.-m;ny-of tho-----
renlons why aa apply:

II. Thero nll'u not onollah s tafr hare,

b. There lire no quaUfied st"rr in those Ill'oas,

c. I am 11'lterestod in the field I

d. The administration is not aware or my lack or preparation,
e. Other (l1ltl _

"

[

20. How adequate WRS your orientation whon you first Joined thil inltitution?

Very adequato

Partially adequat,,__._

Nono given

21. What Short Courses hove you tokun? How useful were they?

•

Title of Courso Length 1n week. Us.tulness: ~ §2m! Nono

22. What Short Courses do you nr,/ feel would enable you to teach your topics better?

23. Please tick the positions in whi~h you have previously served:

'"
( ) a. Adminietration - Ministerial Level
( l b. Administration - Regional Level,
( l c. Adminietration - District Level
( l d. Researcher
( l e. Seconded to Par3.statals
( l f. Seconded to other Ministries
( l g. Extension Service

( l h. Other (list l

•

•

"

24. Your hiBhest completed level of education: Certificate

Diploma

Bachelor

Master

Ph.D •
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TANZANIA AGRICUl.TURAL MANPOWER tlTUOY

Studont 9uestionngiro

April '79

I~ame of MATI _

Ara you: A Certificot~ atudent, __
Male Female ___

(Do not put your name on this form.)

A Oiplc~a student... __

I

How many yvors of field uxperien~e have you had? ___

0ne of the purposes of the present manpower stUdy is to find ways to improve the
quality of education in the Institutes. You can help by living your frank op1nion in
answerina the following questions. Your anewere will be combined with all others for
usa in the final report.

INSTRUCTIONS

For multiplo-choico questions, placo a ti~k (~ ) b~side the one response which belt
indicRtes your opinion. We will aleo be interested in any brief comments you may oare
ta make.

1. Aftor secondary school, was Aariculture your:

First choice?

Second choice?

Third choicE'

Other (please
explain)

2. (a) What are the major probl~ms you are facing as a student?

(b) What do you think should be done to reduce these problems?

!. Tick (~) one response for each of the following aspects of the Institute's oplra
tion:

Av~ilability to you of library r~sources

Access to the library at convenient hours

Availability to you of pencils, paper, etc.

Availability of necossary equepment and supplies for
practicals

Availability of land, liveotock and water

Adequacy of st~dy timo

T~e conscientiousness of tutors in meoting their
classes and practicals

•

•
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4. In genoral, how well do your tutors know ~h~ir .ubject.?

Mo.t know them v~ry well

Som~ know thom very well

Faw know them very well

5. In g.noral, how W~!~ do your tutors teach (1) theory cla.se. and (2) practical
cla....?

Practioal.

Mo.t teaoh very well

Some teooh very well

Few teach very well

6. Is the rlllationship between staff and students in this school ienerally:

Very good?

Good?

Fair

Poor

ANSWER QUESTIONS 70 and 7b ONLY IF YOU ARE A CERTIFICATE STUDENT WITH AQ-BIASED
~IDARY SCHOOL EXPERIENCE.

7. a. How wo~ld you rate the quality of the training in the ai-biased secondary school
you attended?

\fury good

Good

Fair

Poor

b. How much of your Certificate coursowork has been unnecoBsary repetition of
secondary school courses?

Most of it

A lot of it

Some of it
Little or none of it _____

,\NSlJER QUESTION 8 ONLY IF tou ARE AN IN-SERVICE DIPLOMA STUDENT.

8. How much of your Diploma coursework has been unnecessary repetition of Certificate
courses?

Most of it

f\ lot of it

Some of it
Little or none of it _
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~P!BVISORV HAHAgBRB' VI§W~ QF EpUCATION ANp ~IAV' PI810BMANcl

Ple... evAluate to the but of your ability how well your aarioultural .tatt Ilt ..Gh
eduoational levol perform or exhibit tho following knowledge., Akill. and attitude.. We
ar. illterolltlld in (Il) tho performance ot l'r"Mhly allocated per.annel <....duation 18711 or
aore reoently) to moa.ure the effoctiven••• of their troinina at eduoational in.titution.,
and (2) the performanoe ot ALL OTHER uarioultural .taU at oort1tioate level and above to
determino 1'0.....,10 add! tional traJ,nina nOlld••

-'

l,fre.hly Allooatod Per.onnel I All Other Aarioultural Statt

;1 Very I Well
IAde-

Ipoorlyl
VfJry Ade- I

I' lIIell quately Well Well quately Poorly

I , I I
:1

I I I,
,I

I I,
I';

t-
t-
II

1~

: I .
f'

I 'I
I ,I

I'
I : ~ fIi i r-- l

I,
I! 1 II!

I
I

,I I

I I,I I III I :
'I : I,

I : I ,,
I , I

T,
11 I

:1 I

"
: I

I
III I I I: t I ,,

I I i
:, I I 1

, I I I: I

I I

i I
,

1

I I I
:: I II
I I

II !
I , I I:

I I ; , j 11I,
I i" It

Post-arad Morogoro

Post-grad externa

2) In ability to apply
skills and know
l.dge pr8ctioallyl

Certificate staff

Dipl0ll8 staff
B.Sc.Morogoro
B.Sc. external
Post-grAd M0r~g~ro

Post-grad ext.rna

3) In valu"ro;. :.ubi ",
and attH-. "" wi
aro conduc':'· uV

productive work I

Certiticata staff

Diploma staff

B.Sc.MoroiCro

B.Sc. external

1) In theoretical
Imowledr;e I

Certifioate .taft

Diploma .tarf

B.So.Hcrogoro
B.sg~ I I~ernal

Po.t-arad Norogord
Po.t-arad externa

5) In planning skills

Certificate staft

Diploma staff
B.Se.Morogoro

B.Se.extornal

4) In administrative
skills and kno_
ledge (in general)

Certificate staff

Diploma staff

B.Se.r~orogoro

B.Se.external

Post-arad Horoaore

Post-arad externa

b. __



, 'Fn8hly "Hoo.ted Penon",'l I: All Othor AlII'ioultural statr II
-I' - ~ I'Very I Ade- I iVery I Ade-

1,1'10 11 Wol1 Ifluately I poorly, WeU WeU j quatoly I PoeI'll , I- ,

I' I I
I r I II ' II . I i I

If ! I:

1- I-

I
I! II' I jI! I

II I I
I

; I I I
.

'I I
I I

01, I I I

1'1 I

• :
I I

I I Ii I I

,Ji ! I
, , :

I I II t I
I I

I'
I, I

l ;
i

II ---ITI I I I.

5) continu.d

Poet-arnd .loroioM

Poet-arad externa

8) In knowlodae and
ekille of 8uper_
deion GIld IlllUlqe
mentl

Certit~oate etafr
Diploma etaft

B.Sc.Moro/Joro

B.Sc••x~rnal

P08t-grad McrolOr

P08t-grad externa

8) In k:-.uwledCIt and
"ab1l1t:' ,:' ~;~~l.. :

economic I nci··
plea:

Certiticate D~~tr

I!
I,

: I I
i, , Ir-- ! I I' : I ,

I : I II l I I, , 1 I I

t: I I I I,
I : I! I

I

TOTALS

B.Sc. external

Poat-arad Moroaoro

Pa.t-grad external

Diploma 8t3ft

B.Sc.Moroaoro

OVERALL EVALUATION OF ALL STAFF AT EACH EDUCATIONAL LBYIL

Extrel'llely I

Good ' GoOd Adequatlt
Not

Adequate
, sxtr_ely I

Poor

Certiticato holders I
Diploma holders

Moroaoro 8.Sc.s

i

I
External B.Sc ••

,.



WPIIlVlOORT MA NAIUIR8' VIWS 0' IWOATIOI.u.
lJln STAll iW0.1UlAIJ'J.t1I..

20th "'VI"11, 19'79.

Iptlrri!w gUllullI!Ill.

A.. ~.stieDII l'ItP'U'dJ,IMf nn1y .11008.4 8talt
(gJ.'It4uate6 b '.9'15 at' DOR JX)Q~~).

1. Vbt.t IN.stiollll do 7011 lwove to iDprove the tJ:a1DiDc prcm.484
bJ' mIla at bl

~
Oort1.1'1oa te lewl

b Diploca lovel
o Overall INfr80stiOlll:1

~. VhBt sucp8t101111 do yOIl have tor 1DproviDl' th8 b'Giniq at
B.Se. lewl at the Univertlity at Dar 08 Balalltl, IICl11'osoro?

,. WbAt LU'O yf».r views re(llU'd1ng tbe 1'014 at t1DSII, 1101'0101'0 1D
the tra1n1ng at I

«) B.So. otudente
b) Other agrioultuZ6l eaplo,... (08 1D ~ Oont1Dw,ng

education proszoGllltl8 0. t the iJrdvenity)?

4. Undllr wbat 01rOuD8te.nees shCll114 per80Ull81 be 8.nt to tonip
UD1vere1ties tClll' tra1n1nB". ,.

5. When a I18Vly allocated eOpl0Jge arr:lvee, do yOll provid. h1m
With orientation to tho orsanilO.tion and b18 job? Bow 18 t~ dOM?

6. Vbat apprOQoh do you takB 1D su1d1P4f 01' &88Uting hie tblr:lng tb8
fil'll t year on the job?

7. When a nov oaployee exhib1te serious weaknlt88 1D hi8 1m00001edse
Bld.lla or attitudo8, how do 7011 seek to oorreot tb9 a1tuation'l'

B. CilestioX18 1'Osarding all otho:;;, ot:1tf un speo.Lal1 t:y and
training mJQS o

1.. Wbat do you see 8S the OOllt 1oportant prob1eDB 1D oSGting
10\\1' spclc1ality aT'ld toclJ.."1ical trn1ning nead8?

2 0 '.'.':.t 0:':1- .: -r: flociDDr3 0- ooursos aZ''' 11<''1''; B1van 'L.]::l. :-:a1n1ng
or Qduca.1 C';"'.l . ' ,. : ~rMt t= •..:,3 Dr' and 0.: ...."..:. ::!.cmal insti'!;u'..o8 8houl4
bG used? \.\.'4fl': iA .. '.,J CJ:: short-vJl';:l ~lnine nealis).

,. If t;.r''10 ~.:' inina and oducat1o.. 11 iD81:1tutos cannot ndoquote17 tIlI8t
tl.L1s neod, YlJB~ ,~o ']'OU proposo as lln al.lrDativo apprOQol'"

4. Can yaur orsanil5Utlon provide o.rq ot this trn1n11l8'? BD.w you evel'
given such progrBDDeB? How successful wore tbsy, and whab ,oero tho probleOl?
Do you Mve phyeical ,f'acllities tor tra.1ning progftll:lD88 (1'001:13, tables, 0ha11'e,
blackboard, ota.)?

5. B/lve o.ny of ;your stott had tro.1ning in training tlBth0d8 aDd tech
niques? Would such training be usetul in helping than tCl tIBet your tre,1.n1.ng
noeds? (Trn1n1ng the trniner tecbn:1ques).

6. To "b/lt extent do yOU1" spec1ality staff ttn1D and develop other
stoff? Do you see m.1ning I1B one at *11' .rtlsponelbllities? How do ex
patriate SpBC1111istB help?

7. What Idnd ot training QBsistance do you oxpeoi'troD nLDIJ?

8. HOlI' do your supervisory or spioiality statt ol11'ry out tro.1n1ng at
sto1'1' on-tho-job?

9. Bave a~ at your stott recolved sIoG01til) t1'l11n:1.ng on 1:eobn:1qU88
such as how to train, guido, councel and o(IQCh subord1rmte per80une1 on tile job?

10. Do WlY at your stnf't require tore1SZ1 trn1n:1ng'1

U.. How~ 01' your presont oortUloo.te lovel otatt do YOIa plan to
send. to MATIs tor diplCEIB leval trnlDina1 Bow do you eeleot suoh staff?

12. Do you plun to :.'QOOCDOnd GZl¥ diploca leval statt tor B.Se .. trn1!l:LnB"
Bow Do.DT1 How do you solect ~""'31



•• ,,':1 •• :1.1 ••••••

c. QuolJtioJl8 ror,nrding 1111 othor o1X>ft on othor .D:Jl2.I at trl11n1ng.

1. What progrQIJUO jo you hIlvo to .·.IIlII_llII$ TIIl.~tro.1D ISUplI1"I'1DQ1'e
and D£UIIlgtlr.J?

2. Wbllt oducationnJ. or t-ro.1ning imIt1tuteo do you 1100 to train
supo:-,lioo1'8 and ca:ll1BUra? How do you roto thoir pro(p."QC.tlOu?

~" What OUSlJOO-:10M do you bllvo -:'0 1oprovo ouporvioory and tIlntl8O
QO:l ~ ~-ra1n1na'l

4. Do you u.oo etc.t! []Ootings tor training pw.'pooos? Hov?

A Hov 10 otn1't proi6rod tor higher lovol rospone1b1ll tios?

6. Hov do you Doot your otUir tro1n1116 noodo (othor than spaoial! ty aDd
oupo:::>'"laory oanugtlDout noodD)?
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TANZANIA AGRICUlTURAL U~~POWER STUDY

RECENT GRADU~Tr TRAINING EvALUATION •

__~R••earch

One of the purposes of the present monpowur stud)' is to find way- to improve the quality
of education in the Institutes. You CM help by aivinl your frank opinion in anawuina
the followina que.tion.. Your ansWClrs will be combined with Illl other. fer u.. in the
final repCJrt" This qU88tionnaire i8 cunt'1dllntiCl11 pleuo do not put your lUIIIe on it.

INSTRUCTIONS
For multipluooQhoico que~tions, place a tick ( ) b_.ido the one re.ponse which bu.t
indicates your opinion. We will'aleo bo intereeted in &nl brief comment. you may
caret to make.

1. Plemao indicate the location of your prosent postinal

------J1iniatry Hqra ......oooR&aional Office .........Di.trict Otfice

.........Village ......oooParDlltatal Sector Private Sector

2. 1UahllBt levEll of education completed I

______Certificate .........Diploma B.Sc.

3. Gllneral field of stud)': Cropw

4. Please EJvaluate the quality ot ,your mo.t recllnt (Certificate/Diploma/B.Sc.) trainina
by plRoina a tick under tho appropriate column, with resard to:

Very Very :
Woll Well Poorly Poorly I

Trained Train~ Trained Trained

a) theoretical
knowled e:

b) !.bil1ty to
apply skills &
kn 1ow edgo prac- l l I
ticallYl l

c) Vnlutlll, habitll r I II

&. attitudes I

which are con- I
I I I

I
I Iduc1ve to pro- I

I-I ,
duotivc workl I, t

; I I
tI) Admlnistr3tiva I I

Iskills &. know- l I
I

ledlle: l
I

e) Planning okills:' I I I II I
iI

, I ! !f) Knowledge nnd I

I1

skills of IUpOPO I I I Ivision & man- I

3l!ement: i I I

g) AbUi ty to ex-
l I I Itend knowledgf. !and skills to ifarmers: I

h) Knowlodae &.
ability to
Ilpply economic
principlus:

15. 11) llIaH your work porformance
poorly traJned? Yos

affected by those orvas in which you may have boon
__......:No

b) If yes, pleaso i,ive specific exampleDI



•

...

6. How have you overcomG any weaknbsses in training?

7. In which subject areas, if any, wero you poorly trained? (If none, wrlte "none".)

"
8. How do you think y~r training could be improved?

w) Dairv husbandry

9. Based on your recent job experiences, pleasu indicate your opinion ru;ardina
chanaes in emphases needed in trainin; by placing a tick in the appropriate
column: - IAbout

Much I Some the I SOIIle Muoh
Theory and Practicale j More i More Same Loss Lee. I-
Q) CroD Science

b) Horticulture I ,
c) 5011 Science ! ! •

I

dl SurveViHll. I i

el Forestrv

fl Bees & fieheries
fll Workshon technolollV

hI Oxen Dower I

il Anatomv " nhvsioloflV

.11 Animal imnrovement - I
kl Phvs. of arowth lac10 caB

j,
11 Animal nutrition i
ml Poultrv husbandry I
nl Beut husbandry j

01 Farm economic 01'2. I I
nl Aaric. exteneion I
01 Administration & lellislation' I

1'1 HumAn nutrition !
s) Soil conservation I I
tl Small scalo irriQation I II

ul Tractor nowor
, I I

I

I Iv) Other farm power I

I , !,
(pruss ! i

xl Path. micro •• Droto. &. I

vI Mn.10r livestock discnsea I I I
zl Poultry diseases I : ,

aal Clinical studies I I I
II

I

bb) Animal industry (met' insnl ' I

eel RanQEI t. nesture mat. I
I

I I

••

dd) Pol.Ed. and Pol. Econ.

ee) Farm structures
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Appendix A-IV: SECONDARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS
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fora 1

Fora II

Fona III

REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA

SEVENTH EDUCATION PROJECT.
ProJection of Public and Private Secondary School Enrollments 1977-1990

<a> Public Secondary Schools

illl1/ 19781/ 1979
bj
~ ill!. !ill !2ll ill! illi 1986 !2E 1988 ill! 1990

9,242 8.797 8.855 8,995 9,240 9,240 9,660 9,660 9,660 9.977 9,977 9,977 9,977 9,977

9,548 9,790 8,925 8,855 8,995 9,240 9,240 9,660 9,660 9,660 9,977 9.977 9,977 9,977

9.n5 9,703 9,790 8,925 8,855 8,995
.
9,240 9,240 9,660 9.660 9,660 9,977 9,9,7 9,977

/Jr

37.883 37.872 37.273 36,565 36.015 36,330 37.135 37.800 38.220 38.957 39.2'l4 39.591 39.908 39.908

fc.ra IV

~

9,338 9,852 9,703 9,790 8,925 8,855 8,995 9,240 9,240 9.660 9.66q 9.660 9.977 9,977

Fona V

For- VI

2,125 1,902 2.050 2,050 2,050 2.100 2,100 2,100 2,625 3,150 - 3.150 3.150 3,150 3.150,
1.962 2,018 2,050 2,050 2,050 2,100 2,100 2,100 2,100 2,625 3,150 1,150 3,150 3,150

11 1~17. 1918 figure~ ver~ aceuals

~

I - VI

4.087 4,100 4.100 4.100 4.100 4.200

41.970 39.774 41.373 40.665 40.115 40,530

4,200 4.200 4.725 5.775 6.300 6,300 6.300 6.300

~1,335 42,000 42,945 44.732 45,574 45.891 46,208 46,208

!
;!
::
~--

~
~

t' ~~l~ f~r 1~79 and pr~j~cti~ns for 1980 onwards assume 35 pupil. per stre"
..:~J .lo1t_ .; Ie pro:· "ll,.1\ h'u'" one cla~s to anotber for Fona I-IV; Forms V and VI
,J,~,~t !S pU~ll~ p~r btrc~. The number of streams is derived from Covern.ent
lJ" VI.: I .J(,••,;.:l i-l ...I'"



REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA

SEVENTH EDUCATION :.>ROJ£CT

(b) Pro1ected Enrollment (Private Secondary Schools)

II

illlll ill! ill2. illQ. illl. ill! !2§1 ill! !2ll 1ge§. !2E ill! !ill. ill.Q.

Fona 1 6.590 6.839 7,454 8,125 8.856 9,653 10,522 11,469 12,501 13,621 14,853 16,190 7.647 19,235

Pona II 5,084 5,564 6.839 . 7,230. 7.881 8,590 9.363 10,206 11.125 12.126 13.218 14,407 15,704 17,118

Form 111 3.829 4.783 5,564 6,839 7.230 7.881 8,590 9,363 10.206 11.125 12,126 13,218 1(.,407 lS.7IN

Form IV ~.316__ 1t.00:i ',783 _ 5,564 6,839 7,230 7.881 8,590 9,363 10,206 1.125 12.126 13,218 14,407

Total 19,H3 21,189 24,640 22,194 30.806 33.354 36.355 39.628 43,195 47,084 51.322 55.941 60.976 66,454

Form V 154 154 154 154 154 154 154 154 154 154 154 154 154 154

Fona VI 106 106 106 106 106 106 106 106 106 106 106 W6' 106 1~6.·_It_
Total 260 260 260 260 260 .260 260 260 260 260 260 260 260 260

I - VI 19,473 21.449 24.900 22,454 31,066 33,614 36,615 39.888 43.455 41,324 51,562 56,201 61,236 66,124

~ .>

~

2/ Actuals.
Noc•• : The!/ Actuals - Manpower Report to President, 1917.

During 1913-76, private schools grew at tbe rate of 10.9%. Fo~ I-IV grew at
1l.25'%. and Fonas V-VI at 6'%. per annUlI. the growth trends of Fom I intake vere
at an average annual rate of 9.5'%. during 1913-74 and 12.6'%. over 1915-76. DurlD6
tbat period tbere WAS considerable transfer at Forma II-IV from private to
Government schoola. The new Gove~t education policy atopping transfer fra.
private schools into Government schools now meane that private schools would
have tu retain most of th~ir initial intake. Taking this Into consideration,
the following assumptions were made:
- a ~~ per annum ~rowth raLe in pLlvate Form I intake
- a 34 attrition rate from Form I to Form II and ~L for

Form II to III and III to IV
- FoE'lllS V and VI were assumed to remain at 1977 level

~
• I~
It ,~

.... ,....

.... N

/;>..sr
•
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GRJ,DE DISTRIBUTION FO[\ FOldl SIX SUBJEC'S - 1977
SCHOOL C,'\l\lulIJJ,'1't:S

/?..s-

~
~

G~.DE ~\NGE, NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CANDIDATES AWARDED (oJ

U- z si~a
A B C D E S F HEof

SUBJECT ~ Eof<
~~<H-

~
He::

~1aJ
NO % NO % NO % NO " NO % NO % NO % E-t ~:; ODo.

SIASA 0 0.0 ~1 2.1 401 20.8 411 21.3 758 39.3/ 22' 11. 93 4.8 1930 18.0 5 _~

KIS!'/"HILI 2 0.9 19 9.1 66 31.E 63 30.1 36 17.2 16 7.7 7 3.3 209 26.5 12

LITER/,TURE IN ENGLISH 1 0.5 2 1.0 35 17.9 57 29.2 64 32.8 17 8.7 19 9.7 195 17.6 4--
FRENCH 3 7.7 4 10.2 3 7.7 6 15.4 9 23.1 9 23.1 5 lQ.8 39 25.0 11--
HISTORY 3 0.6 17 3.6 71 14.8 108 22.6 139 29.0 84 17.5 57 11.9 479 17.0 3

GEOGRAPHY 0 0.0 3 0.4 46 5.4 170 19.8 325 37.8' 197 22.9 118 13.7 ~~ 22.4 9-- _.-
ECONOMICS 5 1.6 15 4.7 49 15.3 111 34.7 80 25.0 36 1~.2 24 7.5 320 18.8 6
COUMERCE 3 6.5 3 6.5 20 43.5 10 21.7 9 19.0 1 2.2 0 0.0 46 11.2 2
ACCOUNT/-'NCY 5 10.9 1 2.2 8 17.4 9 19.6 13 28.3 6 13.0 4 8.7 46 19.4 7

- --
.\DV"NCED MATHEMATICS \' 19 2.7 38 5.3 86 12.0 123 17.2 107 14_Q 14.. :In.:J 1QA :J7.. 7 71 F; ~n.1. -1.4._
T~\DITIONAL HATHS 1 7.1 0 0.0 1 7.1 1 7.1 1 7.1 5 35.7 5 35.7 14 62.3 15
PHYSICS 20 1.8 62 5.7 112 10.3 128 11.8 210 19-4 :J71 :J" .. n 2A2 :J6.. 0 110A5 :J7.7 1't

CHC:'U STRY 3 0.3 16 1.4 66 5 7 169 14.7 ~n.d 1'LA ~7t:. '.d.n .d1 .. ':lit:. .1 1 11.dQ 2':l1.Q 1n·

BIOLOGY 4 0.6 21 3.:J 1H 17.0 194 :JQ,:J lQA "G.A t:.1 Q ') 7.d 11.1 t:.,:;... .,n_~ D

B"SIC APPLIED f-tATHS ') "b - - - - - - - - - - 't .... 'tQ.A .. -:a,:;. ~n_., ID01 AD '7

T~,D. SUB. Mi,THS I

-
~tILITARY SCIENCE 3 4.6 13 ~9. 19 28.8 20 3n.1 11 16.6 n n.n 0 O~ t:.,:;. l.n.A 1

n n n n n n n n n 1 I .. ,,,,,.. ,.. . n nn n n.n n n .. n 1. - -VLN 'y

II

, .
.-,,'

1':/' t

5"1"~/i1

3-1~/11""i
-·1 II"

I

· ; ',{)~~ !.

• ; /11 'f I {,
• - I

5~'Y f,t "'. ;,
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T/\BLE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES FOR FORM FOUR SUBJECTS - 1911 (SCHOOL CANDIDATES)

,
oJ -

.~

/.) (.."
~;J'J,

. , .'''

GRI\DE RANGE, NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CANDIDATES AWARDED

~
~SA B C D

I
F tiSUBJECTS Hf4

~
f4.-( «0
<t:;! Wt!

NO % NO ~ NO ~ NO " NO " ~~ fi!Ca1
f4 ODo

I.

S1/\SI\ 1 0.01 278 2.2 3437 26.6 6111 41.4 3070 23.P' 12897 23.9 3

K1S"lAH1LI 5 0.04 359 2.8 4739 36.7 4814 37.3 2982 23.1 12899 25.0 5.
ENGLISH 43 0.3 766 5.9 2598 20.,1 4418 34.2 5096 39.4 12921 35.9 15

HISTORY 126 1.1 612 5.4 269"1 23.9 3879 34.5 3951 35.1 11259 32.4 11

GEOGRhPHY 32 0.3 545 4.5 2225 18.4 5048 41.6 4266 35.2 12116 34.0 13

MODZRN MhTHEMhT1CS 31 0.3 188 1.8 1209 11.9 3894 _38.~ 4815 41.8 10197 40.6 20 I

---
THAD. IiiJ\THEMi\T1CS 2S 1.0 128 5.1 259 10.2 651 CiS. 1 1467 58.0 2530 59.1 30 .

-
BIOLOGY 86 0.7 820 7.1 2871 24.8 3100 26.8 4693 40.6 11510 37.5 16

~

FRENCH 11 3.1 66 18.3 112 31.1 87 24.2 84 23.3 360 39.2
. 19

i
! I

LITE&.TURE IN ENGLISH 8 0.7 40 3.8 169 15.9 214 20.2 630 59.4 1061 47.1 23.
l MODERN i,OO. M;.THS 5 0.5 88 8.3 190 17.8 329 30.8 455 t:2.6 1067 35.3 19I

13.1~
,_.

0.0 r 2.0 I I
,

TRAD••,DD. MATHS 0 9 29 6.3 60 18.6 457 53.0 29
- .!.

---

~
/?~
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T"BLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF GRnDES POl! FORM FOUR SUBJECTS - 1977

SCHOOL CANDlDI\TES

GR.\DE RANGE, NUMBER AND PERCENT.\GE OF CANDIDATES AWARDED

;3UBJECTS

NO

A

%

B

NO r % NO

C

% NO

D

~ NO ~

~
Eo;

~~
HEot
~~
..:.0::

~~

(oJ

t31
-0:: 0
CiJf;!
filUiaDo ~1J ;,

BIBLE KNOWLEDGE 36 4.9 J 94 I 12.~ 177 24.0 180 24.5 249 33.8 73' 51.8 I 27

nGRICULTUPhL SCIENCE 118 0.5 I 472 I 13.~ 1932

38.2 I 17 b11: \i'.

38.6 1 18 12.'",52. '"
to

PHYSICS

C'H::MISTRY

28

17

0.4 1 178 1 29

0.3 1 1821 2.6

828

855

13.6

12;4

56.3

1759

1898

767

28.8

27.4

22.4

3313

3963

242

54.3

57.3

7.0

6106

6915

3431 20.1 1

MILIT~RY SCIENCE
- -- I I I 1 1 I I -I- I I I I I

t I J I I J J J I I J I .f I-
43.0 I 21203546.394220.842333.34750.4118619.19N~TIONAL & BUS. ECON.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I t=-
PRINClfLES OF ACCOUNTS I 22 0.9 1 15216.4 312 13.2 468 • 1 19.7 1417 59.8 2371 51.9 I 28

I - I I I I I I I I J I I I (0---

110.3 5 J 1.5 L5-t 1~ 3~ 96.7 329 -. -

1051 16.r~r-3~~~-1 20·; 30.7 1---81 I 12.4 656 -~ -2.6

0.0o

17COOKERY

TYPEWRITING

I I I I I I I I I I I I I to-
FINE ';RT 14 3.8 1 34 1 9.3 64 17.5 88 24.0 166 45.4 366 48.1 I 25

13.96634.416339.218642 1 8.93.6
1 -+ , I I I I I. I I I I I t I

NELDLEWORK!DRESSMAKINGI17

'%
r



TnBLE 1:..
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:

I GRADE RANGE, NUMBER I".ND PERCENTAGE OF CANDIDhTES AWARDED (oJ
U

I
~e

z

~~H£o4
SUBJECTS ~ £04<

~~A B C D F

~
<Ii!
~~ o::w

NO
OPt

% NO % NO % NO % NO %
-

SURVEYING 5 1.6 31 10.1 74 24.2 100 32.7 96 31.4 306 34.6 14

\'lOOD~JORK & Pi,IN'IING 3 1.8 15 9.0 64 38 .. 6 56 33.7 28 1.6.9 1~6 27.1. 8
I

BLOCKWORK & rLUHBING 0 0.0 28 19.9 36 25:5 SS 39.0 22 15.6 141 22.8 2

ELECT. INST. TGCHNOLOG ~ 14 11.« 30 24.4 40 32.5 29 23.6 10 8.1 123 26.3 7
I .- -

"UTOELECTR/ELECTR/&R.F. 6 4.9 31 25.;,: 24 . 19.5 41 33.3 21 17.1 123 29.5 9

-
GEOH & M~CH. DRA~ING 13 4.1 16 5.1 68 21.5 58 18.4 161 50.9 316 50.4 26

~.

MECCH. WORKSHOP TECH. 12. 6.2 35 18."' 55 28.5 11 . 21.2 50 25.9 193 45.2 22 ..
MOTOR VEHICLE: NECH. 1 1.0 7 7.4 47 49.5 26 27.4 14 14.7 95 - -

f--. -
YSLDING & FnBRIC~TION 2 2.0 28 2~.2 39 40.6 21 21.9 6 6.3 96 24.1 4

ISLAMIC KNO.flLEDGE 12 3.2 46 12.2 152 40.2 79 20.9 89 23.5 378 33.,.~ 12
_._.

,
I

i

~- --
/;>~
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FINANCIAL IMPACTS CALCULATION
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APPENDIX A-V

Budget Constraint Details and Financial Impacts Calculation

Notes from Discussions at Ministry of Finance and Planning, Recurrent Budgets and
Revenues Section: (October 1979)

1. Issue of Use of Establishment Figures As Sound Basis for Constraint Setting.

Agreed with basic concepts underlying the establishment approach. Believed
that increased costs on recurrent account could be financed, even at higher levels.

2. Inflationary Impacts on Recurrent Cost

Present inflationary rate was 17 percent. Revenues have increaseo at a faster
rate than inflation, and will likely do so infuture. War expenses expected to be made
up within three years, and then expenses will be back to "normal." There will likely
be a temporary restriction on recurrent costs. This is under study now.

3. Salary Increases

Recognized that cost of living has gone up hy 74 percent in six years. This
is public information. There is no way of knowing what rate of ,increase in salaries
will occur. The provision of 3% per year is acceptable as within the realm of
possibility.

4. Sununary

Basic approach taken in report appears sound and reasonable.
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APPENDIX A-VI

•
~her Persons Interviewed

In addition to the more than 300 persons interviewed in the course of the
survey and study, other 1ndividua1s from variouB donor institutions and elsewhere
also contributed their observatio~s to assist the effort. These included:

de Vries, J., Faculty of Agriculture, University of Dar Ea Salaam
Edgerton, J., Central Projects, Rural Development, World Bank
Frankel, Jo, East Africa Projects, World Bank
Jones, Ho, Agriculture and Rural Development Division, Afrjca Bureau, AID
Kyejo, Commissioner for Recurrent Budgets, Mini~cry of Finan~e and Planning
Le1e, U., East Africa Projects, World Bank
Linthard, Architect, Ministry of Education
Maas, J. van, Education Division, World Bank
Mabe1e, Head, Economics Department, University of Dar Es Salaam
Makeuya, Commissioner for Revenues, Ministry of Finance and Planning
McDermott, J. Ko, Development Support Bureau-Agriculture, AID
Mercer, Ao, Central Projects, Rural Develop~ent, World Bank
Morris, J., Department of Rural Sociology, Utah State University
Nelson, R., Regional Office, World Bank (Nairobi)
SchultheIss, Mo, Lecturer, Department of Economics, University of Dar Es Salaam
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APPFNDIX A-VIII

Questionnaire Responses - Utilization:

Tallies of 177 Regional and District Questionnaires

Oraani
sation:

Reaion or
District:

Division or
Seotion:

Sub- Paraat
Section: AI

Ls/Vet

13. When was ,the 1alt time you attended a retrelher cour•• or ••inar?
(67) Never Date: Month Xes 105 and year _

14. When was the 1ut time you oraanilod a ref:.lher courss or se:ninar?
(67) Nevor Date: Month Yes 105 and year _

15•• Do you have taci1ities (rooms, chairs, etc.) to conduct retresher courlel or
seminars?

No Answer

5

5

(76) Ves (96) No 5
15b. It you had no tinancial problems, could you or someone on your ltatt conduct

euch trninina?

(10) No (160)Ves-15c. Who would do it? 7

16. What kind of treinina assistance would you like to have trom KILIMO headquarterl?

17. Do you think your staft, need trainina in supervision?

(151)Yd!l (15) No
18. Do JOu use statt meetinaa for trainina purpose.?

(46) No C12.5)Voe - How?

5

6

19. Have you instructed your supervisory statf to conduct on_tho-job trainil1i tor the
personnel with whom they work? .

(139) Yes (33) No 5
20. How often are personnel placed in posts based on matchina their specialised skill,

to the needs of the ar~a served by your oraanisation?

( 87) Usually (64) Sth~etimos (20 ) Rarely or never 6
21. When makins assignments, how often i. coneideration given to matcbil1i the pereonal

wishes of individuals with the available posts?

( 55) Usually (75) Sometimes (42 ) Rarely or novel' 5
22. 00 you believe that orientation training for new staft should bs conducted?

(166) Yes (5) No 6
23. Do you usually conduct orientation training for etaff who are nswly posted to

your office or area of responsibility?

(104) Yes (67) No 6
24. How long does it usually take for new staff members to beCOMe sut.fioiently

knowledaeable to do their jobs with confidence?
Less than 12 mths"=b7 1.t f 11"02 years = 89 More than 2 vear.s = 8..um I!r a mon1:l1s or years __ '.

25. When did your last transfer take place
Yes 149 2Dato: Month and year ( 2> Never transfen'ed-Pleale

See Text (Cha ter VIII-.T) to to question 27
26. Was your last fran.fer initiate§~..!Chapter III-B)

(20 ) Your own requost, or
(129 ) Orders from your superior officers?

27. In order to do an effective job, what is tho minimum lenath of time you believv
a pereon should work in this area?

See text (Chapter VIII-J)
Number of months or year8, ___

.!I.E.:. 2yrs. 3yrs. 4yrs. Syrs. 6+yrs. 10

5-2.9% 22-12.6% 78-44.6% 16-9.1% 50-28.6% 1-.05% 3-.1% 175 responses
Weighted average calculation 633 + 175 responses = 3.6 years minimum recommended

5

5

27



Orpni-·
sotionl

Reaion or
Dilltrictl

Division 01'
Section:

13
Sub- Parl1llt 'tri
Sectionl Ai Re.

LS/Vet

28. DoslI your statf usually work in this area that long?

146) Yes (25) No

No Answer

6
29. At which levols ore too frequent transfors a problQlll? (Tick 1111 many 1111 appropriate)

See text (Chapt. VIII-J) (56) Professional (66) Diplomato (75) Certit1cate (54 ) None
30. What are the main reasons for too frequent transfers?

4

31. Do your euperior officers consult sutficiontly with you beforu they make important
administrative or technical decisions?

( 89) Usually (67) 5omet1llles (17 ) Rorely or never 5
32. Do you have II copy 01' any of the last 4 issues 01' Ukulima ...,a Kisssa in your ottice

or home?
(65) Yes (109) No 4

33. Do you have a copy at any at th~ last 4 issues 01' the East African Asricultural and
Forestry Journal in your ottice or home?

( 21) Yes (150) No 6
34. Approximately how many communications of technical information tram research

centres have been receIved by your office this financial year?

Number See text (Chapter VIII-G)
35. Has enough technical information been received trom KILIMO Headquarters Division

for extension purposes during this financial year?

~1 ) Yes (152) No 4
36. In your daily work. what aro the main eources of technical information you use?

37. Ar& resCilU'ch findinge available in forms appropriato for technical level persoMsl
to communicate effective with farm~rs?

( 39) Yes (130) No 7
3B. When was the last time you discuesod tochnical information with a etoft member ot a

reaoarch centre? Yes = 115
Date: Month and year (56) Novel' 6

39. From what other sourcos do you receive technical information?

40. What have you found to bit the most effective ways of motivating statf to do their
best work?



Orpni
Bation:

Region or
District:

Div1Bion or
Seotion:

I
<.

15
Sub- Parut '1'1'1
Seotion: As R••

LS/Vet
....

a. PMO and lULIMO HeadqWll'ters Divllion.?

415. Whlllt are the major administrative coordination probl..... it M,Y. which exlet
between-

See· text (Chapter VIII-G)

b. PMO I1lId KILlloCO regional ottice8?

c. KILIMO Headquarters Divisions and KILlMO regional ottice.?

d. KILIMO regional ottices and parutat&le?

e. KILIMO regional oftice. and KILIMO di.trict ottic~.?

f. KILIMO district oftices and village level .tatt?

g. Other organisations? (Please specity)

46. Before preporina your annual agricultural seotor plan. do you meet with your .tatt
to disCUBS what should be included? NA

(116) Usually ( 3lj) Scmetimes ( 22> Raroly or neVllr -5

47. Please explain your answer to question 46.



Oraant
Bationl

RElgion or
Diotrict:

Division
or Section I

Sub
Seetlonl

Parut.
All
La/Vet

16
Trll
Res

48. Please rato the adoquacy of your re::>.U'rent and capital ostill\lltes for the tollowina
items: See text (Chapter VIII-H)

Itemo

1

a. Vehicle

b. T~nnODort - fuel, oil, etc.

c. Vehicle maint~nance and repair

d. Travelling allowance

e. E9uipment wld supplieo

Adequate Border
11ne

a 3

Inadequate

4

1:...-Tr8i"ing - short ~..::o:.:::u~r.::.s::::.es=-:an=d:...::e:.::e::::m~i:.:na::or~8=- _
g. Telephones and t .:;;Bl:Igr~nm=s:... _

h. Upket'p ot otatiolls, buildings

1. Clerical assistance,.
~-------------------------------1.

49. In which month or m~nthB of the year do you experience 81anlflc~t ahortaaea 01' tunds
for your work?

Specify months~ee text (Chapter VIII-H)

50. How many months out of a year are your staff unable to carry out their duties, duu
to sho~tnges of funda for petrol, vehicles, equipment, allowance, Or other itema?

Number of monthtl See text (Chapter VIII-H)

51. How often 1s y()ur organioation I S work adversely affected by the following I

See text (Chapte~ VIII-H)
llama

1

a. DelayS 1n iaduinR warrants of funds

b. Adequacy of quartcrly al1oc~ltions

(cash flow)

Not at
all

2

Occasion
ally

3

Frequently

4

Very fre
quent;J.y

5

c. Accounting regulat1ol1~o_c::::[l~u:::s:::e::...::d:.:::e:.:::l:;:a,,"d'::.s ~

d. Quarterly financial rep~rt subm1s
m1ssions nre late

e. Difficulty in obtaining oupplemen
tarY funds

t. Travel to Headquarters to clear up
confusion wastes time

g. Delays in obtaining safari impreot
funds

h. Delays in obtaining travel warrants

i. Efficiency of accounting

\. Delays in rQceiving supplies

k.

1.

m.
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES BY MATI STUDENTS

In April and May of 1979, 967 students in 8 Ministry of Agriculture Train-

ing Institutes (MATIs) completed self-administered questionnaires for this

·study.* This is a 74% sample of all students enrolled at theae 8 MATIs. the

less than total sample was necessitated by the involvement of some Certificate

sutdents in day-long final examinations during the visits of the surveyors.

About 59% of the respondents were Diploma students and 41% were Certifi-

cate students. Approximately 90% were male and 10% female. See the chart

wh ich fo llows .

Diploma students, on the average, had over 5 years of field experience as

Certificate holders. Some Diploma students, however, were form VI leavers,

without field experience. The latter was especially true for certain courses,

such as the Crops course at Ukiriguru.

Nearly all Certificate students came directly from Fonn IV of secondary

school and were uithout field experience.

IABLE 1. A Classification of Respondents to the Student Questionnaire

NO. OF NO. OF NO OF NO. OF
DIPLOMA CERTIFICATE FEMALE TOTAL

MATI STUDENTS STUDENTS (1) STUDENTS STUDENTS

Ilonga 17 57 21 74

Mlingano 59 1 59

Morogoro 36 36

Mtwara 92 7 92

Nyegezi 130 7U 3 200

Tengeru 23 109 15 132

Ukiriguru 79 52 18 131

. Uyole 225 18 35 243

TOTALS 569 398 100 967

* The terms "All MATIs" and "All StudeBts" used throughout this section refer
to the 8 MATIs surveyed and their students.
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NOTE: The questions which follow are identical in wording to those that

appeared on the questionnaire Eonn.

Q. 1. After secondary school, was agriculture your:

Diploma Certificate All
Students Students Students

First choice? 53% 45% 50%

Second choice? 30 26 28

Third choice? 12 19 15

Other? (please explain) 5 11 8

Q. 2. (a) What are the ma10r problems you are facing as a student?(l)

(all comments made by l~ss than 2 respondents were deleted from Q.2.(a).

Academic problems

Some topics (subjects) are
irreleifant and some are
incomplete

Shortages of time to study,
rest, etc.

Poor student-staff relation
ships

The standardization of tests
is bad, unfair, etc.

Too many tupics (subjects) in
our curriculum

Shortage of good (able) tutors

Inadequate reference books and
materials

A shortage of facilities

Inadequate transport

Inadequate housing

No. of
Diploma
Students

21

3

10

7

2

12

14

2

8

12

No. of
Certificate

Students

14

~8

16

16

21

10

3

13

7

3

Total No.
of

Respondents

35

31

26

23

23

22

17

15

15

15

(1) The response categories shown for Q. 2 were developed by survey staff members
post-survey. The responses to Q. 2 only were from a 20% sub-sample of the
967 total respondents, or from approximately 196 students representing all
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No. of
Diploma
Students

No. of
Certificate

Students

Total No.
of

Respondents

Too much theory is taught 7

Inadequate supplies and
equipment; 6 9

1

15

8

\'

There is a shortage of practicals 6

The administration is poor 3

2

2

8

5

It is difficult to study after
long field work

There are too many tests

A shortage of tutors

Inadequate field trips

There is not enough speciali
zation

The examinations are unfair

Non-Academic ~roblems

5

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

5

4

4

3

3

2

Poor food or unbal&~ced diet 47

Insufficient salary or allowance 22

13

14

60

36

Inadequate freedom of expression 1

Insufficient recreational
facilities

We are not provided enough soap
and other personal items

Inadequate leave time

7

5

3

2

7

5

3

3

(b) What do you think should be done to reduce these problems?

NOTE: All comments made by only 1 or 2 respondents were deleted.

Academic problem solutions

Improve the facilities and
equipment for training
(mostly practicals)

Assign tutors who are able to
teach well ( or instruct
tutors in methodology

Reduce the topics or increase
the length of the course

11

17

2

16

9

22

27

26

21
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Throw out the standardization
of tests policy

Improve student-tutor
relationships

Delete the irrelevant topics
(revise the syllabus)

Provide MATIs with better
administrators

Increase the practical's
share of time

Improve the transportation
siuuation

Obtain more and/or better
reference books or materials

Further specialize the courses

No. of
Diploma
Students

6

5

15

10

11

6

10

2

No. of
Certificate

Students

15

13

2

5

3

5

1

9

Total No.
of

Respondents

21

18

17

15

14

11

11

11

Provide more study time 5

Provide Diploma study to students
earlier in their career 5

Get rid of the Agro-vet
curriculum 3

5

5

3

Provide more tutors

Reduce the number of tests

Non-Academic Problem Solutions

2

2

1

1

3

3

Improve the quality and or nutri-
tional balance of the food 36

Increase the salaries or allow-
ances 11

Improve dormitories 5

Solve pay problems by following
regulations 1

8

13

2

2

44

24

7

3

Increase student leave time

Comments on 9. 2.

3 3

The solutions offered by students were not very creative. In categorizing

the narrative comments we have no doubt lost much of what value they did have in

pointing out creative solutions to problems, yet for breVity, it was necessary.
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~ Because of categorizing, the reader can compare the magnitude of each problem

area as perceived by students.

Readers sho have been involved in the MATI system will not be surprised

as they observe these student opinions. They will have heard complaints about

food and salaries many times and will have heard Certificate students say the

syllabus is too comprehensive. Diploma students indicated comparatively more

concern about irrelevant or incomplete syllabus topics, inadequate reference

materials and a poor balance between theory and practicals. The students who

felt some topics were irrelevant were almost entirely enrolled at MATI Uyole and

Nyegezi as were those who wanted better food. In the case of food, it is inter

esting to note that these were the only 2 Institutes where the questionnaire was

filled out in the dining hall prior to lunch.

Mtwara students registered strong concern about the policy of standardizing

marks while they and MATI Ilonga students had more than an average concern about

insufficient equipment, facilities, or transport.
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Q. 3. Tick (Ii ) one response for each of the following aspects of the Institute' s operation

II

?~

(Total Respondents - 967

Availability to you of library
resources

Ql l1J
=' l1J .... Uo 0 ~ l1JH as l1J t::

t:: ~ ~ =' =' as uE-f uVJ-f Qlas as 0 as N ~ co e t::< ~~ 'd
co co bD ~ Ql Ql ~ Ql 0 Ql;IE: ~ t::t:: t:: 0 as co bD ~ .... ....'d ~ 0

Response 0 ~ ~ !I: Ql t:: ~ 0 0. ='.... 0.
...-f .... _0 J:I >- Ql ~ >. ~ U...-f ~::J-4 .... II)

ASPECTS OF mE INSTITIJTE I S OPERATION cate~ories H ~ ;IE: ~ :zc E-f ~ ~ I=l er.~ ~ <:!
goo 8'1 1% 14'% 20711 6'% 29% 28% 147. 11'1. 227. 16%
fair 52 61 67 62 36 50 63 59 54 53 53
poor 40 33 20 19 59 21 9 28 35 25 31

Access of library at convenient
hours

good 5 14 38 26 13 42 21 14 16 26 20
fair 35 74 50 52 50 39 54 54 54 46 51
poor 59 12 12 22 37 19 25 32 31 28 30
good 3 9 74 38 5 8 9 44 26 15 21

Availability to you of pencils, fair 22 47 20 34 28 41 26 41 36 29 33
paper, etc. poor 75 44 6 27 68 52 65 16 38 56 46

good 4 0 0 2 5 18 5 33 16 8 13
Availability of necessary equipment fair 28 26 33 21 37 38 39 50 42 31 37

and supplies for practica1s poor 68 "74 67 77 59 44 57 18 42 61 50
I

\0
I

Availability of land, livestock
and water

Adequacy of study time

good 40 7 26 6 24 55 15 60 36 33 34
fair 49 59 54 43 54 34 59 36 50 42 47
poor 11 33 20 52 22 11 25 4 15 26 19
good 3 32 61 27 21 18 14 24 24 18 22
fair 39 58 36 43 44 32 46 49 48 38 44
poor 58 10 3 30 35 50 40 27 27 44 34

•

good 15 24 28 56 11 38 16 41 25 33 28
The conscientiousness of tutors in fair 72 60 64 31 65 46 62 54 60 51 56

meetin~ their classes and practica1s poor 13 16 8 13 25 16 23 5 15 16 15
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b' Q. 4. In general. how well do your tutors know their sub1ect?.on
'f

Diploma Certificate
Students Students All
All MATIs All MATIs Respondents

Most know them very well 15% 18'7. 161-

Some know them very..... well 58 53 56

Few know them very well 27 29 28

Responses to Q. 4 by individual MATIs.*

MATI Response Diploma Certificate All
Students Students Respondents

most 161-
A some , 65

few 19
most 10

B some S9
few 31
most 16 12 15

C some 49 62 54
few 34 27 31
most 13 6 11

D some 51 34 45
few 36 60 44
most 0 4 3

E some 47 63 59
few 53 33 38
most 30

F some 50
1 few 20

most 19 56 22
G some 65 39 63

few 17 6 16
most 12 20 19

H some 62 59 59
few 27 21 22

* The names of MATIs are reluctantly withheld due to promises made by the
study team during the survey that potentially embarrassing data would
not be shown. The data for MATIs A, B, and F are shown in the "all
respondents" column only to hide the identities of those having only
a certificate or a diploma course.

Comments on Q. 4

) The larger table shows three major deviations from the average situations.

MATI G Certificate students were exceptionally pleased with the knowled2e of
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their tutors whereas the Certificate students at MATI D and Diploma students

at MATI E were less pleased than the average.

Q. 5. In general. how well do your tutors teach (1) the~ry classes and (2) prac

tical classes?

Diploma Certificate All
Students Students Respondents
All MATIs All MATIs

Most teach very well 20% 26% 22%
Theory Tutors

Some teach very well 57 49 54

Few teach very well 23 24 24
Most tea.ch very well 17 24 20

Practicals
Tutors Some teach very well 42 44 43

Few teach very well 41 32 37

Comments on Q. 5

The Diploma students, especially, were somewhat better satisfied with the

teaching of theory than with the teaching of practicals.

The response displays for the various MATIs (not shown here) looked very

similar with regard to the teaching of theory tutors except for 2 MATIs. At

one. a high 48% of the students said "most" thleory flutors teach very well while

at the other. only 5% said "most teach very well".

Responses to the teaching abilities of practicals tutors varied consider-

ably from MATI to MATI. Averaging Diploma and Certificate responses. the

percentages of students ticking "few teach very well" at each of the 8 MATIs

were: 57· 57 - 50 - 44 • 35 ~ 27 - 26 - and 22%.

Such large differences in students' attitudes toward the teaching abilities

of their practicals tutors will warr&nt some attention by the administrators

to find the influencing factors - perhaps superviqion. organization of the prac-

ticals. type and quality of instruction. equipment and facilities available.

tutor morale. student-teacher relationships. and others. It was not a purpose .'\,'
I " .

of this study to evaluate. individual MATIs, but we will give each principal

confidential data for his/her MATI for comparison with the averaged data from

all 8 MATIs surveyed.
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~ Q. 6 Is the relationship between staff and students in this school generally:

Very good? Good? Fair? Poor?

Diploma Students Certificate All
at All MATIs Students • All Respondents TOTAL

Responses Surveyed
FEMALE

MATIs surEMied
MALE FEMALEMALE MALE F LE

Very good 3% 2% 9% 10% 6% 4% 6%

Good 36 21 25 32 31 24 31

Fair 37 41 30 32 34 38 34
'ill

Poor 24 37 36 26 29 33 29

Responses Regarding the Relationship Between Staff and Students

(by individual MATIs, male and female combined)

Diploma CertJ,ficate All
MATI Response Students Students Respondents

very good 0% 8% 7%
A good 8 15 14

fair 21 34 31
poor 71 43 48
very good 0 0 0
good 0 28 22

B fair 40 34 36
poor 60 38 42
very good 2
good 29

C fair 53
poor 17
very good 5 29 7
good 50 53 50

D fair 37 18 35
poor 8 0 8
very good 24
good 46

E fair 28
poor 2
very good 0
good 35

F fair 50
poor 15
very good 2 2 2
good 22 12 19 . ,j JG fair 29 18 25 I I;poor 46 68 54
very good 3 0 2
good 30 19 25

H fair 41 38 40
poor 27 42 33

~-h
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Comments on Q. 6.

The male and female students did not differ much on the average regarding

their view of the relationship between staff and students, although male diploma

students ranked it a bit higher than did male certificate students. The diploma

students at MATI A and at MATI B and the certificate students at MATI E rated

the relationship lower than did those at other MATIs while MATI E and MATI 0

students rated it higher.

Q. 7. (a) How would you rate the quality of the training in the ag-biased

secondary school you attended?

For Certificate Students with ag-biased secondary training only:

• very good

good

fair

poor

Students responding
17%

48

26

10

(Total respondents • ,~9)

(b) How much of your certificate coursework has been unnecessary

repetition o£ secondarV school courses?

Students responding

most of it

a lot of it

some of it

little or none of it

6%

11

56

27

(Total number of respondents • 249)

Comments on Q. 7

Nearly three-fourths of the Certificate students who join MATIs fr~m ag-

biased secondary school felt that " some" to "most" of their coursework has been

unnecessary repetition. This should be given consideration at the ttme the

common syllabus is revised.

/"I I'
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The 249 students who indicated ag-biased secondary experience by respon-

uing to this question represented 62% of the total Certificate respondents in

the survey.

Q. 8. How much of your Diploma coursework has been unneceosary repetition of

Certificate courses? (for in-service Diploma students only)*

Student Responses by individual MATIs

e lD
0 0 l-4
l::l I-l .... e 6'0 E-4

'" '" 0 N
~ClO ClO ClO Gl Gl .... Gl

5 l::l 0 ClO ClO I-l .-4.... I-l Gl = .... 0 ~
.-4 .-4 0

~
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~ ~
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RESPONSE l-4 ::I: ::I: E-4 <

most of it 18% 9% 0% 7% 5% 2% 9% , 7'70

a lot of it 24 17 3 29 5 14 7 15

some of it 47 66 63 51 64 70 75 64

little or none of it 12 9 34 13 27 14 10 14

*There were 448 respondents to this question or 79% of the total Diploma student
respondents in the survey.

Comments to o. 8

The responses again indicated a need to look into the issue of unnecessary

repetition when revising the Diploma syllabuses (86% of students on the average

said there was at least "some" needless repetition). The amount of unnecessary

repetition perceived by respondents varied from course to course. The Ranch

Management course students at Morogoro, for example, indicated little useless

repetition, whereas the nutrition course students at Ilonga felt there was a lot

comparatively.



INTERVIEW RESPONSES BY MATI

PRINCIPALS AND COORDINATORS OF STUDY

This section summarizes responses of Principals and Coordinators of

Study who were interviewed at 8 MATIs (Ministry of Agriculture T~aining

Institutes) in April and May 1979. The interviewers, using "discussion

guides," spent an average of three to four hours with Principals and an

average of one hour with Coordinators of Study. The interviews were infor-

mal, as opposed to the often-used structured or controlled interview and

varied somewhat from MATI to MATI. Time constraiRts required that many quee-

tiona be omitted and that probing be minimized during the interviews with

Coordinators of Study.

The respondents included seven Principals and one Deputy, five Coordin

ators of Study and three Acting Coordinators. The Principals w~re well-experi-

enced and had held their title for 1 to 5 years. The Coordinators had all been

assigned within the past one and one-half years, indicating a rapid turn-over

rate in this crucial and difficult post.*

The comments attributed to these administrators are only approximations

of their oral responses. No doubt some distortions have resulted from selec-

tive listening, incomplete notes and editing, and from response grouping where

used. In some cases response fragments were moved from one question to another

so as to fit the proper question.

Respondents were under pressure to give quick, unprepared remarks. Con-

sidering this, the comments were generally commendable and were remarkably

candid. The Survey Team thanks the Principals and Coordinators of Study heart-

ily for their time and open support of the study.

A hyphen ( - ) at the beginning of a sentence indicates a new entry or a

new respondent •

* Deputy Principals are charged with the responsibility for academic programs
in the Division's job descriptions, however, in most MATIs the Deputy is
also the Coordinator of studies. Th~S, the people in charge of academic
affairs are commonly referred to th~oughout the system as Coordinator of
~ fo"M4 ,.... ..
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PART 1 - ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

. l. Regarding the Principals' and Coordinators' satisfaction with, or evaluation

of, the overall quality of educatiol. at their MATI, the follOWing comments were

made (arranged by decreasing satisfaction):

Respondents
(Number)

•

- above average (especially in theory)

- one Diploma course is quite good, the other is fair

-the Diploma course is good, the Certificate one not so good

-the Certificate course is quite good. Dipoma courses - one

l

l

l

fait, one poor l

- Diploma - quite good. Certificate course, below expectation

(fair) 1

- the Diploma course is quite satisfactory now. The certificate

course needs improveme~t 1

- 1 1m satisfied with the Diploma course. The Certificate

course is fair 1

- between fair to good 1

- It's fair 1

- It's average or "c" 1

- It's adequate 1

- I'm not quite satisfied 1

- It needs much improvement. It's fair 1

2. What are the Institute's major problems constraining the quality of education?

(Responses of both Principals and Coordinators)

Syllabus and Methods

- The Certificate syllabus is over-crowded

The Certificate syllabus lacks definition

- Theory tends to be stressed. Even Moderation Boards and

No. of Respondents

5

2

exams stress it. 2
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No. of Respondents

- The necessary field trips or tours are not taken due to

shortages of funds

- The Certificate syllabus is partially irrelevant

- Do we have the right p61losophy (what are we training

Certificate students to do)?

- Practicals are poorly taught
.

- More time and longer periods are needed for Practicals -

Now we just demonstrate rather than practice

- The schedule needs time allocated for productive self-reliance

work

- The operation of a production farm at a training institute

2

1

1

1

1

1

is questionable , 1

Staff Constraints

- The staff teaches poorly due to a lack of teacher

preparation training

- Too few staff members makes Practical groups too large

- The staff emphasizes book knowledge too much

- Teaching is too theoretical; tutors don't teach useful

things. They need reorientation

No. of Respondents

5

3

3

3

- The staff members lack the practical (field) experiences

needed 3

- The overall quality of staff is low 2

- Some staff members don't like teaching 2

- Insufficient staff scholarships to upgrade staff 1

- Staff members need more training in their specialized areas 1

- Staff transfers are made without consideration for effect

on the MATI or without contact with the MATI

-Staff turnover is too high

- Staff members are not selected and oriented well

1

1

1

'f)' (/ '
(



No. of Respondents

- The specializations of staff members are not suitable

for the curriculum

- In retraining Swana Shambas, tutors lack experience in

dealing with adults

- Uyole Ag Center is a Parastatal but salaries don't reflect

this status; thus, the tutors get demoralized. They wane

to transfer to research where they will work less for

more money

l

l

l

•

Student Constraints

- The quality of students is poor

- The backgrounds of Diploma students are too varied

(some are form VI leavers with no Ag Training; some

were in the field 10 years, etc.) to teach a common

curriculum

- Many Diploma students have been out of school too long

and are thus weak in ma~h, science and English

Organization and Management Constraints

-There is too much policy dictation from headquarters

- Centralized education is not good

- Too little or too slow assistance from headquarters

No. of Respondents

3

2

l

2

1

(Example: they demand lesson plans, but don't show us how) 1

- Headquarters must demand discipline from the MATIs 1

- Programs are initiated but funds don't accompany them 1

Facility. Equipment and Supply Constraints No. of Respondents

~ Shortage of Cacilities 7

Shortage of equipment for teaching

- Shortage of transport vehicles and parts

- Shortage of library books and materials

5

4

4
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- Shortage of land

- Fuel shortage for cooking

• Lack of crops necessary for tnstruction (MATI Mtwara

lacks tobacco, c01fee, tea, wheat, and cotton plus

irrigation water)

No. of Respondents

1

1

1

3. In general. what changes are needed in teaching methods? (asked of the 8

Principals only).
No. of Respondents

• We should conduce methods short courses (teacher training)

for all staff 4

• Tutors shc'~ld train an extra year for a teaching certificate 2

• We need a standard format for teaching 1

• We need to teach lesson planning 1

• Staff members need to get out of their offices more for

information and experience 1

- We need to orient tutors to have a right attitude 1

• Tutors should be sent for fie~d experience before teaching 1

- Headquarters should provide a roving specialist to train

.. and assist tutors, coordinator of study, etc.

- We need more teaching aids, study tours and practicals

• We need more facilities

- Tutors must motivate students to learn

· Tutors should be less bookish and use methods other than

lecturing or note giving

• There is too much talking - tutors need to demonstrate

more and use more training aids

- We should hold a workshop for each topic area for the

purpose of developing teaching notes

• Centralized education forces us to teach irrelevant subject

matter and to leave out necessary matter

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

II ( I
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No. of Respondent'

- We need longer practicals so a tutor can demonstrate and

the students can practice

- The schedule needs to make time for productive self-

reliance projects

- Our activities need discipline. Headquarters should

demand this and they should define work hour. t

At what level do tutors teach. how. and how well? (asked of Coordinators

of Study only).

- Tutors tend t~ teach too much, especially new ones. They tend to

follow their University notes. They are confused over the

proper level to teach the Agro~Vet Certificate course.

- The Agro-Vet syllabus is very confusing. I like the Ag-biased

se~ondary school syllabus format. We need (1) a topic hand

book for students and (2) a tutors' manual, to be developed.

We need specialization at Certificate level. The syllabus is

now too long for student mastery. It needs shortening.

- The tutors teach well both in theory and practicals and the level

is O.K. The proper level for teaching the retraining course

is made difficult by the students' variation from Form IV to

Standard 8 leavers.

- There is not much confusion over the best level to teach in the

Diplom. courses. Tutors use student-teacher discussion. The

scheduled practicals are often followed by after-school-hours

p~actice by students, if the tutor only had time to demonstrate

during the scheduled period.

- Students complain about many tutors. Tutors need a 6-month course

in methodology - The British Council's 3-week course 1s not

enough. Tutors need to use visual aids, and they need to take

4.
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part in study tours and seminars. A handbook of notes

needs to be compiled.

- Tutors are doing O.K. If we had stud~nt manuals to hand out,

then note giving would be unnecessary and we could discuss

more.

- Tutors tend to go too deep. They use training aids and equip

ment a lot. The library is well used. Students are not inter

ested in part of the Agro-Vet syllabus.

S. What problems and successes are you experiencing with Practicals? What %

are assessed and who conducts the assessments? How many Practical classes

are released or let out early? Do senior staff (lecture tutors) take An

active role, and to what degree have specimens been collected?

These questions were asked one at a time of Coordinators, but in

great haste and with inconsistency, which led to incomplete responses.

- Tutors should have field experience. Pasture and livestock tutors

have collected specimens, but others haven't done much. We are

not doing badly in assessing. Some practicals are missed or

let out early.

- Tutors are missing some practicals (less than 15%). Our quality

is fair. Early release from practicals is a great problem.

Younger tutors hold classes longer, Students do not press

tutors much to release them early,

- A practi~al period is often too short and practice has to be done

after hours. Tutors have done quite well in collecting specimens.

They do well in assessing. The theory tutor is responsible for

practicals. About 10% of practicals are dismissed.

- Practical groups of 20 are too large. Tutors are keen to collect

specimens. (NOTE: The surveyors didn't see much collected

materials or specimens at the MATIs, although we made some

efforts to do so). All practicals conducted are assessed. A

few are dism~ssed. The students are held a full 3 hours.

I ,. r
J
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• The work load for our tutors is too heavy. We are short on some

equipment. Tutors do collect specimens. Few practicals are

dismissed.

• Ten to fifteen percent of practical classes are dismissed.

• The same tutors teach theory and practicals. The work overload

causes us to schedule large groups of students per practical

section. Also we are short on some practical equipment,

especially survey instruments, microscopes and tractors. The

specimen collections are not good, except for the crops museum.

About 20% of practical classes are dismissed completely and some

others dismiss early.

6. How well are the Practical classes being conducted and evaluated? What kind

and level of tutor is able to adequately conduct them? To what degree are

tutors developing the knowledge and skills needed by graduates in the field?

(These were 3 separate questions asked of Principals.)

• We are doing excellently in Practicals, using groups of as few

as 7 students. They are assessed every time - no problem.

The tutor training necessary depends on the topic. Ag mechanics

Practicals require more knowledge than does the corresponding

theory. Weeding, however, can be taught by a Certificate holder.

The tutors are trying to be practical. r'd say they are 75%

relevant and if they had fi~ld experience, it could rise to 90%.

We are trying to gel tutors in more contact with farmers.

• Tutors are often limited themselves in Practical skills. The number

of good Practicals are limited. Sometimes poor substitutes replace

the Practicals intended by the syllabus. Practice and assessment

time is short. The syllabus doen't schedule assessment nor allow

time for it plus practice.

- In some cases a Certificate holder can teach Diploma Practicals -

For example, carpentry or survey. Tutors with less education

(for example, Certificat holders) may lack confidence. About 30%

of theorY tutors take no Dart in their tonic Pra~ti~alq. I'
~
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Tutors, especially graduates (B. Sc. holders), must be forced

to do Practical work themselves so as to be able to conduct

Practicals.

Some students may be learning'more than will be required

in the villages. Our Practicals may not be realistic (from a
"

village standpoint). Theory teaching may be more unrealistic.

We teach some unnecessary things, for example, too much statis-

tics in the Diploma course.

- A model ranch would improve our Diploma course. We also need a

workshop. Practical teaching is weaker than theory teaching.

Assessment is O.K. on the average.

Our theory tutors conduct the P.racticals as well. Certifi-

cate holders run the_retrainin~Practicals. There is an experi-

ence deficiency at first.

The skills learned here (Diploma course) are relevant, ex-

cept for those graduates going to the Regions. In retraining, the

time is too short.

- We have problems in evaluating Practicals. Often end-of-term Practi-

cal tests are given.

The MATI is now surveying the staff to see which ones can

best teach each skill. We also get some outside help from well

experienced people. We use self-reliance projects as an oppor-

tunity to develop skills in depth--for example, tractor driving.

- Practicals are fairly well-conducted in our Diploma course. Each

student has a Practical plot (crop) which he must maintain over

a 2-year period. It is routinely evaluated. Other skills are

mostly evaluated via tests.

The Certificate students are difficult to handle efficiently.

Classes are too large and the repetition of group after group
"

bores the tutors. )
'..... toO .. 1..1 ,_ ....... .,. 1'"\01_' __ "" ,.1"""" ... "'''' "n .. o'al"'" ,.h-=a
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Certificate level students, unless a Certificate holding tutor

is older and well-experienced. Some Diploma holders are also

O.K. for teaching diploma students. Certificate-trained tutors

may cover too many useless skills.,

- Practical skills are taught poorly. Tutors teach them superficially,

doing what is easy for them. Practicals should be done in the

field with villagers. Tutors and students should do Practical·

work together. Too much time is spent marking papers, compiling

marks, standardizing marks, etc. It leaves no t~e to stress

quality in Practicals. Don't use Certificate level staff to

teach any Practicals. They should be assigned to MATI projects

only (Example, the dairy). We teach too much which is not useful

for Certificate graduates. Farmers need simple knowledge and

skills; they need help in decision making. Diplo~ courses are

quite good (at imparting useful skills and knowledg~) with the

possible exception of 2 courses in our system. Tutors need short

courses in skills areas.

- We have a full staff so Practical groups can be very small. Our

students help plan iIrigation projects in Villages. Our land

use students develop land use plans for villages. Our agro-mech

students could practice ox-plowing in Villages.

- We need long Practicals and we need student practice in Practicals,

as well as tutor demonstrations.

At minimum, a Diploma holder is needed to teach Practicals

(to Certificate students) for extra knowledge and confidence.

It's impossible to say whether we are preparing our students

to fulfill their Bwana Shamba role because we don't know what

that role is.

• I ~
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~
~ 7. What contact do MATIs now have with .. farmers and do they participate

in village projects or training? How and how successfully? How can

they be improved~ (Principals only)

- MATI Uyole.

Students here have farmer contact through their Extension

demonstration plots as well as do some tutors. A Uyale Agricul-

ture Center committee exists to develop ways for training and

research staffs to assist nearby farmers. (The Principal was

h~self a member of an Ujamaa village.)

We need to evaluate what we have been doing and redesign

a program. There is a shortage of academic t~e and a transport

shortage. Staff as well as students need to be assigned to vil-

lages.

- MATI Ilonga

We have just started reaching out to Villages through our

Extension projects. There was some earlier outreach work in the

area of human nutrition.

One must start Extension contacts early in a cropping season

to be useful to farmers.

-MATI Morogoro

Our contact with farmers is very minimal. We have no out-

reach program. (Farm Management Diploma and Retraining Course)

- MATI Mlingano

We have a village block committee which plans with villagers.

One village is being assisted but 3 are planned for. This season

we plowed, harrowed and seeded 5 Ra. in a village.

helped after class hours.

Students

I

The MATI needs a budget for village assistance.
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-MATI Tangeru

Most tutors have little farmer contact but a few have a lot.

In Extension, one student is assigned to 1 or 2 fa~s. At the

end of the class or season, an evaluation of the student's work

is held wherein farmers, tutors, and students get together to

hear the students read their reports on farmer assistance. The

fa~ers can support or contradict the student's analyses.

-MATI Ukiriguru

Students are assigned to specific farmers (and to village

committees) to practice Extension methods. It has not been very

satisfactory. Six villages lie within 4 miles, but bicycles are

always breaking du'~ and parts are a problem.

Some farm~rs come to the MATI to seek advice on cattle

diseases and management. The MATI cooperates with research staff

to conduct an annual Fa~ers' Day Program.

-MATI Ntegezi

Students and staff have assisted villages to plan irrigation

schemes and have drawn up land use plans for villages.

The Extension staff has sent questionnaires to some villages.

They have collected the names of village leaders, etc.

.. MATI Mtwara

Farmer contact has been minimal so far.

8. How will a Farmers' Training wing at the MATI help or detract from

the quality of education? (asked of Principals at the 4 MATI's sched-

uled for this program, plus 2 Extension tutors)

-Farmers who come for short courses can exchange learning or ideas

I..»

•

with tutors and students. It can build good relations between ) • 'I

.'"
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farmers, staff, students, training, research and extension.

Farmers will identify with the Institute, improving our public

relations. It will help farmers also (to farm better).

- It will broaden the tutors' experience in training. Students (Dip-

loma) can learn through training farmers at the Center. Bwana

Shambas can themselves train here, then bring their farmers here

for training. All concerned (the tutors, Bwana Shambas and

farmers) should plan while here how to use their new learning,

upon the farmers' return to their villages.

Students, farmers, and tutors through interaction will learn

from each other.

- It will help our Extension training. It will strengthen teachers.

Village demonstrations involving all deparments wou~d be good.

The present 4-week field assignment for Certificate students

could be used directly or its time redistributed throughout the

year to increase Extension time.

- What we are doing now is involving irrigation and land-use course

students in designing village irrigation plans and land use plans.

We must get experienced field staff to join the MATI Exten-

sion Department to make farmer training work.

- We should train farmers for 1-2 weeks on specific narrow topics--

Example - human nutrition for the village.

We should reorient the academic program toward development

of villages. We will need to develop a physical map and conduct

a community survey (an Extension Staff member).

- I am optimistic about farmers' training. Farmers, tutors and stu-

dents will learn from each other. Students and tutors could

manage a block in tlhe village collective farm. It will bridge
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MATI and village.

Our learning institutions are islands--village involvement

will help. The fa~ers can use MATI facilities (for short courses)

during student breaks.

9. How do you see the role (duties) of a field worker (Bwana Shamba) at

village level? Does this fit with our training? (Principals and

Coordinators).

- To advise the village manager in agriculture overall. Also he is

a liaison between the District Officers and the Village Manager

or Village Council. Out training is satisfactory. The Bwana

Shamba can look outside for further technical advice.

- They are teachers of farmers. They help development committees to

function and help village leadership. Our curriculum needs

emphasis on meetings and on socialization aspects.

- To educate the farmers and to learn from them. Retraining students

get only 12 hours of Extension and no Extension planning.

- To advise farmers and help the Village Council to plan. To teach

by visits. To concentrate and demonstrate.

The older Swana Shambas don't know much. New Dwana Shambas

should be assigned to accompany those experienced in some specific

program area such as coffee.

- To help with Ag development programs, on the technical side. Play

a leadership role. Participate in Village committees. Our

training may not be enough for the last two roles.

- To assist in village management with emphasis on Ag production.

To advise the Village chairman. To assist in planning and imple-

mentation of projects undertaken by village management.

as a channel to higher authorities or higher experts.

)

Serve
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We probably don't train for these roles. The Bwana Shamba

doesn't actually do these things. They lack confidence. They

shy away. They want to avoid blame. Thus, they choose low key

~rojects of personal interest to them. The University sends

students for field experience in research centers and MATIs.

They should go to villages. We should teach problem solving

through doing it.

- The role has never been defined for us.

10. What is your opinion of the multj-purpose (Agro-Vet) Certificate syllabus

(for Bwana Shambas) and what are your recommendations? (Principals and

Coordinators).

The syllabus is very confusing. Students are disinterested in parts

of it. Too much content to cope with. Some tutors go too deep.

- I like the idea of a general syllabus. One can specialize later.

Revise the syllabus with feedback from the field.

- It needs pruning. It's too broad to cover in two years and the level

to teach is unknown.

- We can cut down on some areas. The name Agro-Vet should be changed.

The syllabus is welcome because one Certificate holder can do

all the village work. It has too much theory in it. It needs

to emphasize animal production rather than Veterinary Medicine.

It needs to have the hours allocated in divisible units to

simplify scheduling.

- The syllabus is O.K. but common exams aren't warranted until facil

ities are standard in all MATIs.

- It needs drastic changes. Shorten it somehow. Students may get too

much useless information.

- It's too much. I suggest we have one year general and one year

specialized. We should chop off unimportant content such as



kenaf culture. Parastatals and KILIMO officers should have been

involved in setting policy for the Agro-vet course and assisted

in curriculum development. Their anger is resentment.

- It needs defining

- Define the content and set up a job description for graduates. Name

the course "General Agriculture."

- It needs specification and the placement of standard equipment at

each MATI

11. How helpful would it be to have good quality tutor guides made available

to tutors? (Such would specify depth) (Coordinators)

- Useful but it must be participated in by tutors

- Very useful

- Very good

- We need a tutor manual and a topic handbook.

- Very useful - it would equalize MATI instruction for national exam-

inations and we would know what specimens to collect and what

materials to obtain.

12. What is your opinion of having those MATIs which provide Certificate

training each represent an ecological and/or agricultural zone so

that the multi-purpose curriculum can concentrate on the zonal crops

and conditions to some degree?

- It might be O.K. The problem is that secondary school students now

come from all parts of the country. Some zones would be unbal-

anced in terms of secondary students to draw from and in terms

of Certificate graduates needed. Also, a Bwana Shamba should

not return to his own Village. Secondary schools or the Regional

Development officers might take over the training of Certificate

students on a regional level.

I
,I
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- It's O.K. There are too many MATIs. Four is enough. I like the

idea a lot. It would pool our resources including staff.

Zonalized MATIa? Maybe. It would reduce the high cost of student

travel.

- If it were to be done, I'd suggest the students be recruited from

everywhere but be trained for crops of the zone and be placed

within the zone after graduation.

- Some zones may not have enough student candidates to draw from.

(During some two-way interaction the respondent identified the

following potential advantages: Zonalization might reduce ex-

penses, reduce homesickness, and boost morale. But, it could

allow the Dwana Shambas to look after home affairs on govern-

ment time.)

- I like the idea.

13. (a) Are there any changes you recommend in national policies regarding

the academic program, and (b) What are your views regarding pre-

sent final examination procedures? What suggestions for improve-

ment do you have? (Combined responses to (a) and (b) follow

from Principals and Coordinators).

- Headquarters should involve all people and all Institutes when making

policies, as well as Regional KILIMO staff.

Our final exams are typical of the British system. The

procedures are O.K. Moderation Boards and Examination Boards

reduce complaints and someone from Pamba House (Headquarters)

is needed to insure fairness.

- Standardization of marks is not good. Also, the common final exam-

ination for Certificate students at all MATIs should be thrown

out. Continuous testing is O.K.

_ Our Diploma course needs a 3rd year added to develop excellence in

practical skills.
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Training facilities, equipment, etc. need to be standard-

ized at the Certificate training MATIs to make national exams

meaningful.

The present examination system causes tutors to stick to

the syllabus \nd' it gets Pamba House staff in contact with MATII,

but it is very costly and it implies ineptness of local ~taff.

A neutral person should chair moderations boards, not always

Pamba House staff.

The moderation board for common exams might best construct

the questions themselves.

- More discussion is needed between MATI and Headquarters staff. And

standardization of marks should be discontinued.

Pamba House should work out long-term plans for MATIs and

make them known. Principals don't know what will happen until

the last minute.

Regarding final examination procedures - I have no complaintl

although they are too expensive. We might send all exams to

Pamba House for moderation.

- There is no big problem with policies. Maybe there is a bit too

much authority used, rather than discussion.

I don't favor common exams. They are too elaborace for the

value. The Practical portion especially should be dropped.

- Regarding policies, we now need to stabilize our programs (not change

them). The examination policies are not bad, but expensive.

Common exams are questionable, or, they need to be handled more

simply. Also the need for a moderation board is questionable.

Outsiders are helpful on such boards, if used.

- The common exam is a premature idea. MATIs are too non-uniform now; .2 If

students may vary, tutors do vary, and some MATIs cannot grow 1 I')
.~ -~
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crops while others can, etc. We should substitute something

for the standardization of marks, maybe use a committee to

evaluate marks.

- A moderation board is necessa17 to insure that questions are within

the scope of the syllabus and to put pressure on tutors to cover

all of their topic in class. Also the board evaluates the quee-

tion's depth and practicality. I find that outsiders on the

board insist on questions that are outside of the syllabus and

they are rather lost throughout the exercise.

'the common exam took 32 days l.n marking last year and is

too costly; about Sh. 4,000/- per tutor last year, including

transport. Plus, this year all the Coordinators of Study and

Principals will attend. The solution is to mark the papers at

the MATI.

- The Exam Board is O.K. Moderation Boards are new for us.

- Last year our Moderation Board consisted of 3 deparenent heads and

3 outsiders present at '.. time. The outsiders changed as topic

areas changed. Tbid worked well. We don't need to write 3 times

the number of questions to be used in a paper.

- A policy that is wrong is Headquarters re-instating failed students.

We have an exam board to decide who fails. Re-instatement embar-

rasses tutors and administrators and disillusions them. A Moder-

ation Board is needed now though tutor training may make it less

needed.

- Final exams have much emphasis and were increased in weight at last

year's training conference. The common exam questions this year

were too bookish or too theoretical.

NOTE: Following the responses, some of the respondents were asked if they

could approve of 3-member Moderation and Exam Boards (all staff would sit

,;
,( .
" ,
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on the final Exam Board session), to include: (1) a representative from

Division Headquarters, (2) the local Coordinator of Studies, and (3) the

local Department Head whoae topic 18 being investigated at 8 given time.

Of the five or moro MATI administrators asked this unlisted question, all

either sai~ it is a good idea or it is O.K.

14. A checklist of some procedures or functions expected of MATIs

(Coordinators). The reader should know that this inlormation was

hastily and incompletely collected.

a. Staff records - data too incomplete for comment

b. Test schedule for continuous theory ~BseS8ment. All MATIs visited

developed and used a schedule. The numbers of tests scheduled

vr~ried from 4 or more per paper to less than 3. (We only saw a

few schedules.)

c. New staff orientation - a tour of facilities and introductions

around the MATI were said to be commonly given to new staff mom-

bers, along with preliminary information on the academic program.

MATI Mling~no gives out a staff orientation kit.

d. Career development plan for staff. Mlingano used one.

e. Teaching load chart. PAther standard at all MATIs visited.

f. Teaching diaries (daily record of teaching). Most of the MATIs

visited used a diary, usually kept by students. MATI Nyegezi's

diary showed the time of arrival of the tutor. MATI Ukiriguru used

a single sheet collected once per day from the recording student.

g. Schemes of work - data too incomplete for comment.

h. Lesson plans and class notes - very few tutors had thus far arrangad

their course materials into lesson plans or unit plans. Approx-

imately 20 sets of class "lecture" notes were hastil.y reviewed.

The surveyors saw little if any examples, problems, exercises,

reading assignw~nrs or training aids suggested, although they may

. .
.. ~ I. .'. '.. .'. • . ,

. .
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have been missed or forgotten in the hurried perusals. In every

case, the notes ~ppeared in "complete sentence" or book form -

apparently intended for chalkboard display or dicatation in exactly

this fOl~. The notes were bookish but were generally simply

written and indicated a good deal of effort by the tutors.

i. Assessment schemes for Practicals - the schemes had been developed

for the common Certificate syllabus by request of Headquarters.

These need trial and refinement.

The MATIs varied widely from almost no schemes to all schemes

being completed for Diploma courses, according to Coordinators.

j. No data

k. Liaisons (by tutors) with researchers, Ag field staff, farmers, etc.

to keep up professionally.

Seven of the eight MATIs visited had some kind of farmer

outreach program through their Extension department (see Q. 8).

These seemed generally weak and involved few staff in the main.

The amount of contact beeween MATI staff and the Ag field staffs,

research staffs at the same Institute, and the University staff

when next door, was given as: poor, 2 MATIs; good, 3 MATIs;

much, 3 MATIs (as reported by administrators).

1. Early morning Practicals - meat inspection and livestock Practicals

te~~ed to be done before breakfast. MATIs varied Widely in the

amount done, what courses of students did them, and for how many

months of the year. The surveyors got an impression of casual-

ness in this activity.

m. Village block Practicals. Refer to Q. 8 and Q. 7.

n. Training aids available - All MATIs visited had at least a basic set

of audio visual equipment, received through the recent World Bank

Loan. The slides, filmstrip and overhead projectors were 1 ( /,'I '.,

... , ..' I

~ .' .. ,
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seldom used. Most MATIs have few, if any, film strips, slides

or wax pencils. The Survey Team feels that tutors won't use these

aids to teaching much until they have had instruction on their

use.

Some efforts were being ~de to collect specimens but only

range tutors seemed to be doing it thoroughly consistently. Some

of the crops and soils labs seen were almost barren and some were

well started. Collections of insects and soils seen were gener-

ally very inadequate.

During h~rried tours, the Survey Team noted that the new lab-

oratories at MATI Nyegezi are being well equipped and those at

Ukiriguru looked well-used. Tutors at MATI Mlingano had made

some equipment and some training aids. At 2 MATIs, we were told

that students had erected entire buildings.

Crops museums were underway at all MATIs visited.

o. Supervision of teaching activities - Some MATIs were said to have

supervision done by Department heads as well as by the Coordinator

of Studies. None of the Coordinators volunteered that they entered

theory classrooms to observe and critique though they sometimes

inquired from students.

In addition to using teaching diaries, a few tutors in some

MATIs were asking students to evaluate their teaching via a rating

form.

p. Tutor training via seminars held at the MATI - One MATI adminis-

trator reported that a series of 48 hours of seminars had appar-

ently been useful. Another reported trying a series and having it

fail.

q. Activities of the academic committee - these committees seemed

)
I

to be active or relatively so at all MATIs visited. iC'
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r. Student orientation - MATI Uyole has a full week of orientation,

MATI Morogoro has 1 hour and MATI Mlingano hands students individ-

ual orientation kits. No info~tion on the others.

s. Student instruction on how to study - Five MATIs reported doing

some, but not much"it seemed.

t. Student streams - Theory classes at various MATIs were often divi-

ded into streams of approximately 30 students; however, others

had streams of 37, 44, 49, 66 and 121 students where it was felt

a classroom or tutor shortage warranted it. The largest Practical

group noted was about 35 students, but half this size seemed to

be most common and groups 38 small as 7 were noted.

15. Do research staff teach, how much, and how well? (Coordinators)

Responses varied from "no" to "a few" and "yes". Only at MATI Tengeru,

did researchers (the Dutch team) seem to teach regularly. At others,

they mostly guest lectured. Non-attendance wa~ mentioned as a prob-

1em with researchers but some past experiences were also said to have

b~en very good.

16. How do staff members keep aware of research or KlLIMO recommendations?

Personal contacts, yearly and months1y MARl reports, field trips and

production manuals were mentioned as being used. Principals were

unsatisfied with the information they were receiving.

PART II ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

A. POLICIES AND SUPPORT

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of this Institution? (Prin-

cipals with some observations by the interviewers)

Ilonga - Has perhaps the best nutrition laboratory in the country,

including a small food processing plant. Many crops grow here.

r (I
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Weaknesses include the lack of equipment to teach the

Agro-Vet course, physical isolation, and lack of transport

to conduct village work.

M1ingano • Lies near several large ranches. The principal

feels it has good student discipline and morale. It lacks

adequate staff houses and student recreation.

Morogoro - It is in a good crops area. It lies adjacent to

the University and near several large ranches. The MATI lacks

office space, adequate land and faDQ implements. It lies

in an area of little livestock.

Mtwara • This MATI has more problems than any other visited.

It is in an isolated area, inaccessible except by air much

of the year. The water supply in the MATI and in the town

is very inadequate (some construction underway) and, impor-

tant1y to the teaching of the Agro-Vet course, very few

crops are grown there. The MATI's equipment is very limited.

Staff do not like to go there. The physical facilities are

relatively new and adequate.

Nyegezi - The area grows a fair diversity of crops. The

MATI has flow and sprinkler irrigation systems from Lake

Victoria, and has a large number of high quality new buil-

dings plus equipment through assistance from the Federal

German Republic.

Tengeru - Has lots of land and a great number of buildings

of assorted types. However, it has inadequate furniture.

It lies in a good agricultural area with progressive faDQers.

It has a Dutch assistance program in horticulture.

There are pressures to bring many new programs to Ten-

geru due to its facilities. Too many new programs could
, ( {
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fragment the MATI and create a difficult administrative

situation.

Ukiriguru - Lies in a good agricultural area. Its facilities

are numberous in total althouth it is short of classrooms.

It has a rather strong research center next door.

Uyole - Lies in an excellent agricultural area where most

crops and livestock flourish. Both crops and livestock re-

search are conducted at UAC. It has many good facilities

and good equipment. The weather is pleasant.

UAC operates as a parastata1; however, this status is

not reflected in the salaries of tutors whose morale suffers

in consequence.

2. Are there printed guidelines for behavior of staff ana students?

Are there policies for disciplinary action. guidelines for committee

responsibilities, etc? (Principals)

No MATI visited was noted to have its own printed guidelines

for staff behavior other than in piecemeal minutes from staff

meetin~s, although such may have been overlooked. Government

policy was said to be followed. At least three and probably more

MATIs had written guidelines for students. Apparently all had

disciplinary committees and student governments.

3. Are policies and guidelines circulated and posted? Are they updated

with the involvement of staff and students?

Due to a time shortage, only three principals were asked this

question. Comments from other questions filled in some of the

gaps, however.

Student behavior guidelines tended to be distributed and dis-

cussed at student orientation. At least two MATIs distributed

student handbooks. Staff memos tended to be either circulated

for sign off, or distributed to each member.

, ,
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Most policies, or changes therin, were recommended by the

management committee, the academic committee, the disciplinary

committee or student government; or they arose at a general staff

meeting. Usually they were passed to a meeting of general staff

I.for approval ~nd,then sent to the principal for final approval

(and sometimes to DMD).

Students desiring changes went through the appropriate com-

mittee of their student government or union, through the course

tutor, warden or matron, and if necessary, on to the management

or academic committee. At MATI Mtwara, the student government

chairman had direct access to the principal in special situations.

4. How often are general staff meetings held?

Bi monthly to monthly - 1 MATI

Monthly - 4 MATIs

Once per quarter (minimum) - 1 MATI

s. What committees do you have and how well are they f~nctioning?

(Principals)

Disciplinary, academic and management comm~ttees seemed to

be common at all MATIs visited. Also typic~lly found were housing,

library, and entertainment or sports cO~Aittees. Less commonly

mentioned, but perhaps just forgotte~l were: kitchen affairs,

student welfare, Village block, planning, ceremonial, club, and

shop committees.

At Uyole, Ilonga and Mtwara, the management committee encom-

passed both research and training activities. Principals generally

indicated satisfaction with the functioning of their con~ittees.

6. What is the ideal size for MATI in number of students?

Only four responses were obtained as follows:

(1) 220 (6 streams of about 36); (2) 300; (3) 500; and

(4) 500 maximum.

......
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7. What conflicts are there between the needs of Certificate pro-

grams and people and the needs of Diploma programs and people?

Three principals indicated there was somp I I .~lict created

by Diploma students wanting some extra privileg6s while Certifi-

cate studnets suspected such privileges were given even when

they weren't. Certificate students receive far less monthly

financial allowance which no doubt adds to their insecurity in

the company of Diploma students. Three principals said there is

"no" or "not much" problem. The academic or program needs did

not seem to conflict.

8. What kinds of additional support. if any are needed from the

Division of Manpower Development? (Principals and spme Coordin-

ators).

- Provide sufficient numbers and better trained staff. Provide

additional funds and better criteria for their allocation.

- Provide teaching materials and equipment including audio-visual

aids. Disseminate information to us.

- Meet standard requirements in quantitiy and quality for each

MATI. We need several facilities (buildings) and equipment.

The Agro-Vet syllabus needs chopping. Our nutrition syllabus

needs revising. Standarized schemes of work for topics should

be developed. We need measuring sticks.

- New staff in the curriculuo section should spend 1 - 2 years as a

Coordinator of Studies so as to better help us.

- We need transport facilities anc a workshop. Headquarters staff

should visit us, advise us, and work out problems. They

should work out long term plans for MATls and make them known.

Principals often don't know what will happen until the last

minute.
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- Do better long~ranee planning with us. Set rules of thumb for

facilities and equipment on a per student basis.

- Provide more funds, more library support and more transport

vehicles. Pamba House staff needs to exchange ideas with

us, not just inspect us. Principals need more authority

for example, expelled students should not be reinstated •

• Provide a budget for village assistance.

- They need to develop an inspectorate te~ that moves from MATI

to MATI, to see how teaching, etc. ia done, to give advice

and to apply pressure to bring about improvements. They

could look at notes and insist on student evaluations of

tutors. Pamba House needs to show more trust of us in regard

to student discipline •

... They should come around, advise us, solve problems, distribute

materials, etc.

B. CAPI~L DEVELOPMENT AND SELF-RELIANCE PROJECTS. (Principals)

NOTE: These lists of projects are not likely to be exhaustive or exact

as they were given with little reference to documents.

Ilonga

Dairy ... 80 cows for production and training. It incurs a

30% loss.

Piggery - 7 sows for training. We about break even finan-

cially, if one doesn't consider labor, building deprecl-

ation, interest on invescnent, etc.

Poultry ... Not operating now. When in operation the unit can

handle 800 layers. It made up to a 50% profit (over

operational costs only).

Sheep and goats - A large herd with a financial loss of about

30%.

Dairy paddocks and buildings are being or will be l'nnatructed.

r
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~:~
Broiler production of 1000 birds is projected for the future ~

Dormitory construction via self-reliance is underway.

MUngano

Maize • 40 Ra. - , :'llf-reliance

Sorghum - 18 Ra. • self-reliance

Staff houses - 2 grade Band 1 grade C

Construction of Farmers' Training wing, classroom, dormitory

and one staff house

Workshop expansion

Farm machinery purchase

Workshop tools purchase

Morogoro

Poultry - 300 layers and eventual expansion into broilers

Piggery - Unprovement

Dairy - improvement

Maize - 12 Ra.

Pasture development - 10 acres (4 Ra.)

2 staff quarters are being built using development funds.

The justifications given for the projects were that

they were absolutely necessary for training and they

generally return 10 - 15% profit when operating at full

capacity (excluding hidden costs).

Mtwara

Maize - 10 Ra.

Sorghum - 15 Ra.

Cassava - 7.5 Ha.

Ground nuts - 5 Ha.

Farm machinery purchase
, \
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Tengeru

Self-Reliance projects incluJe: 10 acres of maize,

some beans, 1/2 acre of coffee, and the poultry and

piggery units.

Development projects include: a large ho~ticulture project

(including several buildings), equipping the horticul-

ture laboratories, dairy pasture development, building

up the sheep and goat herd, and developing an irrigation

system master plan.

In 1976 the MATI had 100 Ra. of wheat which earned

Shs. 445,000/-. Using unpaid student and staff labor,

the cost was only She 220,000/-.

The MATI staff are planning to improve the poultry unit.

They intend to build a hatchery to sell one-day old

chicks at the rate of 2000 per week. They intend to buy

6000 broilers using She 740,000 from the Nordic countries

plus a loan.

Plans call for building a gobar gas plant for the poultry

project.

As self-reliance projects, the MATI has 25 Ha. of maize and

5 Ra. of wheat.

The purposes of or benefits from such projects, the principal

says are: (1) They expect to produce a profit in the

long run (2) They provide high quality food for stu-

dents (3) The activity complements training. The large

scale allows involvement by every student. (4) It shows

the economics of such enterprises.
(
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C. FINANCES

1. Wbat are your maior financial problem,? What solutions are avail-

!h!!l (Principals - a summary)

Inadequate funds, especially recurrent funds constituted by

far the major financial problem. This year, given the war expen-

ses, some principals reported receiving no 4th Quarter funds. The

quality of student food reflected the meager funds available;

field trips and staff leaves were cancelled, local travel was

reduced to a bare minimum, vehicle maintenance was nearly stopped,

etc. A~though exaggerated this year, these conditions persist

each year. One principal said, "We present minimum budgets and

they are always cut."

A less important problem was said to be that funas don't come

to the MATI on time, and a staff member is sometimes dispatched

to go to Dar to get the quarterly funds. Or, the warrant of funds

may be mailed without specifying air mail. At Mtwara, such funds

come very slowly by boat.

Finally, newly assigned tutors seem to be unable to get their

first pay check sent without a costly personal trip to Dar es

Salaam.

Some suggestions for solVing the inadequate fund situation

included: (1) Obtain more donors to assist MATIs. (2) Cut

back on the number of casual laborers where there is now far too

much inefficiency and expect more from those remaining. (3) Train

the accounts staff. (4) Arrange for project-generated funds

(Example - poultry unit) to stay at the MATI for recycling.

(5) Allocate recurrent funds to MATIs on a per student basis.
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2. Do department heads participate fully in budgeting deparpmental

~? (Principals)

Department heads submit a budget request with justifications.

Depending on the funds which are later allocated to the MATIs,

these requests are pared (cut) back by the principals or budget

committees, apparently without any involvement by deparbnent heads.

At Uyole, the budget committee for the entire Ag Center does the

paring.

D. PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND TRANSPORT

NOTE: A detailed study of MATI buildings, present and needed, has

been done by Nd. J. S. Mende of the Division of Manpower Development

Staff. Thus a listing of facilities will not be made here. Also refer

to Part C of this section under Capital Development ••• 'Projects, and

see Exhibit

1. What are the l~iting factors in this MATI's taking more students?

Ilonga - The present 3 classrooms, 5 dormitories and 1 laboratory

are not enough. One dormitory building has been approved. After

completion we can house 120 students.

Mlingano - We need classrooms, as two of the 5 we have are used

es an office and a recreation room. Presently approved projects

include building 3 houses and the Farmers' Training wing facility.

Morogoro - We would need a library, classrooms, dormitories and

laboratories to expand our enrollment. Approved projects include:

building a workshop.,and poultry, dairy and pasture improvements.

Mtwara - If we had one more classroom, we could increase enrollment

to 180 ~200. Also we would need improvement in cooking facilities,

more teaching equipment and more tutors. A farmer classroom buil-

ding is now approved.

II"
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Nyegezi • We only have dormitories for 250 students and some of

those should be vacated because of poor condition. Four new

do~itories are approved.

Tengeru - We would need more laboratories, a library and dormi-

tories. Now approved are the horticultural unit taboratories

and workshop.

Ukiriguru - We would need 2 more classrooms to handle 300 students.

We can house 500.

Uyole - We would need more classrooms to keep our streams to 33

students each. We could then handle up to 500 students. Female

and male dormitory separation is not pOSSible now. We have approval

to build 2 new classrooms.

2. Can classes and laboratories be rescheduled to carry more students?

(Principals)

Most principals were not very favorable to the idea of having

half the students studyi~g theory and half involved in Practicals

each a.m. and each p.m. in order to better utilize classrooms and

labs" They felt it required more staff, and that because Prac-

ticals require 3 periods while theory blocks are often 5 periods,

they don't interchange well.

3. What MARl (Research Institute) facilities are being used by MATI?

(Principals)

1longa - We share lan~ library, storerooms and p.ome offices

Mlingano - We share a dairy unit

Morogoro - No MARI here but we use the University's library, farm,

and crops museum.

Mtwara - Not asked

,

Nyegezi - No MARI attached , . , ,
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Ttngetu - No MARl attached

Ukiriguro - Not attked

.!lIs!!! - We use their 10:Lh laboratory, their livestock unit and

also their crop re.earch plot.

4. How adequate is your library in lize, content, and staff?

(Principals and Surveyory' ob.erervations)

Ilonga - The library is too small and it has neither librarian

nor assistant. The supply of reference books is fair, even of

some we have too many copies. We are getting She 3,000 from

the British Council for books. The library is open until

2:JO p.m. and sometimes at night. It's not a good place to study.

Mlingano - The library is small and very poorly stocked.

~orogoro • Books are in short supply. The room is small -- just

two tables, There is one library assistant and a helper. It is

used a lot.

~~! • Poorly stocked but fair in size.

Nyegezi • Poorly stocked but large room.

Tengeru - The room is large. The book supply is fair. There is

a library assistant.

Ukiriguru - The size is adequate, the ~ontent is fair, it is

well used, but there is no trained staff.

Uyole - It is not good. Too small. We have about 1500 books.

We now have a librarian. We plan to join ours with the research

library •

5. How much land does each student need? (Principals - a summary)

The responses obtained were: 1/4 Ha., 1/2 Ha., over 5 Ha.

for Agro-Mech Diploma students, 30 sq. ft. per retraining etudent,

and "it varies according to what course one is teaching." (

fi'-
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~
6. In what ware and to what degree does inadequate transport reduce ~

the effectiveness of training? (Principals - a summary)

All principals felt their tranaport was inadequatej however,

it varied from almost no vehicle running at some MATIs to several

at others. lhe feeling throughout was that inadequacy of vehicles,

p~rts, and petrol caused many problems. Students seldom gut to

take even short field trips, staff were unable to properly super-

vise v'illage work, administrators spent a lot of time wai ti.llg

for a vehicle to come, students couldn't get to a hospital in a

timely manner, bursars couldn't get to the bank, etc. At Mtwara,

a s tudy te~m member was carried by a large bus because it was the

only vehiclEl running.

See Exhibit 6 for the type and number of tutors at each MATI, teaching

loads, et.c.

1. How many tutors are absent today?

NOTE: This question was asked to find absenteeism's effect on

teaching loads. The tutors absent might have been on MATI business

elsewhere or sick.

At 7 MATIs, a total of 20 tutors were absent, or 10% of those

who could have been present. This figure is probably smaller

than normal because MATIs were engaged in final examinationa, ar.~

all leave had been cancelled by government order. Some principals

said that approximately 20% of the tutors are normally away from

the MATI on a given day. Then their teaching loads fall onto

others present.

2. How many hours per week constitute an appropriate teaching load?

(Principals)

Responses: (1) 20j (2) 20j (3) 20 is too high when one has other'
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duties; (4) 15 - 16; (5) 16 - 20 but less for new teacher.;

(6) 10 - 15 and up to 20, plus assistance with Practicals;

(7) a B. Sc. holder should have 12 hours of theory and 8 hours

of Practicals; (8) 20 hours of Practicals alone or some com-

bination of between 6 - 10 hours of theory and 6 - 9 hours of

Practicals.

F. STIJDENTS

1. What guality of students~te you getting and are there specific

academic deficiencies? (Principals)

- The c~rtificate students are appaling. The Diploma students

are better. Certificate students have very poor command

of English and they are getting worse.

- Certificate students are very poor; the major~ty are Form IV

failures. The Diploma students are fairly good.

- Our Certificate students are fair. nle '78 intake is better

than the '77 intake.

- Among "retraining" students, the recent graduates of secondary

schools are best. The Diploma students are fair in ability;

all are weak in language and math.

- The Certificate students are very weak, especially in science.

We (Agriculture) are getting 4th or 5th choice after the

Health, Education and other Ministries.

- Even our Diploma students are weak. They and Certificate stu-

dents are weak in English and math.

- We have some poor students in Agro-Mech Diploma course. There

weren't enough to select from. The Farm Management students

are fairly good, but all students are weak in math and English.

2. What are the solutions to recruitment of weak students? (Principals)

- Recruit from Ag-biased secondary schools. • I
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- O£f~r a one-month refresher course before entry into regular

coursework.

- Put math and English into the syllabus or give a 1 - 2 month

pre-course refresher.

- See the 1978 training conference papers from Ukiriguru and

Tengeru on this topic.

- Get more Agro-Mech applicants or reduce the number of students

to be selected. 011e should cull out 50% during selection.

We could try to get Form VI leavers to enter.

3. How receptive are the students to training aud to MATI discipline?

- Good - 2 responses

- Fair - 1 response

- Most are very good though they complain of too much work.

- The Diploma students especially are very serious.

- Diploma students are quite good. Some Certificate students

are not serious in Practicals; discipline has gotten better

since we have gotten tough from the beginning.

- Diploma students are O.K. Some retraining students lack interest.



D.BLE 1

SIZE OF FARM AND LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES AT THE MATIS VISITED (APRIL 1979)
(Estimates by Prineipals, generally without checking their records)

~
"")'

I
......
('f"j

I

SHEEP & I

"MAn LAND HORT. UNIT MIRY PIGGERY POULTRY GMTS OTHER**

noNGA 50 Ha. Yes , 80 cows 7 sows ? 50

MLINGANO 58 Ha. in Yes, a small 8 cows* 150
crops one

MOROGORO 35 Ha. .4 Ha. 35 cows 35 300

HnlARA 79 Ha. ? - 8 300 Beef herd, 50
Tillable

NYEGEZI 214 H.
Half Arable Some 50 cows 230 771 120 Oxen, 6

TENGERU 397 Ra.
Arable Yes 200 plus 100 plus 400-1000

UKIRIGURU 213 Ra. for 91 milking about 90 974 111 OXen, 10; Ducks , 1~

Production Rabbits, 1 and
Donkeys, ?

UYOLE 30 Ra. plus 4 Ha. 600 (UAC's) large 600 Horses (UAC)
Ag. Center Beef Herd (UAC)

Land

* The MAn also uses the dairy of the Research Center.
**Most MATIs probably have a few oxen, ducks, and rabbits. The principals may also have

overlooked the few sheep and goats they have. All are also thought to have a horticulture unit.

~~iP



RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES BY HATI TUTORS

In Aprl1 and Hay of 1979 the Survey Team vlalted 8 of the 12 Trainin.

In.titute. sp.rated by the Mini.try of Agriculture. At the 8 HATI., 167

teacher. (tutor.) completed .elf-admlni.tered que.tionnaire., providin.

the .ub.tance of this .ectlon. The 167 tutor. repre.ented about 671 of

the total who were a••igned to and lived at the HATI. vi'ited. The .ample

wa. ba.ed on tutors aval1able. See Table 1 for data covering all MATI.

and all staff ln the system.

To ths Survey Team' ••urprlse, the major difference. found in re.pon-

ses were tho.e among MATI., rather than tho.e &mons academic desree. held.

So large were these differences that it ha. been a temptation to di.play

all data by MATI. We have shown some individual MArl data but have re-

frained from doing .0 completely beclu.e of a••urancea siven at HATla

during lnterviewlng that our intereat wa. in reaponaea from,tha MATla

collectlvely, or ln the braId isauea ln generel, not in evaluationa of

individual ~'TI••

Administrator., staff, and students were moat coop.rative and we be-

lleve, candld. The study team 1••ending each principal rather complete

dlsplays of data from their MATIs as a feedbeck to them.

The 167 tutors who answered the questionnaire included:

~ Percent

Master of Science degree holder. l 15 9 11 expatriate.)

Bachelor of Science degree 43 26 4 expatriatea)

Diploma degree holders 70 42

Certificate degree holders ..a2 ..ll
TOTAL 167 100 ( 15 expatriates)

Includes 2 Ph.D'., one bestowed by a country ln which the degree is
thought to be equlvalent to the M. Se. degree.

o
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The number of tutor, completing que'tionnaire, by HATI ware a, follow'l

HATI Ilonga - 24 out of 26 tutor, ae'ilned and on ,ite

HATI Mlingano - 14 out of 16 tutore a.. iantld and on .ite

HATI Harogoro - 14 out of 21 tutore a..ignd and un .ite

Hl~TI Mtnra - 14 out of 18 tutore a..igned land on lite

HATI Nyegeli - 26 out of 38 tutore a••ianed and on lite

MATI Tengeru - 24 out of 52 tutor. ..eiped and on lite

MATI Ukiriguru - 17 out of 33 tutore a.eianed and on .ite

MATI Uyole (Mbeya) - 34 out of an e,timatad 47 tutor.

aseigned and on lite.

The queetione which follow are wdtten exactly ., they app.ared on

the questionnaire form. The graduate degree (Grad) cateaory ue.d through-

out refere to 4 combination cf B. Sc. and M. Sc. degree holder••

Valun for the "all tutors" categori•• found throughout thi. lection

are weighted aver.gee, depr.adent upon the number of individual. in .ach

sub-category; thel~ford, these valuee may differ from the .~p1••ub-

category averages.

Q. 1. What percentase of your tim. il IPlnt in actual thlpty 'nd prlgti-

eals teaching activitiee?

Tutors Responding to Each Category of T~e

Expenditure by Level of Education
Graduates Diplomas Certificat.. All Tutore

o - 19'7.
20 - 39'7.
40 - 59'7.
60 - 79'7.
80 - 100'7.

21.
17
20
41
19

4~

6
26
42
21

3'7.
8

24
47
18

n
11
23
43
20

Comments on O. 1.

Over one-third of the tutors estimated that they spent lee. than

60% of their time in teaching activitie.. Proportionately more B. Sc.

and M. Se. holders fell into the 20 - 397. range of t~e epent teachins ,

probably because it 1s from these ranks that the Coordinator of Studiee,

"~e Warden, and the department heads tend to be selected. However, 1e.s

well-trained tutors may be assigned to duties such a. managing a dairy

or poultry unit and thus do little teaching.

/



Q. 2. WhAt ar, th, mo,t important prob1,m. that mo't limit the gytlity

of your ~••chins (th.ory .nd pr!ct~ca1,)1

NOT!: The c.t'aGri., which follow Q. 2 .nd Q. 3 wlr' mad. by the

wl:'1t't! fram the narrative cOIlllll.nt. of tutor••

No. of ..'poD'"
"-

Short'ge, (189)

Shortal" of r,f.rence mat.rial. (book., .tc.) 63

Shortag•• of .uppli•• and equipm.nt 50

Short'l' of facilitie. (lab., ItC.) 36

Shortul' of training .id. 24

Shortage of tran.port 13

Shortage of Ipecim.n. 2

Lack acce.. to equipment 1

Teacher-Re1at.d Prob1eml (50)

Too much work, a lick of t~., or tutor. ar. too fev 27

My lack of t.acher training 14

Too many extra-curricular a••igomant. 3

I don't like te.ching 2

I am teaching out of my fi.ld 2

Practicala are too brief 1

Personal conflictl 1

Student-Related Problem. (34)

The Itudentl .re w.ak in academic .bility 12

The studentl h.ve poor £nI1i.h .kill. 7

Student dilinterest or poor motivation 7

The students h3ve weak backgroundl 6

Too much variation in Itudent ability 2

Curriculum-Related Problema (11)

. The"syUabutl i •. too \lague or unl.lat.ll.d 5

The syllabua is inappropriate 4

The ly11abus il too long 1

The academic t.rm il too long 1

Standard practicals are not e,t.b1iahed in the field 1

Headquarters inefficiency 1



Comment. on Q. 2.

In .unmarizins, one could s~y that the tutor. interviewed were moat

concerned about .hortugl. of referenco materi.t., .upplle., equipment

a,ld facUitie•• Secondly, they felt they neoded l,.. work ..etgned and

more profouNiortal training. Thirdly, tutor. folt that atudent ••lection

needod to be improved. In the muter data diapl.y, no I~jor dUferenc..

were diecernable to tho writere among teeponee. of Graduate., Diploma

and Certificate trained tutor., nor among the tutors repre.antina various

MATIs.

Q. J. Can you suggest solutions for each of the probleme mentioned in

Q. 2 above?

Shortages
No. of Roepon.e.

(133)

Increase the supp liee and equipment (or thetr budgets) 32

Increase the books and other reference material. 30

Obtain more relevant booke and other reference material. 17

Equalize facilities and equipment among the MATIe l5

Provide the training aids needed l3

Allocate supplies and equipment on a per pupil basis 6

Provide lRore funds 5

Build the necessary laboratoriee 4

Tutors should collect more specimens 3

Cooperate more with the Faculty of Agriculture and others 2

Provide tutors with KILIMO-written materiala 2

Headquarters should first provide facilitiea and

equipment and only then start a new course

Make irrigation water available

Decrease the number of MATIs (and thus have more

equipment and funds)

Keep machinery better repaired

Teacher-Related Proble~

Provide more scholarships for further study

GiVE us teacher training (methodology)

l

l

l

(46)

15

11

(,' .
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No. of R'.pon",

Increa., the number of Itaff at thir MATI

Confina t.achina a.. ilnmentl to ont,1 own field

Allow tuturl to work in the area ~f th.ir interelt

Hive extraMcurricular activiti81 alligned to non-

teaching staff

Have practicall teulht by a different tutor

Adminietratorl should equalize teaching duties

Chanse the timetable

Limit the number of students taken in

8

4

2

2

1

1

Student-Related Problems (23)

Select students on the basis of their academic ability 13

Emphasize English instruction in secondary Ichools 4

Select students who are interested in agriculture 3

Hotivate the students l

Don't leave people in the field too long before diploma

training

Provide prerequisite courses (before regular course

training) to prepare students in science, etc,

Curriculum-Related Problems

Revise the syllabus and detail it

Develop tutor guides

Increase the length of the certificate courae

Increase the length of the retraining course

Conduct more field trips

Hake the academic terms shorter

Hake the nutrition topic (Certificate course) a

full paper

l

l

(23)

8

3

3

2

2

l

1

Q!!w:

Headquarters limit itself to aetting general policies

only 1

Improve communications with Pamba House (Headquarters) 1
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Comm,nt. on Qr 3,

R••pon.e. to Q. 3 aro .omewhae d1••ppointina in term. of providinl

creative .uSgostf,onll for makinl l1mited re.ouroe. 80 further.

Q. 4. In theory teachin& (clas.room t••chins). do you ut, te.chins mtthgd.

other then lecturo? ye. ___ No__

If you tickod yes. what ar, the te.ching method. and how much w.r,

they used (in percentaBe of time)?

NOTE: ~lero respondents marked yes but showed only training aid. werl

uud, the inve.tigatoIl rejected these a. "other teaching

methods" and made a "NO" entry.

question as follows:

144 tutore re.pondld to thi.

Res?ondents (by degree held) who
reported u8ing te~chinB methods other th.n lect~

557.

Diploma

597.

Certificate

157.

All TutoIl

497.

Respondents, by MATI. who sa1d they u.ed
mothods other than lecture

Mlingano 647-

Ukir1guru 59

Morogoro 55

Nyeged 50

l'engcru 47

Uyole 47

l)onga 45

Mtwara .1Q

Average of all tutors 497.



IlIlpondentl who
(Relpondentl • 144) laid they ule

other methodl

~7·

Thl following additional teach ina mlthode wire laid to be ulld:

Ave. " of time
the method wa.
laid to be Uled
by thol. vho did
UI! the m.thod

DeIIIonltrationl

que.tioning or dilcullion

An "aU otharl" category

Filml or movi..

Field tripl

Home work

Telting

17

16

12

9

7

3

2

19

19

15

15

2'
30

IS

NOTE: To clarify matters, the previoul table IhoWI 161 of tutorl

said they ule queltioning. Thele tutorl laid they ule it

19'1. of the time.

Commentl on O. 4.

Films can be classified al a teaching method as they can replace

other methods and can fill an entire period. Telting il ~ good teaching

method, used by all, but only a few listed it.

The responses to this question give realon to doubt their validity.

Many respondents seemed confused about what a teaching method il. And

Certificate~holding tutors probably Ihowed a low percentage ule of non-

lecture methods because few of them teach theory. Still. we can lee that

over half of the better-educated ltaff (who do mOlt of the theory teaching)

felt they sometimes use non-lecture methodl of which queltioning and demon-

strations are s~id to be malt used. Even when non-lecture methodl were

used by certain tutors, they weren't used heavily. An ablenee of individual

assignments, project assignments, role playing. the use of cale Itudiel,

and problem solving exercises is noted.

The variations among MATIs in percentages of "other methodl" said

to be used are surprising (not displayed). MATI Mlingano's higher use

could reflect a lengthy series of teaching methods seminars held there.

.J

L
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Q. 5. lIbea you develop your DOtu for th~!'f clusu. vbat percentage cc:aes

~
"-j'

• "I...

no. each of the following sources?

AVERAGE 1 OF BOTES COHIRG FlO{

lU'l'OIlS USIBG EACH SOURCE EACH SOURCE LISTED WHER USED
'!lY EOOCATlOHAL LEVEL BY EDUCA'lIORAL LEVEL

•
GllAD DIP CEIlT All GIl.~ DIP CE1lT All
Bolder Bolder Bolder Tutors Bolder Bolder Bolder ~

Bote. fro. your avn previous
COIlraevorlt 861 991 741 891 271 441 43'1 3ll'%.

• lIotes taken fro. reference books 95 97 64 89 39 34 29 35CD
I

~DI) trtltten _terials 68 74 59 69 10 12 15 12

Personal knawledge 93 90 59 84 21 16 12 17

Other (Explain)* 65 63 41 58 11 7 9 9

*These incl~d radio, newspapers, visits vith professionals, farmers
and other tutora.



Q9PR'pt. on 9, ,

To be .ure that you, the reader, under.tand the table, try thi' e...,le.

It .how. that 8~ of eLL L67 tutor. que.tioned u••d their prev10u. Gour.e-

work notl' in compiling their pre.ent cLa•• note.. It al.o .howe thi. Iroup

conatruct,od an avnaSI 3~ of the volWlle of pu.ent cLa•• note. frOli Gour.ework.

Previoul cour.e notee, reflrlnce book., and per.onal knowled,1 were

.aid to be u.ed by more tutor. a••vurce. for cla•• note. than were other

.ource.. The fir.t two of the.e .ource. were .id to have contributed mo.t

to the tutor.' clal' notl' (38~ and 3'~ • 73~).

It i. intere.ting to notl that Graduate dlarle holdere laid th.y incor

porate less old coursl note. and a bit more plr.onal knowledge and informa-

tion from other lourcel luch a. n.w.paper, radio, and per.onal cont.ct into

their clasl notes than did the Diploma-degreed tutorl. Asain, the dat.

probably are uleful only 81 a very crud. 'Itimat10n of the .ituation.

Q. 6. If a "tutor's gUide" were prepared for Your .uhfect mattl! arM by

a committee of expert. and topic tutor•• which cou1d be u••d in .11

institutes, this would be:

Respondents by Degrle Held

~ All Tuton

Very useful to me,

Somewhat useful to me

Probably not used by me

Comments on O. 6

~

JS~

42

23

m
51'1.

39

La

49~

41

11

4S~

40

15

Diploma and Certificate-degreed tutorl expresled more favor.ble opinion.

about the usefulneu of "tutor guidel" than did Gradu.te degne holden.

About 90% of these two groups, 8S 0ppoled to 7~ of ~xlduate·degreed tutory

said the guides would be very or somewhat uleful.

Q. 7. Would you like to have time to prepare a tutor'. auide for youre.lf?

Relpons.s Resarding Intereet in Preparins a Tutor'. Guide

Yes

No

GRAD
"'"'82i

18

m
82'%

18

gy
74~

26

All Tutor.
8~

20

I
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~. 8. HO' c.n th.gty t.lqhina b. improy.d .t thi' M&Tl1 (Tb. cMt'lorl••

followinl w.r. d.v.lop.d by th. int.rview.r, from th. tutor,'

narr.tiv. r••pon•••). 'or br,v1ty, 'om! l ••~ u••ful ,101l. r"poD

d.nt co~nts hav. b••n omitt.d from both q. B .nd Q. 9.

No. of
"'pon...

Provide th. ,taff with th. n.c.".ry r.f.r.Do. mat.ri.l.

UPir.d. th. 't.ff in knowl.dl' (furth.r tr.inlnl .nd

work.hop.)

Provide t••char tr.inlna

U•• more training a1d.

a.visa th. Iyllabus or detail it

Make the cl••••s tmaller

Provide more tutor.

Provide tutor guid••

Conduct study tours or fleld trip.

Make h1ndouts (mimeographad nota.) for stud.nt.

Enroll better qualified stud'nts

Make the course lon~er

Decrease the tutors' workload

The tutor must have a higher degree than the student.

The tutors should have extenlion experfance

Provide more prep.r.tion t1mt

Tutors should teach only in th.ir fi.ld ofaxpartise

Use more guest speaker.

Obtain reports from extent ion workers

Exchange more information with retearcher.

Exchange informatic~ with tutors in other HATls

Use the discussion method

Conduct more seminars

CODl1\ents on O. II

3l

23

18

7

6

6

6,
,
,
3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tutors teemed to see potenti.l improvementt ~s baing mo.tly out.ida

of their own ability to remedy. The physical problems expres.ed .ra, .nd

will to some degree. continue to be a stubborn reality. Respo~;•• might

•I

(
I ~'\...,

I
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have included: UI. discullion, problem-Iolving, and damonltration method.;

conduct more laminarl, u•• specimenl more; develop good plane for lellon.;

and Iupervi•• Junior staff bettar. The pattern of luggaltion. varied

little emong Lhe MATIs.

Q. 9. Hdw can practical! berlt b. improyad at tid.' MAlI?

No. of
h.gondentl

lncra.ee the facilitiel, equipment and supplial naeded 85

Aisign more or better-qualified tutorl 18

Conduct more field trip. end tourl 18

Provide more reliable transport 14

Make our practical groupl (clalla8) lmaller 12

Make the practical periodl longer 9

Provide audio-visual aids 7

Plan better for practicall ,

Provide intenlive student practice 4

Increase the land available 4

Urgrade the tutors via training 4

Tutorl must first learn the skilll themselvel 3

Tutors should relate practicals with theory 3

n16 etaff must be specialized 3

Increase reference bookl 3

Decrease the tutor workload 2

Send students to villages 2

Students should d~nstrate to each other 1

Give tutors apFropriate shortcourses 1

Emphasize demonstrations 1

Involve research staff 1

Place the MATI near a ranch (for Ranch Management) 1
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Q. 10 On the av.ral. nr. ch. C.rtificatt Mdlot' you.DUb.s

(TotAL Humb.r of tutor. • 156)

V.ry lood Icademically

Good academically

Pair academically

Poor acad.mica11y

V.ry poor a,ad.mically

% of Tuten

n.
28

46

14

;)

Wher. th.r. i. poor acadomic performlnc•• pl•••• d.,crib,:

{an op.n qu,.tion)
Lof tutor!

Comment. on O. 10

Poor ,election

W.,k in Enllllh

Poor background

Weak in .cience.

8~

6

5

2

In spite of many comment' being h.ard .bout poor Certiffcat••tud.nt

ability, the respondent. here indicated that the quality 1. ~ bit above

"fair" on the averag•.

Three MATIs showed considerable deviance in tutor r'.pon.e. At on.,

231. said certificate student. are poor, and 131. .aid th.y .re very poor

academically. At the .econd MATI, 25~ said the student. are poor. In

contrast, 271. of the tutoro in a third MATI said the ,tud.nts ar. v.ry

good.

No maj~r differences were found !mOn8 Graduat. d'8r." Diploma, and

Certificate holders.

The second part of the question wag often left blank.

Q. 11. The exchange of information between .taff and a4mini.tration yithip

your MATI is:
Response of tutors by d'lte. held

Graduat.s Diploma Certificate All tutor.

Very good

Good

Fair

Poor

111.

38

30

21

10%

41

30

19

13%

54

18

15

ll~

43

27

19
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CQmm,nt' on 0' 11

Tutor. rat.d information flow in the HATI .y.t.m b.ew••n lood And

fair on the av.raa'. C.rtitieat. ho1d.r. rat.d it .Liaht1y hi.~.r than

did other .taff. Th.ra wa. eon.iderab1. variation ADOni HATI. in thiD

Q. 12. How can th••xchana. of &nf0Im~tion b. tlproy.d7 (ra1at•• to Q. 11)

No. of
Rt'P9°'"

Through the u•• ot r'lular .taff ~••tina'

By incr.alina contact. betw••n the 2 group.

By pa•• ing circular.

By dlllcullions

By administrator. beina fair and op.n

By admini.tratorl taking .tatf Advice ••riou.ly

By planning and announcing plan••arly

By involving staff in dlci.ion makina

By administration reducina the bureaucracy

By using a lugge.tion box

By supervising the admini.trators

The staff .hould meet eacll day in a coffee room

By headquarters giving prompt replie.

By improving coordination between departments

By changing admini.trators

By getting rid of confidential fil••

Discipline melllengers to get information circulated

quickly

Conduct department meeting.

Locate all staff in one building

Provide telephones

Administrators inform staff what il going on

Transfer tutors every 2 years

Improve the social facilities

33

9

7

7

6

6,
,
3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Q. 13. HOW many t~,. in the la.t 12 month. hlY' you 99ot'9t.4 chI Cpl-

tWinl popDl, in old,[ tg obt'in or 'lch'PH' 'Rr19ultur,l ipCgr.

ll!!ll2Ill
Tutor' meking cont.ct, Ay•• Mo, oC Coptlpt.

~d by tho••
Itportip'

..... ~ m 2m 1011 '1\aton 5llAD .Qll .QIII

Agricultural
OfUc.r, 541 46~ 41~ 4n 5 4 5

Re...rch.r. 68 41 36 49 5 4 4

r.r.on. having
Tanzanian
printed matter 32 21 23 25 5 4 6

Village man.ger or
Dwana Shamba 32 27 26 28 5 4 3

Othen (u.t) 37 24 18 27 8 5 6

~ent. on O. 13

ApproxtmAtely half of all tutor. r.port.d h,vins cont.ct.d loa. offic.r.

and re.earch.rs during the pa't y.ar (an .verage of S .nd 4 tim••). In

total. the 167 respondent. reported 1355* contacts with info~tion carri.r••

Due to the many unfilled and wrongly filled form., due to the very ,ubj~c-

tive nature of the estimate, and due to the unknown motiv.tions of re.pon-

dents, it is wise not to draw rigid conclu.ions. Th.re was 'n indic.tion

that some tutors are quite active in reachina out for information :nd othQr=

are very inactive. MATI Ukiriguru tutors reported about SOl more contact.

than did tutors at other MATIs on the ~ver'8" Gradu.t. tutor. r.port.d

the most contacts.

Q. 14. List the duties as you understand them. of a yill.8. l.y.l fi.ld

~ (Dwana Shamba). (The cat.gori•• were constructed by th.

writers during tabulation)

To advise farmers

To teach farmers better agricultural methods

To serve as a link, bridge or coordinator betwe'n

farmers and research

To demonstrate to farmers

No. of
Re.ponlll.

51

2~

16

13

." Excludes those contacts identified by vague respons.. such as "some"
or "many" rather than by a specific number, a. c.lled for.
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To .up.rvi•• 'aricultur.l activiti••

To h.lp peopl. to .chi.v. tood production (o~ to

f.rm b.tter)

To a.ii.t tarmere in u.ina new method.

To .urv.y problem. and id.ntify .olution.

To plan

To di•••minat. as r••••rch information

To di.tribut. fertiliz.r, .e.d .nd oth.r input.

To •••••• as proj.ct.

To t.ach b.tter nutrition or b.tt.r way. of living

To .how by doinS

To advi.e farmer. on better way. of livinS

To conduct .aminar.

To advi.e villase manager.

To follow up on recommendation. mad.

To evaluate progrel' of the vill.g.r.

To involve the people in carrying out program.

To mealure land

To lerve al a contact between government and f.rmerl

To conduct exp.riment.

To obtain expert .dvic.

To cooperate with p.rty leader.

To treat live. tack dile••••

No. of
14'ppo",

12

10

7

6

6

5

.5

4

4

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

NOTS: Some single relpon.e. have been dropped to I.ve .p.ce.

Summary of Q. 14

The reader may feel that some of the re.pon••• have ••••nti.lly the

lame meaning and perhaps they do. But, in that advi.ing, t.aching .nd

helping a farmer, for examplo, h.ve quit. differ.nt .eaning. in Ext.n.ion.

They are leparately maintained.

The dutiel lilted were r.ther incluliv. and mo.tly legitimat.; how-

ever, the Sl relpon.e. "to advile farmers" are worrilom.. Teaching is

normally thought of al a proce•• de.igned to bring about a chang. in

(I
':,
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behlvior (practice). Givins information (advice) 11 often one of IUny

activitie. or Itepi needed to obtain the adoption of a new practice.

In the dilplay of data, no vlriation. in re'ponl. pettern vlre readily

vilible among tutors holding varioul ,cldemic dearlll, nor amonl tutor.

from different MATII.

Q. 15. How much do you like teachins?

Tutorl by educational level

Gr.duate. Dip10!!!! Certificate All tutor!

Very much 46'4 41'4 59'4 471.

Somewhat 15 36 22 26

Not very much 27 14 16 19

Not at ali 12 9 3 8

The proportion of tutor. at each of the 8 MATII .urveyed who re.ponded

either "not It all" or "not very much" varied frOID a low 7'%. It MATI Htwara

to as high al 43~ at other MATII.

Comments on O. 15

Nearly half of all tutors responding said they like telching very much

and three-fourths liked it "somewhat" to very much. The rlllllinina one-

fourth may need some professional help or transfers to other dutie••

Graduates were least content and Certificate holders IDOSt ~ontent vith

teaching (39'1, and 19'1. respectively indicated liking teaching "not It aU"

or "not very much").

Perhap. the most surprisina finding in the'l dati WI. thl htib rl-

sponse variation among tutors at various MATIs. The re'pon.e pat tim i.

not consistent with patternl from qUI.tion. on communication. amena .taff,

quality of students, desire to teach elsewhere, and teachina in one••peci-

alty area, all of which would be expected to correlate with morlle.

Q. 16. Would you rather teach el.ewhere? Yes_____ No _

Tutor. respondinl by educltiona1 level
Graduates Di210lUe Certificate. All Tutor.

Yes

No

43'4

57

48'4

S2

54'%.

46

48'1

52

If you ticked yes. plea.e tick Lmportant rea.ons why:
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•

I have b••~ har. for many y.ar.

Poor in.titutional admini.tration

My family i. in anoth.r r.gion

'1 donlt relat. w.l1 with the Itaff

1 am ov.rwork.d h.r.

Other (Ult)

Futur. not bright her.

MATI not .uit.d for my .p.eialty

Mi.e.ll.naoul raa.on.

*Out of the total of 137 r••pond.nt. to Q. 16

Tutor.
'"pondinl*

191

17

7

2

4

3

1

2

The proportion of tutor. d••iring to te.eh .l••wh.r. rlnl.d from 171

to lOO~ among MATI••

Comment' on 9. 16

Almo.t half of all tutor. qU'lt~oned would rathrT t.~eh al.awh.r••

Certificate holder, were mo,t and B. Be. hold.r. lel.t d•• irou. of mavinI

el'ewhere (54 and 43~). Th. main rea.on. giv.n w'r. that they (tutor.)

"have been here too long" or "tha admini.tratton il poor".

The de'ire to tran.fer appeared to r.late heavily to the i.olation

of the MATI and to the overell quality of life that i. po•• ible at the

,ite. MATI Uyole tutor. were .omawhat of an .xc.ption. Th.ir d••ir. to

tran.fer may have related to the MATI'. involvement with the Uyol. Alri-

culture Cent.r, a para.tatal which pay. it. r••eercher. higher .alari••

than tutorl receive, and leavel many deci.ion. to C.nt.r Committ••••

Q. 17. Would you preler to b. a••ign.d agricultural duti•• rath.r than

teaching? Yel_______ No_______

Tutorl relponding by rl.gr•• held
~ate. Diploma' C.rtifieat.. All Tutor.

Yel

No

41~

59

46ft

54

33~

67

41ft

59

If you ticked ye•• plea.e tick important rea.on. why:
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I am not int~re.ted in t.achina

I am poort1y prepared for teachina

Haalth rel.on.

1 am overwork.d a. I teachar

"Other (lht)

I want vari~d axparienca

There are no incentive.

P'ru.traUon

Poor .tatu. of teachina

Milc.Uaneou.

~,.,
Tutor' h.pondip""

ln

8

4 •
8

11

2

1

1

1

*Out of a total of 1~4 re.pondent. to Q. 17

The proportion lif .taff praferrlnl "dutil. other th.o caachina" vaded

from 16~ to 627. amonl HATI., an exceptionally bia diffarence.

COmment. on Q. 17

About 6 tutor. out of 10 que.tioned preferred not to be a••ianed

agriculturel duti•• other than teachinl. Certific.te-holdin' tutor. vere

more likely than Graduates and Diplomat. to prefer no ch.nae.

Again, the wide variation among tutor••t different MATIe in de. ire

to chang. work ~lI8ignmenti waa surprll1ng. In .0000e c.... t',e rllpon...

seem inconsistent with earlier re.pon.... lor example, • hiah 93~ of the

respondents at Mtwara and Mlingano said they like teachi~; ~OIIIewhat or

very much, yet 43~ and 57~ of them wi.hed to change their work. At Mtwara,

perhaps this is seen a. an e.cape rout. fr~~ the region. Hereio lie••

major risk in social research, not knoWing what one i. really me.euriog.

Q. 18. Are you teaching some or all of your clas••• io your area of

specialization?

Tutors re.ponding by degr.e held
Graduates Diploma C.rtific.~e All tvtaT'

. ,

Yes

No

69~

31

701

30

65~

35

6n
31
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Tutor. Who Repnrt.d T.8chlna No Ola.aa. ln Th.lr Ar.a

Of ~p.c1811.8tlon ~ By ",TI~

Tanl.al .52'1

Htwara .50

HUnpno 31

Uk1rLauru 29

Ny·sed 27

Uyol. 24

110np 23

Harosoro 23

Comment. on O. 18

The re.pon.e. imply that the kDov1eda' .nd .klll. of • lar,. nwabar

of tutor. ara beinl w•• ted throuah dl.u.a of thalr apacl.~l.atlon.. One

still doe. not know whether the 3l~ of tutor. tllchlnl 811 of th.lr cl•••••

out of their .peciality area, are compl.tely unpr.par.d to teach wh.t th.y

teach or whether they are te.ching ln .n area of minor .xp.rtl... (S••

Q. 19).

Again, the variation reported amans HATI. i. very larl" Adalnl.tr.tor.

at Headquarter. and at MATI. may wi.b to ••• lf they can make improvement.

in teaching assignment••

Q. 19. Are you teaching 1n are•• for which you ware not pr.p.r.d!

Yes___ No _

Tutor. Re.poodiol by Dasr•• B.ld
GBADUAIE DIPUIfA CBBTIlICATB ALL '11lT91S

Yes

No

3l~

69

33'1

67

24~

76

301

70

.'
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Tutor. who '.ld th.y .r. t ••chln. ln .r.a.
they .r. not pr.par.d for (by MATI)

Ilonl· 421

Htwn. 36

Uy01l 36

Uklr:l.guru 33

T.nluu 29

HUnl·no 23

Ny.,.s:l. 23

Harogoro 7

If you are t ••shiol oyt.id. of YRur "g" of pE'p'rttigD, tigk "

many of the re••on. why •••pplY:
Tutor. 1.'P9Dd:l.n,*

There 11 not .rl<lu,h ctal'f h.r. 1.51

Ther. are no qualifi.d staff ln tho•••r••s 13

I am intere.ted in the field 4

The .dministration i. not aware of ~ l.ck

..

of preparation

Other (11.t)

." 1. of the 162 tutors re.ponding "yea II or "no" to Q. 19.

Comments on 9 19

4

2

A high 301. of all tutors re.ponding to the que.tion ••id th.y w.r.

teaching 1n areas in which they were not pr.p.rld or .uppos.dly had no

training. A perceivld lack of pr.paration by tutor. occurr.d 11•• fr.qu.ntly

among Certificate holder. than amang Graduat•• and diploma hold.rs.

One would expect more t.aching to b. out.id. of ar... of comp.t.ncy

in small MATIs where the brladth of the C.rtificat. curriculum, for exampl.,

1s the .ame as at a large MATI. Thu. MATI Mtwara and MATI Ilon•• fit thl

expectation while MATI Uyole .nd ~TI Ukiriguru did not. Accordin. to

the tutors sampled. the strictly speclaliz.d MATI••uch a. Moroaoro (.x

cept for retraining), Nyegeli and Mlingano, were, and would be exp.ct.d

to be leas troubled by milaliocation of te.ching duti•••

Q. 19 has implic.tions for the .lloc.tion of staff memb.rs to MATIs

by Division Headquarters.



Q. 20, Hgw 14'9Ult& waH your orllntatlon wh,n you flr.t 101n,4 tbl.

1nltltution?

Tutpr. E"pOD4&nl

Very ad.qu.t.

Plrtlally Id'quata

Non' giv,n

COmment. on o. 29

29~

44

27

The r••pon.,. by MATI v.ri,d littl, from tb, Iv,rag.d p.rc.nt••••

• bove.

At ,.ch MATI, .om. tutore ••id tb.y b.d rtctiv.d "v.ry ad.quat."

orientation while othere ..id th.y had rec,h,cS "non.". P.rhap. tutor.

not only hav, dtff,r,nt .xpect.tion. but may .1.0 have d.fin.d the t.~

"orientaUon" dtfferently.

On the average. tutor. impliad that bettor orientation i. n••d.d.

Q. 21. What ahort coura,. have you taken? How u.eCul Wlr. thty7w

Ullf1¥.n...
No. of Ave. DuraUon (No. oC r••pond.nt.)

Short courae taken tutOr! (in weekI) !!a ~ !i2D!.
Teacher training (method.) 31 3 25 5 1

Polittcal education 5 12 4 1

Dairy 4 24 4

Political economy 3 7 3

Artificial in.emination 3 11 2 1

Audio viaua1 3 12 2 1

Food science 2 32 1

Farm management ~ 12 2

Draft animale 2 3 1

All others 14

'if Excludes expatriate tutors

Q. 22. What short courses do you ngw feel would enable you to teach your

topics better?
No. oC tutorl

. ,

Teacher training or teaching methodology

Training in area of specialization (unnamed)

Crops

49

9

7



8tudy toun (mi.0.lll"80ul typu)

Anilllal hu.bAndry

Pia hu.bllnd~·y

Nutrition (probably hu~n nutrition)

Dairy .of.•nc.

Poultr! hu.bandry

Audic. vilual

Aa mllchanie .tudy tour.

Ext.n.ion

Animal br••dina

nepair and maint.n.ne. of tam "''':llin.ry

~;Irm manasement

Rans. manaSaPl.nt

80il and water manasement

All othen

"g. of tytgr'

7

6

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

24

Total No.
of tutOll'l

Q. 23. Plea.e tick the po.ition. in which you have pr.yiou.1X .~.

1. of tutor. who ••rv.d
(by desr.. h.ld)

QM.!l§. DJpL<»fAS CIITIlICATIS ALL TUTOIS

Administration-
Hinieterial level 13 121

Administration-
Rellional level 15 17

Administration-
Diatrict level 13 9

Reselreh 2S 17

Seconded to plrl.tatall 2S 17

Seconded to other
Hiniatriell 9 10

Extension service 33 14

Other (lht) ...u 16

TOTAL tran.fers 154

Ave. No. of tran.fer. per
Graduate, Dip., Cert.
holder and overall

* 1. of the 167 potential respondent.

1.12

6'X.

4

7

14

16

26

10

.87

S'X. ft

5 9

;, 8

13 15

10 15

S 5

18 20

13 13

.72 1.08
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Comm.ot. 00 0. 23

Tw.oty p.rc.ot ot all tutor••urv.y.d indicat.d th.y had had Ixt.n-

.ion .xp.ri.nc.. ritt••n p.rc.nt had work.d in r•••arch and tha ...1

p.re.nt had be.n ••conded to para.tatll.. Graduat•••urv.y.d indlcat.d

an averl•• ot ~.12 pr.viuu. po.ition., camparad to .87 and .72 for DipLomA

Ind C.rt1ticat. hold.r••

A••om. p.ople had held 2 or mar. pr,viou. po.itlon., otb.r. obviou.ly

hId h.ld none. In i01n. back throuah the foan. tor each tutor, 1t va.

found that 49~ ot III tutor. did not indieat. hav1nl h.ld prlviou. po.itlon.

other thIn telchlng.* Th••• tigure. would b. exp.ct.d to b. lnflat.~ by

about 51. due to their inclu.ion of about lO~ non-ra.pondant. amonl ~om

about half may hIve had previou. experience. Th••e in.xp.rtaDead tutor.

may need experience .ub.t1tute. to perfoan w.ll a. tutor••

* BreakiDg thi. ov.rall flgur. down, w. tind that 45t of thl Graduat•• ,
531. of the Diplomat•• , and 491. of the Cdrtifielt. hold.r. dld not
indicate haVing held pr.vtou. po.itlon., other th.n t.achlnl.



APPENDIX RESpmlSES It'ROM RECENT GRADUATES IN EVALUATING THEIR

OWN TRAINING.

As a means of evaluating the quality and type of agricultural

training and education ongoing in the various institutions in Tanzania,

the survey team interviewed all available people who had granuated from

such institutions within the past 3 years. The persons interviewed

were posted as follows:

District Offices . . . 53

Regional Offices 39

Parastatal Sector • . . 16

Research . . . . . 9

Ministry Headquarters . 8

Village 1

Private Sector 1
TOTAL 127

The respondents' highest level of education as reported was:

BSc

Diploma •

Certificate

38

63

24

The respondents' general field of study was reported as:

Livestock •

Crops •

Both

35

34

56

The following questions appear exactly as they did on the field

questionnaire.

\.\~\
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Question 1. Please evaluate the quality of your most recent (Certificate/

Diploma/B. Sc.) training by placing a tick under the appropriate column.
"

with regar.d to: (Number of responses from 127 people interviewed).

Very Very
Well Well Adequately Poorly Poorly

t'rained Trained Trained Trained Trained

a) Theoretical
knowledrze: 49 65 12 0 0

b) Ability to
apply skills &
knowledge
practically: 18 59 42 5 0

c) Values, habits
& attitudes ,
which are con-
ducive to pro-
ductive work: 13 60 45 6 0

d) Administrative
skills & know-
led2e : 12 28 60 21 1

e) Planning skills: 10 49 53 8 1

f) Knowledge and
skills of super-
vision &
management: 16 43 56 7 0

g) Ability to ex-
tend knowledge
and skills to
farmers: 26 42 49 4 0

h) Knowledge &
ability to
apply economic
principles: 12 43 58 8 1

. \.,
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Question 2. How have you overcome weaknesses in your training?

By asking advice from better trained
By reading and reference books
By 1earning" through experience
By working hard • • • • • • • • •
By taking correspondence courses
By personal ~nitiative•••
Through the news media • • • •
Through on-the-job tr~ining •
By practicing •••••
Through short courses • • • • • • •

28
18
16

• • •• 10
• • • • • • 8. )
. • • • • • 2

• • • • • 2
• • • • • • • 2

• • 2

Question 3. In which subject areas, if any, were you poorly trained?

Livestock production • • • • • • •• 11
Administration •• • • • 9
Crop production • • 7

~ Applying economic principles •••• • • • • • 6
Surveying • • • • • • • • • 6
Rural econoOlY • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6
Veterinary science • • • • • 5
Soil science • • • • • ~ 5
Agromechanics • • . • • • • • 5
Extension • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4
Statistics • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3
Land planning and management • • • 3
Irrigation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 1
Horticulture • • • • • • • ••••• 1
Meat processing • . ••••• I
Political education • 1

Question 4. How do you think your training could be improved?

More practicals than theory. • • • • • 37
More study tours and field practicals. 36
By short courses •.•••••••••••••••• 24
More and better tutors • • • • • • • • • • • • 9
Longer courses • • • • • • . • • • • • • 3
Better workshops and equipment • 3
Better library facilities. • • • • 3
More specialization. • • • • • • • • • • 2
Improve facilities • • • . • • • • • • 2
More agricultural extension and administration 2
More use of visual aids. • • • • • • • • • • • 2
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Question 5. Based on your recent Job experiences, please indicate your
opinion regarding changes in emphases needed in training by placing a
tick in the appropriate column:

Abou
Much Some the Some Much

Theory and Practica1s More More Sam~ Less Less
~

a) CroD Science 47 18 19 4 2
b Horticulture 30 31 1.6 5 3

Soil Science 37 26 22 2 -c ......:.~ ..
d SurvevinCl 28 33 22 4 , 1
e Forestrv 10 10 10 7 10
f Bees &Fisheries 9 9 17 5 15
sz WorkshoD Technolo2V 23 28 9 9 6
h Oxen Power 33 30 14 3 3
i Anatomv &PhvsioloClV 10 26 35 4 5
of Animal Imnrovement 39 21 29 2 1
k Phvs. of Growth Lact E22S 11 15 23 7 6
1) Animal Nutrition 21 24 32 2 4
m Poultrv Husbandrv 24 31 27 3 2
n) Beef Husbandrv 21 28 31 4 3
0 ) Fann Economic OrCl. 43 24 25 4 2
p) Agric. Extension 43 24 28 2 1
g) Administration & Leszis1ation . 30 42 15 3 2
l" Human Nutrition . 1.5 20 28 3 10,
s Soil Conservation 39 33 20 0 1
t Small Scale IrriClation 32 34 12 5 1
u Tractor Power 27 30 21] 4 2
v) r\f.1::.... Farm Power 21 29 26 I 3
v) 1la.'1"V Husb

- ..
17 30 'n , 2

x 'Parh Mof ,.. ...,,_ 'PT It:n & Para. 1e; 14 21i j 8
v Ma. in.,. T.of Ck DiAeases 3 22 25 . ~

!l': '0",,1 torv ni seaA""A 2 ~2 25 , ~

aa) Clinical Studies , 3j 19 13 4
bb) A... o/"...·1 Industrv (meat inso) 1 29 19 2
cc) Ra.nQ'e and Pasture MQ't. 2 ~n 32 1 j
dd) 'Pnl Ed and Pol. Econ. 2~ 26 ~g 'i

ee) Farm Structures 24 33 30 lJ. 5

". "

. I
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APPENDIX A-Ih THE UNIVERSITY OF DAR ES SALAAM, FACULlY OF AGRICULTURE,

FORESTRl.....,;A_N;.;.:D~VE::.:TE=R=INA=RY~S_C;.:.IEN=C_E.

SURVEY PROCEDURE

Opinions and statistics were obtained by personal interview and by

self-administered questionnaire.

ApprOXimately two hours were given to each interview. A generalized

set of questions and problems were discussed. Questions asked related

either to the entire Faculty or to specific divisions or deparenents.

Those interviewed at the Faculty level were the Dean, the Associate

Dean and fonner Dean and nine heads and directors at the deparenental level.

Questions discussed concerned problem areas related to the general

faculty situation; and those specifically related to the departments and

divisions. Future plans for the faculty and departments, individual

staffing needs, facilities, student members, teaching and research equip-

ment, testing procedures, strengths and weaknesses and the finance situation

were discussed. Other questions were discussed which mayor may not appear

in this report.

Two self-administered questionnaires were distributed to lecturers

and students but unfortunately not all students and lecturers were present

and not enough time was available to contact all groups and have the ques-

tionnaire returned.

Of the 74 staff members presently assigned to the campus, 25 completed

the questionnaire, This does not represent a measured sample of each depart-

mente The student situation was very similar. Students were contacted

wh€re available. No student questionnaires were returned from the Veterinary

Science Division. Only 66 responses were received from a total of 265

. "
students,

•
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The results of tH~ questionnaire therefore are only used in a

general way and a statistical situation is not developed.

INTRODUCTION

History •

The University College of Tanganika as a member of the University

of East Africa was officially opened October 25, 1~61. The Lmportance

and urgency of Un~versity Education had been discussed by various offi-

cials in the three East African countries since 1955. At the opening

ceremony of the college, the then Prime Minister, Julius Nyerere, was

given an Honorar;' Degree in recognition of his role in leading the

people to national unity and to political independence; for his wisdom,

courage and foresight in high office, and for his constant endeavour

in promoting the expansion of higher education in East Airica.

The Law Faculty began with ]4 students in October 1961 in Dar es

Salaam. In 1964 the University College moved to new facUities on Ob-

servation Hill with the opening of the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences.

The Faculty of Science was opened in 1965, the Faculty of Medicine in

1968, the Faculty of Agriculture at Morogoro in 1969, and the Faculty of

Engineering and the Institute of Development Studies in 1913.

In June 1970 the University of East Africa was dissolved and in August

1970 the University of Dar es Salaam was officially inaugurated. The Univ-

ersity presently has a student population of about 3,500 in four different

faculties at the main campus in Dar es Salaam and has approximately 265 stu-

dents in the Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary Science at

Morogoro, about 170 km from Dar es Salaam.

The Faculty of Agriculture was established in July 1969 following the

takeover of the former Agricultural College. During the first three years

of existence, the Diploma and BSc (Agrie.) programs were operated simultan-

eously. In 1973 the Diploma Course was discontinued.
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In July 1973 the BSc (Forestry) program was initiated and in July 1976

the Veterinary Scien~es program was started.

the Faculty has made steady progress in building facilities and in

planning and implementing curriculum. Numerous programs have been started

at the post-graduate level.

Organization and Enrollments.

The present faculty consists of three (3) Divisions: Agriculture,

Forestry and Veterinary Science. The Division of Agriculture is divided

into seven departments: Crop Science, Animal Science, Soil Science, Ag-

ricultural Education and Extension, Agricultural Engineering and Land

Planning, Rural Economy and Food Science and Technology. Three degrees

are offered at the Bachelor level: BSc (Agric.)j BSc (ForesttY)j and the

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V.Sc.). The undergraduate program had,

an enrollment of 197 in June 1979. A summary follows:

Table 1. UNf)ERGRADUATE STUDENT ENROLLHENT AS O:r' JUNE, 1979

(FACULTY OF AG. -- MOROGORO)

COURSE INTAKE M.TES TOTAL MALE 1lI1:OUA T "

1ST YEAR B.SC. (AGRIC.) JAtWARY 1979 42 25 17
2ND YEAR B.SC. (AGRIC.) JANUARY 1978 45 39 6
3RD YEAR B.SC. (AGRIC.) JANUARY 1978 16 15 1
3RD YEAR B.SC. (AGRIC.) JULY, 1977 14 8 6

ill

1ST YEAR B. SC. (FORESTRY) JAl'lUARY 1979 23 20 3
2ND YEAR B.SC. (FORESTRY) -- -- --
3RD YEAR B.SC. (FORESTRY) JULY 1977 18 18 0

41

1ST YEAR B. VET. SCIENCE JANUARY 1979 13 11 2
2ND YEAR B. VET. SCIENCE -- -- --
3RD YEAR B. VET. SCIENCE JULY 1977 17 17 0
4TH YEAR B. VET. SCIENCE JULY 1976 9 9 0

39
TOTAL UNDERGRADUATES 197 162 35

,

i
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Four post-graduate programs are offered at the Master level: MSc

(Agric)j MSc (Agric Eng.)j MSc (Agric Econ.)j and MSc (Forestry). A

Doctor of Philosophy degree is offered in Agriculture or Forestry as well

as a Doctor of Science degree. Individuals may apply for a Doctor of

Science degree with a Bachelor's degree and at least 6 years standing. The

Doctor of Philosophy degree no~ally requires a Master's degree for entry.

The pOGt-graduate programs had an enrollment of 68 students in January 1979

as follows:

TABLE 2. GRADUATE STUDENT ENROLLMENTS AS OF JUNE 1979

1ST YEAR 2ND YEAR
DIVISION OR DEPARTMENT POST GRADS POST GRADS Ph.D.

1978-79 1977-78 CANDIDt\TES

RUIc,\L ECONOMY ~ 3 11,

SOIL SCIE~ICE v 2 4

CROP SCIENCE
'"

3 3

ANIMAL SCIENCE -:. 5 8

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING , 2"-

DIVIS ION OF AGRICULTURE 12

I SUBTOTALS - 13 28 12 • S3

FORESTRY 6 13 ". 19

I TOTAL 19 41 12 • 72

A review of the enrollment figures for the Faculty shows a steady

decline since 1974-75 (see Table 3). The latest enrollment in June of

1979 listed only 1 more student than was enrolled in 1974-5. Thus there

has been a reduction of 97 students in the Division of Agriculture while

41 and 39 students respectively were enrolled (added) in the newer Divi-

sions of Forestry and Veterinary Sciences.
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TABLE 3. S!'ODBlI'1'S· IDIIRAL BOLL (FAaJL1Y OF AGe -- HlROGORO)

~,
-)

I
.1'\
I

ACADIHIC YElll DftDDGRAmAns PmTGRADUATES ClAIm TOTAL

.. 'IOTAL
AGUe FOIlES1.'RY VEJERlJMRY UBD

1974/75 214 45 -- 259 S 264

1975/76 201 51 -- 252 16 268

1976/77 182 55 12 249 34 283

1977/78 84 ;:1 29 174 S3 227

1978/19 163 66 47 276 68 344

J,.:le> 1979 117 41 39 197 68 265

~d~
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There appears to be several reasons for this reduction in enroll-

ment. The number of Fo~ VI leavers has not increased substantially,

the number of mature entry students qualified to enter the faculty has

nearly been exhausced, the faculty has a reputation of being rather

difficult, and foreign scholarships are readily available to send stu-

dents out of the country. These factors will be discussed later in this

report.

Entrance Requirements.

Requirements for admission into the faculty ha'le been changed in

recent years to provide the opportunity of all deserving !auzanians to

obtain a higher education. Students may qualify for direct entry into

the faculty with the proper passes and after haVing served one year of

National Service. Others may qualify for direct entry bY,obtaining not

less than second level passes in Diploma and/or Certificate training_

Additionally, to prOVide the opportunity to exceptionally well-qualified

people who wish to study for the first degree and who do not possess

qualifications to satisfy direct entry, an alternativ~ method of mature

entry is offered. These students must be 25 years of age or older and

should have completed their formal education at Fo~ IV or Fo~ VI;'

or they should have completed Form II with two years of institutional

training, or the equivalent of five years prior to entry.

Administration.

Through interv1ew of administrators, department heads, staff members

a~d a review of administrative procedures, it was apparent that ample

opportunity Is provided for staff and student input into the planning

process for the faculty. The Dean relies upon various academic officials

to provide the leadership and expertise in the operation of the academic

programs. A partial list of those included the Associate Dean, the

Assistant Dean of Students, the Chief Academic Officer, the Director of
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Graduate Studies, the Director of Undergraduate Studies, seven de?art-

ment heads and two Directors, one in Forestry and one in Veterinary

Science.

The general policy of the University and Faculty stipulates that the

majority of the administrators and deparcnent heads must be review~d and

appointed every three years. In some situations individuals are reap-

pointed for the second three-year term. In general this policy prOVides

for a general assessment and evaluation of the administrators. It was

apparent that the administrators of the Faculty were dedicated and or-

ganized well enough to provide the quality of education needed by Tan-

zania. Students were an integral part of the policy making and planning

process. They were evident in University committees and were consulted

on matters of Faculty administration, curriculum development, evaluation,,

and other general operating procedures. This input into administrative

procedures is particularly important because of the valuable experience

prOVided by the mature students who have had several years o~ field ex-

perience and are familiar with current needs and difficulties in past

training. The direct-entry student also has a role to play in the process,

by injecting new and innovative schemes into the system.

Curriculum.

Curriculum development at the Faculty is undertaken by staff of the

academic discipline involved. A review of the departments revealed that

several such as Soil Science, Rural Economy, Agricultural Engineering and

Lang Planning have recently been re-evaluated and changed. Several other

departments have been in operation only a short time and little evaluation

can take place until a number of students have passed through the present

curriculum.

Major changes in the curriculum dealing with additions or subtractions

of contact hours and major subject matter changes lnust pass through the Fa-
,/
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culty and University academic planning procedure. Curriculum development

discussions were being conducted by the Faculty relative to the amount

of practical training that can be offered, its relationship to self-reliance,

the length of ttme required to obtain the first degree, the elimination

of present subject matter from the curriculum and the time at which spe-

cializations should be entered into the students' programs. 'rhese and

other areas of changes which affect the education of students of nec-

essity pass through the University policy and curriculum development pro-

cess.

Staffing.

Staffing of the Faculty appeared to be adequate for the number of

students and other activities involved. The exception to this was in the

departments of Crop and Animal Sciences. A large percentage of the stu-

dents study in these two areas, especially the crop sCienCI!S, and therefore

constitute the heaviest staff contact hours. These d1scip1ines also re-

quire more time given to practical education on the farm, creating a

larger workload on the farm staff and assistant tutors. A number of staff

were being upgraded to MSc and PhD levels at various universities through-

out the world and at Morogoro. When these staff return to the Faculty,

the situation in several. of the departments will improve considerably.

The Crop Science Department is a good example of this situation. Approx-

imately 24 staff were assigned to the department but only 13 ware on

campus at the time of the interviewer's visit.

Facili ties.

Facili.ties available and those in the construction or planning stages

in June 1979 will for some time meet the needs of the Faculty. Those facili-

ties under construction including the Center of Continuing Education which

will house the Agriculture Education and Extension staff in addition to

the Center staff. A hostel will be constructed to accommodate 50 people
, I. ,.
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coming to the faculty for short programs organized by the Ministry of Agri

<:ulture and three Staff Houses will be built for Center staff.

New facilities for Veterinary Sciences are approved and will suf-

ficiently meet the needs for that division. Another student hostel will

also be built for this program, bringing the total on-campus student dor-

mitory capacity ~o 535.

Twenty to twenty-five houses were also planned or are under construe-

tion and will help to alleviate the critical need for staff houses. Staff

housing is a continuous problem and will still be acute even when these

houses are completed. A number of staff were liVing in temporary houses,

and those staff members who were away for further training will be re-

turning in the next few years.

DIVISIONS AND DEPARmEN'l'S

A general survey of the divisions and departments throughout the

faculty brought to light problems which can have an adverse effect on the

quality of education received. Many issues which follow are relevant to

higher education in general, rather than being issues l~ited to the

Faculty at Morogoro. Impressions from various .interviews are categorized

by divisions and departments to avoid generalizations.

Division of Agriculture.

Rural economy.-- Major emphasis by the approximately six staff members

in this department was l~ited to teaching at BSc and MSc level, and to

supervision of post-graduate theses. Staff were also active in conferences,

workshops and consulting ~rvice9 in Tanz&~ia. Staff were adequate to

cover departmental and service courses but little time was left for other

types of activity such as research.

Twenty-one post-graduate students were conducting research projects

throughout Tanzania and Kenya and were in various stages in writing their

materials or in examinations. The teaching load for departmental staff
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May term 1979.

Several staff members in this department had not completed terminal

degrees and therefore may be weak in research capabilities. Teaching

capabilities tend to be adequate. The BSc and MSc curriculum had

recently been revised and approved by the University Senate.

Reference books, periodicals, and journals are sufficient but re1e-

vant abstracts and other published works sre not available.

The planning procedure in the department involves all staff since

this is a small department.

Soil Science--The Department of Soil Science is engaged primarily in

teaching undergraduate and post-graduate students. It has undertaken a

major research program on tobacco soils in Iringa, Mufundi, and Nhombe

Districts of Tanzania.

Approxtmately 8 staff were involved in teaching and research res-

ponsibi1ities. All soil science courses in the division of agriculture

and forestry were offered to first and second year students. Seven

students were enrolled in the third year soil science option and six

students were in the post-graduate program. The staff averaged about

50 contact hours per term, excluding the courses taught in the post-

graduate program. The department was adequately staffed with several

staff presently obtaining their terminal degrees. Laboratories could

accommodate approximately 120 students and were well equipped. The

largest problem in this department as was the case in many others,

was the lack of students. Due to the small number of students per

intake, no students will be enrolled in Soil Science option during

the 3rd year in January 1980.

Animal Science--Only four staff were housed in this division with other

staff being trained to return to the Faculty. Senior staff were well

qualified for both teaching and research but junior staff lacked
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experience and research capabilities. One class of 48 students was taught

in the 1st year and a class of 17 students was taught in the second year

to Veterinary Science studeI~ts. With the supervision of post-graduates,

with undergraduate teaching, practical training and the research efforts,

These staff were overcommitt£td to adequately fulfill their obligationa.

Textbooks appeared to be adequate but reference books were not.

Laboratory facilities were needed for nutritional studios, while

housing has bee~ improved for goats a~d swine. Poultry facilities are

still inadequate.

Agricultural Education and Extension--This department had been newly or-

ganized and was comprised of 6 staff members. Basic courses were taught

to all first~and second~year students and a class of third-year students

had just received their~c&gIees. Unfortunately this department will not

offer the third~year option in January. 1980 because of'the scarcity of

students. Staff were therefore not overcommitted although several

taught courses in other departments. No post-graduate students were

yet available. Facilities should be available when the Center for

Continuing Education, now under construction, is completed. The Ag-

ricu1tural Education and Extension staff were scheduled to move into

this center.

Library reference and textbooks were inadequate.

Crop Science~-Although 21 staff were approved for this department, only

13 were presently on campus. Others were studying at various institutions

throughout the world. The policy in this department, as in others, was

to obtain staff wtth a PhD degree as soon as economically possible.

Approximately 40% of the teaching in the first and second year classes

was being done by this division. Nine stude~ts were· enrolled in the

third-year option and several were undertaking MSc-and PhD· level training.

The division is made up of the areas of agronomy, plant breeding,

horticulture, plant pathology, entomology, and botany. ~iS variety i
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of academic discipline requires staff with expertise to teach and conduct ,~

research in broad and diverse disciplines. Extension experts were also

needed to provide inservice training to the Ministry of Agriculture

extension workers. Library holdings were adequate in general.

Field equipment wa~ needed to conduct practicals and research.

Agricultural Engineering and Land Planning--Six staff were assigned to

this department. They were teaching courses in the first and second y~ars

but had few students in the third year option. Qualified local staff with

experience to conduct University teaching and research has continued to

be insufficient. nle department lacked the buildings, equipment, and

basic materials to adequately prepare students for this discipline.

Technicians were also in great demand.

A new curriculum had been recently approved for this department and

discussions were under way to find ways to upgrade this department and to

offer a BSc in Agricultural Engineering. This degree is recommended as

a four-year program. Another recommendation is that the first year of

such a program be held at the Dar es Salaam campus with the three

remaining years at Morogoro.

An evaluation of practical training in this department was difficult.

Library textbook and reference material was inadequate and more staff

was needed to cover the broad spectrum of disciplines in engineering.

Food Science and Technology--This department was comprised of six staff

members, some who had been transferred from the soil science department.

Courses were taught in the first and second year class and eight students

entered the food science option in January 1979. Facilities were inade-

quate and staff were using laboratory space and equipment in other

d0partments. The need for trained people in this area, particularly

in food processing and Home Economics, could be met by this department

if staff, students, and facilities were made available. The department
r', I

was new, having only started in 1976, and therefore difficult to assess



Division of'Forestry--This division was adequately staffed, had good

facilities, and had many staff in training to replace the expatriate

personnel. The staff consisted of 10 expatriates. There were about

90 students in the division at the SSc level r 6 students at MSc and

2 doing work at Moro~oro toward a PhD. The general policy has been for

Tanzanians to do coursework at foreign institutions and complete their

research in Tanzania. Students from seven countries were enrolled in

this program.

Division of Veterinary Science--The Division of Veterinary Science was

started in 1976 with 12 students in the firs~ year of a four-year program.

At the time of this study, 9 students were in the fourth year of study,

17 in the thtrd year and 19 in the first year. No second year studants

were enrolled because of the calendar change in intake from July to

January.

Fourteen staff were located in this division with one assistant

research fellow and one tutorial assistant.

The entire division was housed in temporary quarters until such

time as approved new facilities could be constructed. The students were

committed to heavy schedules, using holidays and other periods to parti-

cipate in practical training. The training appeared to be adequate

but because students had not yet graduated, it was difficult to ascertain

at this time.

Because the facilities are soon to be in the construction stage, it

would be valuable for the Head of this division to visit several col-

leges of Veterin~ry Medicine in the United States and Europe.

ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Faculty has made rather remarkable progress in devel.oping cur-

riculum, training staff, and providing for a wide range of degree-

granting programs in a comparatively short period of time. The faculty

is on the verge of being a very good institution and should compare

, : " "I
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favorably with others throughout East Africa and the world if the

development process continues to be thoroughly planned.

Virtually since its inception the faculty has been under consider-

able pr9ssure to increase student numbers and add departments which

provide for the manpower needs of Tanzania. However, the Faculty has

reached a critical stage in its development and it shuuld study and

correct several problems affecting the educational process.

1. The faculty was found to be facing the dilemma of far too few

students. It would appear from a first examination that this

should improve the quality of education due to a low student/

teacher ratio. The student/teachor ratio in July 1979 was, about

4 to 1. Conversely, this l~w ratio will curtail the number of

staff and the amount of expertise located on the campus and
I

will reduce the amount of in-depth teaching and research

capabilities which should be provided by a highly trained

staff and which is necessary for University level education.

Staff at the Faculty who were interviewed virtually

unanimously agreed that the lack of students is the major

obstacle in continuing to build a quality program at the

faculty. They discussed several factors which may either

singularly or in combination constitute the main reasons for

low enrollment, as follows:

a. The number of Form VI leavers has remained comparatively

constant. Some new high school programs have opened but

more programs in higher education are vying for these

students, especially those with high passes in chemistry,

mathematics, physics, botany, zoology, and biology. The

manpower pool from Form VI students has therefore been

spread over more disciplines and fewer students are

available to individual programs.
V

I
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Recent requirement changes for university entrance pro-

vides for those students who previously did not possess

high enough Form VI passes and Form IV leavers with

specific diploma and/or certificate passes, to also

gain a~if'sion. These students, known as mature entry,

provide a valuable contribution to the educational sys-

t~ through their experience for many years in the field.

The number of people presently in this category are

limited and will not be available to i.ncrease the Uni-

versity or Faculty enrollments. This group of students

may provide a larger manpower pool in the future, if

the quality of education is improved at the Diploma and

Certificate level in the Ministry of Agricultural's

Training Institutes.

c. Charges have been leveled at the Faculty that the curriculum

is too demanding and that students are expected to be in

classes and laboratories during hours which are not conducive

to good study habits. While the program at the Faculty

is demanding, most staff interviewed expressed a need

for studentD to be in-class as much as possible to ade-

quately fulfill their particular academic obligations.

Recommendation; Careful consideration should be given to

student loads. A study of the Curriculum should be made

to eliminate any unnecessary duplications and overlap from

previous training.

d. Staff, Ministry officials, and the Administration of the

Faculty spoke of the large number of scholarships available

through foreign government assistance. While these are

appreciated and are highly s~ught after by students, most

)

,.1,
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staff considered the education at the Faculty to be more

relevant to Tanzania's needs, particularly at the BSc

degree level. They discussed the possibility of donors,

providing scholarships for Tanzanian students to study

at the Faculty.

Recommendations: The Faculty and Ministry of Agriculture

staff should cooperate fully in deciding upon the number of

personnel needed at the graduate and post graduate level.

Large numbers of Tanzanians should not be sent to foreign

countries for training that is available in Tanzania. Some

specialized disciplines not available at the Faculty would

be exceptions. Perhaps donors could devise ways to improve

the Faculty and offer other kinds of stipends if scholarships

for Tanzan~ans are not possible within Tanzaaia.

2. The variety of changes made in entrance requiremeuts has brought

students to the faculty with varying levels of academic and

practical knowledge. 'this wide degree of capability has created

the need for remedial-type courses and programs to help alleviate

the differences. Form VI students were being given a ten-week

course in practical work and the Diplomates (mature entry) were

being given the same time as remedial courses, such as chemistry,

physics, biology, etc. This practice, while necessary, also

reduces the amount of time which can be devoted to more in-depth

training.

No recommendation is made. The present method of dealing with

this situation appears to be adequate.

3. Communications between the Ministry of Agriculture and the Faculty

concerning training and manpower needs are sometimes lacking. With

closer cooperation the Faculty could more nearly plan for

r
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the manpower needs of the future. Substantially more emphasis

was being placed upon the educational qualifications of the

policy and decision-making officials within the Ministry.

Officials with increased levels of education will be more

conversant with problems in higher education. It is important
,

that the faculty be fully informed and conversant with the

Ministry's needs and requirements.

Recommendations: Definite liaison should be established

between the Division of Manpower. Ministry of Agriculture

and the Faculty of Agriculture. Forestry and Veterinary

Sciences. This could be brought about by a special individual

within the Ministry being assigned this responsibility.

4. Continuity of staff continued to be a major concern in the

development of curriculum, in the planning and' development

of the Faculty, and in the general operation of the institution.

Expatriate staff generally spend short periods of time at

the college, creating discontinUity of program and inadequate

advising of post-graduate students. It takes time for expatriate

staff to become aware of the specific needs in Tanzania. Longer

contracts would reduce this problem. More lucrative contracts may

be needed.

Tanzanian staff also create the same difficulty. Many

staff were being moved from the Ministry of Agriculture to the

Faculty and seconded staff may be reassigned to the Ministry.

Staff were rightfully being given the opportunity to further

their education, thus leaving the faculty and creating the

same lack of continuity.

Staff at the Faculty were felt to have less opportunity for

government transport and less opportunity to purchase amenities

/
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and obtain living stipends via travel. If they are not dedicated

they may prefer to work for the M~nistry of Agriculture.

Recommendations: Ensure through salaries. travel stipends or

other methods at the disposal of the government. that personnel

at the Faculty receive higher or at least equal benefits to

those working in the Ministry of Agriculture.

5. The library and its holdings were inadequate for the Faculty,

although the number of volumes in many disciplines had been

increasing. The new facilities were adequate but increased

reference material wer~ needed. The five year development

plan requests library materials which should, if implemented,

alleviate this situation. Library space at the Faculty appeared

to be adequate at the time, but reference books, journals,

periodicals, and abstract articles generally did not meet the

needs of most departments. During interviews most department

heads expressed concern with this aspect of training, specifically

as it related to post-graduate research efforts. Future plans

for the FaculLy incl'Jded the expansion of these facilities

with the possibility of prOViding for a national agricultural

library system. The need for highly trained library staff was

expressed by many interviewed as a solution to improving the

library situation.

Recommendation: T.h~re is a oeed to select several Tanzanians

to receive library training to service the needs of the Faculty.

More outside donors could be solicited to contribute funds for

books, periodicals and journals as well as other material l~ele-

vant to teaching and research ac tivity. If the library is en

larged as planned it should be adequate for the Faculty needs.

6. Practical Training has been discussed and reviewed at most

levels of education in Tanzania and peopl~ agree that students
.', ,,',
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should learn to apply the knowledge they receive in a manner

which will increase the development of Tanzanian resources.

Perhaps nowhere is this more evident than in the field o:f

agriculture which is the basis of the nation's economic

system•. Self reliance and production as a national policy

must be practiced by all citizens to increase the standard

of living. People at all levels should be producing goods

and fibers to sustain themselves.

Recommendation: The need to integrate the practical training

of students as it relates to academics and the goals of

self reliance must be given careful planning_ The curriculum

in most cases appears to consume all of the student" s time in

both the three-year Bachelor of Science Degree in Agriculture

and Forestry Programs and the four-year program'in Veterinary

Science. Careful study of all possible alternatives is necessary.

This may constitute revising the present curriculum and elimi-

nating some of the present material. lengthening the time required

to receive a degree. or a combination of these. Another suggestion

given during interviews was that an entire year. or other period,

might be devoted to practical work after students are accepted

into the Faculty and before any formal educational process has

started. This work could be don~ on the Faculty fa~ which is

extensive.

New Departments.

The three newest departments at the Faculty were adding considerably

to the wide variety of academic disciplines present in the Faculty of

Agriculture. The size of the Faculty at Morogoro of course does not lend

itself (it is not large enough either in staff, facilities or students)

"
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to offer in-depth training in all areas which may be desirable. However, ~

the new departments of Food Science and Technologyi Agricultural Educa-

tion and Extensio~and Agricultural Engineering and Land Planning had

successfully initiated Bound programs. While none of them had facilities

of their own, laboratories, etc., they were planning for the future with

good staff. A wider variety of staff will be needed to meet specific

academic needs, particularly in the Agricultural Engineer~ng and Land

Planning and the Food Sciences and Technology Departments. The Agri-

cultural Education and Extension Department was presently well staffed

and will move into the center for Continuing Education.

Recommendations: Two degree programs which should be discussed and

planned for the future are Range Management and Wildlife Studies. These

areas are quite important to the economic development of Tanzania.,

Specific donors might be sought to sponsor these two departments. The

scarce resources at the college at present may not provide for adequate

facilities, equipment and staff without curtailing growth and activity in

other departments.

Student Recreation Facilities.

Outdoor sport facilities were lacking at the Faculty. Only a few

acres were devoted to playing fields, tennis and ueher local and inter-

national sports which p.ncourage the development and growth of students

physically and mentally. Not a great aiaount of time should be devoted

to these activities; however, teams of various sports promote discipline,

cooperation, and physical fitneQs. Good sports teams encoutage pride

in the institution, a closer awareness of institutional needs and in

the future could increase mass support.

Recommendatiou: The building of sufficient sports facilities

should be encouraged to provide for student and staff needs. The

student body should assume the leadership in planning programs and

facilities for the Faculty.

~ r
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Teacher Preparation.

The teaching program at the Faculty appeared to postess the quality

necessary for a good program. The teachers seemed to be dedicated, with

a few exceptions, and interested in providing the best education possible.

This should certainly be encouraged. Many staff, however, lack formal

training in teaching methodology and are not adept at organizing class

material using visual aids and dete~ining individual student needs.

Seventeen of 23 staff surveyed agreed that they should be provided with

more information on teaching methodology.

Recommendation: Every opportunity should be promoted to have the

Agricultural Educeti~n and Extension Department initiate in-service

training programs for staff. Activities might include guest lecturers

on good teaching methods, audio-visual aid workships, lesson plans

preparation, and other programs requested by the staff.

Transporta t ion.

Transportation continues to be a problem. Transport was needed

to take students on field trips, to buy supplies and equipment, to

operate the farm and to adequately administer the entire resources

of the Faculty. Many departments were in short supply of teaching

and laboratory equipment including equipment for field practicals and

equipment for the general farm operation •

.QQ!!£.LUS ION

The Faculty of Agriculture, Forestry and Veterinary Science was

found to be operating a good program in most academic areas. It was

difficult to determine the quality of some programs and departments

since they had been newly initiated. Students had not graduated,

and the staff did not yet have feedback from these

upon which to base an assessment.

academic emphases

/'
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Highly-trained staff in teaching and research had continued to be

insufficient, but this was improving as more Tanzanians receive their

PhD degrees and elect to remain at the Faculty.

'1.

Facilities were improving, new construction was taking place in

several departments, and several new structures were in the planning or

approved stages. Equipment for these programs will be obtained as the

facilities become available. These additions will enhance the capability

and prestige of the Faculty.

The Academic curriculum was continually being asseased and changes

were taking place aa the staff and students determine the necessity to do

so. Several departments had initiated improved curricula and others were

in the discussion stages. Changes in the curriculum area progress slowly

because of the procedure used by the University to gain approval. This
;

procedure should be maintained to allow for careful review of all concerned

before dramatic changes a~e initiated.

The greatest need of the Faculty at the time of the survey was to

obtain a larger student intake. New departments and programs along with

the more established ones will be curtailed if more students are not

somehow made available. The education received by the student was

felt by most standards to be good and relevant to the needs of Tanzania.

Hopefully educational planners will not allow the lack of students, staff,

and facilities to impede the vital role this institution will have in

developing the manpower needed in agriculture, forestry and veterinary

science.


